FINAL ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATION FOR
SACSCOC
Meeting Date: 07/2022

Type of Submission:
Renewal Petition
Current Scope of recognition:
The accreditation and preaccreditation ("Candidate for Accreditation") of degree-granting institutions of
higher education in Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, and Virginia, including the accreditation of educational programs offered via
distance and correspondence education within these institutions. The accreditation status of these institutions
and their recognition extends to the SACSCOC Board of Trustees and the Appeals Committee of the
College Delegate Assembly on cases of initial candidacy or initial accreditation and for continued
accreditation or candidacy.
Criteria: 602.10(a-b) Link to Federal Programs

Narrative:
The Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges (SACSCOC) understands that
its accrediting decisions serve a federal purpose and an institutional purpose in determining an institution's
eligibility for participation in the Higher Education Act (HEA) financial aid or other federal programs.
Further, SACSCOC recognizes that it must maintain recognition by the Secretary in order for its
membership to be participants in the Title IV program. SACSCOC accredits degree-granting higher
education institutions and entities based on requirements in The Principles of Accreditation: Foundations
for Quality Enhancement (Principles) (Exhibit 1, Principles, p. 7). These requirements apply to all
institutional programs and services, wherever located or however delivered. SACSCOC codifies this
recognition in the Principles, the accrediting standards with which all member institutions must maintain
compliance. Standard 13.6 (Federal and state responsibilities) notes:
The institution (a) is in compliance with its program responsibilities under Title IV of the most recent
Higher Education Act as amended and (b) audits financial aid programs as required by federal and state
regulations. In reviewing the institution's compliance with these program responsibilities under Title IV,
SACSCOC relies on documentation forwarded to it by the U.S. Department of Education. (Exhibit 1,
Principles, p. 30).
To assist institutions and peer evaluators in their compliance with the core requirements and the standards
in the Principles, a Resource Manual is available to provide supplemental interpretations of each standard.
The supplemental interpretation for Standard 13.6 notes:
Many institutions are dependent upon Title IV federal financial aid to assist students with educational
expenses and maintain adequate levels of enrollment. An institution must comply with the program
responsibilities under Title IV of the most recent Higher Education Act as amended or risk the loss of
federal aid for both its students and organizational needs. As the primary gatekeeper for many member and

candidate institutions seeking Title IV funds, SACSCOC is obligated to review information submitted by
the institution, or provided by the U.S. Department of Education, that could affect an institution's continued
compliance with SACSCOC standards.
NOTES: Institutions should remember that financial reviewers, by SACSCOC policy, will not be from the
same state as the one under review. Thus, it is important to explain the nature of state financial aid
programs and how they are managed and audited.
Institutions whose Title IV financial aid is audited as part of a larger state or system "Single Audit" should
work with the auditors to ensure that the audit clarifies that the institution was explicitly included within the
coverage of the audit, and whether any findings within the audit pertain to that institution.
(Exhibit 2, Resource Manual, p. 134-35)
Further, of the 791 SACSCOC member institutions, all but about 15 or fewer rely on SACSCOC' s
continued recognition by the US Department of Education (USDE) for access to the Title IV HEA
programs as either a primary or secondary accreditor.
NOTE: The College Delegate Assembly (CDA), the membership, adopted revisions to the Principles in
December 2017 that became effective January 1, 2018. (Exhibit 248, Minutes of CDA) Throughout this
application, all further references will be to the 2018 Principles edition.
Document(s) for this Section
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Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency must provide exhibit
1. Principles and exhibit 248, Minutes of CDA for analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that its accrediting decisions serve a federal purpose and an institutional purpose in
determining an institution's eligibility for participation in the Higher Education Act (HEA) financial aid or
other federal programs, thus demonstrating 602.10(a) as the classification choice from the criteria. The
agency also attests to the significance of maintaining recognition by the Secretary in order for its
membership institutions to be participants in the Title IV program.
In addition, the agency cites the College Delegate Assembly's (CDA), revised Principles of Accreditation:

Foundations for Quality Enhancement (Principles) and meeting minutes reflecting this revision as evidence
demonstrating adherence to the abovementioned Federal link requirements; however, the agency has not
provided exhibit 1, Principles, nor exhibit 248, Minutes of CDA referenced in the narrative in this section
of the criteria for analysis. Specifically, the agency, as the Title IV gatekeeper for its member institutions,
provides agency standard 13 within the Principles, which outlines the responsibilities for institutional
compliance as institutions are to be in compliance with its program responsibilities under Title IV of the
most recent Higher Education Act as amended; and audits its financial aid programs as required by federal
and state regulations, which is verified by the agency through notifications from the U.S. Department of
Education. Lastly, the agency describes the peer review process of its member institutions, that includes the
review of the agency's core requirements within the agency's resource manual, and further explains the
level of review for both the agency and the institution in conjunction with Title IV responsibilities (exhibit
2).
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
The Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges (SACSCOC) accredits degreegranting higher educational institutions and entities based on the core requirements and standards
(standards) in The Principles of Accreditation: Foundations for Quality Enhancement (Principles). It is
noted in the Response document as Exhibit A.
The agency has attached the minutes of the College Delegate Assembly (Exhibit B) which adopted the
2018 edition of the Principles.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional explanation and documentation in
relation to the criteria. Specifically, the agency provided the omitted Principles of Accreditation:
Foundations for Quality Enhancement, which outlines the requirements and standards for attaining an
accredited status of the agency consistent with the attestations of the original narrative and this section of
the criteria (exhibit A). The agency has again cited the inclusion of Minutes from the College Delegate
Assembly (CDA) regarding the 2017 review of the Principles of Accreditation within their response; yet
exhibit B referenced in the narrative containing this information has not been included for analysis.
However, it is clear that the agency has a valid federal link, which is Title IV participation for students that
attend the institutions accredited by the agency. Also, Department Staff observed the June 2022 Board of
Trustees Meeting of the agency in which the 2018 Principles of Accreditation, 2017 standards revision and
midpoint review committee of the agency standards, were discussed and referenced during the meeting.
Thus, the inclusion of the CDA minutes for compliance has been satisfied through the Department
observation.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response

No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.11(a-c) Geographic Area of Accrediting Activities

Narrative:
The Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges (SACSCOC) is an
institutional accrediting body responsible for the accreditation of postsecondary degree-granting institutions
in the southeastern part of the United States. Its geographical territory includes the states of Alabama,
Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas,
Virginia, Latin America, and other international sites approved to award associate, baccalaureate, master's,
or doctoral degrees, including distance education programs offered by those institutions. This is stated on
page 3 of the Principles of Accreditation: Foundations for Quality Enhancement (2018 edition) (Exhibit 1);
noted on our website at www.sacscoc.org, and in SACSCOC Bylaws (Exhibit 4), Section 1.07, page 6,
which reads as follows:
Section 1.07. Geographical Territory
The geographical territory of the Corporation shall consist of the states of Alabama, Florida, Georgia,
Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, and Virginia, as well
as Mexico, Central and South America and islands of the Caribbean, and other geographical areas approved
by the Corporation. (Exhibit 4)
In March 2020, the Executive Council of the SACSCOC Board of Trustees discussed recent changes in the
federal regulations and recommended that the Board monitor whether it will accept applications from other
regions until July 2021. (Exhibit 7, EC March 2020 minutes, p.4)
Exhibit 3_A outlines a list of the 791 member institutions, levels, and degrees offered. Exhibit 228 is a
screenshot of the SACSCOC website denoting the states within the United States where its member
institutions are located.
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Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency must provide exhibit 1, Principles of Accreditation: Foundations for Quality Enhancement for
analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that it is responsible for the accreditation of postsecondary degree-granting institutions,
including those offering distance education, within the southeastern part of the United States, thus
demonstrating 602.11(b) as the classification choice from the criteria. The agency also cites the Principles
of Accreditation: Foundations for Quality Enhancement, the agency Bylaws, and the agency website, which
also cites and list the specific geographic territories of the agency (exhibits 4 and 228); however, the
Principles of Accreditation: Foundations for Quality Enhancement has not been provided for this criterion
for analysis.
In addition, the agency provided lists of accredited institutions and institution degree levels to further
demonstrate the assertion of classification (b) of the criteria (accrediting within a region), along with
meeting minutes of the Executive Council, which captures the decision to monitor request outside of the
region in which the agency accredits in lieu of the recent changes to the U.S. Department of Education
regulations, effective July 1, 2020, reflecting the three categories in the current criteria (exhibits 3, 3A, and
7). Department staff will review additional documentation related to the aforementioned monitoring efforts
during a file review scheduled for early next year.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
The Principles of Accreditation serve as the agency's accreditation standards and is attached as Exhibit A.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis the agency has provided the Principles of Accreditation to evidence
the attestations within the original narrative to demonstrate adherence to this section of the criteria (exhibit
A).
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response

No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.14(a) Category of Agency

Narrative:
SACSCOC has a voluntary membership of institutions of higher education and its principal purpose is the
accreditation of those institutions. (Exhibit 1, Principles, p. 7 and Exhibit 3_A, List of Accredited
institutions) The intent and practices of SACSCOC from its inception have been that participation in its
accrediting processes and accreditation (membership) would be voluntary. As stated in the Principles:
Accreditation by SACSCOC signifies that the institution (1) has a mission appropriate to higher education,
(2) has resources, programs, and services sufficient to accomplish and sustain that mission, and (3)
maintains clearly specified educational objectives that are consistent with its mission and appropriate to the
degrees it offers, and that indicate whether it is successful in achieving its stated objectives. (Exhibit 1,
Principles, p. 3)
Self-regulation through accreditation embodies a philosophy that a free people can and ought to govern
themselves through a representative, flexible, and responsive system. Accordingly, accreditation is best
accomplished through a voluntary association of educational institutions. (Exhibit 1, Principles, p. 4)
Participation in the accreditation process is voluntary and is an earned and renewable status. (Exhibit 1,
Principles, p. 5)
The Principles codified this requirement in Standard 13.6 (Federal and state responsibilities), enabling
institutions to establish eligibility to participate in HEA programs. Specifically, the standard states:
The institution (a) is in compliance with its program responsibilities under Title IV of the most recent
Higher Education Act as amended and (b) audits financial aid programs as required by federal and state
regulations. In reviewing the institution's compliance with these program responsibilities under Title IV,
SACSCOC relies on documentation forwarded to it by the U.S. Department of Education. (Exhibit 1,
Principles, p. 30).
Further, all members of the 77-member SACSCOC Board of Trustees and its standing and ad hoc
committees are volunteers, as are the professional educators serving on review teams as evaluators.(Exhibit
14, Roster of BOT members)
The SACSCOC Bylaws state:
Section 1.04. Purpose

The Corporation shall be a corporation organized exclusively for educational purposes, whose mission is
the improvement of education in the southern United States and other geographical areas by recognizing
and encouraging institutional quality through accreditation. To fulfill its purpose the Corporation will
assume the following responsibilities:
1. accredit institutions of acceptable quality;

2. facilitate cooperation among and improve quality of institutions; and
3. preserve the integrity and autonomy of member institutions.
Therefore, SACSCOC has a voluntary membership and has as its principal purpose the accreditation of
institutions of higher education.
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Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency must provide the Bylaws for analysis. The agency needs to also provide an explanation and/or
a narrative for the inclusion of exhibit 2 in relation to the criteria.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency Principles state participation in the accreditation process of the agency is voluntary and is an
earned and renewable status, thus identifying with category 2 of the criteria (exhibit 1); and reiterated
within the agency Bylaws within the stated purpose of the agency, which is the accreditation of institutions
of higher education; and have a voluntary membership; however, the agency has not included the Bylaws
referenced in the narrative as evidence for this section of the criteria. The agency also attests that the
Principles and the listing of accredited institutions reflects voluntary membership, which signifies that the
institutions listed have a mission appropriate to higher education; resources, programs, and services
sufficient to accomplish and sustain that mission; and maintains clearly specified educational objectives
that are consistent with its mission and appropriate to the degrees it offers (exhibit 1); however exhibit 3A
reference in the narrative has not been included this section of the criteria for analysis.
In addition, the agency highlights that as the Title IV gatekeeper for its member institutions, it monitors
standard 13 within the Principles, which outlines the responsibilities for institutional compliance with its
program responsibilities under Title IV of the most recent Higher Education Act as amended; and audits its
financial aid programs as required by federal and state regulations, and verified by the agency through
notifications from the U.S. Department of Education, as a membership requirement (exhibit 1).The agency

further attests that the Board of Trustees for the agency are professional educators who are volunteers that
serve as reviewers and evaluators for the agency, as demonstrated on the Roster of the Board included as
evidence (exhibit 129). Lastly, the agency has also included the Resource Manual of the Principles as
evidence for this criterion; however, no explanation for the inclusion of the manual has been provided by
the agency (exhibit 2).
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
The Resource Manual provides supplemental interpretation for the standards noted in the Principles of
Accreditation; therefore, it was provided as supplemental interpretation of the Principles cited in the
narrative and in case the reviewers wanted to use as a reference source for the standards cited in this
criterion.
The SACSCOC Bylaws are attached as Exhibit C.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional documentation and explanation to
demonstrate adherence to the criteria. Specifically, the agency provided the Bylaws omitted previously,
which outlines the agency's purpose, consistent with the attestations of the original narrative and this
section of the criteria (exhibit C). In addition, the agency explained the inclusion of exhibit 2, The Resource
Manual, as a supplemental interpretation of the Principles for reviewers.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.14(b) Separate and Independent

Narrative:
SACS is a corporation organized exclusively for educational purposes, whose mission is the improvement
of education in the southern area of the United States by recognizing and encouraging institutional quality
through accreditation. To fulfill its purpose, the Association has two corporate entities: SACSCOC,
accrediting institutions of higher education; and COGINA, accrediting elementary, middle, and secondary
institutions. The Association has a ten-member Board of Trustees which represents both entities. It does not
select or evaluate the SACSCOC President, nor does it set the salaries of its staff.

SACSCOC is a separate corporation with a membership of 791 institutions. The membership comprises the
College Delegate Assembly (CDA) and is represented by an elected Board of Trustees, with 77 members.
Of the 77, 13 are elected to the Executive Council, that acts in the absence of the Board. The remaining 64
Board members serve on the Committees on Compliance and Reports (C&R), standing committees that
conduct the review of accreditation cases. Eleven members are public members.
The "Standing Rules of the SACS Board of Trustees, Executive Council, and College Delegate Assembly"
(Exhibit 9, Standing Rule, pp. 3-4) and the Bylaws of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools
Commission on Colleges (Exhibit 4, pp. 6-8) address the composition, selection, dismissal of elected Board
of Trustees, and their duties. Further, the "Standing Rules" outline the responsibilities of the College
Delegate Assembly, comprising of the chief executive officer of each of the 791 accredited institutions. The
"Standing Rules", the SACSCOC Bylaws, and the Handbook for the Executive Council (Exhibit 10,
Handbook, pp. 5-8) clearly specify that the Executive Council, the 13-member executive committee of the
Board of Trustees, reviews and approves the SACSCOC budget; the College Delegate Assembly approves
significant changes to the annual dues assessment formula and to special fees which are paid by each
member and candidate institution. The Board of Trustees of the Association neither approves nor reviews
the SACSCOC budget.
SACSCOC, as proof of its "separate and independent" status, attests to the following:
(1) The SACSCOC Board of Trustees is the 77-member body elected by the College Delegate Assembly
which includes one voting representative (the chief executive officer) from each of the Commission's 791
member institutions. The "Standing Rules of the Commission" outline the nomination process for electing
the members. Annually, the Executive Council members, representing each of the 11 states, solicit
nominations from members in their respective states. They send ballots to each president seeking
nominations for one (1) member from Track A (undergraduate institutions), two (2) members from Track B
(institutions that offer undergraduate and graduate degrees) and one (1) public member. They may also
submit names for the at-large positions. These 33 positions are used to ensure a diverse body of Trustees.
The Council members compile the nominations and conduct a call with the members to develop a slate to
submit to the Nomination Committee. The Nomination Committee is comprised of former trustees that
represent the various types and a faculty member. One position is reserved for an international member.
The Committee reviews the nominations submitted by the states and develops a slate for the Board of
Trustees to elect in December at the Annual Meeting of the College Delegate Assembly (or the
membership). Members of the SACSCOC Board of Trustees are elected for terms of three years by a
majority vote of the members of the College Delegate Assembly present and voting at the Annual Business
Session after nomination by the Nominating Committee of SACSCOC. (Exhibit 9, Standing Rules, pp.3-4)
The Board of Trustees' responsibilities are outlined in the "Standing Rules of the Commission" (Exhibit 9,
Standing Rules, pp. 3-4). Therefore, they are not selected by the Association's Board of Trustees or any
chief executive officer of any related, associated, or affiliated trade association, professional organization,
or membership organization and are not staff of the related, associated, or affiliated trade association,
professional organizations.
(2) There are 11 public members on the Board's decision-making body, so 1/7 of SACSCOC 77-member
Board of Trustees consists of public representation. The definition of a "public" member adheres to the
federal regulations (Exhibit 9, Standing Rules, p.3, item 1.b.2 and (See Exhibit 14 for a Roster of Board
Members; public members are indicated on the roster.)

(3) SACSCOC policy, "Ethical Guidelines for SACSCOC Board of Trustees," provides guidelines for each
member of the Board of Trustees — the decision-making body of the Commission — to avoid conflicts of
interest in making decisions (Exhibit ##, Ethics Guidelines, pp. 2-6). In addition, SACSCOC requires
evaluators, every Board member and special readers serving as a member of the Committees on
Compliance and Reports or the Executive Council to complete a recusal form that includes the pertinent
provisions of the Ethics policy. The "Recusal from Committee and Board Action" (Exhibit 12) makes it
clear that an individual must put in writing in advance of discussions/votes on the institutional cases where
there is a conflict of interest in accord with SACSCOC policy (Exhibit 12). (See Exhibit 14 for a Roster of
Board Members; public members are indicated on the roster.) There also exists an established and
implemented guideline for each member of the Appeals Committee to avoid conflicts of interest in making
decisions. (See Exhibit 15, Appeals Procedures, pp. 1-2 for the conflict of interest description and Exhibit
16, Appeals Committee Roster.)
(4) SACSCOC dues are paid separately from any dues paid to related, associate, or affiliated member
organization. SACSCOC policy, "Dues, Fees, and Expenses," states: "Statement of dues shall be issued by
the Commission and shall be payable upon receipt of the Commission's invoice by the member or
candidate institution. The invoice is sent to the chief executive officer of the institution. Dues assessment
information is not released about an institution without written permission by the institution's chief
executive officer." (Exhibit 13, Dues policy, p.1)
(5) The Executive Council, on behalf of the Board of Trustees, develops and approves the annual
SACSCOC budget, with review by the SACSCOC Board of Trustees. (Exhibit 9, Standing Rules, p.1 and
Exhibit 88, Minutes of Board approving the budget for 2019 and 2018.)
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Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency must define the COGINA acronym within the narrative. The agency needs to also provide the
Bylaws, exhibit 88, and exhibit 12 for analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, Commission on Colleges
(SACSCOC) is a corporation, which is one of two separate entities, SACSCOC and COGINA, of the
Association tasked with improvement of education in the southern area of the United States by the review
of institutional quality through accreditation; however, COGINA has not been defined by the agency
(exhibit 10). Specifically, the agency Handbook for Executive Council states that the agency carries out
their missions with considerable autonomy, which includes the development of their own standards and
procedures; and govern themselves by the Collegiate Delegate Assembly (CDA), comprised of membership
institutions, with a separate budget and process for the appointment and hiring of staff from the
Association's Board of Trustees (exhibit 10).
Correspondingly, the agency's CDA, comprised of its 791 membership institutions, is represented by a 77
member elected Board of Trustees (Board), in which 13 are elected to the Executive Council; 11 are public
members, as defined by federal definition within 600.2; and the remaining members are assigned to serve
on committees and review accreditation sites (exhibit 10 and 9). The agency further attests that the
nomination, selection, and dismal process for the Board is outlined within the standing rules of the agency,
which contains an explanation of the Board's duties of each member, including the Executive Council, who
approves the agency budget separate from the Association's Board of Trustees. However, the agency
Bylaws and exhibit 88 referenced in the narrative has not been provided as evidence for review with this
criterion. Additionally, the Appeals Procedures of the CDA cited within the Appeals guidelines defines the
Appeals Committee, who are a second decision body of the agency, requirements as an administrative
process approved by the CDA of the agency allowing applicant, candidate, and member institutions to
appeal adverse decisions taken by the Board, with representation from the public. The rosters for the Board
and Appeal Committee have been provided to evidence to represent these roles of the agency (exhibits 13,
14A,14C and 16).
In addition, the agency ethical guidelines and the Appeals Committee procedures provide additional
guidance on avoidance of conflicts of interest for the Board and Appeals Committee, and recusal
procedures for Board members and evaluators, including the completion of a recusal form to document
conflicts (exhibits 11, referenced as ## within the narrative, and 15). The agency attests that the Recusal

from Committee and Board Action group is tasked with review of the aforementioned recusals; however,
exhibit 12 demonstrating this review has not been included within the petition.
Supplementary, the agency policy on dues and fees distinguishes the separate and independent status of the
agency through the declaration that dues shall be issued by the agency and shall be payable upon receipt of
the agency's invoice by the member or candidate institution; not the Association, who requires a separate
collection of dues/fees.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
SACS CASI is the accrediting agency of elementary, middle, and secondary schools in the southern region
of the United States of America. Their accreditation standards are administered through COGNIA.
Southern Association of College and Schools (SACS) is a corporate entity that has two components, one
known as SACS CASI (Council on Accreditation and School Improvement) and the other is known as
SACSCOC (Commission on College). SACS CASI is a separate, 501( c)(3) entity. This is a separate entity
from SACS COC. SACS CASI has been known as AdvancED and now, currently as COGNIA. See Exhibit
F for a screenshot of the evolution of the organization.
The SACSCOC Bylaws are attached as Exhibit C.
The Minutes of the Executive Council approving the budget for FY 2019 and FY 2018 is attached as
Exhibit Di-FY 2019 and D2-FY 2018. The Chair informed the Board of this approval at the respective
Board meetings. See Exhibit D3-FY 2019 and D2a-FY 2018.
Examples of Recusal forms from Committee and Board Action are attached as Exhibits E1-63.

Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency must still provide
recusal forms from Committee and Board Action, cited within the agency's original narrative and response
to the draft staff analysis for analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional explanation and documentation in
relation to the criteria. In particular, the agency explained the reference to COGINA within the original
narrative, which Department Staff requested the COGINA acronym be defined by the agency. In lieu of
defining the acronym, the agency again identified the Southern Association of College and Schools'

(SACS) composition of two entities including COGINA as one component, which includes the southern
region's accrediting agency of elementary, middle, and secondary schools as the Council on Accreditation
and School Improvement (CASI); and the Commission on Colleges, which recognizes and encourages
institutional quality through accreditation and improvement of education in the southern areas, representing
SACSCOC (exhibits C and F). Further the agency explains COGINA was formerly AdvanceED (exhibit
F).
The agency also provided some of the omitted evidence requested by Department Staff within the draft
staff analysis, including the agency Bylaws and Executive Council and Board of Trustees (Board) Meeting
Minutes demonstrating the review and approval of the agency budgets, which are consistent with the
attestations of the original narrative (Exhibits C, D1, D2-D2a, and D3). Although not requested for this
section, the agency has provided the Principles of Accreditation as evidence; however, the agency has still
not included examples of recusal forms from Committee and Board Action as evidence for the record.
Lastly, Department Staff conducted a File Review of agency documents from March-May of 2022 and
found that the agency utilized recusals and conflicts of interest interchangeably, which has been clarified
within the file review documents.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.14(c) Joint use of personnel

Narrative:
Document(s) for this Section
File Name
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Comments
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Comments
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Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency needs to provide a narrative and supporting documentation to address the Secretary's criteria
for this section.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency has not provided a response to this section of the criteria.

List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
SACSCOC does not have joint use of personnel with any agency or related, associated, or affiliated trade
association or membership organization.
The Career and Technical Consortium of States (CTECS) provides industry-based resources and services
for the improvement of career technical education and workforce development instruction, assessment,
certification, and delivery. CTECS is housed in the SACSCOC building pursuant to a leasing agreement.
Pursuant to our 990 Form (Exhibit Fl, p. 37). CTECS is a related tax-exempt entity; however, CTECS is
not controlled by SACSCOC, nor does it have any control in the operations of SACSCOC. Further,
SACSCOC does not pay anything for the joint use of the building and equipment; SACSCOC's joint use
does not compromise the independence and confidentiality of the agency's accreditation process.
As noted in response to Criterion 602.14(b), COGNIA is a separate accrediting agency from SACSCOC. It
is an entity within the charter organization of SACS; however, SACSCOC does not have any joint use of
personnel or facilities with COGNIA. Although they are noted in our Form 990 (Exhibit F and Fl) as a
related tax-exempt entity, COGNIA is not controlled by SACSCOC, nor does it have any control in the
operations of SACSCOC. COGNIA does not compromise the independence and confidentiality of the
accreditation process of SACSCOC.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency has provided a response to the required criteria, which is
also identified as required within the Accreditation Handbook. Specifically, the agency attests that no joint
use of personnel with any agency or related, associated, or affiliated trade association or membership
organization is utilized by the agency.
In addition, the agency provided documentation demonstrating the separation of control and operations of
the Career and Technical Consortium of States (CTECS), which is housed and leased within the same
location as the agency, to further demonstrate the agency's accreditation process is independent of other
personnel (exhibit F1). The agency also reiterated the entities which comprise the Southern Association of
College and Schools (SACS) cited within §602.14(b) and the distinctions of each entity's separate
operations and control over their respective accreditation processes (exhibit F).
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.15(a)(1) Staffing/Financial Resources

Narrative:
In July 2005, Dr. Belle Wheelan assumed the Presidency of SACSCOC. Presently, the SACSCOC staff
consists of the following: a president, a chief of staff, a senior vice president, 10 vice presidents, a vice
president for financial and administrative services, seven directors, six coordinators, an executive assistant,
a meeting planner, two mail/print technicians, a staff accountant, a senior accountant, ten administrative
assistants, two administrative secretaries, one senior secretary, two staff assistants, and a receptionist. (See
Exhibit 17, SACSCOC Organizational Chart) Job descriptions for all administrative staff are available in
Exhibit 18; brief staff biographies are available at Exhibit 19.
Every review team scheduled to visit an applicant, candidate, or member institution is accompanied by a
Vice President. Consequently, each Vice President serves as liaison to approximately 80 institutions. New
vice presidents undergo an orientation and current and new vice presidents regularly have "in-service"
training on standards and other topics. (See Exhibit 20 for an orientation schedule for new Vice Presidents
hired since 2017, and Exhibit 21 for a schedule of topics for staff in-service trainings).
Given the staff professional experience and academic credentials, as well as the responsibilities of the
positions, the SACSCOC employs qualified and adequate executive and administrative staff to carry out its
accrediting responsibilities and to manage its finances.
The current FY 2019 SACSCOC Budget is approximately $(b)(6)
. For FY 2018 the budget was
approximately $ (b)(6)
Dues collected from accre fled and candidate institutions account for approximately
of its revenues;
annual meeting and summer institute fees account for approximately (b)(6) of the revenues. Other sources of
revenue include evaluation fees (fees for reviewing substantive change requests), investment interest, sale
of publications, application and workshop fees, annual meeting, other fees for specific service, etc. (See
Exhibit 22 SACSCOC FY 2019-20 budget).

go

Institutions are assessed dues based on a formula adopted by the membership in December 1998. The
formula considers an institution's FTE student enrollment, and its education and general expenditures. A
copy of the generic dues formula can be found in the Handbook for the Executive Council, page 7 (Exhibit
10). The scale of fees assessed to institutions for the review of substantive change requests and for initial
application for accreditation can be found in the SACSCOC Substantive Change Policy and Procedures.
(Exhibit 29)
As indicated in the "Dues, Fees, and Expenses" policy (Exhibit 13), the "cost of ongoing day-to-day
activities" of SACSCOC is met by annual institutional dues. Travel expenses relative to staff and
committee visits are borne by the institution being visited. The only exception is the advisory visit
conducted by staff at the beginning of an institution's reaffirmation or initial accreditation cycle.
SACSCOC assesses the institution 030) for the visit and assumes additional costs beyond that total.
SACSCOC's financial resources are adequate to provide the necessary services and maintain an effective
system of accreditation. The budget for fiscal year 2019-20 shows projected revenues of 3 (bo)
, and
projected expenditures of $ 0)0)
with an audited beginning fund balance for the 2018-19 fiscal year of
$(b)(6)
(Exhibits 22A,
, an 2C, SACSCOC budget for FY 2017, 2018, 2019)
The most recent audited financial statement for SACSCOC, Inc. shows it in a solvent position. (See June
30, 2018 and June 30, 2019 Financial Statements) (Exhibit 23 and Exhibit 24).

The financial statements, the budget, the dues schedule, and membership total of 791 institutions clearly
indicate that the SACSCOC has adequate resources to carry out its accrediting responsibilities.

Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

Exhibit 17 SACSCOC
Organizational Chart
Exhibit 18 SACSCOC Job
Descriptions
Exhibit 19 SACSCOC Staff Bios
Exhibit 21 Topics for In-Service
Training
Exhibit 21 22A SACSCOC FY 2019
Budget
Exhibit 22B SACSCOC FY 2018
Budget
Exhibit 22C SACSCOC FY 2017
Budget
Exhibit 23 SACSCOC Fin Statement
FY 2019
Exhibit 29 Sub Change Policy and
Procedures
Exhibit G2 FY 2019 Audit
Exhibit G3 FY 2020 Audit
Exhibit G4 FY 2021 Audit
Exhibit G1 2018 Audit

File Name

Analyst
Comments

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

17 Organizational Chart of
SACSCOC.pdf

None

None

18 SACSCOC Job Descriptions.pdf

None

None

19 SACSCOC Staff Bios.pdf

None

None

21 Topics for In-Service Training.pdf

None

None

22_A SACSCOC Budget 2019.pdf

None

None

22_B SACSCOC Budget 2018.pdf

None

None

22_C SACSCOC Budget 2017.pdf

None

None

None

None

None

None

None
None
None
None

None
None
None
None

23 SACSCOC Audit for June 30
2019.pdf
29 Substantive Change Policy and
Procedures.p df
G2 2019 Audit.pdf
G3 2020 Audit.pdf
G4 2021 Audit.pdf
G1 2018 Audit.pdf

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency must provide the additional audits conducted during the recognition cycle for analysis. The
agency needs to also provide an explanation and/or a narrative for the inclusion of exhibit 29 in relation to
the criteria.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency provided an organizational chart of 51 staff position descriptions, biographical sketches, and
orientation materials for senior level staff, who provide accreditation support to approximately 790
institutions, to demonstrates it has adequate staff to carry out its accrediting responsibilities (exhibits 17-19
and 21, Topics for In-Service Training). Department staff will be conducting a file review of additional
agency documents related to the criteria during a file review scheduled for early next year.

The agency provided budget breakdowns for FY 2017-2019 of dues, fees, and expenses collected for
administration of accreditation activities exhibiting adequate financial resources and practices by the
agency (exhibits 21, FY 2019 Budget, and 22B-C). In addition, the agency provided audit findings for FY
2019 to demonstrate acceptable accounting practices, as noted in the auditor's report, which states the
agency's financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, of the agency's financial position
(exhibit 23). However, the agency has only submitted one audit for 2019, which is not sufficient for
Department staff to assess the independent audit assessments of the agency throughout the recognition
cycle. The agency must submit its most current audit in order for Department staff to fully understand the
agency's financial position. Lastly, the agency has also included the Substantive Change Policy and
Procedures as evidence for this criterion; however, no explanation for the inclusion of the policy has been
provided by the agency (exhibit 29).
The Department has received no complaints related to adequacy of the agency staff in fulfilling the
accrediting responsibilities.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
SACSCOC provides Exhibit Gl: FY 2018 Audit; G2: FY 2019 Audit; G3: FY 2020; and G4: FY 2021.
Exhibit 29, the SACSCOC "Substantive Change Policy and Procedures" was included in the petition
because this policy outlines the various fees that are associated with the various substantive change
reviews. These are expenses noted in the "Dues, Fees and other Expenses" policy. The information was
provided in an effort to provide a comprehensive response.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional documentation and explanation to
demonstrate adherence to the criteria. In particular, the agency provided the missing audits for FY 20182021 to evidence the attestations and findings regarding the acceptable accounting practices referenced in
the original narrative by the agency (exhibits G1-G4). Additionally, the agency explained the inclusion of
the Substantive Change Policy and Procedures within the original narrative as information to exhibit the
collection of dues, fees, and expenses related to the types of substantive changes the agency permits.It
should also be noted that although the agency provided information and documentation concerning the
backgrounds and experience of agency staff, it is not clear that the team tasked with the review of federal
requirements are familiar with the Secretary's Criteria for Recognition in light of the deficiencies that exists
within the original and final submissions of the petition.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response

No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.15(a)(2) Competency of Representatives

Narrative:
Institutions seeking candidate or accredited status with SACSCOC undergo several layers of review by
their peers. These peers are trained similar to committee reviewers outlined below.
For institutions undergoing a comprehensive, decennial review, the Off-Site Reaffirmation Committee
evaluates the institution's judgment of compliance with the Principles of Accreditation (Principles) and
prepares the first phase of the Report of the Reaffirmation Committee. The On-Site Review Committee
receives the initial findings of the Off-Site review and makes final determinations on the institution's
compliance with the Principles of Accreditation and reviews the institution's Quality Enhancement Report
to determine its acceptability. The institution receives a copy of the final Report of the Reaffirmation
Committee, responds to areas cited for non-compliance, and forwards the response to the Committees on
Compliance and Reports (standing committees of the 77-member Board of Trustees) for recommendation
on reaffirmation to the Executive Council—the elected 13-member representative body of the Board of
Trustees. The Council reviews the accreditation cases and forwards its recommendations to the Board of
Trustees. The Board of Trustees takes final action on continued accreditation/reaffirmation (baring an
appeal from the institution, in which case, the Appeal Committee makes the final decision). (The complete
process for the comprehensive review is described in Exhibit 1, Principles, pp. 8-9)
For substantive change requests, accreditation, and special committee reviews, the On-Site team writes a
report indicating the institution's status of compliance with the Principles at the time of the On-Site visit.
The report of this committee, as well as the institution's response and other information, are forwarded to
the Committees on Compliance and Reports (standing committees of the 77-member Board of Trustees) for
a second level of peer review. The Committees on Compliance and Reports recommend action on
accreditation to the Executive Council, which recommends to the Board of Trustees for final action.
Consequently, the peer review of an institution involves several layers of reviewers, all qualified to make
decisions on accreditation.
Visiting Committee Members and Chairs. To be selected to serve on a visiting committee (On-Site team),
an individual recommended by the institution's chief executive officer completes information on their
institutional portal. Direction are provided at https://sacscoc.org/app/uploads/2020/01/How-to-Become-anEvaluator.pdf. Based on the information provided regarding education and experience, SACSCOC staff
members may include the individual in the Evaluator Registry. This database is maintained and managed
by SACSCOC staff. Currently, there are approximately 5,879 evaluators registered in the database.
Composition of Committees.
An Off-Site Reaffirmation Committee is composed of a Chair and evaluators for finance, institutional
effectiveness, organization and administration, student support services, learning support services, and two
or more evaluators for educational programs, depending on the size and complexity of the institution under
review.
An On-Site Reaffirmation Committee is composed of a Chair and evaluators in the areas of organization

and governance, faculty, educational programs, student support or library services, institutional
effectiveness, and the Quality Enhancement Plan. If a recent audit was not available during the Off-Site
Review, a finance evaluator is added. SACSCOC staff may expand the size if the Off-Site Committee has
identified a number of issues for further review or if the institution has numerous off-campus instructional
sites that must be visited. None of the Committee members may be from institutions in the same state as the
home campus of the institution being visited. When the evaluators accept positions on the committees, they
are asked to attest to having no conflict of interest with the institution. (See Exhibit 26, "Ethical Obligations
of Commission Evaluators.") (See also Exhibit 27, Handbook for Institutions Seeking Reaffirmation, pages
32 and 53.) Committee members for other types of committees are selected based on the focus of the
committee visit and the evaluator's experience and education. The number of On-Site committee members
can range from 2-12. (See Exhibit 240, Rosters of On-Site Committees.)
Training of Committee Members and Chairs
Committee members are trained by participating in a half-day training session during the SACSCOC' s
Annual Meeting, using three methods: the Handbook for Review Committees (Exhibit 28) with assistance
for interpretation and expectations as outlined in the Resource Manual for the Principles of Accreditation:
Foundations for Quality Enhancement (Exhibit 2); and training modules. In addition, all evaluators use the
Matrix for Analyzing Compliance (Exhibit 30). Sample modules include those for evaluators of
institutional effectiveness, Quality Enhancement Plan (QEP), finance and student support services. (Exhibit
31 and 32, respectively.) In addition, committee members are evaluated by SACSCOC staff accompanying
the team and the chair of the team; chairs are evaluated by the institutional president and by SACSCOC
staff. (Exhibit 30B, Training Guide for Reviewers)
Training for Committee Chairs
Chairs are selected based on performance as team members, leadership abilities, and understanding of the
Principles. The Chair of a Committee is evaluated by team members and by SACSCOC staff.
Chairs of visiting committees are trained using four methods: (1) attendance at a two-day training session
(Exhibit 33 for an agenda and materials for the session); (2) online modules; (3) Handbook for Review
Committees (Exhibit 38, pp. 39-48) with assistance from information in the Resource Manual (Exhibit 2);
(4) the updated session at the SACSCOC Annual Meeting (Exhibit 34, Topics of Annual Meeting Chair
Session); and (5) formal Off-Site and Guide for Reviewers (Exhibit 30A and 30B).
Committees on Compliance and Reports, the Executive Council, and the Board of Trustees. The 77member Board of Trustees is the final decision-making body on the accreditation of institutions unless the
institution appeals an adverse action. Then the case is reviewed by the Appeals Committee.
Annually, the Executive Council members, representing each of the 11 states, solicit nominations from
members in their respective states. They send ballots to each president seeking nominations for one (1)
member from Track A (undergraduate institutions), two (2) members from Track B (institutions that offer
undergraduate and graduate degrees) and one (1) public member. They may also submit names for the atlarge positions. These 33 positions are used to ensure a diverse body of Trustees. The Council members
compile the nominations and conduct a call with the members to develop a slate to submit to the
Nomination Committee. The Nomination Committee is comprised of former trustees that represent the
various types and a faculty member. One position is reserved for an international member.
The Committee reviews the nominations submitted by the states and develops a slate for the Board of
Trustees to elect in December at the Annual Meeting of the College Delegate Assembly (or the
membership). Members of the SACSCOC Board of Trustees are elected for terms of three years by a
majority vote of the members of the College Delegate Assembly present and voting at the Annual Business

Session after nomination by the Nominating Committee of SACSCOC. (Exhibit 9, Standing Rules, pp.3-4.)
Each Board of Trustees member undergoes an orientation session after they are initially elected by the
College Delegate Assembly or, as in the case of special readers, selected by SACSCOC staff. This
orientation takes place in April in conjunction with the Off-Site reviews and before their first Board
meeting in June. Copies of the agendas and accompanying materials for these orientation sessions can be
found in Exhibit 35. In addition, Board members and special readers appointed to serve as members of the
Committees on Compliance and Reports (Exhibit #39: Roster of Committees on Compliance and Reports)
also use the Handbook for the Committees on Compliance and Reports (Exhibit 36) as the document
guiding them when making decisions regarding the accreditation of institutions. All attest in writing or
recuse themselves from the review of cases with conflicts of interest in accord with the SACSCOC policy
"Ethical Obligations of SACSCOC Board of Trustees. (See Exhibit 11)
A roster of 2019-20 Board of Trustees and their brief bios are included as Exhibit 14.
The Appeals Committee of the College Delegate Assembly is composed of 12 former SACSCOC Board of
Trustees; 8 are presidents/chancellors; two are public representatives, and two are academic personnel. (See
Exhibit 15, "Appeals Committee Procedures of the College Delegate Assembly" for committee
composition and for expectations regarding conflict of interest.) Since they all have been former Board
members and had attended an orientation session, they are knowledgeable regarding SACSCOC's
processes and standards. The Hearing Officer trains the Appeals Committee on procedure prior to the
appeals hearing (Exhibit 15).
A roster of 2020 Appeals Committee members and their brief bios are included as Exhibit 16.
In addition, SACSCOC staff use the booklet "A Guide for Evaluators Charged with Reviewing Distance
and Correspondence Education" (Exhibit 37) for committee members responsible for evaluating distance
and correspondence education activities.
Document(s) for this Section
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Exhibit 25 Reaffirmation Review
Process Screenshot
Exhibit 26 Ethical Obligations of
Evaluators
Exhibit 27 Handbook for Seeking
Reaffirmation
Exhibit 28 Handbook for Review
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Exhibit 30 C Training of Off Site
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Exhibit 30D Training Guide Off Site
Chairs 2019
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Pr ocess screenshot.pdf
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2019.pd f
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Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency needs to provide exhibits 1, and 14-16 in this section of the criteria for analysis. The agency
also needs to provide rosters for the full Board, Appeals Committee, Executive Council, and a sample of
evaluators for analysis; and a screenshot of the website utilized for potential evaluators, since weblinks are
not accepted for the petition review. Finally, the agency needs to clarify if training on distance and
correspondence education is optional or required for all members of the decision making bodies.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the Principles describes the agency composition, decision making bodies and the
process of review for candidate and accredited institutions; however, the agency has not provided the
Principles as evidence for analysis. In particular, the agency attests that it's comprised of the College
Delegate Assembly, Executive Council, Board of Trustees (Board), Appeals Committee, and the
Committees on Compliance and Reports. The responsibility for administering the accreditation process is
vested in multiple Committees, including the off and on-site review committees, who serve as site
evaluators; the committees on compliance and reports, which are standing committees of the Board; and the
Executive Council of the Board, who serve as the executive arm of the Board, functions on behalf of the
Board, and has all actions subject to review and approval by the Board (exhibits 27-28 and 36-37). The
agency's scope of recognition identifies two decision bodies for the agency, which includes the Board of
Trustees, who serves as a decision body that takes final action; and the Appeals Committee, which also
serves as a decision making body that makes a final decision on accreditation for an institution requesting
review of accreditation actions of the Board; however, exhibit 15 referenced in the narrative as evidence
has not been included for analysis.
Specifically, the agency attests that the Board of Trustees consist of seventy-seven (77) members who
make final decisions in determining institutional compliance with standards for initial or reaffirmation of
accreditation. The members of the Board of Trustees are elected by the College Delegate Assembly, which
is comprised of one voting representative from each of the agency's approximately 790 accredited member
institutions. The Board includes two branches of review, the executive council and the compliance and
reports committees, both comprised of Board of Trustee members (exhibits 28 and 36). The Executive
Council is responsible for coordinating the selection and nomination process for the election of Board
members, who are representative of each state within the Assembly. The agency has provided agendas and
accompanying materials documenting the orientation and training of the decision-makers for the agency to
ensure the policies, procedures, and standards of the agency are understood while in their perspective roles
(exhibits 26, not 11 as referenced in the narrative, 28, 35A-C, 36, 39A, and 41). The agency's scope of
recognition includes the evaluation of distance education and correspondence education, which is also
included in training materials (exhibits 28, 36 and 39A). The agency has also included rosters of the
Committees of the Board, who work in conjunction with the Board (exhibits 46-49); however, a roster of
all the Board and Executive Council members, exhibit 14 has not been provided for analysis.
In addition, the agency declares that the institutional review teams consist of an off-site reaffirmation
committee and an on-site reaffirmation view committee. The off-site reaffirmation committee is composed
of a chair and evaluators for finance, institutional effectiveness, organization and administration, student

support services, learning support services, and two or more evaluators for educational programs depending
on the size and complexity of the institutions. The on-site review Committee is composed of a chair and
evaluators in the areas of organization and governance, faculty, educational programs, and student support
or library (exhibits 26, and 34A-B). The agency has included agendas and training materials demonstrating
a review of agency requirements, as well as the role of evaluators who will review the application of
standards, policies, procedures, and requirements during off and on-site evaluations (exhibits 25-27, 30AD, 33, and 37). The agency provides specific guidance and training on institutional effectiveness along with
distance and correspondence education (exhibits 31 and 37). The agency also attests that the information on
potential site visitors is collected on the agency's website; however, the agency must provide a screenshot
of the website, since weblinks are not accepted for the petition review.
Correspondingly, the agency attests that the Appeal's Committee is also in place for institution's requesting
review of accreditation actions. The Appeals Committee consists of twelve members who have served on
the Commission's Board of Trustees which include eight Presidents/Chancellors, two faculty/academic
personnel, and two public members. The members of the Appeals Committee, which is comprised of one
voting representative from each of the agency's accredited member institutions, are elected by the College
Delegate Assembly in coordination with the Executive Council. The Appeals Committee, having served as
former Board members, the Committee is oriented and trained on agency policies, procedures, and
standards. Additionally, the Appeal Committee affords an applicant, candidate, and member institutions to
appeal adverse decisions though a hearing on the matter (exhibits 11 and 28).
Lastly, the agency states "A Guide for Evaluators Charged with Reviewing Distance and Correspondence
Education" (Exhibit 37) is provided to committee members responsible for evaluating distance and
correspondence education activities" (exhibit 37); however, it is unclear if distance education training is
optional or required for the agency representatives involved in accreditation activities, since distance and
correspondence education is included in the agency's scope of recognition. Department staff will be
conducting a file review of additional agency training documents, including distance education during a file
review scheduled for early next year.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
The Principles of Accreditation has been provided as Exhibit A.
The agency was asked to provide the Roster of the 2019-20 Board of Trustees and their brief bios. The
information is provided as Exhibit H and Hl.
The agency was asked to provide the Roster of the Appeals Committee and Hearing Officer for the Classes
of 2019, 2020, and 2021. The information is provided as Exhibit J.
The agency was asked to provide the roster of the Executive Council for 2018, 2019, 2020, and 2021,
which are provided as Exhibit K.
The agency was asked to provide a sample roster of evaluators; the information is provided as Exhibit L.
The agency was asked to provide a screenshot of the website available to evaluators; the information is
provided as Exhibit M.

In addition, SACSCOC provided "A Guide for Evaluators Charged with Reviewing Distance And
Correspondence Education"(Exhibit AA21) which SACSCOC staff uses in training committee
members/evaluators responsible for evaluating distance and correspondence education. This information is
available for all members of the decision-making bodies; it is not optional.
In the peer review process, committee members bring their respective expertise to the review, especially
when distance education is under review. These reference materials are housed on the SACSCOC website
and thus available to any member of a review committee. (See Exhibit M) Further, the SACSCOC Vice
Presidents assisting the review committee will share this information with committee members and provide
any additional training.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency needs to provide the
bios of the 2020 Appeals Committee members for the record and to demonstrate the experience and
background of the Appeals Committee members. The agency must also provide the Appeals Committee
Procedures of the College Delegate Assembly referenced in the original narrative and requested in response
to the draft staff analysis as evidence.
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional documentation and explanation in
relation to the criteria. Specifically, the agency provided the omitted Principles of Accreditation, which
outlines the composition of the agency, decision making bodies and the process of review for candidate and
accredited institutions. Further, the agency provided the Guide utilized for Evaluators Charged with
Reviewing Distance Education and Correspondence Courses and training of decision making bodies,
committees, and evaluators on distance education, along with the screenshot of the Evaluator Resource
webpage from the agency website (exhibits A, AA21, and M).
In addition, the agency has now provided the missing rosters of the Appeals Committee and Hearing
Officers; Executive Council; Evaluators; and the Board of Trustees (exhibits H, J, K, and L). Further, the
agency provided the bios referenced in the original narrative for the Board of Trustee (exhibits H1);
however, the agency has not provided within the petition, or the file review documents, the referenced bios
for the 2020 Appeals Committee members referenced within the original narrative. The agency has also not
provided the Appeals Committee Procedures of the College Delegate Assembly referenced in the original
narrative and requested in response to the draft staff analysis as evidence.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.15(a)(3) Academic/Administrative Representatives

Narrative:
For all layers of peer review, policy development, and decision making, SACSCOC uses academic and
administrative educators and practitioners as noted above. All are trained in the methods described in
602.15(a)(2) using the following documents: Principles of Accreditation, Handbook for Review
Committees, Resource Manual for the Principles of Accreditation , and the Handbook for the Committees
on Compliance and Reports . Sample Rosters show that policy committees, Off-Site review committees,
On-Site review committees, and the Committees on Compliance and Reports all comprise a balance
between academic and administrative educators. See Exhibits 39, 41, 44, 45, and 240 for the diversity of
committee membership represented from the member institutions.
Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

File Name

Exhibit 9 Standing Rules of SACS
9 Standing Rules of SACSCOC BOT EC
BOT EC CDA
CDA.pdf
Exhibit 15 Appeals Committee
15 Appeals Committee Procedures of the
Procedures of CDA
Colleg e Delegate Assembly.pdf
Exhibit 16 Roster of Appeals
16 Appeals Committee.2019-2021.pdf
Committee
Exhibit 41 Roster of ad hoc
41 Roster of the ad hoc Committee on
Differential Review Process
Differen tial Review Process.pdf
Committee
Exhibit 45 Roster of ad hoc Principles 45 Roster of the ad hoc 2016-17 Principles
Review Committee
Re view Committee.pdf
Exhibit 38 Roster of Off-Site
38 Rosters of Off Site Committees
Committee
2017_2018_2 019.pdf
Exhibit H BOT Rosters 2018-2021
H BoT Rosters 2018-2021.pdf
Exhibit J Appeals Committee and
J Appeals Committee.2019-2021.pdf
Hearing Officer Rosters
Exhibit K Roster of Executive
K Exec Council Rosters 2018-2021.pdf
Council 2018-2021
Exhibit M Screenshot of Evaluator
M Screen Shot of Evaluator Resource
Resource webpage
page.pdf
Exhibit AA21 Guide for Evaluators of AA21 Guide for Evaluators_Reviewing
Distance Ed
Distance Education.pdf
Exhibit XX Distance and
XX Distance Education and Correspondence
Correspondence Education policy
Cour ses Policy Statement.pdf
Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:

Analyst
Comments

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

The agency needs to demonstrate with documentation that administrative educators are required on the
decision making bodies of the agency as stated within the narrative; specify if distance and correspondence
education is required for all involved in the accreditation process of the agency; and provide a roster of the
Board of Trustees.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests academic and administrative educators, and practitioners are included on its peer
reviews; policy development; and decision-making bodies, which is demonstrated on the rosters provided
as evidence for the various categories (exhibits 16; 38, 41, and 45); however, a roster of the Board of
Trustees has not been provided for analysis. Although administrative educators are listed on the rosters, the
agency's Standing Rules Policy and Appeals Committee Procedures do not identify an administrator as a
requirement to serve on the Board of Trustees or Appeals Committee (exhibits 9 and 15). The agency
further attests that training is required for all the aforementioned bodies, which includes training on the
Principles of Accreditation, Handbook for Review Committees, Resource Manual for the Principles of
Accreditation, and the Handbook for the Committees on Compliance and Reports. However, the agency has
not provided the abovementioned training materials in this section of the criteria for analysis; nor has the
specific requirement for training of evaluators, and the decision making bodies on distance and
correspondence education been addressed within in the narrative or exhibits.
Department staff will be conducting a file review of additional agency training documents, including
distance education during a file review scheduled for early next year.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded

Response:
As the rosters of the members of the SACSCOC Board of Trustees, the SACSCOC Executive Council, the
Appeals Committee, and the Hearing Officers demonstrate, administrative educators such as presidents,
chancellors, Chief Executive Officers, General Counsels, Provosts, and Deans serve on these decisionmaking bodies. See Exhibits H, J, and K.
In addition, SACSCOC provided the document "A Guide for Evaluators Charged with Reviewing Distance
And Correspondence Education," which SACSCOC staff uses in training review committee
members/evaluators responsible for evaluating distance and correspondence activities. This information is
available for all members of the decision-making bodies.
In the peer review process, committee members bring their respective expertise to the review, especially
when distance education is under review. The policy regarding "Distance and Correspondence Education"
(Exhibit XX) and the "Guide for Evaluators Charged with Reviewing Distance and Correspondence
Education" (Exhibit AA21) are provided to evaluators. These reference materials are housed on the
SACSCOC website and thus available to any member of a review committee. Further, the Vice Presidents
assisting the review committee will share this information with committee members and provide any
additional training.
Department staff asked the agency to clarify information provided in Section 602.15(a)(4) in this section as
it relates to evaluators of "single-purpose institutions." SACSCOC has educators, practitioners, and/or
employers on its evaluation, policy, and decision-making bodies for such institutions.

When staffing a committee for a single-purpose institution, SACSCOC staff will identify peer evaluators
from similar institutions who do not have a conflict of interest with the institution or is from the same state
where the institution is located. In selecting potential evaluators, staff consider several factors, including
institutional mission, size, control, and academic program offerings. Attached as Exhibit FF42 is a roster
from a single program, private institution that offers a Doctor of Chiropractic. All individuals serving on
the on-site reaffirmation committee were from private institutions that award degrees at the doctoral level.
The academic administrator on the Committee fb)(4) , now President/CEO) was Provost at (b)(4)
(a peer institution that also awards the Doctor of Chiropractic) and holds a Doctor of Chiropractic degree.
The CEO on the Committee ((b)(6)

leads an institution b)(4)
with a healthcare emphasis, with degree programs in several areas in nursing and the health
sciences, with approximately one-third of full-time enrollment in graduate-level programs.
)

(b)(6)

The QEP Lead Evaluator on the Committee (b)(4)
nominated by institution) is the Chair of Medical
Education (and had written extensively on pro essional training in health care).
The IE evaluator IMP
) works at a private medical college q(b)(4)
planning and assessment.

in strategic

) works at an institution with a wide variety of programs, including
The Student Affairs evaluator fb)(6)
programs in health sciences and nursing.
The academic evaluator Q(b)(6) I works at an institution with a wide variety of programs, including programs
in medical science, health science, and nursing, with expertise in retention.
Moreover, the SACSCOC Board of Trustee members reviewing the Committee recommendations and
making final decisions on these committee recommendations include "public representatives" that are
employers and/or practitioners.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency needs to provide
exhibit FF42 for analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional documentation and explanation in
relation to the criteria. Specifically, the agency provided the rosters of the Appeals Committee and Hearing
Officers, Executive Council, and the Board of Trustees to demonstrate that administrative educators
represent administrate personnel on the agency decision making bodies (exhibits H, J, and K). The agency
has provided the Policy on Distance and Correspondence Education Courses, the Guide for Evaluators
Charged with Reviewing Distance Education and Correspondence Courses, and the screenshot of the
Evaluator Resource webpage from the agency website, utilized for training of decision making bodies,

committees, and evaluators on distance education (exhibits AA21, M, and XX).
Upon review of the agency documents during the file review, Department Staff requested the agency
provide additional clarification regarding the accreditation of single-purpose institutions by the agency and
the composition of the reviewers utilized on the reaffirmation/site evaluation committees and decision
making bodies for review of these specific institutions. In response to this additional information, the
agency attests that educators, practitioners, and/or employers are included on its evaluation, policy, and
decision-making bodies for such institutions. The agency further attests that the evaluators are subject to
the adherence of conflict of interest requirements and the aforementioned composition. Additional
documentation requested are cited in 602.15(a)(3). The agency provided the names of participants on a
single-purpose institution site evaluation within the narrative; however, the agency has not provided the
roster of the single program, private institution review, exhibit FF42, cited in the narrative for analysis and
the record.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.15(a)(5) Public Representatives

Narrative:
The 77-member Board of Trustees has 11 public members, one from each of the states in the geographical
region noted in Section 602.11; and one public member is elected to the 13-member Executive Council.
See Exhibit 9, "Standing Rules, p. 3 and Exhibit 14, Roster of the Board of Trustees, regarding
SACSCOC's structure. The Standing Rules note: "A public representative is defined as an individual who
is not an employee, a member of a governing board or coordinating board, or an owner or shareholder of an
institution accredited by SACSCOC. (Exhibit 9, Standing Rules, p.3) In all cases, SACSCOC defines a
public representative that meets the federal regulations.
In September of each year, the SACSCOC staff sends to Executive Council (Council) members the
guidelines and ballots for the election and re-election of Board members in their respective states. The
directions to the Council members and to their respective state delegates (CEO's of institutions in their
states) are clear regarding the requirements for a public member. A public member is defined in the
materials that Council members send to the state delegates and again defined on the ballot itself. For the
2020 Board of Trustees slate, there were vacancies for public representatives in three states: Alabama,
Florida, and Louisiana. The materials sent by each Council member to each of his/her respective state
institutions and the ballots for each state define the qualification requirements for a "public representative."
(See Exhibit 46, Template of a memo sent to the membership accompanying "Steps to be taken by
Executive Council Members when Soliciting Nominations.") The "Summary of Nominating Guidelines"
also accompanies the memo (Exhibit 47). Exhibit 51 includes ballots for states with vacancies for the
public representative, including a ballot for South Carolina Candidates are required to submit vitas'
regarding their background. The Board members from each state review their state's nominees and creates
a slate of nominees for vacancies and re-elections within their respective state.
The names from the states are forwarded to a Nominating Committee which, in turn, considers the names
submitted by the states and creates the slate of nominees that will be presented to the College Delegate

Assembly for final approval at the Annual Meeting.
The 12-member Appeals Committee has two public members; both were former Board members. See
"Appeals Committee Procedures of the College Delegate Assembly" (Exhibit 15, p.1 and "Roster of the
Appeals Committee." (Exhibit 16).
As for the public members on the Appeals Committee, the Nominating Committee is given a list of
individuals qualified to serve on the Appeals Committee. These individuals not only meet the federal
definition of a public representative but also SACSCOC' s requirement that the individual must have served
as a member of the Board of Trustees but not as a current Board member. Exhibit 5, pp. 6-7 contains the
Master List of Candidates for the Appeals indicates the list of public members available for selection.
Exhibit 6, Report of the SACSCOC 2019 Nominating Committee of the members of the Board of Trustees
contains an example of a slate of nominees that was forwarded to the College Delegate Assembly for final
approval in December 2019.
Document(s) for this Section
File Name

Exhibit Title

Exhibit 47 Summary of Nominating
Guidelines
Exhibit 51 Ballot with public
representative vacancy
Exhibit 5 Master List of Candidates for
Appeals Committee
Exhibit 6 Nominations to BOT and
Appeals Committee
Exhibit 46 Template memo soliciting
BOT nominations
Exhibit 43 SACSCOC Staff
Confidentiality Statement
Exhibit 110 Staff Conflict of Interest
Exhibit N Standing Rules

Analyst
Comments

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

47 Summary of Nominating
Guidelines.pdf

None

None

51 2019 SC Ballot.pdf

None

None

5 Section IV APPEALS
COMMITTEE FIN.pdf

None

None

6 BOT Slate Dec 2019.pdf

None

None

46 Template Memo soliciting
None
nominations.pdf
43 SACSCOC Staff Confidentiality
None
Statement.pd f
110 Staff Conflict of Interest.pdf
None
N Standing Rules of SACSCOC BOT
None
EC CDA.pdf

None
None
None
None

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency must provide the Standing Rules policy for analysis. The agency must also inform Department
staff if it wishes to continue its use of the Executive Council and have recognition extended to that Council
in the agency's scope of recognition. Lastly, the agency needs to provide an explanation and/or a narrative
for the inclusion of exhibits 43 and 110 in relation to the criteria.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:

The agency attests that representatives of the public, as defined by Department regulations, are on all
decision-making bodies, which may include students. In particular, the agency provided the definition from
the Standing Rules policy for public representatives within the narrative; however, the actual policy has not
been provided as evidence for analysis. Correspondingly, the agency attests that all decision-making bodies
for the agency includes public representatives, including the 77 member Board of Trustees (Board) with 11
public representatives; the 13 member Executive Council with 1 public representative; and the 12 member
Appeals Committee with 2 public representatives, which satisfies the 1/7th requirement of the regulations
for each body. However, the Executive Council acts in the absence of the Board, pursuant to the agency
response in §602.14(b), yet it is not included in the agency's scope of recognition as a recognized decision
making body for the agency. The agency must inform Department staff if it wishes to continue its use of
the Executive Council and have recognition extended to that body. It is important to note that the Executive
Council has been operating with the proper composition. Therefore, any past decisions were made from a
decision making body which was of the proper composition.
In addition, the agency outlines the selection process of public representatives for the decision making
bodies, that includes the Executive Council distributing the nomination guidelines and ballots to the states
represented within the agency's scope of recognition with vacancies of public representatives, which
contains the definition of public representatives, for election of Board members (exhibits 46-47, and 51).
The agency further attests, once selections are made from the ballots, a slate is provided to the Board for
the election of these members.
Similarly, the nominating committee of the Board forwards nominees to the College Delegate Assembly for
the selection of public representatives on the Appeals Committee, who are required to meet the federal
definition of a public representative and the agency definition of an Appeal Committee member, which
insists the individual have served on the Board of Trustees but not as a current Board member (exhibits 56). Lastly, the agency has included the Staff Confidentiality Statement and the Staff Conflict of Interest as
evidence for this criterion; however, no explanation for the inclusion of these statements has been provided
by the agency (exhibits 43 and 110).
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
The agency was asked to provide the "Standing Rules of the SACSCOC Board of Trustees, Executive
Council and the College Delegate Assembly" policy (see Exhibit N).
Department staff determined that the Executive Council is included within the scope of SACSCOC' s
recognition.
Exhibits 43 and Exhibit 110 were inadvertently attached here instead of Criterion 602.15 (a)(6).
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:

In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional documentation and clarification in
relation to the criteria. Specifically, the agency provided the requested evidence within the staff
determination regarding the Stand Rules Policy, which provides the composition requirements of the Board
of Trustees and Executive Council, consistent with the attestations of the original agency narrative. In
addition, the agency attests that the inclusion of exhibits 43 and 110 in the original narrative were provided
in error.
Furhter, the staff analysis and determination requested the agency to inform Department staff if it wishes to
continue its use of the Executive Council as a decision making body of the agency and have recognition
extended to this Council in the agency's scope of recognition. However, the agency has misinterpreted the
Department request as a determination of inclusion of the Executive Council within the scope of
recognition, which is not within the authority of Department staff. After consult with the agency, the
Department was informed by the agency that it wishes to have the Executive Council and the Appeals
Committee included within its scope of recognition to satisfy the requirement of the draft staff analysis,
staff determination (see Analyst Upload -SACSCOC Executive Council and Appeals Committee Letter).
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
Exhibit Title

File Name

SACSCOC Executive Council and Appeals
Committee Letter

SACSCOC Executive Council-Appeals CommitteeDirect Assessment Letterl .pdf

Criteria: 602.15(a)(6) Conflict of Interest

Narrative:
SACSCOC has effective controls against conflicts of interest with the following groups:
Board of Trustees (Commissioners): The policy "Ethical Obligations of SACSCOC Board of Trustees" (pp.
2-4) outlines the duties and responsibilities related to conflicts of interest. It is implemented by each Board
member signing a recusal list of all cases scheduled for review by the Board. See Recusals from Committee
and Board Action: December 2019. In September 2020, the Board updated these policies to provide for
original signatures being transmitted electronically. Copies of signed recusal forms are provided for each
type of review noted below.
Evaluation Team Members/Consultants: The policy "Ethical Obligations of Evaluators" (Exhibit 11,
Ethical policy, pp. 2-4) outlines the duties and responsibilities related to conflicts of interest. When
evaluators accept positions on visiting committees, they are asked to attest to having no conflicts of interest
with the institution. (Exhibit 27, Handbook for Institutions Seeking Reaffirmation,p. 53) and Exhibit 28,
Handbook for Review Committees, p. 8).
Appeals Committee Members and Hearing Officer: The policy "Appeals Committee Procedures of the
College Delegate Assembly" (Exhibit 15, pp. 1-2) outlines conflict of interest. When committee members
are notified regarding an upcoming appeals case, they are asked to complete an Appeals Committee
Response Form that asks the Committee member to indicate in writing whether he/she has a conflict of
interest.
Administrative Staff. The policy "Ethical Obligations of SACSCOC Board of Trustees" (pp. 2-4) outlines

duties and responsibilities related to conflicts of interest in regard to staff. In addition, there is a SACSCOC
policy called Staff Conflict of Interest. It is implemented annually when staff signs it following their
evaluation by the President of SACSCOC. The Statement holds the staff member accountable for all
aspects of integrity. (Exhibit 110, Staff recusal due to Conflict of Interest and Exhibit 54, Staff Recusal re
(b)(4)
review)
Resolution of Conflicts: If a Board member, special reader, or evaluators has a conflict of interest, then
they are not permitted to review the case. If they receive materials and identify a conflict, then they return
the materials for the SACSCOC office or forward to a reassigned reviewer. During the Committee
meetings, those with state conflicts or other conflicts, leave the room during the discussions and
deliberations of the institutions in the same state or which they have conflicts. Chairs arrange the meeting
around states to ensure the most efficient absence from the room by the evaluators. Recusals are identified
and sought before the recommendations of the Executive Council as well as the final vote at the SACSCOC
Board of Trustees.
Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

File Name

Exhibit 27 Handbook for
27 Handbook for Institutions Seeking Reaffirm
Seeking Reaffirmation
ation of Accreditation.pdf
Exhibit 110 Staff Conflict of
110 Staff Conflict of Interest.pdf
Interest
Exhibit 131 42 Appeals Hearing
42 Appeals Hearing Response Form.pdf
Response Form
Exhibit 0 Ethical Obligations of 0 Ethical Obligations of Members of SACSCOC B
oard of Trustees Policy Statement.pdf
SACSCOC Trustees policy
Exhibit P Ethical Obligations
P Ethical Obligations of SACSCOC Evaluators P
olicy Statement.pdf
SACSCOC Evaluators
Exhibit Q Appeals Procedures Q AppealsProcedures.pdf
Exhibit R1 ethical Obligations R1 Staff conflict of interest.clean.december
SACSCOC Staff
2021.pdf
Exhibit R2 Staff Conflict of
R2 Staff conflict of interest.markup.december
Interest policy
2021.pdf
Exhibit S Handbook for Review
S Handbook for Review Committees.pdf
Committees
Exhibit T Staff Recusal Letter T RFH Recusal.pdf
Exhibit E C_R BoT Recusal
E C_R Recusals for Summer 2020 (1).pdf
Forms
Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:

Analyst
Comments

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

The agency must demonstrate with documentation the policy on Ethical Obligations for Board of Trustees;
the definition and conflict of interest policy for Board members; evidence of signed recusal forms as
referenced in the narrative; and the updated 2020 Board policy reflecting the acceptance of original
signatures electronically for analysis. The agency also needs to provide exhibits 11, Ethical Obligations of
Evaluators; 15, Appeals Committee Procedures of the College Delegate Assembly; 28, Handbook for
Review Committees; and exhibit 54, Staff Recusal (b)(4)
review for analysis. Lastly, the agency
needs to provide the appropriate page numbers of the Handbook for Institutions Seeking Reaffirmation
related to the criteria.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that clear and effective controls, including guidelines, to prevent or resolve conflicts of
interest, or the appearance of conflicts of interest, are in place at the agency. In particular, the agency attests
that the policy on Ethical Obligations for Board of Trustees (Board) outlines the duties and responsibilities
related to conflicts of interest for Board members; however, the agency has not defined those duties and
responsibilities; provided the conflict of interest policy for Board members; nor evidence of signed recusal
forms as referenced in the narrative for analysis. The agency further attests that agency policy was updated
by the Board in 2020 to reflect acceptance of the electronic transmittal of original signatures; however,
evidence of this policy change has also not been provided for analysis.
Similarly, the agency attests requirements within the aforementioned policy regarding conflicts of interest
and recusals also applies to agency staff; however, this policy, nor the evidence of staff recusal referenced
in the narrative, have been provided for analysis. The agency has provided evidence of the Staff Conflict of
Interest policy statement, which is completed by staff yearly (exhibit 110).
In addition, the agency attests that the policy on Appeals Committee Procedures of the College Delegate
Assembly requires Appeal Committees to complete an Appeals Committee Response Form once notified of
an upcoming Appeal to indicate conflicts of interest, which is demonstrated by the completed Appeals
Committee Response Forms provided as evidence (exhibit 131).
Further, the agency attests that evaluators and consultant of the agency follow the policy on Ethical
Obligations of Evaluators, which requires evaluators on site visit committees to identify conflicts of interest
prior to being assigned to visit an institution. However, the Ethical Obligations of Evaluators and the
Handbook for Review Committees referenced in the narrative have not been provided as evidence for
analysis; yet the agency has provided the handbook for Institutions Seeking Reaffirmation, though the page
referenced does not discuss conflicts of interest.
Lastly, the agency explained the process of resolving conflicts of interests, which includes reassignment of
Board members, site visitors or special readers if a conflict of interest is discovered prior to a review; and if
detected during Committee Board meetings, Board members recuse themselves, which is documented
along with the members absence from discussions, and that information is provided to the Executive
Council and the full Board upon final voting on a decision. Department staff will be conducting a file
review of additional agency documents related to the criteria during a file review scheduled for early next
year.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:

SACSCOC has effective controls against conflicts of interest with the following groups:
• Board of Trustees: See "Ethical Obligations of SACSCOC Board of Trustees" policy, Exhibit 0. The
policy defines and enumerates examples of conflicts of interest (See Exhibit 0, p. 2).
Further, the policy was updated in December 2019, adding the following language:
For each meeting of the Board of Trustees and its Committees on Compliance and Reports, Board members
will identify cases where they have a conflict of interest, the appearance of a conflict of interest, or no
conflict of interest and certify such electronically. (Exhibit 0, p.3).
• Evaluation Team Members Consultant: See "Ethical Obligations of SACSCOC Evaluators" policy,
Exhibit P. The policy defines and enumerates examples of conflicts of interest (See Exhibit P, pp. 1-2).
• Appeals Committee Members and Hearing Officers: See "Appeals Procedures of the College Delegate
Assembly" in Exhibit Q. The policy defines and enumerates examples of conflicts of interest (See Exhibit
Q, p. 2).
• SACSCOC Staff: See "Ethical Obligation of SACSCOC Staff' (formerly titled "Conflicts of Interest of
SACSCOC Staff' policy). (See Exhibits R1, p.1, and R2, p.1.) The former policy defined and enumerated
examples of conflicts of interest. At the December 2021 meeting, the Board of Trustees aligned the Staff
policy with the policy for Board members and evaluators, namely, it made the following changes:
o Aligned the policy name (i.e., Ethical Obligation of SACSCOC Staff);
o Codified the practice of having staff sign a "Confidentiality/Conflict of Interest form;"
o Codified the specific instances that require updates to the Conflicts of Interest form; and
o Created a Staff Conflict of Interest form.
Examples of the various type of recusals are provided in Exhibit E.
The Handbook for Review Committees is provided as Exhibit S.
Staff recusal letter due to a Conflict of Interest is provided as Exhibit T.
In the Handbook for Institutions Seeking Reaffirmation, submitted with the petition, the pages dealing with
conflicts of interest are pp. 14, 26,43,53 and 65, since the topic is discussed at the various components of
the overall review process.

Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency must still provide
recusal forms from Committee and Board Action, cited within the agency's original narrative and response
to the draft staff analysis for analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency has provided additional documentation in relation to the
criteria. Specifically, the agency has provided the updated December 2020 Ethical Obligations Policy for
the Board of Trustee (Board) members, which defines the obligations; responsibilities; confidentiality
requirements; and appearances and examples of conflicts of interests, along with signed recusal forms of

Board members (exhibits 0 and E). In addition, the agency revisions, and amendments to the staff Conflict
of interest Policy resulting in the December 2021 Ethical Obligation Policy for staff to reflect their
obligations, responsibilities, confidentiality requirements, defined conflicts of interests, and the
appearances of a conflict of interest, along with a staff recusal form (exhibits RR1-RR2 and T). Further, the
agency provided additional documents requested within the draft staff analysis including the Ethical
Obligations Policy for evaluators, the Appeals Procedures of the College Delegate Assembly, the
Handbook for Review Committees, including related page numbers, to substantiate agency attestations
within the original narrative (exhibits P, Q, and S).
Further, Department Staff conducted a File Review of agency documents from March-May of 2022 and
found that the agency utilized recusals and conflicts of interest interchangeably, which has been clarified
within the file review documents. It should also be noted that a Board member recusal form within exhibit
E of the agency response was not readable; however, the unreadable form was reviewed during the file
review and included in the petition as an Analyst Upload for the record.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.15(b) Recordkeeping

Narrative:
SACSCOC has an "Accreditation Records Retention, Maintenance, and Destruction Policy for SACSCOC"
that defines various types of accreditation records. Accreditation records are defined as:
those documents created by SACSCOC and by its member institutions that are in the possession of
SACSCOC that relate to an institution's application, evaluation, and decision for initial accreditation, for
reaffirmation of accreditation, for substantive change, and include all committee reviews, final reports,
appeals, and decisions. Final versions of Accreditation Records shall include minutes and transcripts of
C&R committee meetings, as well as minutes of Executive Council and Board of Trustees meetings
concerning actions on accreditation of institutions. Final versions of Accreditation Records include all
Official Correspondence, Fifth-Year Interim Report Minutes, Fifth-Year Follow-Up Reports, Third-Party
Comments and Unsolicited Information. Accreditation Records do not include Business Records, Corporate
Records, Litigation Records, or Regulatory Records. Electronic Records to which SACSCOC has access
but does not have authority to copy or retain shall not be considered Accreditation Records. Final versions
of Accreditation Records shall be retained for two decennial cycles and then destroyed.
(See Exhibit 58).
All pre-accreditation and accreditation decisions are a matter of public record as documented on the
SACSCOC website (www.sacscoc.org) SACSCOC maintains letters of official correspondence, including
letters notifying institutions of decisions of the Board of Trustees: actions on reaffirmation, initial
accreditation, initial candidacy, substantive change approvals, substantive change visits/reviews, special
committees, monitoring reports, referral reports, letters from the review of Fifth-year Interim Reports, and
others. All substantive change letters are retained
For many years hard copies of correspondence were maintained in an institution's On-Site respective
folder; since 1993, electronic copies of these letters have been maintained, providing ready accessibility to

this information.
Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

Exhibit 58 Accreditation Records
Retention
Exhibit UU Board Actions 20182020
Exhibit VV1 Disclosure
Statement of Adverse Action
Exhibit V V2 (b)(4)
Disclosure Statement
Exhibit VV List of Actions Dec
2019
Exhibit FF40 Records Retention
Policy
Exhibit FF40A Marked up
Records Retention policy

File Name

Analyst
Comments

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

58 Accreditation Records Retention Maintenan
None
ce and Destruction Policy.pdf

None

UU Board Actions.pdf

None

None

VV1 Disclosure Statement of Adverse
None
Action.pd f
VV2 Disclosure Statement (b)(4)
June
None
2 019.pdf
VV3 Board Actions list with adverse action pp
None
10-13.pdf
FF40 Retention Document Policy.pdf

None
None
None

None

None

FF40A Retention Document Policy.markup.pdf None

None

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency must amend agency, policies and procedures that reference the destruction of accreditation
records in accordance with the criteria requirements, which requires all decision letters issued by the
agency regarding the accreditation and preaccreditation of any institution or program and any substantive
changes to be retained by the agency. The agency must also provide an alternate format to demonstrate the
pre-accreditation and accreditation decisions documented on the website included in the narrative, since
agency weblinks are not permitted as evidence for the petition review.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the policy on the Accreditation Records Retention, Maintenance, and Destruction
(Policy) defines the Accreditation records that are to be maintained and destroyed by the agency.
Specifically, the policy defines Accreditation records as those documents created by the agency and by its
member institutions that are in the possession of the agency and relate to an institution's application;
evaluation; and decision for initial or reaffirmation of accreditation; along with substantive changes, all
committee reviews, final reports, appeals, and decisions (exhibit 58). The agency policy also states final
versions of Accreditation Records shall be retained for two decennial cycles and then destroyed (exhibit
58); however, the regulations state all decision letters issued by the agency regarding the accreditation and
preaccreditation of any institution or program and any substantive changes be maintained by the agency.
Further, the agency attests that pre-accreditation and accreditation decisions are a matter of public record

and are documented on the agency website, which includes the official correspondence of the Board
decision related to actions on an institutions accreditation status, substantive change approvals, special
committees, and required reporting; however, the agency weblink provided within the narrative to
demonstrate this assertion is not permissible evidence for analysis with the criteria. Department staff will
review additional documentation related to the criteria during a file review scheduled for early next year.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
SACSCOC provides examples of pre-accreditation, initial accreditation, and reaffirmation of accreditation
letters for staff review. See Exhibits U, which has examples of the various decision letters.
At the March 2022 meeting of the Executive Council, on behalf of the Board of Trustees, the Council
approved a revision to the "Accreditation Records Retention, Maintenance, and Destruction" policy to add
the sentence, "SACSCOC will retain decision letters related to granting candidacy, accreditation and any
substantive changes." See Exhibits FF40 and FF40A. Since the revision of this policy, the agency has not
had an opportunity to enforce this change.
SACSCOC asserts that all pre-accreditation and accreditation decision "are a matter of public record" and
documented on the SACSCOC website and the location of the website was noted. The agency did not
assert that official correspondence is a matter of public record as noted in the analyst's report. Examples of
the public information regarding accreditation decisions are noted in Exhibit UU. Disclosure statements
provide additional information for institutions with adverse actions. See Exhibits VV1, VV2 and VV3.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional explanation to clarify recordkeeping
at the agency. In particular, the Executive Council of the agency amended and revised the Accreditation
Records Retention, Maintenance, and Destruction Policy of the agency in March 2022, which now defines
that the agency will retain all decision letters regarding pre-accreditation, accreditation, and substantive
changes; and all final versions of other accreditation records shall be retained for two decennial cycles and
then destroyed to reflect the criteria requirements (exhibit FF40and FF40A). Since the approval of this
policy in March of 2022 by the Executive Council, the agency attests that the Board of Trustees (Board)
will be made aware of its implementation at the June 2022 Board meeting; and to date, this policy has not
been enforced by the agency.
In addition, the agency clarified documents deemed as public record. The agency also provided Board
decisions and disclosures statements regarding agency actions, designated as public record, including the
Department Selected Institution (exhibits UU, VV1-VV2). However, exhibit VV3 cited in the narrative was
not provided as evidence; yet Department Staff was able to establish compliance without its inclusion.

List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.16(a)(1)(i) Student Achievement

Narrative:
SACSCOC has clear expectations for the institutions that it accredits and codified in The Principles of
Accreditation. (Exhibit 1) SACSCOC adheres to the fundamental characteristics of accreditation as noted
in the Principles, "Accreditation requires an institutional commitment to student learning and
achievement." (Exhibit 1, Principles, p. 5) The following standards apply to the requisite components; page
number references to the Principles is Exhibit 1 or the Resource Manual, Exhibit 2.
In the Principles, Section 8 is dedicated to Student Achievement. This section's preamble notes that,
"Student learning and student success are at the core of the mission of all institutions of higher learning."
(Principles, p. 20).
Core Requirement 8.1 (Student achievement)
The institution identifies, evaluates, and publishes goals and outcomes for student achievement appropriate
to the institution's mission, the nature of the students it serves, and the kinds of programs offered. The
institution uses multiple measures to document student success. (Principles, p. 20)
Supplemental interpretations of CR 8.1
Student learning and student success are at the core of the mission of all institutions of higher learning.
Effective institutions focus on the design and improvement of educational experiences to enhance student
learning and support student learning outcomes for its educational programs. To meet the goals of
educational programs, an institution provides appropriate academic and student services to support student
success.
NOTES: In accord with federal regulations, it is expected that the institution will demonstrate its success
with respect to student achievement and indicate the criteria and thresholds of acceptability used to
determine that success. The criteria are the items to be measured (and published); the thresholds of
acceptability are the minimal expectations set by the institution to define its own acceptable level of
achievement (i.e., a minimum target). The institution is responsible for justifying both the criteria it utilizes
and the thresholds of acceptability it sets. The items measured and the thresholds of acceptability should be
consistent with the institution's mission and the students it serves.
In their reviews, SACSCOC committees will examine and analyze (1) documentation demonstrating
success with respect to student achievement, (2) the appropriateness of criteria and thresholds of
acceptability used to determine student achievement, and (3) whether the data and other information to
document student achievement is appropriately published.
(Resource Manual, pp. 64-66)
Guidelines for Interpretation of Core Requirement 8.1 (Exhibit 59)
Member institutions are expected to demonstrate their success with respect to student achievement and
indicate the criteria and thresholds of acceptability used to determine that success. The criteria are the items
to be measured (and published); the thresholds of acceptability are the minimal expectations set by the
institution to define its own acceptable level of achievement (i.e., a minimum target). The institution is

responsible for justifying both the criteria it utilizes and the thresholds of acceptability it sets. The items
measured and the thresholds of acceptability should be consistent with the institution's mission and the
students it serves.
Evaluators for On-Site visits are trained and may use the Analyzing the Quality Enhancement Plans and
Analyzing Compliance documents to assist their evaluation. Use of these frameworks ensure consistency
among evaluators. See Exhibits 60 and 78.
Standard 8.2.a (Student outcomes: educational programs)
The institution identifies expected outcomes, assesses the extent to which it achieves these outcomes, and
provides evidence of seeking improvement based on analysis of the results in the areas below:
a. Student learning outcomes for each of its educational programs. (Principles, p. 20)
This standard sets the expectation that an institution in relation to its respective mission, (1) identifies
expected outcomes, (2) identifies appropriate ways to measure these outcomes, (3) assesses the extent to
which it achieves these outcomes, (4) analyzes these results, and (5) provides evidence of seeking
improvement based on analysis of the results for each of its educational programs. (Resource Manual, pp.
68-70)
To comply with this standard, institutions are expected to establish student learning outcomes for its
educational programs and collect student learning outcomes data on a regular basis. Annually, institutions
provide SACSCOC with a link to its student achievement data and this information is published on the
SACSCOC website. (Exhibit 80, Student achievement data for (b)(4)
.)
Site review teams include members with expertise in this area. These members are expected to review all
the elements listed above in order to make a recommendation regarding compliance with the standards.
Supplemental interpretation of Standard 8.2.a
Student outcomes—both within the classroom and outside of the classroom—are the heart of the higher
education experience. Effective institutions focus on the design and improvement of educational
experiences to enhance student learning and support appropriate student outcomes for its educational
programs and related academic and student services that support student success. To meet the goals of
educational programs, an institution is always asking itself whether it has met those goals and how it can
become even better. (Resource Manual, p. 66)
Standard 8.2.b (Student outcomes: general education)
The institution identifies expected outcomes, assesses the extent to which it achieves these outcomes, and
provides evidence of seeking improvement based on analysis of the results for student learning outcomes
for collegiate-level general education competencies of its undergraduate degree programs. (Principles, p.
20)
Supplemental interpretation of Standard 8.2.b
General education is a critical element of undergraduate degree programs, yet the delivery of courses
related to general education is often dispersed across multiple academic departments. As a result, there is a
tendency for this extremely important part of the undergraduate degree experience to be assessed, revised,
and discussed in a haphazard fashion. This standard ensures that general education competencies are
specifically addressed by establishing expected learning outcomes, assessing these outcomes, and providing
evidence of seeking improvements based on the findings. (Resource Manual, p. 70-71)
Standard 8.2.c (Student outcomes: academic and support services)
The institution identifies expected outcomes, assesses the extent to which it achieves these outcomes, and
provides evidence of seeking improvement based on analysis of the results for academic and student

services that support student success. (Principles, p. 20)
Supplemental interpretation for Standard 8.2.c
Academic and student support services that support student success normally include such activities as
library and learning/information resources, faculty resource centers, tutoring, writing centers, academic
computer centers, student disability support centers, financial aid, residence life, student activities, dean of
students' office, and so on. Most institutions would also include admissions offices within this category.
These units provide direct support to faculty and students as related to their educational programs, indirect
support for student learning, or a specific co-curricular mission that supports the college experience.
(Resource Manual, pp. 73-75)
Additional standards in the Principles that address the agency's expectations regarding student achievement
include Core Requirement 7.1 (Institutional planning). SACSCOC policy, "Reaffirmation of Accreditation
and Subsequent Reports," addresses an institution's noncompliance with any standard. "If the institution's
response reveals continued noncompliance with the Principles of Accreditation, the SACSCOC Board of
Trustees will request submission of monitoring years.
Site review teams include members with expertise to review these standards. These members are expected
to review the institution's narrative and documentation using the Application of the Principles of
Accreditation (Exhibit 81), guidelines for Analyzing a Case for Compliance (Exhibit 200), their respective
Evaluator Assignment Sheet (Exhibit 82), and for Writing Comments for Committee Reports (Exhibit 93).
This ensures a consistent review among the evaluators. SACSCOC Vice Presidents participate in these
reviews and assist in providing examples of how other evaluators have reviewed similar standards.
SACSCOC has focused particular attention on the training of evaluators assigned to review institutional
effectiveness and student achievement. As a result, staff in conjunction with a diverse group of institutional
evaluators, developed a training module to assist evaluators assigned to review institutional effectiveness
and student achievement. See Exhibit 31 and Exhibit 32 for the agenda and module
Moreover, to ensure that institutions are collecting data and using such data to make improvements,
SACSCOC required each institution to identify its baseline standard for student achievement with the use
of various criteria (i.e. graduation/completion rates, retention rates, licensure passage rates, etc.); however,
all institutions had to use graduation/completion rates as one of the measures. This information was
compiled for each institution and evaluators use this information as a basis for assessing compliance with
these standards. See Exhibit 241, Correspondence regarding Student achievement; Exhibit 242, Executive
Summary of Collected Data
See Exhibit 52 for the Compliance Certification (self-study) submitted by (b)(4)
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Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency must provide sufficient detail of the ways in which the agency evaluates the rigor,
appropriateness and effectiveness of the student achievement measures established by the institution. The
agency needs to also provide the Principles of Accreditation and exhibits, 31-32, 60, 70, 81-82, 93, and
241-242 utilized by evaluators to ensure consistent review for analysis. In addition, the agency must
resubmit the Department selected institution's Compliance Certification with the exhibit and page numbers
for the Certification sections pertaining specifically to student achievement pursuant to the guidance
provided by the Accreditation Handbook; redact the Certification documents removing all Personally

Identifiable Information (PII) pursuant to section §602.31 f(1) of the regulations effective July 1, 2020; and
replace all of the Certification documents with the redacted PII into the student achievement section for
analysis. Finally, the agency must provide the remaining documents.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the Principles of Accreditation: Foundations of Quality Enhancement (Principles)
provides the expectations for accreditation for candidate and member institutions; however, the Principles
have not been provided for analysis in this section of the criteria. In addition, the agency attests that the
evaluation of institutions and subsequent accreditation decisions are based upon integrity, compliance with
core requirements/standards, and agency policies. The agency notes within the Resource Manual for the
Principles of Accreditation: Foundations of Quality Enhancement (Manual) that since its last review for
renewed recognition the Principles have been revised and approved by the College Delegate Assembly of
the agency in December 2017, resulting in the reorganization and combination of the previously separated
Core Requirements, Comprehensive Standards, and Federal Requirements into one Core Requirement for
the particular standard removing the distinction between Comprehensive Standards and Federal
Requirements (exhibit 2).
The agency further attests within the policy on Reaffirmation of Accreditation and Subsequent Reports that
the determination of an institution's compliance with agency requirements and standards occurs through
several layers of review (exhibit 68). Specifically, institutions are required to submit a compliance
certification, indicating the institution's analysis and assessment of its compliance with agency standards
through documented evidence; and a quality enhancement plan that describes the institutions design and
focused course of action to address topics or issues related to enhancing student learning and evaluation
processes, in which both documents serve as the institutions self-study. These documents are then reviewed
by off and on-site review committees, who complete separate reports.
Additionally, the agency attests that site reviewers evaluate the institution's self-study documentation in
accordance with agency standards utilizing reference guides and documentation regarding the application
of the Principles of Accreditation; analyzing quality enhancement plans; analyzing a case for compliance;
writing comments for committee reports; institutional effectiveness and student achievement module; and
the evaluator assignment sheets to ensure the consistent review of the standards by evaluators. However,
the agency has not provided the aforementioned evidence except for the guidelines for analyzing a case for
compliance and quality enhancement plan for analysis (exhibits 150 and 200). Supplementary, the agency
requires institutions to identify its baseline standard for student achievement using graduation/completion
rates, retention rates, licensure passage rates, and additional data reflected in the correspondence regarding
student achievement and the Executive Summary of collected data; however, these exhibits have not been
included for analysis. The agency must provide the aforementioned documentation and additional narrative
for analysis of the agency's evaluation of the rigor, appropriateness and effectiveness of the student
achievement measures of the institution.
Specific to the criteria, the agency requires institutional compliance with the following standards related to
student achievement, which include Core Requirement (CR) 8.1, Student Achievement; 8.2(a-c), Student
Outcomes for Educational Programs, General Education, and Academic and Student Services, along with
the notes regarding federal regulations; and CR 7.1 Institutional planning of the institution.
In particular, CR 8.1 requires an institution to identify, evaluate and publish goals and outcomes for student
achievement appropriate to the institutional mission; nature of students served; and program offerings
utilizing multiple measures to document student success. The federal notes associated with CR 8.1 also
requires institutions to demonstrate its success with respect to student achievement indicating the criteria
and thresholds of acceptability used to determine that success. The agency then analyzes the institution's
documentation to ensure it demonstrates success with respect to student achievement; appropriately

represents the criteria and thresholds of acceptability used to determine student achievement; and (3)
accurately publicizes student achievement data and other information (exhibit 2). The agency has also
provided guidelines for interpretating CR 8.1 to assist institutions in establishing the institutional student
achievement thresholds (exhibit 59).
Likewise, CR 8.2 (a-c) insists institution's identify expected outcomes; assesses achievement of these
outcomes; and provide evidence of improvement efforts resulting from analysis of student learning
outcomes of its educational programs, collegiate-level general education competencies of its undergraduate
degree programs; and academic and student services that support student success in these programs. The
agency evidenced the collection of student outcome data within the Department selected institutions student
achievement screenshot (exhibit 80). Moreover, CR 7.1 necessitates institutional compliance with
engagement in ongoing, comprehensive, and integrated research-based planning and evaluation processes
that focus on institutional quality and effectiveness while incorporating a systematic review of institutional
goals and outcomes consistent with its mission.
Finally, the agency provided the Compliance Certification of the Department selected institution as
evidence. However, it should be noted that the Department Accreditation guidelines provide instructions on
the submission of information within the petition, which states that the agency is to provide a copy of a
self-study from at least one institution selected by the Department with page numbers identifying the
sections relevant to the criteria; and a copy of the site visit report and decision letter from the same
institution. However, the agency has not identified the page numbers of the over 7,000 pages of documents
provided within the Compliance Certification (self-study) for the Department selected institution, which
also contains Personally Identifiable Information (PII) of institutional Staff, Faculty and Students, which
must be removed and resubmitted for analysis. It should be noted that the existing institutional
documentation with PII will remain part of the renewal petition record of the agency, if requested through a
Freedom of Information Act Request (FOIA); at which time, the agency will be required to redact this
information again, hence the reason for the Departmental instructions and regulation requirements of
section §602.31 f(1) provided by the Department prior to submission of the petition submission to avoid
such duplicative requests.
Also, the full cycle of review, which includes the completed site visit report; institution response; Board of
Trustees decision letter; and other related accreditation documents for the Department selected institution
were not completed prior to the petition submission. Thus, the remaining documents must be submitted
with the agency response for analysis. Department staff will be conducting a file review of additional
agency documents related to the criteria during a file review scheduled for early next year.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded

Response:
SACSCOC accreditation standards as well as its policies and procedures address student achievement,
ensuring that it is a rigorous review process, with clear expectations, measurable data, and aligns with the
institution's mission.
Standard 8 of the Principles of Accreditation (Principles), addresses Student Achievement. (See Exhibit A,
p. 5). Core Requirement 8.1 (Student achievement), Standard 8.2.a (Student outcomes: educational
programs), Standard 8.2.b (Student outcomes: general education), and Standard 8.2.c (Student outcomes:
academic and support services) specify the expectations for institutions to address this standard.

Supplemental interpretation of the standards outlined in this section are noted in the Resource Manual
(Exhibit Al) on pp. 64-74. Further, expectations with all standards are outlined in the "Reaffirmation of
Accreditation and Subsequent Reports" policy (Exhibit GG) as well as the policy, "Sanctions, Denial of
Accreditation and Removal from Membership," (Exhibit BB2) note the consequences for non-compliance.
Student learning and student success are at the core of the mission of all institutions of higher learning.
Evaluators note that effective institutions focus on the design and improvement of educational experiences
to enhance student learning and support student learning outcomes for its educational programs. To meet
the goals of educational programs, an institution provides appropriate academic and student services to
support student success.
An institution needs to be able to document its success with respect to student achievement. In doing so, it
may use a broad range of criteria to include, as appropriate: enrollment data; retention, graduation, or
course completion; job placement rates; state licensing examinations; student portfolios; or other means of
demonstrating achievement of goals.
Note the three related obligations of the institution in order to meet this standard: student achievement
goals (target levels of performance) must be identified; data for student achievement must be presented and
evaluated (outcomes); and both the goals and the outcomes must be published. For purposes of this
standard, "multiple measures" refers to several distinct outcomes, not multiple ways of measuring the same
outcome. Being published means in a way accessible to the public—not published only behind an internal
firewall.
The standard recognizes that not every institution will utilize the same goals or establish the same targets.
For example, an open-admissions institution would generally have a lower target for undergraduate
graduation rates than a highly selective institution. An institution that prepares students for transfer to other
institutions may use National Student Clearinghouse data for graduation rates while an institution that has
little transfer activity might prefer to use IPEDS data. A seminary and an institute of technology may well
define job placement "in the field of study" in very different ways. In some cases, institutions may use local
data that can only be benchmarked against itself, such as a locally created alumni survey. Nonetheless,
every institution has an obligation to establish goals, collect data, and publish this information. To ensure
that institutions are collecting data and using such data to make improvements, SACSCOC requires each
institution to identify its baseline standard for student achievement with the use of various criteria (i.e.,
graduation/completion rates, retention rates, licensure passage rates, etc.); however, all institutions had to
use graduation/completion rates as one of the measures. This information was compiled for each institution
and evaluators use this information as a basis for assessing compliance with these standards.
When reviewing this standard, peer evaluators will look for evidence of each of the three key elements of
the standard; but do so as an integrated activity where the parts are linked. Evaluators are trained to review
this standard in the following manner: (1) Identify expected outcomes; (2)Identify appropriate ways to
measure these outcomes; (3) Assess achievement outcomes; (4)provide analysis of what the outcomes
mean; and (5) provide evidence of how the institution uses this analysis to make improvements. Institutions
must show that they have dedicated resources (fiscal and personnel) to ensure the goals and the student
assessment process is sustained. (Exhibit Al, pp. 68-70)
While the standard emphasizes the key elements, a thorough explanation of the process will also describe
the processes on how the institution analyzes the metrics and data and uses the analysis to make
improvements. The institution will not be able to show effective assessment of its outcomes if its means of
assessment do not measure what it has set forth as its expected outcomes. Likewise, if the assessment
findings are not somehow analyzed or evaluated, it will be hard to show the linkage between undertaking
assessments and the continuous improvement of programs and services. Finally, this is a process, and the
underlying expectation is that it is ongoing.

The agency was asked to provide training information for evaluators, including the "Application of the
Principles of Accreditation" (Exhibit AA7), Evaluator Assignment Sheet (Exhibit AA2a), Writing
Comments for Committee Reports (Exhibit QQ), Self-Assessing the Quality of Evaluators Analysis and
Response (Exhibit SS2), Screenshot of the training module for Institutional Effectiveness (Exhibit RR), and
the training module for student services (Exhibit SS).
During the reaffirmation review process, institutions must submit their student achievement data. See
Exhibit JJ, ( 0)(4)
Student Achievement Data. Each off-site and on-site review team has
evaluators with expertise in this area. The evaluators review the process as noted above. The On-Site
Reaffirmation Committee reviews an institution's compliance with all the required elements of Standard 8.1
(Student Achievement) regardless of the determination of the Off-Site Reaffirmation Committee, including
document reviews and interviews.
Each of the compliance components for the Standard and associated expectations are provided in the
Interpretation of Core Requirement 8.1 (Student Achievement) on the website. See Exhibit SS1. This
review begins with a review of the institution's criteria for measuring student achievement and the
thresholds of acceptability for each. Institutions are expected to provide a justification of both the criteria
that it uses and the thresholds of acceptability that it sets in alignment with its mission and the students that
it serves. (NOTE: This standard has MANY compliance components that are specified in the Interpretation.
This standard is also reviewed at the Fifth Year Interim Review and is part of many of the Substantive
Change reviews as well.)
An example of how this evaluation occurs within an institution is seen in the review of the Department
selected institution, 1(b)(4)
A team of peer evaluators review the compliance
certification (self-study--see Exhibit V, pp. 67-108). The specific metric of graduation rates is summarized
on pp. 68-71. Evaluators assess the institution's application of the student achievement data to its mission
as well as the data submitted to document identified outcomes (Exhibit V, pp. 105-08); assessment and
analysis of the data (See Exhibit V1, Direct Method inventories and Summary Table); the institution's use
of the data to make improvements (See Exhibit V1, 3 years of reports and a plan for Family Nursing
program and Academic Advising). Note: Exhibit V1 contains documents within this section of the
compliance certification (self-study).
If evaluators determine only partial compliance has been achieved, the institution is requested to submit a
Focused Report (Exhibit V4) to address these areas. For this criteria, the institution's Focused Report
submitted additional information (see Exhibit V4, p. 21 and Exhibit V4a: Revised Student Achievement
Report).
The Focused Report prepares the on-site Reaffirmation Committee (a different group of peer evaluators) to
assess the institution's compliance with these matters. The on-site review committee found the institution
compliant as noted in Exhibit HH, pp.12-13. The institution provided its Institutional Response to the onsite report; however, it did not have to respond to this standard. See Exhibit NN. The compliance
certification, the on-site report, and the institutional response were reviewed by a SACSCOC Board of
Trustee's Committee on Compliance and Reports (C&R) in December 2021. The C&R Committee found
the institution compliant on this standard and recommended reaffirmation. The Committee's
recommendation was reviewed by the Executive Council (See Exhibit BB35) and affirmed the committee's
recommendation. The Executive Council and the C&R Committee's recommendations were submitted to
the SACSCOC Board of Trustees. The Board of Trustees reaffirmed the institution's accreditation and
requested a Monitoring Report on a different standard. See Exhibit H.

Analyst Worksheet - Response

Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis the agency provided additional explanation and documentation in
relation to student achievement. In particular, the agency reiterates the standards utilized to evaluate student
achievement as well as the processes and policies for institutional review for reaffirmation and
noncompliance of this standard. In addition, the agency has identified the target levels of performance and
published data/outcomes of student achievement evaluated at the institution to demonstrate the rigor,
appropriateness, and effectiveness of the institution's attainment of the student achievement standards
requirements (exhibits A, Al, GG, and BB2). The agency evaluators are further tasked to review the
abovementioned performance and outcomes through the review of institutional evidence demonstrating the
measures and resources dedicated to student achievement data metrics, analysis of expected and received
outcome data, as well as improvement plans for continual student assessment processes to ensure student
achievement goals are reached by the institution (exhibit Al).
Correspondingly, the previous agency submission referenced a plethora of evaluator trainings, assessments,
and standard interpretation documents utilized by the agency, which were not included within the original
narrative as evidence. Thus, in response to the draft staff analysis, the agency has now included the
Principles of Education; Application of the Principles of Accreditation; an Evaluator Assignment Sheet;
Writing Comments for Committee Reports; Self-Assessing the Quality of Evaluators Analysis and
Response; a Screenshot of the Training Modules for Institutional Effectiveness and Student Services) to
evidence the attestations within the agency narrative regarding this evidence (exhibits AA2a, AA47, QQ,
RR-RR1, SS1-SS2). Additionally, the agency has provided the full cycle of review of the Department
Selected Institution, including the compliance certification, reaffirmation committee report; institution
response; Board of Trustees decision letter; and other related accreditation documents to demonstrate the
agency evaluation of student achievement (exhibits BB35, HH, II, JJ, NN, V, V1, Via, and V4). However,
some portions of the compliance certification are still unredacted and if requested through a Freedom of
Information Act Request (FOIA), the agency will be required to redact this information at that time (exhibit
V).
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.16(a)(1)(ii) Curricula

Narrative:
In the Principles, accreditation topics are organized to ensure efficient and consistent assessment of all
pertinent and requisite components of the core requirements and standards. Thus, Section 9: Educational
Program Structure and Content addresses many of the requirements related to curricula. See the preamble
of this section in the Principles, p. 21.

Core Requirement 9.1 (Program content)
Educational programs (a) embody a coherent course of study, (b) are compatible with the stated mission
and goals, and (c) are based upon fields of study appropriate to higher education. (Principles, p. 21)
Supplemental interpretation of CR 9.1
All programs offered by the institution are directly connected to its mission and to fields of study
appropriate to higher education. The term "coherence" in this standard reflects an expectation that, as a
student progresses through a program of study, the content of the program demands increasing levels of
integration of knowledge. (Resource Manual, p. 76-77)
Further interpretation is provided in the policy, "Quality and Integrity of Educational Credentials." (Exhibit
63)
Core Requirement 9.2 (Program length)
The institution offers one or more degree programs based on at least 60 semester credit hours or the
equivalent at the associate level; at least 120 semester credit hours or the equivalent at the baccalaureate
level; or at least 30 semester credit hours or the equivalent at the post-baccalaureate, graduate, or
professional level. The institution provides an explanation of equivalencies when using units other than
semester credit hours. The institution provides an appropriate justification for all degree programs and
combined degree programs that include fewer than the required number of semester credit hours or its
equivalent unit. (Principles, p. 21)
Supplemental interpretation of CR 9.2:
This Core Requirement reflects the generally accepted means of determining academic credit required for
degrees in higher education. The requirement uses as its basis the semester credit hour or its equivalency. In
instances where an institution relies on other means of determining "academic credit" other than semester
hours, it must demonstrate that its approach adheres to generally accepted practices described by this Core
Requirement. See Standard 10.7 (Policies for awarding credit) (Principles, p. 24). (Resource Manual,
pp.78-80)
Supplemental interpretation of Standard 10.7
Good educational practices in higher education assume that institutions adopt sound and generally
acceptable policies and procedures for determining what a credit unit means for graduate and
undergraduate coursework, considering, the amount and level of credit for courses. Students, institutions,
employers, and others rely on the common currency of academic credit to support a wide range of
activities, including the transfer of students from one institution to another. (Resource Manual, pp. 101-03)
Core Requirement 9.3 (General education requirements)
The institution requires the successful completion of a general education component at the undergraduate
level that: (a) is based on a coherent rationale; (b) is a substantial component of each undergraduate degree
program. For degree completion in associate programs, the component constitutes a minimum of 15
semester hours or the equivalent; for baccalaureate programs, a minimum of 30 semester hours or the
equivalent; and (c) ensures breadth of knowledge. These credit hours include at least one course from each
of the following areas: humanities/ fine arts, social/behavioral sciences, and natural science/ mathematics.
These courses do not narrowly focus on those skills, techniques, and procedures specific to a particular
occupation or profession. (Principles, pp. 21-22)
Supplemental interpretation of CR 9.3:
General education is an integral component of an undergraduate degree program through which students
encounter the basic content and methodology of the principal areas of knowledge. This Core Requirement
establishes four key Principles regarding the general education component of undergraduate degree

programs:
• The General education component is based on a coherent rationale.
• General education courses are college level.
• In order to promote intellectual inquiry, general education courses present a breadth of knowledge, not
focusing on skills, techniques, and procedures specific to the student's occupation or profession, and are
drawn from specific academic areas.
• The general education component constitutes a minimum number of semester hours, or its equivalent, and
comprises a substantial component of each undergraduate degree.
(Resource Manual, pp. 81-83)
Interpretation of Standard 9.3 (Exhibit 179)
Courses in basic composition that do not contain a significant literature component, courses in oral
communication, and introductory foreign language courses are skill courses and not pure humanities
courses. Therefore, for purposes of meeting this standard, none of the above may be the one course
designated to fulfill the humanities/fine arts requirement in CR 9.3. The institution is responsible for
making a persuasive case that at least one of the courses it requires to meet the humanities/fine arts area
does not "narrowly focus" on skills.
Standard 9.4 (Institutional credits for undergraduate degree)
At least 25 percent of the credit hours required for an undergraduate degree are earned through instruction
offered by the institution awarding the degree. (Principles, p. 22)
Supplemental interpretation of Standard 9.4:
This standard establishes the general principle addressing the integrity of a degree; that is, if an institution
awards an academic degree, then it is responsible for delivering an appropriate portion of the academic
experiences applicable to the degree. The standard also establishes the threshold for determining the
acceptable portion of coursework that the institution ought to provide for the degree. (Resource Manual, p.
84)
Standard 9.5 (Institutional credits for a graduate/professional degree)
At least one-third of the credit hours required for a graduate or a post-baccalaureate professional degree are
earned through instruction offered by the institution awarding the degree. (Principles, p. 22)
Supplemental interpretation of Standard 9.5:
An institution is responsible for the integrity of its graduate and post-baccalaureate professional degree
programs. One means of ensuring this integrity is direct oversight of student work through its own courses.
(See "Note" at Standard 9.4 re: earned credit) (Resource Manual, pp. 85-86)
Standard 9.6 (Post-baccalaureate rigor and curriculum)
Post-baccalaureate professional degree programs and graduate degree programs are progressively more
advanced in academic content than undergraduate programs, and are structured (a) to include knowledge of
the literature of the discipline and (b) to ensure engagement in research and/or appropriate professional
practice and training. (Principles, pp. 22-23)
Supplemental interpretation of Standard 9.6
Graduate education builds upon the foundation of undergraduate education. Hence, there is an expectation
that postgraduate professional degree programs and graduate programs demand more rigor and higherorder learning than undergraduate work on the same subject. Post-baccalaureate degree programs are
progressively more complex than similar undergraduate programs. (Resource Manual, pp. 87-88)

Standard 9.7 (Program requirements)
The institution publishes requirements for its undergraduate, graduate, and post-baccalaureate professional
programs, as applicable. The requirements conform to commonly accepted standards and practices for
degree programs. (Principles, p. 23)
Supplemental interpretation of Standard 9.7
Each program of study at the institution has clearly defined requirements regarding what is necessary to
complete the program so that potential students are aware of expectations prior to enrollment. These
requirements are published so they are accessible to constituencies including faculty, students, and
prospective students. Degree requirements conform to commonly accepted standards and practices found at
institutions of higher education. Commonly accepted practices for the requirements of an undergraduate
program address an appropriate number of semester hours, or its equivalent, and a coherent course of study
appropriate to that level of higher education. Each undergraduate program of study identifies courses that
are program requirements and any prerequisite courses.
Commonly accepted practices for the requirements of a graduate program address an appropriate number of
semester hours, or its equivalent, and a coherent course of study appropriate to higher education. Each
graduate and post-baccalaureate professional program of study identifies courses that are program
requirements and any prerequisite courses. Graduate program requirements allow for an integrated
understanding of the discipline. General requirements for written and oral comprehensive examinations,
theses and dissertations, professional practice, and so on, are published as well. (Resource Manual, pp. 8890)
Other standards that impact curricula Core Requirement 3.1.a (Degree-granting authority) (Principles, p.
12); Core Requirement 3.1.b (Coursework for degrees) (For exceptions, see SACSCOC policy Core
Requirement 3.1.b: Documenting an Alternative Approach.) (Principles, p. 12); and Standard 6.2.b
(Program faculty) (Principles, p.'7). If distance or correspondence education is offered, the institution is
expected to adhere to the guidelines in the SACSCOC policy "Distance education and correspondence
courses" as pertain to curricula and instruction. (See Exhibit 50, p. 2) Evaluators and institutions are
expected to use A Guide for Evaluators Charged with Reviewing Distance Education and Correspondence
Courses. (Exhibit 37, pp. 8-9)
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Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. See analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the Principles of Accreditation (Principles) provides the expectations of compliance
for candidacy and membership institutions for Curricula standards in Section 9: Educational Program
Structure and Content and the associated Core Requirements (CR) 9.1, Program content; 9.2, Program
length; 9.3, General education requirements; 9.4, Institutional credits for an undergraduate degree; 9.5,
credits for a graduate/professional degree; 9.6, Post-baccalaureate rigor and curriculum; and 9.7, Program
requirements. However, the Principles have not been provided as evidence for analysis. The agency further
attests that standard 10.7, Policies for awarding credit; and CR's 3.1.a Degree-granting authority and 3.1.b,
Documenting an alternative approach, also relate to curricula, along with the agency policy on exceptions
for 3.1b and policies on Distance education and correspondence courses. However, the agency has not
provided the aforementioned policies for analysis.
Comprehensively, the agency standard and core requirements for Section 9, CR's 9.1-9.7, requires
educational programs of the institution to embody a coherent course of study compatible with the
institutional mission and goals appropriate to higher education, requiring successful completion of general
education at the undergraduate level, which is also interpreted within the agency's Quality and Integrity of
Educational Credentials policy as a coherent body of knowledge and skills at the collegiate level (exhibit
63). In addition, the institution is expected to publish requirements for its undergraduate, graduate, and
post-baccalaureate professional programs; offer associate, baccalaureate, post-baccalaureate, graduate, or
professional level degree programs at 60, 120, or 30 semester credit hours or equivalent, providing
justifications for all degree programs without the agency credit requirements for evaluation (exhibit 2).
Similarly, the agency insists that 25 percent of the credit hours for undergraduate degrees and one third of
the credit hours required for graduate or post-baccalaureate professional degrees must be earned through
instruction offered by the institution awarding the degree; likewise, post-baccalaureate professional degree
programs and graduate degree programs must be more advanced in academic content than undergraduate

programs with specified training and research. Further, CR's within 3.1(a-b) and the policy within 10.7
necessitates that an institution seeking or maintaining an accredited status must have degree-granting
authority from the appropriate government entities; offer all coursework required for at least one degree
program at each level at which it awards; publish and implement policies for the amount and level of
course credits awarded regardless the format or mode of delivery; and provide appropriate oversight for the
execution of the established policies (exhibit 2).
Finally, the agency provided a blank evaluator matrix and reviewer comments guide as evidence (exhibit
82 and 93); however, the agency has not provided the full cycle of review, including documentation
demonstrating the evaluation of the institution and evidence of the corresponding Board of Trustee's
decision on the institution's accreditation for the Department selected institution. Department staff will be
conducting a file review of additional agency documents related to the criteria during a file review
scheduled for early next year.
Staff Determination:
The agency must provide the full cycle of review documents for Curricula, which includes the self-study,
site visit report; institution response; Board of Trustees decision letter; and other related accreditation
documents, for the Department selected institution in the required format cited in §602.16 (a)(1)(i) Student
Achievement. The agency needs to also provide the Principles of Accreditation, the policy exceptions for
Core Requirement 3.1.b, Documenting an alternative approach, and exhibits 37 and 50 referenced in the
narrative in this section of the criteria.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative

No files uploaded
Response:
SACSCOC accreditation standards as well as its policies and procedures address curricula, ensuring that it
is a rigorous review process, with clear expectations.
Section 8 of the Principles of Accreditation (Principles), addresses Educational Program Structure and
Content, addressing the accreditation standards related to curricula. (See Exhibit A, p. 5). Core
Requirement 9.1 (Program content), Core Requirement 9.2 (Program length), Core Requirement 9.3
(General education requirements), Interpretation of Standard 9.3, Standard 9.4 (Institutional credits for
undergraduate degree), Standard 9.5 (Institutional credits for a graduate/professional degree), Standard 9.6
(Post-baccalaureate rigor and curriculum), and Standard 9.7 (Program requirements) specify the
expectations for institutions to address this standard.

An example of how this evaluation occurs within an institution is seen in the review of the Department
selected institution, (" 4)
, A team of peer evaluators review the compliance
certification (self-study-- See Exhibit V, pp. 108-128). Evaluators review the program offerings in the
Institutional Summary Form (Exhibit BB12), which includes a list of its academic programs. Program
reviews assess whether coherent content exist within programs. Coherence is defined in the Resource
Manual (Exhibit Al, p. 76) as:
The term "coherence" in this standard reflects an expectation that, as a student progresses through a
program of study, the content of the program demands increasing levels of integration of knowledge.
Coherence is a critical component of a program and should demonstrate an appropriate sequencing of

courses, not a mere bundling of credits, so that student learning is progressively more advanced in terms of
assignments and scholarship required and demonstrates progressive advancement in a field of study that
allows students to integrate knowledge and grow in critical skills.
Coherent course of study applies regardless of the mode of delivery; therefore, the evaluators review the
"Guidelines for Addressing Distance and Correspondence Education" (Exhibit WW) and the "Distance
Education and Correspondence Course" policy (Exhibit XX). If the institution offers graduate programs,
evaluators will assess whether the graduate courses are more rigorous in offering higher-order learning than
offered in the undergraduate work on the same subject. (Exhibit Al, p. 86) Evaluators also assess the
institution's policies and procedures regarding faculty such as the Faculty Handbook (Exhibit V2).
If evaluators determine only partial compliance has been achieved, the institution is requested to submit a
Focused Report (Exhibit V4) to address these areas. For this criterion, the institution's Focused Report
submitted additional information (see Exhibit V4, p.12 and Exhibit V2a for samples of additional
documents submitted for this criterion. The Focused Report prepares the on-site Reaffirmation Committee
for their campus visit.
The on-site Reaffirmation Committee Report (a different group of peer evaluators) reviewed the
information submitted in the institution's Focused Report and found the institution compliant (Exhibit HH,
pp. 13-16). The compliance certification, the on-site Reaffirmation Report, and the institutional response
were reviewed by a SACSCOC Board of Trustee's Committee on Compliance and Reports (C&R) in
December 2021. The C&R Committee found the institution compliant on this standard and recommended
reaffirmation. The Committee's recommendation was reviewed by the Executive Council (See Exhibit
BB35) and affirmed the committee's recommendation. The Executive Council's recommendation was
submitted to the SACSCOC Board of Trustees. The Board of Trustees reaffirmed the institution's
accreditation and requested a Monitoring Report on a different standard. See Exhibit II.
The agency submitted the "Core Requirement 3.1.b, Documenting Alternative Approach" (see Exhibit
BB6); the Guidelines for Addressing Distance and Correspondence Education (see Exhibit WW); and
Distance Education and Correspondence Course policy (Exhibit )0C).
Analyst Worksheet - Response

Analyst Review Status for Response:
Does not meet the requirements of this section

S iii if Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency needs to still provide
the Guidelines for Addressing Distance and Correspondence Education exhibit WW, as well as the
compliance certification section referenced in the narrative, the site visit report; institution response; and
Board of Trustees decision letter for the record in this section of the criteria.
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis the agency provided additional explanation and documentation in
relation to student achievement. In particular, the agency reiterates the standards utilized to evaluate
Curricula and the review process and documents for evaluators. Specifically, the previous agency narrative
referenced evaluator documents on distance education, and standards assessments documents for evaluating
curricula utilized by the agency, which were not included within the original submission of evidence. Thus,
in response to the draft staff analysis, the agency has now included the Policy on Distance Education and

Correspondence Courses, the Principles of Accreditation, Core Requirement 3.1.B: Documenting an
Alternative Approach, and the Resource Manual to evidence most of the attestations within the agency
narrative regarding this evidence (exhibits A, Al, BB6, and XX). However, the agency has again cited the
inclusion of the Guidelines for Addressing Distance and Correspondence Education within the narrative;
yet the guidelines have not been provided in this section of the criteria as evidence for the record.
In addition, the staff determination requested the agency provide the Department Selected institution's full
cycle of review documents for curricula, encompassing the self-study section of the criteria, site visit
report; institution response; Board of Trustees decision letter, which were not included as evidence.
However, the agency provided other accreditation documents related to the evaluator Writing Assignments,
Institutional Summary Form, Faculty Handbook, the Focused Report excerpt for analysis (exhibits AA2a,
BB12, V2, and V4).
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.16(a)(1)(iii) Faculty

Narrative:
The Principles of Accreditation address SACSCOC's clear expectations as they relate to the institutional
faculty in Section 6: Faculty. This section's preamble notes:
Qualified, effective faculty members are essential to carrying out the mission of the institution and ensuring
the quality and integrity of its academic programs. The tradition of shared governance within American
higher education recognizes the importance of both faculty and administrative involvement in the approval
of educational programs. Because student learning is central to the institution's mission and educational
degrees, the faculty is responsible for directing the learning enterprise, including overseeing and
coordinating educational programs to ensure that each contains essential curricular components, has
appropriate content and pedagogy, and maintains discipline currency. (Principles, p. 16)
Core Requirement 6.1 (Full-time faculty)
The institution employs an adequate number of full-time faculty members to support the mission and goals
of the institution. (Principles, p. 16)
Supplemental interpretation of CR 6.1
Achievement of the institution's mission with respect to teaching, research, and service requires a critical
mass of full-time qualified faculty to provide direction and oversight of the academic programs. Due to this
significant role, it is imperative that an effective system of evaluation be in place for all faculty members
that addresses the institution's obligation to foster intellectual freedom of faculty to teach, serve, research,
and publish. (Resource Manual, pp 43-44)
Further interpretation and the expectations about the array of full-time faculty responsibilities are provided
in the Guidelines for Full-Time Faculty. See Exhibit 228
Standard 6.2 (a) (Faculty qualifications)
For each of its educational programs, the institution justifies and documents the qualifications of its faculty

members. (Principles, p. 16)
Supplemental interpretation of 6.2.a
Qualified, effective faculty members are essential to carry out the mission of the institution and to ensure
the quality and integrity of its academic programs. The emphasis is on overall qualifications of a faculty
member, rather than simply academic credentials. While academic credentials in most cases may well be
the standard qualification for faculty members, other types of qualifications may prove to be appropriate.
Examples could include appropriately related work experiences in the field, professional licensure and
certifications related to the teaching assignment, honors, and awards, continuing professional development,
relevant peer-reviewed publications, and/or continuous documented excellence in teaching. These types of
qualifications are especially important in professional, technical, and technology-dependent fields.
(Resource Manual, pp. 44-47)
Further interpretation and the expectations are provided in Guidelines for Full-Time Faculty (Exhibit 229),
Faculty Roster Form (Exhibit 97), Faculty Roster from Prior Review (Exhibit 231), Guidelines for Faculty
Credentials (Exhibit 232) and General Instructions for Completing Faculty Forms (Exhibit 233).
Standard 6.2 (b) (Program faculty)
For each of its educational programs, the institution employs a sufficient number of full-time faculty
members to ensure curriculum and program quality, integrity, and review. (Principles, p. 17)
Supplemental interpretation of Standard 6.2.b (Program faculty)
When an institution commits to offering specific academic programs, there is an expectation that it will also
provide sufficient faculty resources to maintain the quality and integrity of those programs. In addition to
teaching, full-time faculty provide academic services such as curriculum design, development, and
evaluation; identification and assessment of appropriate student learning outcomes; student advising;
research and creative activity; and institutional and professional service. The work of the core faculty may
be supplemented and enhanced by judicious assignment of professional staff, part-time faculty, graduate
teaching assistants, and even contracted services. However, program quality and integrity still call for a
sufficient number of full-time faculty. (Resource Manual, pp. 47-49)
Standard 6.2 (c) (Program coordination)
For each of its educational programs, the institution assigns appropriate responsibility for program
coordination. (Principle, p. 17)
Supplemental interpretation of Standard 6.2.c
Because student learning is central to the institution's mission and educational degrees, the faculty has
responsibility for directing the learning enterprise, including overseeing and coordinating educational
programs to assure that each contains essential curricular components, has appropriate content and
pedagogy, and maintains discipline currency. (Resource Manual, pp. 49-51)
Standard 6.3 (Faculty appointment and evaluation)
The institution publishes and implements policies regarding the appointment, employment, and regular
evaluation of faculty members, regardless of contract or tenure status. (Principles, p. 17)
Supplemental interpretation of Standard 6.3
Since the members of the faculty direct the learning enterprise of an academic institution and are
responsible for assuring the quality of the academic programs, it is imperative that the institution maintains
an effective system of appointing faculty members, continuing faculty members in employment, evaluating
the quality of their work, and if necessary, discontinuing faculty. Appropriately approved processes should

be in place and the institution should be able to show it consistently follows its own policies and
procedures. (Resource Manual, pp. 51-52)
Standard 6.4 (Academic freedom)
The institution publishes and implements appropriate policies and procedures for preserving and protecting
academic freedom. (Principles, p. 18)
Supplemental interpretation of Standard 6.4
The essential role of institutions of higher education is the pursuit and dissemination of knowledge.
Academic freedom respects the dignity and rights of others while fostering intellectual freedom of faculty
to teach, research, and publish. Responsible academic freedom enriches the contributions of higher
education to society. (Resource Manual, p. 53)
Standard 6.5 (Faculty development)
The institution provides ongoing professional development opportunities for faculty members as teachers,
scholars, and practitioners, consistent with the institutional mission. (Principles, p. 18)
Supplemental interpretation of Standard 6.5
Faculty members are at the core of institutional mission-driven activities, and therefore, need to stay
current, improve their own knowledge and skills, and have the opportunity to actively participate in their
profession, including (as appropriate) conducting research, and engaging in scholarship and clinical
practice. In order to establish and sustain a culture where faculty professional development is valued and
pervasive, it is important that institutions develop a systematic and comprehensive approach to offering and
supporting activities and programs that assist and encourage members of the faculty to pursue professional
development. Because of the wide range of institutions within the SACSCOC membership, faculty
development policies should be crafted—and reviewed—in light of the institution's mission. (Resource
Manual, p. 54-55)
Standard 10.4 (Academic governance)
The institution (a) publishes and implements policies on the authority of faculty in academic and
governance matters, (b) demonstrates that educational programs for which academic credit is awarded are
approved consistent with institutional policy, and (c) places primary responsibility for the content, quality,
and effectiveness of the curriculum with its faculty. (Principles, p. 23)
Supplemental interpretation of Standard 10.4
Because faculty are generally responsible for ensuring the achievement of appropriate student learning and
academic program outcomes, it is imperative that an institution establish policies that explicitly delineate
the responsibilities and authority of its faculty in academic and governance matters. These published
policies clarify the role of the faculty in relation to other constituencies regarding these fundamental aspects
of the institution. It is recognized that the authority of faculty in academic and governance matters varies
widely across different types of institutions due to differences in organizational structure, mission, and
tradition. (Resource Manual, pp. 95-97)
Site review teams include members with expertise to review these standards. These members are expected
to review the institution's narrative and documentation, including the faculty forms, using the Application
of the Principles of Accreditation (Exhibit 1), guidelines for Analyzing a Case for Compliance (Exhibit
200), their respective Evaluator Assignment Sheet (Exhibit 82), and for Writing Comments for Committee
Reports (Exhibit 93). This ensures a consistent review among the evaluators. Vice Presidents participate in
these reviews and assist in providing examples of how other evaluators have reviewed similar standards.

These requirements apply to all institutional programs and services, wherever located or however delivered.
This includes programs offered through distance education and correspondence courses, off-campus sites,
and branch campuses. (Principles, p.'7) If distance or correspondence education is offered, the institution is
expected to adhere to the guidelines in the SACSCOC policy "Distance education and correspondence
courses" as pertain to faculty. (See Exhibit 50, page 3) Evaluators and institutions are expected to use A
Guide for Evaluators Charged with Reviewing Distance education and correspondence courses. (Exhibit
37, pp. 8-9)
See Exhibit 52, Compliance Certification of
standard.
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Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. See analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the Principles of Accreditation (Principles) provides the expectations of compliance
for candidacy and membership institutions for Faculty standards in Section 6: Faculty and the associated
Core Requirements (CR) 6.1, Full-time faculty; 6.2a, Faculty qualifications; 6.2b, Program faculty; 6.2c,
Program coordination; 6.3, Faculty appointment and evaluation; 6.4, Academic freedom; 6.5, Faculty
development; and 10.4, Academic governance. However, the Principles have not been provided as evidence
for analysis. Additionally, the agency requires institutions to attain qualified, effective faculty members to
carry out the mission of the institution and to ensure the quality and integrity of its academic programs.
Specifically, CR's 6.1-6.5 requires institutions to employ an adequate number of full-time faculty members
to support the mission and goals of the institution; publish and implement policies and procedures
regarding the appointment, employment, and regular evaluation of all faculty members along with
preserving and protecting academic freedom; and provides ongoing professional development opportunities
consistent with the institutional mission faculty members and other professional staff. Similarly, the agency
requires educational programs of the institution to justify and document the qualifications of its faculty
members; employ a sufficient number of full-time faculty members to ensure quality, integrity, and review
of the curriculum; and assigns appropriate responsibility for program coordination (exhibit 2).
Correspondingly, CR 10.4 requires institutions to publish and implement policies on faculty authority in
academic and governance matters demonstrating the approval of educational programs for academic credits
awarded consistent with institutional policy; and entrusts faculty with the creation of curriculum content,
quality, and effectiveness. The agency also attests that additional interpretations, expectations, and

guidance are provided to institutions pertaining to faculty responsibilities within the Guidelines for FullTime Faculty, Faculty Roster forms, and General Instructions for Completing Faculty Forms; however,
these documents have not been provided as evidence for analysis (exhibit 2).
Finally, the agency provided a blank Faculty Qualification Form and the Distance Ed and Correspondence
Courses policy utilized by site evaluators to assess the institution on the faculty standards requirements
(exhibits 50 and 97); and further requires all institutions seeking accreditation, including programs offered
via distance education, to comply with the agency faculty standards and requirements. However, the
guidance for Analyzing a Case for Compliance; Writing Comments for Committee Reports; and the Guide
for Evaluators Charged with Reviewing Distance Education and Correspondence Courses, along with the
Evaluator Assignment Sheet referenced in the narrative has not been provided as evidence; nor has the full
cycle of review of the Department selected institution been provided for analysis.
Department staff will be conducting a file review of additional agency documents related to the criteria
during a file review scheduled for early next year.
It should also be noted that the Department received multiple third party comments regarding the agency's
adherence to the criteria, specifically pertaining to IM(4)
(b)(4)
The agency needs to provide additional explanation and
documentation from the abovementioned entities to demonstrate compliance with the criterion. All
documentation, which is subject to Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests, should be submitted
pursuant to section §602.31 f(1) of the regulations (redaction of PII).
The agency will find the staff analysis of the third-party comments in that section of the petition for
recognition. Please review the staff analysis in that section to inform your response in this criterion and
other criteria specifically related to issues noted by the commenters.
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency must provide the full
cycle of review documents for Faculty, which includes the self-study, site visit report; institution response;
Board of Trustees decision letter; and other related accreditation documents, for the Department selected
institution in the required format cited in §602.16 (a)(1)(i) Student Achievement. The agency needs to also
provide the Principles of Accreditation and exhibits 37, 50, 82, 93, 97, 200, 228-229, and 231-233
referenced in the narrative in this section of the criteria. Lastly, the agency must address the third party
commenters concerns.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded

Response:
SACSCOC accreditation standards, policies, and procedures address faculty matters, ensuring that it is a
rigorous review process, with clear expectations.
Section 6: Faculty of the Principles of Accreditation (Principles) describes the accreditation standards
related to faculty. (See Exhibit A, p. 17-18). Core Requirement 6.1 (Full-time faculty), Standard 6.2.a
(Faculty qualifications), Standard 6.2.b (Program faculty), Standard 6.2.c (Program coordination), Standard
6.3(Faculty appointment and evaluation), Standard 6.4 (Academic freedom), and Standard 6.5 (Faculty
development) specify the expectations for institutions to address this standard. Further, Standard 10.4

(Academic governance) notes the expectations related to the authority of faculty and academic governance
matters.
In preparation of the Compliance Certification (self-study) document for reaffirmation, institutions receive
information for completing the Faculty form (Exhibit AA4). The institution and evaluators also receive
"Guidelines for Full-time Faculty" (Exhibit AA3); Faculty Credentials Guidelines (Exhibit AA19);
Interpretation of 6.2.a (Faculty qualifications) (Exhibit AA20); and "Quality and Integrity of Educational
Credentialing" (Exhibit BB1).
Evaluators are trained and provided guidelines to assist their evaluation of the accreditation standards
related to faculty. The agency submitted as requested "A Guide for Evaluators Charged with Reviewing
Distance Education and Correspondence Courses" (See Exhibit WW, pp. 1-3, 13-14); "Guidance for
Analyzing a Case for Compliance (See Exhibit AA1); Evaluator Assignment Sheet (See Exhibit AA2 and
AA2.a); Writing Comments for Committee Reports (See Exhibit QQ); and "Distance and Correspondence
Education" policy (Exhibit XX).
An example of how this evaluation occurs within an institution is seen in the review of the Department
selected institution, (b)(4)
, A team of peer evaluators review the compliance
certification (self-study-- See Exhibit V, pp. 35-57). Evaluators assess the institution's policies and
procedures regarding faculty such as the Faculty Handbook (Exhibit V2); the faculty rosters and faculty of
prior reviews, professional development materials; budget requests and allocations; professional
development opportunities; faculty qualifications, alternate credentialing, and performance evaluations;
program coordination; as well as academic freedom policies. For examples of the type of information
reviewed for faculty qualifications and alternate credentialing see Exhibits Z (includes policy for alternate
credentialing), AA (College of Education alternate credentialing), DD (qualifications for Adjunct professor,
academic administrator, and instructor) and EE (faculty resumes and approval forms).
If evaluators determine only partial compliance has been achieved, the institution is requested to submit a
Focused Report (Exhibit V4) to address these areas. For this criteria, the institution's Focused Report
submitted additional information (see Exhibit V4, p.12-15 and Exhibit V2a for samples of additional
documents submitted for this criteria). Any personally identifiable information has been redacted. The
Focused Report prepares the on-site Reaffirmation Committee for their campus visit.
The on-site Reaffirmation Committee (a different group of peer evaluators) evaluated the information
submitted by the institution and found the institution compliant. (See Exhibit HH, pp. 9-12 ) In the report,
the institution remained non-compliant for Standard 6.2.a (Faculty qualifications). The institution addressed
the non-compliance in the Institutional Response. See Exhibit NN, p. 3. The pertinent faculty roster
referenced in the response is provided as Exhibit NN1.
The compliance certification (self-study), the on-site Reaffirmation Committee Report, and the institutional
response were reviewed by a SACSCOC Board of Trustee's Committee on Compliance and Reports
(C&R) in December 2021. The C&R Committee found the institution compliant on this standard and
recommended reaffirmation. The Committee's recommendation was reviewed by the Executive Council
(See Exhibit BB35) and affirmed the committee's recommendation. The Executive Council
recommendations were submitted to the SACSCOC Board of Trustees. The Board of Trustees reaffirmed
the institution's accreditation and requested a Monitoring Report on a different standard. See Exhibit II.
Several third-party comments were submitted regarding SACSCOC's adherence to this criterion.
Specifically, in regard to this criterion, SACSCOC has clear expectations for member institutions that it
accredits and are codified in the Principles of Accreditation, its accrediting standards. (See Exhibit A).

The third-party comment alleges that a faculty member is unqualified. The allegations assert that a recent
hire has a Doctoral degree and was hired to lead graduate programs. Another allegation asserts that the
administrator of a branch campus was teaching a course.
Standard 5.4 (Qualified administrative/academic officers) expects the institution to employ and regularly
evaluate administrative and academic officers with appropriate experience and qualifications to lead the
institution (Exhibit A, p.16). The standard requires an institution to establish a combination of credentials
and experience appropriate for the positions held and have policies and procedures in place for the regular
evaluation of administrators. The complaint does not provide any evidence that such policies and
procedures are not present and are inappropriately being applied. This information does not support
noncompliance of this standard byl(b)(4)
. In its last review, this standard was reviewed, and the
institution was found compliant. Moreover, this standard will be reviewed in the upcoming Fifth-Year
Interim Review in 2023. See Exhibit GG1, Fifth-Year Overview.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency must provide exhibits
AA, DD, EE, and Z referenced in the narrative as types of information reviewed for faculty qualifications
and alternate credentialing by the agency for analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis the agency provided additional explanation and documentation in
relation to Faculty. Specifically, the agency reiterates the standards utilized to evaluate Faculty as well as
the associated agency policies, procedures and guidance documents utilized for institutional review of this
standard (exhibit A, BB1, and AA20). Additionally, the agency has now provided the omitted
documentation cited in the original submission regarding the review and evaluation of Faculty by the
institution and site evaluators, which includes the Principles of Accreditation; guidance for Analyzing a
Case for Compliance; Writing Comments for Committee Reports; Guide for Evaluators Charged with
Reviewing Distance Education and Correspondence Courses; Guidelines for Full-Time Faculty; Faculty
Roster forms; General Instructions for Completing Faculty Forms; and the Guidelines for Faculty
Credentials to evidence the attestation in the original narrative related to these documents (exhibits A, AA1,
AA3, AA4, AA19, QQ, and WW).
Further, the agency has now provided the requested full cycle of review documents for the Department
Selected Institution, including the compliance certification and faculty handbook; reaffirmation committee
report and evaluator assignment sheet; institution response; Board of Trustees decision letter and Executive
Council meeting minutes, along with faculty roster forms and a Focused Report to demonstrate the
evaluation of Faculty for the record (exhibits AA2a, BB35, HH, II, NN, NN1, V and V2, found in
§602.16(a)(1)(ii)). In addition, the agency attests that a focused report was requested for this standard due
to the evaluators determining only partial compliance had been achieved and requested additional
information in the form of a Focused Report from the Department Selected Institution to address the
evaluators concerns (exhibits V2a and V4). However, some portions of the compliance certification and
Focused Report are still unredacted and if requested through a Freedom of Information Act Request

(FOIA), the agency will be required to redact this information at that time (exhibits V and V2a).
Correspondingly, the agency has introduced additional examples of the types of information reviewed for
faculty qualifications and alternate credentialing by the agency in regard to the criteria, which are
referenced as exhibits AA, DD, EE, and Z; however, none of the aforementioned exhibits have been
provided for analysis.
Lastly, the agency addressed the third-party commenters allegations regarding Faculty in relation to the
institutions cited within those comments. In response to the third-party commenters concerns, the agency
has cited the policy regarding Faculty qualifications and attests the institution was reviewed and found
compliant with this agency policy and standard during its reaffirmation review; and will be reviewed again
on this standard in 2023 for its Fifth-Year Interim Review monitoring report to ensure continuous
compliance with agency standards (exhibits A and GG1).
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.16(a)(1)(iv) Facilities, equipment, and supplies

Narrative:
The Principles of Accreditation address SACSCOC's clear expectations as they relate to the review of an
institution's facilities, equipment and supplies as noted in Section 13: Financial and Physical Resources.
The preamble notes:
Adequate physical resources are essential to the educational environment and include facilities that are safe
and appropriate for the scope of the institution's programs and services. It is reasonable that the general
public, governmental entities, and current and prospective students expect sufficient financial and physical
resources necessary to sustain and fulfill the institution's mission.
The following standards address many of the requirements related to facilities, equipment, and supplies.

Standard 13. 7 (Physical resources)
The institution ensures adequate physical facilities and resources, both on and off campus, that
appropriately serve the needs of the institution's educational programs, support services, and other missionrelated activities. (Principles, p. 27)
Supplemental interpretation of Standard 13.7
Adequate physical resources are essential to the educational environment and include facilities that are safe
and appropriate for the scope of the institution's programs and services. The general public and current and
prospective students expect the institution to have appropriate physical resources necessary to fulfill the
needs of its educational programs, support services, and other mission-related activities. (Resources
Manual, p. 136-38)
Standard 13.8 (Institutional environment)
The institution takes reasonable steps to provide a healthy, safe, and secure environment for all members of
the campus community. (Principles, p. 31)

Supplemental interpretation of Standard 13. 8
An institution has an ethical responsibility to take reasonable steps to provide a healthy, safe, and secure
environment for all campus constituents. A healthy, safe, and secure environment enhances the
accomplishment of the institution's mission and contributes to more effective risk management.
NOTE: In March 2017, the SACSCOC Executive Council determined that, in an institution's Compliance
Certification and Fifth-Year Interim Report, the institution shall include within Standard 13.8 (Institutional
environment) information relating to any investigations by the U.S. Department of Education's Office of
Civil Rights for possible violations alleging sexual violence as part of its narrative addressing a healthy,
safe, and secure campus environment. This should include any open investigations as well as closed
investigations that were active at the time of the last SACSCOC comprehensive review or occurred since
the last SACSCOC comprehensive review.
(Resource Manual, p. 138-40)
Site review teams include members with expertise to review these standards. These members are expected
to review the institution's narrative and documentation, including the faculty forms, using the Application
of the Principles of Accreditation (Exhibit 81), guidelines for Analyzing a Case for Compliance (Exhibit
200), their respective Evaluator Assignment Sheet (Exhibit 82), and for Writing Comments for Committee
Reports (Exhibit 93). This ensures a consistent review among the evaluators. Vice Presidents participate in
these reviews and assist in providing examples of how other evaluators have reviewed similar standards.
These requirements apply to all institutional programs and services, wherever located or however delivered.
This includes programs offered through distance education and correspondence courses, off-campus sites,
and branch campuses. (Principles, p.'7) If distance or correspondence education is offered, the institution is
expected to adhere to the guidelines in the SACSCOC policy "Distance education and correspondence
courses" as pertain to facilities and finances. (See Exhibit 50, page 3). Evaluators and institutions are
expected to use A Guide for Evaluators Charged with Reviewing Distance education and correspondence
courses. (Exhibit 37, pp 8-9)
The Compliance Certification by (b)(4)
these standards relating to facilities. (Exhibit 52)
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Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. See analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:

The agency attests that the Principles of Accreditation (Principles) provides the expectations of compliance
for candidacy and membership institutions for Facilities, equipment, and supplies standards in Section 13:
Financial and Physical Resources and the associated requirements 13.7, Physical resources; and 13.8,
Institutional environment. However, the Principles have not been provided as evidence for analysis. The
agency further attests that institutions must maintain resources essential for the educational environment,
including safe facilities, to sustain and fulfill the institution's mission. Specifically, standards 13.7 and 13.8
requires institutions to ensures adequate physical facilities and resources of all campuses serving the needs
of the institution's educational programs, support services, and other mission-related activities
appropriately while providing a healthy, safe, and secure environment for all members of the campus

community (exhibit 2).
Since its last review for renewed recognition, the agency notes within the Resource Manual for the
Principles of Accreditation: Foundations of Quality Enhancement (Manual) of an update by the Executive
Council in March of 2017 which requires institutions to include within the Compliance Certification and
Fifth-Year Interim Report information relating to any investigations by the U.S. Department of Education's
Office of Civil Rights for possible violations alleging sexual violence as part of its narrative addressing a
healthy, safe, and secure campus environment for standard 13.8, along with any open investigations as well
as closed investigations that were active during or after the institution's last comprehensive review (exhibit
2). However, the agency has not provided evidence (of at least one such review) of the new requirement for
analysis with the criteria or inform Department staff that no such reviews have been required during the
recognition period.
Further, the agency provided the Guide for Evaluators for Distance Ed and Correspondence Courses and
the Distance Ed and Correspondence Courses policy; and, though not cited in the narrative, the Matrix for
Analyzing a Case for Compliance and Writing Comments for Committee Reports utilized by site evaluators
to assess the institution on physical resources standards requirements (exhibits 37, 50, 93, and 200). Lastly,
the agency provided portions of the Compliance Certification (self-study) for the Department selected
institution; however, the agency has not identified the page numbers within the documents, which also
contain Personally Identifiable Information (PII) of institutional Staff, Faculty and Students, and must be
removed and resubmitted for analysis, pursuant to U.S. Department of Education instructions and
regulations. It should be noted that the existing institutional documentation with PII will remain part of the
renewal petition record of the agency, if requested through a Freedom of Information Act Request (FOIA);
at which time, the agency will be required to redact this information again, hence the reason for the
Departmental instructions and regulation requirements of section §602.31 f(1) provided by the Department
prior to submission of the petition submission to avoid such duplicative requests.
Also, the full cycle of review, which includes the completed site visit report; institution response; Board of
Trustees decision letter; and other related accreditation documents for the Department selected institution
were not completed prior to the petition submission. Thus, the remaining documents must be submitted
with the agency response for analysis. Department staff will be conducting a file review of additional
agency documents related to the criteria during a file review scheduled for early next year.
Staff Determination:
The agency needs to provide the Principles of Accreditation for analysis. The agency must also resubmit
the Department selected institution's Compliance Certification (Certification) with the exhibit and page
numbers for the Certification sections pertaining specifically to facilities, equipment, and supplies pursuant
to the guidance provided by the Accreditation Handbook; redact the Certification documents removing all
Personally Identifiable Information (PH) pursuant to section §602.31 f(1) of the regulations effective July
1, 2020; and replace all of the current Certification documents with the redacted PII documents for
analysis. In addition, the agency needs to provide the remaining full cycle of review documents, for the
Department selected institution. Finally, the agency must demonstrate with documentation the review of the
new Executive Council requirement for the submission of Civil Rights investigations.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative

No files uploaded
Response:

SACSCOC accreditation standards, policies and procedures address facilities, equipment, and supplies,
ensuring that it is a rigorous review process, with clear expectations.
Section 13: Financial and Physical Resources of the Principles of Accreditation (Principles) describes the
accreditation standards related to facilities. (See Exhibit A, pp. 29-31). Specific standards related to this
criterion are Standard 13. 7 (Physical resources) which ensures that "adequate physical facilities and
resources, both on and off campus, that appropriately serve the needs of the institution's educational
programs, support services and other mission -related activities. (Exhibit A, p.30) Further, Standard 13.8
(Institutional environment) notes that, "the institution takes reasonable steps to provide a healthy, safe and
secure environment for all members of the campus community." (See Exhibit A, p.31)
An example of how this evaluation occurs within an institution is seen in the review of the Department
selected institution, (" 4)
I. A team of peer evaluators review the compliance
certification (self-study-- See Exhibit V, pp. 225-238). NOTE: Finance evaluators are trained on this
standard at the Annual meeting workshop dedicated to training financial evaluators. See Exhibit AA17.
Evaluators review documents related to the institution's facilities, construction programs, adequacy of
parking spaces, library facilities, adequacy and accessibility of computer labs, computer lab spaces,
technical support, and hardware. If evaluators determine only partial compliance has been achieved, the
institution is requested to submit a Focused Report (Exhibit V4) to address these areas. For this criteria, the
institution's Focused Report submitted additional information (see Exhibit V4, pp. 48-51 and Exhibit V3a
for samples of additional documents submitted for this criteria). NOTE: The floor plans submitted were too
large and complex to upload into the Department's system.
Evaluators also assess the institutional environment, including open investigations with the Office of Civil
Rights. The institution's narrative addresses Standard 13.8 (Institutional environment) in Exhibit V, pp.
234-238, regarding health, safety, and wellness at the institution. The institution details its response to the
Office of Civil Rights (OCR) on p. 238.
In the Preliminary Report template that the on-site Reaffirmation Committee completes, there is a note that
prompts evaluators regarding this segment of the standard.
13.8 The institution takes reasonable steps to provide a healthy, safe, and secure environment for all
members of the campus community.
(Institutional environment)
[Note: An institution should also include information about the status of any open or closed investigations
by the U.S. Department of Education's Office of Civil Rights related to sexual violence that were active at
the time of, or have occurred since, the institution's last comprehensive review. If there have been no such
investigations, the institution should indicate as much.]
See AA18, p. 19, for the template for the Preliminary Reaffirmation Report.
The Focused Report prepares the on-site Reaffirmation Committee for their campus visit. The on-site
Reaffirmation Committee (a different group of peer evaluators) evaluated the information submitted by the
institution and found the institution compliant. (See Exhibit HH, pp. 35-37) The compliance certification
(self-study), the on-site Reaffirmation Report, and the institutional response were reviewed by a SACSCOC
Board of Trustee's Committee on Compliance and Reports (C&R) in December 2021. The C&R
Committee found the institution compliant on this standard and recommended reaffirmation. The
Committee's recommendation was reviewed by the Executive Council (See Exhibit BB35) and affirmed
the committee's recommendation. The Executive Council recommendations were submitted to the
SACSCOC Board of Trustees. The Board of Trustees reaffirmed the institution's accreditation and
requested a Monitoring Report on a different standard. See Exhibit H.

The above narrative includes an example of an OCR review during the reaffirmation process. During the
Fifth-Year Interim Review, this standard is also reviewed. If institutions are deemed non-compliant for this
component of Standard 13.8, then the institution must submit a Referral Report for review by the
Committee on Compliance and Reports. See Exhibit AA5. Following review of the Referral Report, if the
institution remains non-compliant, then the SACSCOC Board of Trustees requests the institution to submit
a monitoring report. The institution must achieve compliance within two years of the initial monitoring
report request pursuant to the "Sanctions, Denial of Reaffirmation, and Removal from Membership" policy.
See Exhibit BB2.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis the agency provided additional explanation and documentation in
relation to Facilities, Equipment, and Supplies. Specifically, the agency reiterates the standards utilized to
evaluate the criteria and the Annual Meeting training documents related to this standard, as well as the
omitted Principles of Accreditation (exhibits A and AA17).
Further, the agency provided the full cycle of review documents for the Department Selected Institution,
including the compliance certification; reaffirmation committee template, report, and evaluator assignment
sheet; institution response; Board of Trustees (Board) decision letter and Executive Council meeting
minutes, along with the institution's independent audit to demonstrate the evaluation of Facilities,
Equipment, and Supplies for the record (exhibits AA2a, AA18 BB35, HH, II, NN, found in
§602.16(a)(1)(iii), V, and V3). However, some portions of the compliance certification are still unredacted
and if requested through a Freedom of Information Act Request (FOIA), the agency will be required to
redact this information at that time (exhibit V). In addition, the agency attests that a focused report was
requested from the Department Selected Institution for this standard due to the evaluator's determination of
the need for additional information to address the evaluator's concerns regarding building inspections and
facility improvements (exhibits V3a and V4).
Lastly, the original agency narrative referenced the Executive Council requirement for institutions to
submit their reasonable steps to provide a healthy, safe, and secure environment for all members of the
campus community, including information about the status of any open or closed investigations by the U.S.
Department of Education's Office of Civil Rights related to sexual violence that were active at the time of,
or have occurred since, the institution's last comprehensive review in conjunction with the institution's
response to standard 13.8. In response to the staff analysis request for the agency to demonstrate the review
of the abovementioned requirement, the agency provided the reaffirmation report template and the
Department Selected Institution's reaffirmation report which reflects the review of the agency requirement,
along with the coinciding decision indicating compliance with this standard (exhibits AA18, HH, and II).
The agency also attests that institution's found non-compliant with this requirement must submit a Referral
Report for agency review and come into compliance in accordance with the Policy on Sanctions, Denial of
Reaffirmation, and Removal from Membership (exhibits AA5 and BB2).
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.16(a)(1)(v) Fiscal and administrative capacity

Narrative:
The Principles of Accreditation address SACSCOC's clear expectations as they relate to the review of an
institution's fiscal and administrative capacity and noted in Section 13: Financial and Physical Resources.
The following core requirements and standards in the Principles of Accreditation, addressing SACSCOC's
expectations as they relate to fiscal and administrative capacity.
Core Requirement 13.1 (Financial resources)
The institution has sound financial resources and a demonstrated, stable financial base to support the
mission of the institution and the scope of its programs and services. (Principles, p. 29)
Supplemental interpretations of CR 13.1
Although missions vary among institutions, both a sound financial base and a pattern of financial stability
provide the foundation for accomplishing an institution's mission. Adequate financial resources allow for
deliberate consideration of the effective use of institutional resources to fulfill that mission. Adequate
physical resources are essential to the educational environment and include facilities that are safe and
appropriate for the scope of the institution's programs and services. It is reasonable that the general public,
government entities, and current and prospective students expect financial and physical resources necessary
to sustain and fulfill the institution's mission. (Resource Manual, pp. 123-25)
Core Requirement 13.2 (Financial documents)
The member institution provides the following financial statements: (a) an institutional audit (or Standard
Review Report issued in accordance with Statements on Standards for Accounting and Review Services
issued by the AICPA for those institutions audited as part of a systemwide or statewide audit) for the most
recent fiscal year prepared by an independent certified public accountant and/or an appropriate
governmental auditing agency employing the appropriate audit (or Standard Review Report) guide; (b) a
statement of financial position of unrestricted net assets, exclusive of plant assets and plant-related debt,
which represents the change in unrestricted net assets attributable to operations for the most recent year;
and (c) an annual budget that is preceded by sound planning, is subject to sound fiscal procedures, and is
approved by the governing board. (Principles, p. 30)
Note: For preaccreditation institution, the following information is provided:
For applicant and candidate institutions, including an applicant seeking separate accreditation from a
current SACSCOC-accredited institution, the institution provides the financial information, including audit
requirements, specified in the SACSCOC policy, Accreditation Procedures for Applicant Institutions.
(Resource Manual, pp. 29-30)
Supplemental interpretation of CR. 13.2
The financial statements required in this Core Requirement are necessary, as a minimum, to provide
documentation of financial resources and financial responsibility. "The most recent fiscal year" means the
fiscal year that most recently ended prior to the submission of a report. Note that if audited figures for
earlier years are utilized in the narratives for Standard 13.1 (Financial resources) and/or Standard 13.3
(Financial responsibility), those audits or Standard Review Reports should also be provided. (Resource
Manual, pp. 126-29)
Standard 13.3 (Financial responsibility)
The institution manages its financial resources in a responsible manner. (Principles, p. 30)

Supplemental interpretation of Standard 13.3
Institutions have obligations to the public, to government entities, and to current and future students to
responsibly manage their finances. This standard boils down to two questions: Is the institution operating
within its means? Are its fiscal activities sustainable? The emphasis is on the operational aspects of
financial management, with a focus on such items as revenue streams, expenses, capital investments, and
such. An institution may be overall financially stable, with generally adequate financial resources [i.e., in
compliance with Standard 13.1 (Financial resources)], and still experience fluctuations in its financial
health, such as in changes in funding, enrollment, or expenditures. Or it may behave in ways that cannot be
fiscally sustained. If an institution experiences operational problems or undertakes actions not generally
considered commonly accepted practices, it is important that the institution understand the issues, explain
their causes, and have a reasonable plan for remedying the situation. While a plan is not considered
evidence for compliance, it may be helpful to peer evaluators to understand the financial landscape.
(Resource Manual, pp. 129-31)
Standard 13.4 (Control of finances)
The institution exercises appropriate control over all its financial resources. (Principles, p. 30)
Supplemental interpretation of Standard 13.4
Financial resource management is critical to the long-term stability of an institution. The institution has a
fiduciary responsibility to operate in a prudent and responsible manner. This responsibility extends to the
care for its financial assets by obtaining, sustaining, and maintaining them for achieving its mission. This
requires the institution to employ a sufficient number of qualified staff empowered to provide systems and
procedures for adequate checks, balances, and control over assets. (Resource Manual, pp. 132-33)
Standard 13.5 (Control of sponsored research/external funds)
The institution maintains financial control over externally funded or sponsored research and programs.
(Principles, p. 30)

Supplemental interpretation of Standard 13.5
Externally funded research and programs are designed to aid in fulfillment of the institution's mission.
Ceding financial controls to the funding source may compromise financial, ethical, or management
standards of the institution. The same prudence in financial control should prevail as in internally funded
activities.
NOTE: While a separate standard exists that requires compliance with Title IV Program Responsibilities
[see Standard 13.6 (Federal and state responsibilities)] this standard generally applies to any other funding
from external sources, such as grants, funding for research, or other federal programs.
(Resource Manual, pp. 133-34)
Standard 13.6 (Federal and state responsibilities)
The institution (a) is in compliance with its program responsibilities under Title IV of the most recent
Higher Education Act as amended and (b) audits financial aid programs as required by federal and state
regulations. In reviewing the institution's compliance with these program responsibilities under Title IV,
SACSCOC relies on documentation forwarded to it by the U.S. Department of Education. (Principles, p.
30)
Supplemental interpretation of Standard 13.6
Many institutions are dependent upon Title IV federal financial aid to assist students with educational
expenses and maintain adequate levels of enrollment. An institution must comply with the program

responsibilities under Title IV of the most recent Higher Education Act as amended or risk the loss of
federal aid for both its students and organizational needs. As the primary gatekeeper for many member and
candidate institutions seeking Title IV funds, SACSCOC is obligated to review information submitted by
the institution, or provided by the U.S. Department of Education, that could affect an institution's continued
compliance with SACSCOC standards. (Resource Manual, pp. 134-36)
Other standards that impact the fiscal and administrative capacity of an institution.
Standard 5.4 (Qualified administrative/academic officers)
The institution employs and regularly evaluates administrative and academic officers with appropriate
experience and qualifications to lead the institution. (Principles, p. 16)
Supplemental interpretation of Standard 13.6
In order to ensure that an institution has effective leadership to accomplish its mission, the institution
employs academic and administrative officers with the credentials and expertise appropriate to the duties
and responsibilities associated with their positions. Administrator qualifications align with position
descriptions. There is an expectation that these administrative and academic officers are regularly evaluated
to allow feedback on performance. (Resource Manual, pp. 39-40)
Site review teams include members with expertise to review these standards. These members are expected
to review the institution's narrative and documentation using the Application of the Principles of
Accreditation (Exhibit 81), guidelines for Analyzing a Case for Compliance (Exhibit 200), their respective
Evaluator Assignment Sheet (Exhibit 82), and for Writing Comments for Committee Reports (Exhibit 93).
This ensures a consistent review among the evaluators. Vice Presidents participate in these reviews and
assist in providing examples of how other evaluators have reviewed similar standards.
These requirements apply to all institutional programs and services, wherever located or however delivered.
This includes programs offered through distance education and correspondence courses, off-campus sites,
and branch campuses. (Principles, p.'7) If distance or correspondence education is offered, the institution is
expected to adhere to the guidelines in the SACSCOC policy "Distance education and correspondence
courses" as pertain to facilities and finances. (See Exhibit 50, p. 3). Evaluators and institutions are expected
to use A Guide for Evaluators Charged with Reviewing Distance education and correspondence courses.
(Exhibit 37, pp. 8-9).
The Compliance Certification by (b)(4)
is available to review how the institution addressed
these standards relating to fiscal and administrative capacity. (Exhibit 52)
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Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. See analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the Principles of Accreditation (Principles) provides the expectations of compliance
for candidacy and membership institutions for Fiscal and administrative capacity standards in Section 13:
Financial and Physical Resources and the associated core requirements (CR' s) 13.1, Financial resources;
13.2, Financial documents; 13.3, Financial responsibility; 13.4, Control of finances; 13.5, Control of
sponsored research/ external funds; 13.6, Federal and state responsibilities; and 5.4, Qualified
administrative/academic officers. However, the Principles have not been provided as evidence for analysis.

Specifically, CR' s 13.1-13.6 and 5.4 insists institutions have sound financial resources with a stable
financial base to support the institutional mission, scope of its programs and services; manages its financial
resources in a responsible manner while exercising appropriate control over all its financial resources as
well as externally funded research programs; and employs regular evaluations of administrative and
academic officers for appropriate experience and qualifications.
In addition, the agency requires institutions to submit financial statements consisting of an institutional
audit, statement of financial position, and annual budget; along with submission of institutional compliance
with program responsibilities under Title IV, and financial aid programs audits. The agency further attests
that the standards requirements apply to all institutional programs and services method of delivery,
including those via distance education and additional locations.
Although not mentioned in the narrative, the agency provided the Guide for Evaluators for Distance Ed and
Correspondence Courses and Evaluator Assignment Sheet utilized by site evaluators to assess the
institution's fiscal and administrative capacity standards requirements and distance education (exhibits 37
and 82). However, the guidance for Analyzing a Case for Compliance; Writing Comments for Committee
Reports; and the Distance education and correspondence courses policy referenced in the narrative has not
been provided as evidence.
Lastly, the agency provided portions of the Compliance Certification (self-study) for the Department
selected institution; however, the agency has not identified the page numbers within the documents, which
also contain Personally Identifiable Information (PII) of institutional Staff, Faculty and Students, and must
be removed and resubmitted for analysis, pursuant to U.S. Department of Education instructions and
regulations. The existing institutional documentation with PII will remain part of the renewal petition
record of the agency, if requested through a Freedom of Information Act Request (FOIA); at which time,
the agency will be required to redact this information again, hence the reason for the Departmental
instructions and regulation requirements of section §602.31 f(1) provided by the Department prior to
submission of the petition submission to avoid such duplicative requests.
Also, the full cycle of review, which includes the completed site visit report; institution response; Board of
Trustees decision letter; and other related accreditation documents for the Department selected institution
were not completed prior to the petition submission. Thus, the remaining documents must be submitted
with the agency response for analysis. Department staff will be conducting a file review of additional
agency documents related to the criteria during a file review scheduled for early next year.
It should also be noted that the Department received multiple third party comments regarding the agency's
; (b)(4)
adherence to the criteria, specifically pertaining to (b)(4)
; and (b)(4)
(b)(4)
. The agency needs to provide additional explanation and
documentation from the abovementioned entities to demonstrate compliance with the criterion. All
documentation, which is subject to Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests, should be submitted
pursuant to section §602.31 f(1) of the regulations (redaction of PH).
The agency will find the staff analysis of the third-party comments in that section of the petition for
recognition. Please review the staff analysis in that section to inform your response in this criterion and
other criteria specifically related to issues noted by the commenters.
Staff Determination:
The agency needs to provide the Principles of Accreditation and exhibits 50, 81, 93, and 200 referenced in
the narrative in this section of the criteria. The agency must also resubmit the Department selected
institution's Compliance Certification (Certification) with the exhibit and page numbers for the

Certification sections pertaining specifically to fiscal and administrative capacity pursuant to the guidance
provided by the Accreditation Handbook; redact the Certification documents removing all Personally
Identifiable Information (P11) pursuant to section §602.31 f(1) of the regulations effective July 1, 2020; and
replace all of the current Certification documents with the redacted PH documents for analysis. In addition,
the agency needs to provide the remaining full cycle of review documents for the Department selected
institution. Lastly, the agency must address the third party commenters concerns.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
SACSCOC accreditation standards, policies, and procedures address fiscal and administrative capacity,
ensuring that it is a rigorous review process, with clear expectations.
Section 13: Financial and Physical Resources of the Principles of Accreditation (Principles) outlines the
accreditation standards related to finance. (See Exhibit A, p. 29-31). Core Requirement 13.1 (Financial
resources), ). Core Requirement 13.2 (Financial documents), Standard 13.3 (Financial responsibility),
Standard 13.4 (Control of finances), Standard 13.5 (Control of sponsored research/external funds),
Standard 13.6 (Federal and state responsibilities) specify the expectations for institutions to address this
standard. Further, Standard 5.4 (Qualified administrative/academic officers) notes the expectations
"employs and regularly evaluates administrative and academic officers with appropriate experience and
qualifications to lead the institution" (See Exhibit A, p. 16)
Evaluators are trained and provided guidelines to assist their evaluation of the accreditation standards
related to fiscal capacity. Finance evaluators are trained on this standard at the Annual meeting workshop
dedicated to training financial evaluators. See Exhibit AA17. The agency was asked to submit the "A
Guide for Evaluators Charged with Reviewing Distance Education and Correspondence Courses" (See
Exhibit WW, p.3); "Guidance for Analyzing a Case for Compliance (See Exhibit AA1); Evaluator
Assignment Sheet (See Exhibit AA2.a); and Writing Comments for Committee Reports (See Exhibit QQ).
Finance evaluators are trained on this standard at the Annual meeting workshop dedicated to training
financial evaluators. See Exhibit AA17.
An example of how this evaluation occurs within an institution is seen in the review of the Department
selected institution, (b)(4)
. A team of peer evaluators review the compliance
certification (self-study-- See Exhibit V, pp. 197-225). Evaluators review documents related to the
institution's finances including references to revenue changes, Department Composite Score, reduction of
expenses, resolution of financial items, cash flow, liquid assets, financial statements and other documents,
the budgetary process and financial controls for the institution, sponsored research, and external funds.
Examples of the documents reviewed as related to this section of the compliance certification (self-study)
are attached in Exhibit V5.
If evaluators determine only partial compliance has been achieved, the institution is requested to submit a
Focused Report (Exhibit V4) to address these areas. For this criteria, the institution's Focused Report
submitted additional information (see Exhibit V4, pp. 42-47 and Exhibit V5a for samples of additional
documents submitted for this criteria). The Focused Report prepares the on-site Reaffirmation Committee
for their campus visit.
The on-site Reaffirmation Committee (a different group of peer evaluators) reviewed the information

submitted by the institution. The on-site Reaffirmation Committee evaluated the information submitted by
the institution (see Exhibit HH, pp. 28-35). The report noted that the institution was non-compliant for Core
Requirements 13.1 (Financial resources) as well as Standards 13.2 (Financial documents) and 13.3
(Financial responsibilities). See Exhibit HH, pp. 28-34. The institution addressed the non-compliance in its
Institutional Response. See Exhibit NN, pp. 3-19.
The compliance certification (self-study), the on-site Reaffirmation Committee Report, and the institutional
response were reviewed by a SACSCOC Board of Trustee's Committee on Compliance and Reports
(C&R) in December 2021. The C&R Committee recommended reaffirmation of accreditation for the
institution but found that it remained noncompliant on Standard 13.3. The Committee's recommendation
was reviewed by the Executive Council (See Exhibit BB35), and it affirmed the committee's
recommendation. The Executive Council recommendations were submitted to the SACSCOC Board of
Trustees. The Board of Trustees reaffirmed the institution's accreditation and requested a Monitoring
Report on this standard. See Exhibit II.
The third-party comments for this criterion allege inappropriate transactions involving the chief executive
officer at Kiser University. Most of the allegations occurred during a previous review cycle (2012-15) in
which the agency was found compliant. In the updated section relevant to this review cycle, the allegation
refers to an ongoing lawsuit without any specific reference to facts that deal with accreditation related
standards. There is an allegation regarding the lack of public disclosure of certain financial information;
however, there is no accreditation standard that requires such disclosure by an institution.
The current decennial accreditation cycle for (b)(4)
is 2017 - 2027. In the previous reaffirmation review of
the institution, SACSCOC followed its standards, policies, and procedures occurred in the agency's
previous review cycle. The institution submitted its Compliance Certification document (Self-study), which
was reviewed by an Off-site Review Committee in November 2016. The committee submitted its
preliminary findings to the On-Site Review Committee. An On-site Review Committee comprised of
different peer reviewers visited the campus in Spring 2017. The On-site committee spoke with select
members of the faculty, staff and students as well as reviewed the items highlighted by the off-site
committee. The On-site Committee submitted its Reaffirmation Report, noting non-compliance with two
(2) standards, namely, CS 3.3.1.3 (Institutional Effectiveness: academic and student support services) and
CS 3.7.1 (Faculty competence).
The Board's C&R Committee reviewed the Compliance Certification, the Reaffirmation Report, and the
Institutional Response and recommended approval. During the review, three (3) complaints were
submitted; however, they were not processed by SACSCOC because they were not signed or were
incomplete. Per the SACSCOC policy, "Complaints Against SACSCOC and Member Institutions," all
complaints must be signed.
In December 2017, the Board approved reaffirmation of accreditation with no additional reports requested
since the institution was compliant with all the core requirements and standards of the Principles. The
institution's Fifth-Year Interim Report is due September 1, 2022; and the Board will review the matter in
2023. The institution's next reaffirmation will occur in 2027.

Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Does not meet the requirements of this section

Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency must provide exhibits
V5 and V5a referenced in the narrative to demonstrate examples of the documents reviewed in relation to
this standard for the compliance certification of the Department Selected Institution for analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis the agency provided additional explanation and documentation in
relation to Fiscal and Administrative Capacity. Specifically, the agency reiterates the standards utilized to
evaluate the criteria and the Annual Meeting training documents related to this standard, as well as the
omitted Principles of Accreditation, Analyzing a Case for Compliance; Writing Comments for Committee
Reports; and the Guide for Evaluators Charged with Reviewing Distance Education and Correspondence
Courses to evidence the attestation in the original narrative related to these documents (exhibits A, AA1,
AA17, QQ, and WW). In addition, the agency introduced additional examples of documents reviewed in
relation to fiscal capacity cited in the compliance certification for the Department Selected Institution,
which are referenced as exhibits V5 and V5a; however, the aforementioned exhibits have not been
provided for analysis in regard to the criteria.
Further, the agency provided the full cycle of review documents for the Department Selected Institution,
including the compliance certification; reaffirmation committee report and evaluator assignment sheet;
institution response; Board of Trustees (Board) decision letter and Executive Council meeting minutes,
along with the institution's Focused Report on finances to demonstrate the evaluation of the institution's
Fiscal and Administrative Capacity for the record (exhibits AA2a, BB35, HH, II, NN, V and V4).
However, some portions of the compliance certification are still unredacted and if requested through a
Freedom of Information Act Request (FOIA), the agency will be required to redact this information at that
time (exhibit V).
Lastly, the agency addressed the third-party commenters allegations regarding Administrative Capacity,
which the agency attests that many of the allegations fall outside of the recognition period. The agency
further attests that the ongoing lawsuit cited in the third-party comments, references public disclosure of
financial information of the institution in question, which the agency has no direct accreditation standard
requiring such a disclosure. The agency also provides additional background on the reaffirmation review of
the institution; the compliance concerns addressed during the reaffirmation review; handling of complaints
against the institution during the review; and the Board decision regarding the institution's compliance,
along with the dates for upcoming monitoring of the institution to address all concerns.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.16(a)(1)(vi) Student Support Services

Narrative:
The Principles of Accreditation (Principles) address SACSCOC's clear expectations as they relate to the
review of an institution's student support services and noted in Section 12: Academic and Student Support
Services. The following core requirements and standards in the Principles, addressing SACSCOC's

expectations as they relate to student support services.
Core Requirement 12.1 (Student support services)
The institution provides appropriate academic and student support programs, services, and activities
consistent with its mission. (Principles, p. 27)
Supplemental interpretation of CR 12.1
Student success is significantly affected by the learning environment. An effective institution provides
appropriate academic and student support programs and services consistent with the institution's mission
that enhance the educational and personal development experience(s) of students at all levels; contribute to
the achievement of teaching and learning outcomes; ensure student success in meeting the goals of the
educational programs; and provide an appropriate range of support services and programs to students at all
locations. Qualified and effective faculty and staff are essential to implementing the institution's goals and
mission and to ensuring the quality and integrity of its academic and student support programs and services.
An effective institution has policies and procedures that support a stimulating and safe learning
environment. (Resource Manual, pp. 114-16)
Standard 12.2 (Student support services staff)
The institution ensures an adequate number of academic and student support services staff with appropriate
education or experience in student support service areas to accomplish the mission of the institution.
(Principles, p. 27)
Supplemental interpretation of Standard 12.2
Qualified and effective faculty and staff are essential to implementing the institution's goals and mission
and to ensuring the quality and integrity of its academic and student support programs and services. In
order to carry out such programs and services, the institution is expected to appoint student affairs
professionals who have adequate educational training and/or experience to provide these services. Although
academic credentials are primary and, in most cases, will be the standard qualification, other types of
qualifications may be appropriate. Furthermore, mission-related considerations may affect desired
qualifications. (Resources Manual, pp. 116-17)
Standard 12.3 (Student rights)
The institution publishes clear and appropriate statements of student rights and responsibilities and
disseminates the statement(s) to the campus community. (Principles, p. 27)
Supplemental interpretation of Standard 12.3
Institutions are obligated to develop comprehensive and appropriate policies delineating student rights and
responsibilities because students and student learning are central to the institutional mission. To be
effective, such policies are clearly written and widely available to the entire community of the institution
and need to include procedures for use by students in preserving these rights and responsibilities. While
student rights and responsibilities might not be enumerated in a single document, all elements should be
easily accessible and should not be contradictory. (Resource Manual, pp. 117-18)
Standard 12.4 (Student complaints)
The institution (a) publishes appropriate and clear procedures for addressing written student complaints, (b)
demonstrates that it follows the procedures when resolving them, and (c) maintains a record of student
complaints that can be accessed upon request by SACSCOC. (Principles, p. 27)
Supplemental interpretation of Standard 12.4
Institutional policies and procedures governing written student complaints need to be well publicized and

provide clear and consistent guidelines for their resolution. Furthermore, the institution must abide by its
own policies, ensuring that student complaints are addressed in a prompt, fair, and consistent manner.
(Resource Manual, pp. 118-20)
Additional interpretation may be found in the SACSCOC policy, "Complaint Procedures Against
SACSCOC or Its Accredited Institutions." (Exhibit 158). See more discussion in section 602.16 (1)(a)(ix).
Standard 12.5 (Student records)
The institution protects the security, confidentiality, and integrity of its student records and maintains
security measures to protect and back up data. (Principles, p. 28)
Supplemental interpretation of Standard 12.5
The security and confidentiality of student records is critical to the integrity of the institution. This standard
acknowledges the institution's responsibility to oversee the release and use of all student records and
institutional data with personally identified information and identifies four key aspects of that
responsibility: security, confidentiality, integrity, and data protection and backup. As applied to this
standard, integrity means to ensure that the records are not changed without appropriate oversight and
sufficient security measures. Special security measures emphasize the imperative for the institution to
protect confidentiality, preserve the integrity of its students' academic records and data,, and oversee the
release of records in accord with state and federal mandates and commonly accepted standards and
practices among institutions of higher learning. (Resource Manual, p. 120)
Standard 12.6 (Student debt)
the institution provides information and guidance to help student borrowers understand how to manage
their debt and repay their loans. (Principles, p. 28)
Supplemental interpretation of Standard 12.6
In order to address the national increase in student loan debt and loan default rates, this standard requires
that institutions provide information and guidance to help student borrowers better understand how to
manage their debt and repay their loans. The standard focuses on providing financial management
information and guidance to student borrowers. The standard expects institutions to ensure that students are
appropriately informed of the obligations associated with debt and repayment of student loans.
NOTE: This standard applies to all institutions, whether or not they participate in federal loan programs.
(Resource Manual, p. 122)
SACSCOC has focused attention on the training of evaluators assigned to review student services. As a
result, staff, in conjunction with a diverse group of institutions evaluators, developed a training module to
assist evaluators assigned to review student services. The agenda and module are labeled as Exhibit 32.
These requirements apply to all institutional programs and services, wherever located or however delivered.
This includes programs offered through distance education and correspondence courses, off-campus sites,
and branch campuses. (Principles, p.7) If distance or correspondence education is offered, the institution is
expected to adhere to the guidelines in the SACSCOC policy "Distance education and correspondence
courses" as pertain to student support services. (See Exhibit 50, page 3). Evaluators and institutions are
expected to use Guidelines for Evaluators Charged with Reviewing Distance education and correspondence
courses. (Exhibit 37, pp. 8-9.)
The Compliance Certification by (b)(4)
is available to review how the institution addressed
these standards relating to student support services. (Exhibit 52)
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Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. See analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the Principles of Accreditation (Principles) provides the expectations of compliance
for candidacy and membership institutions for Student Support Services standards in Section 12: Academic
and Student Support Services and the associated core requirements (CR' s) 12.1, Student support services;
12.2, Student support services staff; 12.3, Student rights; 12.4, Student complaints; 12.5, Student records;

and 12.6, Student debt. However, the Principles have not been provided as evidence for analysis.
Collectively, CR's 12.1-12.6 requires institutions to provide appropriate and adequate academic and student
support programs, services, activities, and staff consistent with its mission; academic and student support
services staff with education or experience in student support service areas to accomplish the mission of the
institution; and protect the security, confidentiality, and integrity of its student records with security
measures to protect and back up data. In addition, the agency insists institutions publish clear statements of
student rights and responsibilities and disseminates the statements to the campus as well as complaint
procedures evidencing resolutions and retention of student complaints; and provide information and
guidance to help student borrowers understand how to manage their debt and repay their loans (exhibit 2).
Further, the agency attests that the evaluators and agency staff developed a training module specific to the
review of student services; however, the module has not been provided for analysis. Although not
mentioned in the narrative, the agency provided the Handbook for Review Committees and the Guide for
Evaluators for Distance Ed and Correspondence Courses for review; and also attests that all institutions
seeking accreditation, including programs offered via distance education, must comply with the agency
student support services standards and requirements (exhibit 28 and 37).
Lastly, the agency provided exhibits 143 and 52L, of the Compliance Certification (self-study) for the
Department selected institution; however, the agency has not identified the page numbers within the
documents, which also contain Personally Identifiable Information (PII) of institutional Staff, Faculty and
Students, and must be removed and resubmitted for analysis, pursuant to U.S. Department of Education
instructions and regulations. It should be noted that the existing institutional documentation with PII will
remain part of the renewal petition record of the agency, if requested through a Freedom of Information Act
Request (FOIA); at which time, the agency will be required to redact this information again, hence the
reason for the Departmental instructions and regulation requirements of section §602.31 f(1) provided by
the Department prior to submission of the petition submission to avoid such duplicative requests.
Also, the full cycle of review, which includes the completed site visit report; institution response; Board of
Trustees decision letter; and other related accreditation documents for the Department selected institution
were not completed prior to the petition submission. Thus, the remaining documents must be submitted
with the agency response for analysis. Department staff will be conducting a file review of additional
agency documents related to the criteria during a file review scheduled for early next year.
Staff Determination:
The agency needs to provide the Principles of Accreditation and exhibit 32 for analysis. The agency must
also resubmit the Department selected institution's Compliance Certification 52L with the page numbers
for the Certification section pertaining specifically to student support services pursuant to the guidance
provided by the Accreditation Handbook; redact the Certification documents removing all Personally
Identifiable Information (PII) pursuant to section §602.31 f(1) of the regulations effective July 1, 2020; and
replace all of the current Certification documents with the redacted PII documents for analysis. In addition,
the agency needs to provide the remaining full cycle of review documents, for the Department selected
institution.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded

Response:

SACSCOC accreditation standards, policies, and procedures address student support, ensuring that it is a
rigorous review process, with clear expectations.
Section 12: Academic and Student Support Services of the Principles of Accreditation (Principles)
describes the accreditation standards related to student services. (See Exhibit A, pp. 27-28). Core
Requirement 12.1 (Student support services), Standard 12.2 (Student support services staff), Standard 12.3
(Student rights), Standard 12.4 (Student complaints), Standard 12.5 (Student records), and Standard 12.6
(Student debt) specify the expectations for institutions to address this criterion.
Evaluators are trained and provided guidelines to assist their evaluation of the accreditation standards
related to student support services. The agency was asked to submit the agenda and training module for
student support services. See Exhibit AA6.
An example of how this evaluation occurs within an institution is seen in the review of the Department
. A team of peer evaluators review the compliance
selected institution, (b)(4)
certification (self-study-- See Exhibit V, pp. 171-197). Evaluators review institutional policies, procedures,
and practices related to student support services; qualification of staff; professional development and
training; as well as the policies, process for protecting student information, records, and security measures
to protect and back-up student data. Examples of the documents reviewed as related to this section of the
compliance certification (self-study) are attached in Exhibit V6.
If evaluators determine only partial compliance has been achieved, the institution is requested to submit a
Focused Report (Exhibit V4) to address these areas. For this criteria, the institution's Focused Report
submitted additional information (see Exhibit V4, pp. 30-41 and Exhibits V6a and V6b for samples of
additional documents submitted in this report for this criteria). The Focused Report prepares the on-site
Reaffirmation Committee for their campus visit.
The on-site Reaffirmation Committee (a different group of peer evaluators) reviewed the information
submitted by the institution and found the institution compliant. (See Exhibit HH, pp. 24-28)
The compliance certification (self-study), the on-site Reaffirmation Committee Report, and the institutional
response were reviewed by a SACSCOC Board of Trustee's Committee on Compliance and Reports
(C&R) in December 2021. The C&R Committee found the institution compliant on this standard and
recommended reaffirmation. The Committee's recommendation was reviewed by the Executive Council
(See Exhibit BB35) and affirmed the committee's recommendation. The Executive Council
recommendation was submitted to the SACSCOC Board of Trustees. The Board of Trustees reaffirmed the
institution's accreditation and requested a Monitoring Report on a different standard. See Exhibit II.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis the agency provided additional explanation and documentation in
relation to Student Support Services. Specifically, the agency reiterates the policies and standards utilized
to evaluate the criteria and provided the omitted Principles of Accreditation as well as the training module
screenshots for student services to evidence the attestation within the original narrative (exhibits A, AA1,

SS, and WW).
Correspondingly, the agency has now provided the requested full cycle of review documents for the
Department Selected Institution, including the compliance certification; reaffirmation committee report and
evaluator assignment sheet; institution response; Board of Trustees decision letter and Executive Council
meeting minutes, along with a Focused Report to demonstrate the evaluation of Student Support Services
for the record (exhibits AA2a, BB35, HH, II, NN found in §602.16(a)(1)(v), and V). In addition, the agency
attests that focused reporting was requested along with additional information to determine compliance had
been achieved for this standard in the form of Focused Reports from the Department Selected Institution to
address the evaluators concerns (exhibits V4, V6, V6a, and V6b). However, some portions of the
compliance certification and Focused Report are still unredacted and if requested through a Freedom of
Information Act Request (FOIA), the agency will be required to redact this information at that time
(exhibits V and V6a-b).
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.16(a)(1)(vii) Recruiting & Other Practices

Narrative:
The Principles of Accreditation (Principles) address SACSCOC's clear expectations as they relate to the
review of an institution's recruiting and admission practices, academic calendars, catalogs, publications,
grading, and advertising, and noted in Section 10: Educational Policies, Procedures and Practices. The
following core requirements and standards in the Principles, addressing SACSCOC's expectations as they
relate to recruiting and admission practices, academic calendars, catalogs, publications, grading, and
advertising.
Standard 10.1 (Academic policies)
The institution publishes, implements, and disseminates academic policies that adhere to Principles of good
educational practice and that accurately represent the programs and services of the institution. (Principles,
p. 23)
Supplemental interpretation of Standard 10.1
Effective academic policies related to an institution's educational programs are developed in concert with
the appropriate input and participation of the constituencies affected by the policies, conform to commonly
accepted practices and policies in higher education, accurately portray the institution's programs and
services, and are disseminated to those benefiting from such practices. These academic policies lead to a
teaching and learning environment that enhances the achievement of student outcomes and success.
(Resource Manual, p. 91-92)
Standard 10.2 (Public information)
The institution makes available to students and the public current academic calendars, grading policies, cost
of attendance, and refund policies. (Principles, p. 23)
Supplemental interpretation of Standard 10. 2
Good educational practice suggests that the institution's constituents be informed about matters such as

academic calendars, grading policies, and refund policies. Such policies and calendars are published and
widely distributed.
NOTE: Even if some of these policies were discussed in Standard 10.1 (Academic policies), information
related to how they are made available to students and to the public should be repeated in this Standard
also.
Standard 10.3 (Archived information)
The institution ensures the availability of archived official catalogs, digital or print, with relevant
information for course and degree requirements sufficient to serve former and returning students.
(Principles, p. 23)
Supplemental interpretation of Standard 10.3
An institution is obligated to provide to its students, constituents, and the public information about itself
that is complete, accurate, timely, accessible, clear and sufficient. Regardless of the name assigned to the
publication, the college catalog is one of the most critical publications at any higher education institution.
The catalog describes the institution consistent with its mission statement and sets forth the obligations and
responsibilities of both students and the institution. (Resource Manual, pp. 93-94)
Standard 10.4 (Academic governance)
The institution (a) publishes and implements policies on the authority of faculty in academic and
governance matters, (b) demonstrates that educational programs for which academic credit is awarded are
approved consistent with institutional policy, and (c) places primary responsibility for the content, quality,
and effectiveness of the curriculum with its faculty. (Principles, p. 23)
Supplemental interpretation of Standard 10.4
Because faculty are generally responsible for ensuring the achievement of appropriate student learning and
academic program outcomes, it is imperative that an institution establish policies that explicitly delineate
the responsibilities and authority of its faculty in academic and governance matters. These published
policies clarify the role of the faculty in relation to other constituencies regarding these fundamental aspects
of the institution. It is recognized that the authority of faculty in academic and governance matters varies
widely across different types of institutions due to differences in organizational structure, mission, and
tradition. Nonetheless, all institutions should have clear policies and should act in accordance with these
policies. (Resource Manual, p. 95-97)
Standard 10.5 (Admissions policies and practices)
The institution publishes admissions policies consistent with its mission. Recruitment materials and
presentations accurately represent the practices, policies, and accreditation status of the institution. The
institution also ensures that independent contractors or agents used for recruiting purposes and for
admission activities are governed by the same Principles and policies as institutional employees.
(Principles, p. 23)
Supplemental interpretation of Standard 10. 5
Sound admission policies are defined in relation to the institution's mission and are designed to ensure that
students who are admitted to the institution or to a specific program can benefit from the institution's
programs. Implicit in the policy is that the institution consistently applies the policy to all applicants and
transfers; exceptions are limited in number and are based on specific criteria for making exceptions to
admission requirements.
All accredited higher education institutions, or individuals acting on their behalf, must exhibit integrity and
responsibility in student advertising and recruitment. Responsible self-regulation requires rigorous attention
to Principles of good practice. (Resource Manual, pp. 97-99)

The SACSCOC policy, "Advertising and Student Recruitment" contains the following statement regarding
recruitment materials: All statements and representations are clear, factually accurate, and current.
Supporting information is kept on file and readily available for review. In the case of programs that are
awaiting SACSCOC' s approval and inclusion in the institution's accreditation, the institution's
communication with both external and internal constituencies clearly and consistently represent the
program(s) as "pending approval by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on
Colleges." (Resource Manual, pp. 97-99)
Standard 10.6 (Distance or correspondence education)
An institution that offers distance or correspondence education (a) ensures that the student who registers in
a distance or correspondence education course or program is the same student who participates in and
completes the course or program and receives the credit; (b) has a written procedure for protecting the
privacy of students enrolled in distance education and correspondence courses or programs; and (c) ensures
that students are notified in writing at the time of registration or enrollment of any projected additional
student charges associated with verification of student identity. (Principles, p. 24)
Supplemental interpretation of Standard 10.6
To protect the integrity of educational credentials awarded to students enrolled in distance or
correspondence education courses or programs, an institution takes measures to ensure that a student
awarded credit in distance or correspondence education courses is the same student who successfully
completes the course and is tested for the achievement of intended student learning outcomes. To this end,
an institution is required to verify the identity of a student enrolled in distance or correspondence education
courses or programs, ensure that the method used to verify the identity protects the privacy of students
enrolled, and notify the student in advance of enrollment regarding any projected additional charges
associated with the verification process.
NOTES: In responding to this standard, all three subparts must be addressed.
Part (b) is not referring solely to privacy protections that apply to all students (including distance education
students) under the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 (FERPA). The institution is
expected to have specific polices to protect the privacy of students taking distance or correspondence
courses.
Part (c) may be complicated by circumstances where students must have an examination proctored, but the
institution requires the student to find the site. In those cases, the institution has an obligation to make it
clear to students in advance of registration or enrollment that there may be charges for this, and that the
student will need to find an appropriate site.
(Resource Manual, pp. 99-101)
Site review teams include members with expertise to review these standards. These members are expected
to review the institution's narrative and documentation using the Application of the Principles of
Accreditation (Exhibit 81), guidelines for Analyzing a Case for Compliance (Exhibit 200), their respective
Evaluator Assignment Sheet (Exhibit 82), and for Writing Comments for Committee Reports (Exhibit 93).
This ensures a consistent review among the evaluators. Vice Presidents participate in these reviews and
assist in providing examples of how other evaluators have reviewed similar standards.
These requirements apply to all institutional programs and services, wherever located or however delivered.
This includes programs offered through distance education and correspondence courses, off-campus sites,
and branch campuses. (Principles, p.7) If distance or correspondence education is offered, the institution is
expected to adhere to the guidelines in the SACSCOC policy "Distance education and correspondence
courses" as pertain to public information, admissions and recruitment. (See Exhibit 50, page 3). Evaluators
and institutions are expected to use Guidelines for Evaluators Charged with Reviewing Distance education

and correspondence courses. (Exhibit 37, pp. 8-9.)
See Exhibit 52, Compliance Certification by (6)(4)
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in addressing these standards.
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Analyst
Comments

Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. See analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the Principles of Accreditation (Principles) provides the expectations of compliance
for candidacy and membership institutions for Recruiting and Other Practices, which include admissions
practices, academic calendars, catalogs, publications, grading, and advertising standards in Section 10:
Educational Policies, Procedures, and Practices and the associated core requirements (CR's) 10.1,
Academic policies; 10.2, Public information; 10.3, Archived information; 10.4, Academic governance;
10.5, Admissions policies and practices; and 10.6, Distance and correspondence education. However, the
Principles have not been provided as evidence for analysis. In addition to the abovementioned standards,
the agency policy on Advertising and Student Recruitment insists that all institutional statements and
representations are clear, factually accurate, and current (exhibit 56).
Collectively, CR's 10.1-10.6 require institutions to publish, implement, and disseminate academic policies
of educational practices accurately representing the programs and services of the institution; policies on the
authority of faculty for academic and governance matters, approval to offer educational programs for
academic credit; and the responsibilities of faculty for the oversight of curriculum content, quality, and
effectiveness. Likewise, published current academic calendars, grading policies, cost of attendance, and
refund policies for students and the public, along with admissions policies consistent with its mission are
also expected to be posted on the institutions website, including recruitment materials and presentations
accurately representing the practices, policies, and accreditation status of the institution.
Additionally, the agency standards insist institutions ensure availability of archived official catalogs for
course and degree requirements to serve former and returning students as well as ensure third parties used
for recruiting and admissions are governed by the same principles and policies as institutional employees.
Specific to those institutions that offer distance or correspondence education, the agency requires the
institution to make certain the student who registers in a distance or correspondence education course or
program is the same student who participates in and completes the course or program for credit; has written
procedures for protecting the privacy of students enrolled in distance and correspondence education; and
ensures students are notified in writing at the time of registration or enrollment of any projected additional
student charges associated with verification of student identity.
Although not mentioned in the narrative, the agency provided the Guide for Evaluators for Distance Ed and
Correspondence Courses; and the policies on Distance Ed and Correspondence Courses and the Transfer of
Academic Credit utilized by site evaluators to assess the institution on Recruiting & Other Practices
requirements (exhibits 37, 50 and 201). Further, the agency requires all institutions seeking accreditation,
including programs offered via distance education, to comply with the agency Recruiting & Other Practices
standards and requirements. However, the guidance for Analyzing a Case for Compliance; Writing
Comments for Committee Reports; and the Evaluator Assignment Sheet referenced in the narrative has not
been provided as evidence; nor has the full cycle of review for the Department selected institution been
provided for analysis. Department staff will be conducting a file review of additional agency documents
related to the criteria during a file review scheduled for early next year.
It should also be noted that the Department received multiple third party comments regarding the agency's
; (b)(4)
adherence to the criteria, specifically pertaining to (" 4)
; and (b)(4)
1(b)(4)
. The agency needs to proviae aaanionai explanation and

documentation from the abovementioned entities to demonstrate compliance with the criterion. All
documentation, which is subject to Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests, should be submitted
pursuant to section §602.31 f(1) of the regulations (redaction of PlI).
The agency will find the staff analysis of the third-party comments in that section of the petition for
recognition. Please review the staff analysis in that section to inform your response in this criterion and
other criteria specifically related to issues noted by the commenters.
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency must provide the full
cycle of review documents for Recruiting & Other Practices, which includes the self-study, site visit report;
institution response; Board of Trustees decision letter; and other related accreditation documents, for the
Department selected institution in the required format cited in §602.16 (a)(1)(i) Student Achievement. The
agency needs to also provide the Principles of Accreditation and exhibits 81-82, 93, and 200 referenced in
the narrative in this section of the criteria. Lastly, the agency must address the third party commenters
concerns.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
SACSCOC accreditation standards, policies, and procedures address recruiting and other practices,
ensuring that it is a rigorous review process, with clear expectations.
Section 10: Educational Policies, Procedures and Practices of the Principles of Accreditation (Principles)
comprises the accreditation standards related to recruitment practices. (See Exhibit A, pp. 23-25). Standard
10.1 (Academic policies), Standard 10.2 (Public information), Standard 10.3 (Archived information),
Standard 10.4 (Academic governance), Standard 10.5 (Admissions policies and practices), and Standard
10.6 (Distance and correspondence education) specify the expectations for institutions to address this
criterion.
Evaluators are trained and provided guidelines to assist their evaluation of the accreditation standards
related to recruiting and admissions policies, procedures, practices, academic calendars, catalogs,
publications, grading, and advertising. Further, evaluators ensure that independent contractors, if any, use
recruiting purposes and admission activities are governed by the same as institutional employees.
The agency was asked to submit the Principles of Accreditation (Exhibit A), "Application of the Principles
of Accreditation" (See Exhibit AA7), "Guidance for Analyzing a Case for Compliance (See Exhibit AA1);
Evaluator Assignment Sheet (See Exhibit AA2 and AA2.a); Writing Comments for Committee Reports
(See Exhibit QQ).
An example of how this evaluation occurs within an institution is seen in the review of the Department
I. A team of peer evaluators review the compliance
selected institution, (b)(4)
certification (self-study-- See Exhibit V, pp. 116-140). Evaluators reviewed admissions policies,
procedures, and practices; qualification of staff; and professional development and training. Examples of
the documents reviewed as related to this section of the compliance certification (self-study) are attached in
Exhibit V7.

Peer evaluators reviewed documents related to the institution's admissions policies, procedures, practices.
If evaluators determine only partial compliance has been achieved, the institution is requested to submit a
Focused Report (Exhibit V4) to address these areas. For this criteria, the institution's Focused Report
submitted additional information (see Exhibit V4, pp. 27-30 and Exhibit V7a for samples of additional
documents submitted in the Focused Report for this criteria). The Focused Report prepares the on-site
Reaffirmation Committee for their campus visit.
The on-site Reaffirmation Committee (a different group of peer evaluators) reviewed the information
submitted by the institution. This review team evaluated the information submitted by the institution and
found the institution compliant. (See Exhibit HH, pp. 17-21)
The compliance certification (self-study), the on-site Reaffirmation Committee Report, and the institutional
response were reviewed by a SACSCOC Board of Trustee's Committee on Compliance and Reports
(C&R) in December 2021. The C&R Committee found the institution compliant on this standard and
recommended reaffirmation. The Committee's recommendation was reviewed by the Executive Council
(See Exhibit BB35)and affirmed the committee's recommendation. The Executive Council
recommendations were submitted to the SACSCOC Board of Trustees. The Board of Trustees reaffirmed
the institution's accreditation and requested a Monitoring Report on a different standard. See Exhibit II.
The third-party comments for this criterion allege that there are large sums of money spent on recruiting
materials. The information contained in the comments does not support noncompliance of this standard for
(b)(4)
. The allegations assert that certain employees work at a member institution and a nonSACSCOC member institution; however, there is no evidence presented that such employment violates
admission policies, procedures, or practices. Moreover, this standard was reviewed inr>(4)
last decennial in 2017 and the institution was found compliant. This standard is one under review at the
Fifth-Year Interim Review scheduled for 2023. See Exhibit GG1, Fifth-Year Interim Overview.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis the agency provided additional explanation and documentation in
relation to Recruiting and Other Practices. Specifically, the agency reiterates the standards, policies, and
training utilized to evaluate the criteria, and provided the omitted Principles of Accreditation; Application
of the Principles of Accreditation; Guidance for Analyzing a Case for Compliance; Evaluator Assignment
Sheet; and Writing Comments for Committee Reports to evidence the attestation within the original
narrative (exhibits A, AA1, AA2, AA2a, AA7, and QQ).
Correspondingly, the agency has now provided the requested full cycle of review documents for the
Department Selected Institution, including the compliance certification; reaffirmation committee report and
evaluator assignment sheet; institution response; Board of Trustees decision letter and Executive Council
meeting minutes, along with a Focused Report to demonstrate the evaluation of Recruiting and Other
Practices for the record (exhibits AA2a, BB35, HH, II, NN found in §602.16(a)(1)(v), and V). However,
some portions of the compliance certification are still unredacted and if requested through a Freedom of
Information Act Request (FOIA), the agency will be required to redact this information at that time (exhibit
V). In addition, the agency attests that focused reporting was requested, along with additional information

related to institutional handbooks and catalogs, to determine compliance had been achieved for this
standard in the form of Focused Reports from the Department Selected Institution to address evaluators
concerns (exhibits V4, V7, and V7a).
Lastly, the agency addressed the third-party commenters allegations regarding Recruiting and Other
Practices within the third-party comment section of the petition (exhibit GG12). In particular, the agency
attests that the commenter's claims, regarding an excessive amount of money spent on recruitment by an
institution cited within the comments, has not exhibited noncompliance with the agency standards related to
the criteria. The agency also addressed the commenter's assertion that employees of one of the cited
institutions work at non-accredited agency institution's; yet the commenter has not cited a violation with
respect to the agency standards, policies, and procedures for additional investigation by the agency.
Further, the agency attests that the institution was found compliant with this standard during its last
reaffirmation review and provided the dates for upcoming monitoring of the institution, which includes the
review of this standard, in 2023.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.16(a)(1)(viii) Program Length

Narrative:
The following core requirements and standards in the Principles of Accreditation address SACSCOC' s
clear expectation as they relate to program length.

Core Requirement 3.1.b (Coursework for degrees)
An institution seeking to gain or maintain accredited status offers all coursework required for at least onedegree program at each level at which it awards degrees. (For exceptions, see SACSCOC policy Core
Requirement 3.1.b: Documenting an Alternative Approach.) (Principles, p. 12)
Supplemental interpretation of CR 3.1.b
Because SACSCOC accredits only degree-granting institutions, the general expectation is that the
institution has the capability to offer the range of coursework necessary for a student to earn the degree. Of
course, this does not preclude an institution from having partnerships and consortial agreements, accepting
coursework for transfer of credit, and the like. But for at least one degree program at each degree level at
which the institution offers degrees (associate, baccalaureate, master's, education specialist, and/or
doctoral), the expectation is that a student could earn the degree by coursework offered solely by the
accredited institution. The rationale for this standard is that this level of program involvement is needed to
ensure quality of the institution's educational programs, to maintain the integrity of each level of degrees
offered, and to fulfill the institution's mission as a degree-granting higher education provider. (Resource
Manual, pp. 16-18)
SACSCOC also has policies that assist evaluators in documenting alternative approaches to academic work
codified in "Core Requirement 3.1.b: Documenting an Alternative Approach" and "Direct Assessment

Competency Based Education Program. (See Exhibit 71 and Exhibit 170)
Core Requirement 9.2 (Program length)
The institution offers one or more degree programs based on at least 60 semester credit hours or the
equivalent at the associate level; at least 120 semester credit hours or the equivalent at the baccalaureate
level; or at least 30 semester credit hours or the equivalent at the post-baccalaureate, graduate, or
professional level. The institution provides an explanation of equivalencies when using units other than
semester credit hours. The institution provides an appropriate justification for all degree programs and
combined degree programs that include fewer than the required number of semester credit hours or its
equivalent unit. (Principles, p. 21)
Supplemental interpretation of CR 9.2:
This Core Requirement reflects the generally accepted means of determining academic credit required for
degrees in higher education. The requirement uses as its basis the semester credit hour or its equivalency. In
instances where an institution relies on other means of determining "academic credit" other than semester
hours, it must demonstrate that its approach adheres to generally accepted practices described by this Core
Requirement. In addition, an institution needs to justify any degrees that include fewer than the required
number of hours. See Standard 10.7 (Policies for awarding credit). (Resource Manual, pp.78-80)
Please note that Standard 10.7 (Policies for awarding credit) notes:
The institution publishes and implements policies for determining the amount and level of credit awarded
for its courses, regardless of format or mode of delivery. These policies require oversight by persons
academically qualified to make the necessary judgments. In educational programs not based on credit hours
(e.g., direct assessment programs), the institution has a sound means for determining credit equivalencies
(Principles, p. 24)
Supplemental interpretation of Standard 10.7
Good educational practices in higher education assume that institutions adopt sound and generally
acceptable policies and procedures for determining what a credit unit means for graduate and
undergraduate coursework, taking into account the amount and level of credit for courses. Students,
institutions, employers, and others rely on the common currency of academic credit to support a wide range
of activities, including the transfer of students from one institution to another. For several decades, the
federal government has relied on credits as a measure of student academic engagement as a basis of
awarding financial aid. Because of the significance of awarding credit for coursework or experiences, an
institution is obligated to ensure that credit hours awarded for courses and programs conform to commonly
accepted practices in higher education. (Resource Manual, pp. 101-03)
Standard 9.7 (Program requirements)
The institution publishes requirements for its undergraduate, graduate, and post-baccalaureate professional
programs, as applicable. The requirements conform to commonly accepted standards and practices for
degree programs. (Principles, p. 24)
Supplemental interpretation of Standard 9.7
Each program of study at the institution has clearly defined requirements regarding what is necessary to
complete the program so that potential students are aware of expectations prior to enrollment. These
requirements are published so they are accessible to constituencies including faculty, students, and
prospective students. Degree requirements conform to commonly accepted standards and practices found at
institutions of higher education. When degree requirements are highly unusual, the expectations are
explained, and an academic justification is provided.

Commonly accepted practices for the requirements of an undergraduate program address an appropriate
number of semester hours, or its equivalent, and a coherent course of study appropriate to that level of
higher education. Each undergraduate program of study identifies courses that are program requirements
and any prerequisite courses. Specific program requirements are also published, including an appropriate
college-level general education component, and if present, cross-curricular and co-curricular requirements
(e.g., chapel attendance, service learning, performance on external examinations). All requirements for the
degree should be clearly specified. Similarly, prospective students should have access to specific grade
requirements, especially when they represent deviations from broader institutional policies.
Commonly accepted practices for the requirements of a graduate program address an appropriate number of
semester hours, or its equivalent, and a coherent course of study appropriate to higher education. Each
graduate and post-baccalaureate professional program of study identifies courses that are program
requirements and any prerequisite courses. Graduate program requirements allow for an integrated
understanding of the discipline. Such programs display a clear rationale and design and include clearly
stated and measurable outcomes consistent with the mission of the institution. General requirements for
written and oral comprehensive examinations, theses and dissertations, professional practice, and so on, are
published as well. (Resource Manual, pp. 88-90)
Standard 10.1 (Academic policies)
The institution publishes, implements, and disseminates academic policies that adhere to Principles of good
educational practice and that accurately represent the programs and services of the institution. (Principles,
p. 23)
Supplemental interpretation of Standard 10.1
Effective academic policies related to an institution's educational programs are developed in concert with
the appropriate input and participation of the constituencies affected by the policies, conform to commonly
accepted practices and policies in higher education, accurately portray the institution's programs and
services, and are disseminated to those benefiting from such practices. These academic policies lead to a
teaching and learning environment that enhances the achievement of student outcomes and success.
(Resource Manual, p. 91-92)
Site review teams include members with expertise to review these standards. These members are expected
to review the institution's narrative and documentation using the Application of the Principles of
Accreditation (Exhibit 81), guidelines for Analyzing a Case for Compliance (Exhibit 200), their respective
Evaluator Assignment Sheet (Exhibit 82), and for Writing Comments for Committee Reports (Exhibit 93).
This ensures a consistent review among the evaluators. Vice Presidents participate in these reviews and
assist in providing examples of how other evaluators have reviewed similar standards.
These requirements apply to all institutional programs and services, wherever located or however delivered.
This includes programs offered through distance education and correspondence courses, off-campus sites,
and branch campuses. (Principles, p.7) If distance or correspondence education is offered, the institution is
expected to adhere to the guidelines in the SACSCOC policy "Distance education and correspondence
courses" as pertain to program length and objectives of the degrees or credentials offered. (See Exhibit 50,
p. 3). Evaluators and institutions are expected to use Guidelines for Evaluators Charged with Reviewing
Distance education and correspondence courses. (Exhibit 37, pp 8-9)
The Compliance Certification by (b)(4)
is available to review how the institution addressed
these standards relating to program length and objective of the degree's credentials offered. (Exhibit 52)
Document(s) for this Section
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Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:

Analyst
Agency's Exhibit
Comments
Comments
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None

None
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None
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None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. See analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the Principles of Accreditation (Principles) provides the expectations of compliance
for candidacy and membership institutions for Program Length in Sections 9: Educational Program
Structure and Content,10: Educational Policies, Procedures, and Practices and 3: Basic Eligibility
Standards; specifically, core requirements (CR's) 9.2, Program length; 9.7, Program requirements; 10.1,
Academic policies; 10.7, Policies for awarding credit; and 3.1b, Coursework for degrees. However, the
Principles have not been provided as evidence for analysis.
Collectively, CR's 9.2 and 9.7 insists institutions publish requirements for its undergraduate, graduate, and
post-baccalaureate professional programs, conforming to accepted standards and practices for degree
programs; and offer associate, baccalaureate, post-baccalaureate, graduate, or professional level degree
programs at 60, 120, or 30 semester credit hours or the equivalent, providing justifications for all degree
programs without the agency credit requirements for evaluation. Additionally, CR's 10.1 and 10.7 asserts
that institutions must publish, implement, and disseminate academic policies of educational practices
accurately representing the programs and services of the institution; identify the amount and level of course
credits awarded regardless the format or mode of deliver; and provide appropriate oversight of the
execution of the established policies (exhibit 2).
Similarly, CR 3.1(b) requires an institution seeking or maintaining an accredited status to offer all
coursework required for at least one degree program at each level at which it awards; and/or seek an
exception for the implementation of an alternative approach from the agency involving the acceptance of
course work completed through arrangements such as consortia, articulation agreements, contractual
relationships with other institutions or organizations, or assessment of transfer credit, pursuant to the
agency policy on Documenting an Alternative Approach (exhibit 2 and 71). The agency has also included
the Direct Assessment Competency Based Education Program policy which provides the definitions and
requirements for programs utilizing measures of student learning in in lieu of credit or clock hours to
provide additional guidance on alternative approaches for institutional programs (exhibit 170).
Further, the agency provided the Guide for Evaluators for Distance Ed and Correspondence Courses, the
Distance Ed and Correspondence Courses policy and the Evaluator Assignment Sheet; and, though not
cited in the narrative, the Credit Hour policy utilized by site evaluators to assess the institution on Program
Length standards requirements (exhibits 37, 50, 57, and 82); and expects all institutions seeking
accreditation, including programs offered via distance education, to comply with the agency Program
Length standards and requirements. However, the guidance for Analyzing a Case for Compliance, the
Application of the Principles of Accreditation, and Writing Comments for Committee Reports the
referenced in the narrative have not been provided as evidence; nor has the full cycle of review for the
Department selected institution been provided for analysis.
Department staff will be conducting a file review of additional agency documents related to the criteria
during a file review scheduled for early next year.
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency must provide the full
cycle of review documents for Program Length, which includes the self-study, site visit report; institution

response; Board of Trustees decision letter; and other related accreditation documents, for the Department
selected institution in the required format cited in §602.16 (a)(1)(i) Student Achievement. The agency
needs to also provide the Principles of Accreditation and exhibits 81, 93, and 200 referenced in the
narrative in this section of the criteria.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
SACSCOC accreditation standards, policies, and procedures address program length and ensure that it is a
rigorous review process, with clear expectations.
Several core requirements and standards in the Principles of Accreditation address expectations as they
relate to program length. In the Principles, Core Requirement 3.1.b (Coursework for degrees) (Exhibit A,
p.12), Core Requirement 9.2 (Program length)(Exhibit A, p.21), Standard 10.7 (Policies for awarding
credit) (Exhibit A, p.24) and Standard 9.7 (Program requirements) (Exhibit A, p.24), Standard 10.1
(Academic policies) (Exhibit A, p. 23), collectively, address this criterion.
Evaluators are trained and provided guidelines to assist their evaluation of the accreditation standards
related to program length. The agency was asked to submit the Principles of Accreditation (Exhibit A),
"Application of the Principles of Accreditation" (See Exhibit AA7), "Guidance for Analyzing a Case for
Compliance (See Exhibit AA1); Evaluator Assignment Sheet (See Exhibit AA2 and AA2.a); Writing
Comments for Committee Reports (See Exhibit QQ).
An example of how this evaluation occurs within an institution is seen in the review of the Department
selected institution, (b)(4)
, A team of peer evaluators reviewed the compliance
certification (self-study-- See Exhibit V, pp.8, 113-15 for specific information related to program length.
Evaluators assessed academic policies, procedures, and practices. Examples of the documents reviewed as
related to this section of the compliance certification (self-study) are attached in Exhibits V8 and V8_a.
If evaluators determine only partial compliance has been achieved, the institution is requested to submit a
Focused Report (Exhibit V4) to address these areas. For this criterion, the institution was found compliant,
so the Focused Report did not address this standard. The Focused Report prepares the on-site Reaffirmation
Committee for their campus visit. The on-site Reaffirmation Committee (a different group of evaluators)
reviewed the information submitted by the institution and found the institution compliant. See Exhibit HH,
pp. 3, 15-16, 21, 17-18.
The compliance certification (self-study), the on-site Reaffirmation Report, and the institutional response
were reviewed by a SACSCOC Board of Trustee's Committee on Compliance and Reports (C&R) in
December 2021. The C&R Committee found the institution compliant on this standard and recommended
reaffirmation. The Committee's recommendation was reviewed by the Executive Council (See Exhibit
BB35) and affirmed the committee's recommendation. The Executive Council recommendations were
submitted to the SACSCOC Board of Trustees. The Board of Trustees reaffirmed the institution's
accreditation and requested a Monitoring Report on a different standard. See Exhibit II.

Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:

Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis the agency provided additional explanation and documentation in
relation to Program Length. Specifically, the agency reiterates the standards, policies, and training utilized
to evaluate the criteria, and provided the omitted Principles of Accreditation; Application of the Principles
of Accreditation; Guidance for Analyzing a Case for Compliance; and Writing Comments for Committee
Reports to evidence the attestation within the original narrative (exhibits A, AA1, AA7, and QQ).
In addition, the agency has now provided the requested full cycle of review documents for the Department
Selected Institution, including the compliance certification; reaffirmation committee report and evaluator
assignment sheet; institution response; Board of Trustees decision letter and Executive Council meeting
minutes, along with a Focused Report and additional compliance certification imbedded documents to
demonstrate the evaluation of Program Length and Student Complaints for the record (exhibits AA2a,
BB35, HH, II, NN found in §602.16(a)(1)(v), V, V8a, and V8_a). Further, the agency attests that focused
reporting was requested along with additional information to determine compliance had been achieved for
this standard in the form of a Focused Report from the Department Selected Institution to address the
evaluators concerns (exhibits V4, and V8a). However, some portions of the compliance certification and
Focused Report are still unredacted and if requested through a Freedom of Information Act Request
(FOIA), the agency will be required to redact this information at that time (exhibits V and V8a).
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.16(a)(1)(ix) Student Complaints

Narrative:
The Principles of Accreditation has standard that address records of student complaints received by the
institution.
Standard 12.4 (Student complaints)
The institution (a) publishes appropriate and clear procedures for addressing written student complaints, (b)
demonstrates that it follows the procedures when resolving them, and (c) maintains a record of student
complaints that can be accessed upon request by SACSCOC. (Principles, p. 27)
Supplemental interpretation of Standard 12.4
Institutional policies and procedures governing written student complaints need to be well publicized and
provide clear and consistent guidelines for their resolution. Furthermore, the institution must abide by its
own policies, ensuring that student complaints are addressed in a prompt, fair, and consistent manner.
(Resource Manual, pp. 118-20)
The SACSCOC policy, "Complaint Procedures Against SACSCOC or its Accredited Institutions," states:
Each institution is required to have in place student complaint policies and procedures that are reasonable,
fairly administered, and well publicized. SACSCOC also requires, in accord with federal regulations, that

each institution maintains a record of complaints received by the institution. This record is made available
to SACSCOC upon request. This record will be reviewed and evaluated by SACSCOC as part of the
institution's comprehensive decennial evaluation. (Exhibit 158, Complaints policy, p. 2)
When addressing this part of Standard 12.4, the institution should provide information in its Compliance
Certification or Fifth-Year Interim Report describing how the institution maintains its record of written
student complaints and also include the following:
• The individual/offices responsible for maintenance of the record(s).
• Elements of a complaint review that included in the record(s).
• Where the record(s) are located, if centralized, or how records are maintained if decentralized.
One of the main purposes for requiring a record of written student complaints is so that the institution and
SACSCOC can review the record to see if there are patterns. If a pattern of student complaints is found
when reviewing the record, and if those complaints are related to SACSCOC accreditation standards, then
SACSCOC will expand its review to include those issues if the complaints point to an unresolved problem.
Thus, the record of student complaints should be maintained in a manner consistent with this intended
purpose of the standard.
If a pattern of student complaints exists and those complaints are related to SACSCOC accreditation
standards, SACSCOC evaluators will (1) review the complaints for documentation supporting allegations,
(2) conduct an On-Site investigation of the complaints, and (3) like any other information uncovered during
the review of an institution, if the investigation supports non-compliance for a standard/requirement of the
Principles, the review committee will write a recommendation (in a citation of noncompliance). The
institution will have an opportunity to respond to the recommendation as part of its response to the total
report of the committee."
It is expected that institutions will provide at least one redacted example of a written complaint and
documentation of its resolution in its response. (Resource Manual, pp. 118-20)
Site review teams include members with expertise to review these standards. These members are expected
to review the institution's narrative and documentation using the Application of the Principles of
Accreditation (Exhibit 81), Guidelines for Analyzing a Case for Compliance (Exhibit 96), their respective
Evaluator Assignment Sheet (Exhibit 83), and for Writing Comments for Committee Reports (Exhibit 93).
This ensures a consistent review among the evaluators. Vice Presidents participate in these reviews and
assist in providing examples of how other evaluators have reviewed similar standards.
The Compliance Certification by (b)(4)
is available to review how the institution addressed
these standards relating to student complaints. (Exhibit 52, pp.)
Document(s) for this Section
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Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. See analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the Principles of Accreditation (Principles) provides the expectations of compliance
for candidacy and membership institutions for Student Complaint standards in Section 12: Academic and
Student Support Services requirement 12.4; however, the Principles have not been provided as evidence for
analysis. Specifically, the agency standard requires an institution to publish clear procedures for addressing
written student complaints as well as demonstrate the use of institutional procedures for resolving
complaints while maintaining a record of student complaints for the agency (exhibit 2).
In conjunction with the standard requirements, the agency requires the institutional self-study and the Fifth
Year Interim report to include policies, procedures, and identified patterns of institutional complaints,
which on-site evaluators review, investigate, and make recommendations within the site visit report of any
compliance concerns related to accreditation standards from the identified patterns of the complaints
(exhibit 2). In addition, the agency narrative states that the policy on Complaint Procedures Against
SACSCOC or its Accredited Institutions, which applies to the agency and its institution, requires
institutions "to have in place student complaint policies and procedures that are reasonable, fairly
administered, and well publicized," and maintains a record of complaints received by the institution;
however, the agency has not provided the aforementioned Complaint policy.
The agency further attests that evaluators utilize the agency Guidelines for Analyzing a Case for
Compliance; Application of the Principles of Accreditation; Writing Comments for Committee Reports;
and the Evaluator Assignment Sheet to assess the institution's adherence to established Student Complaint
policies and agency standards requirements; however, the aforementioned documentation referenced in the
narrative have not been provided for analysis. Lastly, the agency provided portions of the Compliance
Certification (self-study) for the Department selected institution; however, the agency has not identified the
page numbers within the documents, which also contain Personally Identifiable Information (PII) of
institutional Staff, Faculty and Students, and must be removed and resubmitted for analysis, pursuant to
U.S. Department of Education instructions and regulations. Also, the full cycle of review, which includes
the completed site visit report; institution response; Board of Trustees decision letter; and other related
accreditation documents for the Department selected institution were not completed prior to the petition

submission. Thus, the remaining documents must be submitted with the agency response for analysis.
Department staff will be conducting a file review of additional agency documents related to the criteria
during a file review scheduled for early next year.
It should also be noted that the Department received multiple third party comments regardin the a ency's
(b)(4)
I;)(4)
adherence to the criteria, specifically pertaining tol(b)(4)
,
(b)(4)
; and (b)(4)
he agency needs to provide additional
explanation and documentation from the abovementioned entities to demonstrate compliance with the
criterion. All documentation, which is subject to Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests, should be
submitted pursuant to section §602.31 f(1) of the regulations (redaction of PII).
The agency will find the staff analysis of the third-party comments in that section of the petition for
recognition. Please review the staff analysis in that section to inform your response in this criterion and
other criteria specifically related to issues noted by the commenters.
Staff Determination:
The agency needs to provide the Principles of Accreditation and exhibits 81, 83, 93, 96, and 158 referenced
in the narrative in this section of the criteria. The agency must also resubmit the Department selected
institution's Compliance Certification (Certification) with the exhibit and page numbers for the
Certification sections pertaining specifically to Student Complaints pursuant to the guidance provided by
the Accreditation Handbook; redact the Certification documents removing all Personally Identifiable
Information (PII) pursuant to section §602.31 f(1) of the regulations effective July 1, 2020; and replace all
of the current Certification documents with the redacted PII documents for analysis. In addition, the agency
needs to provide the remaining full cycle of review documents for the Department selected institution.
Lastly, the agency must address the third party commenters concerns.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative

No files uploaded
Response:
SACSCOC accreditation standards, policies, and procedures address student complaints, ensuring that it is
a rigorous review process, with clear expectations.
In the Principles of Accreditation (Principles), Standard 12.4 (Student complaints) (Exhibit A, p.27),
addresses this criterion. The policy "Complaint Procedures Against SACSCOC or its Accredited
Institutions" (See Exhibit AA8) applies to SACSCOC and its accredited institutions; requires institutions
"to have in place student complaint policies and procedures that are reasonable, fairly administered, and
well publicized;" and maintains a record of complaints received by the institution. Further, expectations
with all standards are outlined in the "Reaffirmation of Accreditation and Subsequent Reports" policy (See
Exhibit GG) as well as the "Sanctions, Denial of Accreditation and Removal from Membership" policy
(See Exhibit BB2) notes the consequences for non-compliance.
Evaluators are trained and provided guidelines to assist their evaluation of the accreditation standards
related to student complaints. The agency was asked to submit the Principles of Accreditation (Exhibit A),
"Application of the Principles of Accreditation" (See Exhibit AA7), "Guidance for Analyzing a Case for
Compliance (See Exhibit AA1); Evaluator Assignment Sheet (See Exhibit AA2 and AA2.a); and Writing
Comments for Committee Reports (See Exhibit QQ).

An example of how this evaluation occurs within an institution is seen in the review of the Department
selected institution, (" 4)
. A team of peer evaluators review the compliance
certification (self-study-- See Exhibit V, pp. 191-93). Any student information that was submitted has been
redacted per Section 602.31 (0(1). Evaluators reviewed student catalogs; qualification of staff; and
professional development and training. Examples of the documents reviewed as related to this section of
the compliance certification (self-study) are attached in Exhibit V9.
Peer evaluators reviewed documents related to the institution's admissions policies, procedures, practices.
If evaluators determine only partial compliance has been achieved, the institution is requested to submit a
Focused Report (Exhibit V4) to address these areas. For this criteria, the institution's Focused Report
submitted additional information (see Exhibit V4, pp. 33-35 and Exhibit V9a for samples of additional
documents submitted in the Focused Report for this criteria). The Focused Report prepares the on-site
Reaffirmation Committee for their campus visit. The on-site Reaffirmation Committee evaluated the
information submitted by the institution and found the institution compliant. (See Exhibit HH, p. 26)
The compliance certification (self-study), the on-site Reaffirmation Report, and the institutional response
were reviewed by a SACSCOC Board of Trustee's Committee on Compliance and Reports (C&R) in
December 2021. The C&R Committee found the institution compliant on this standard and recommended
reaffirmation. The Committee's recommendation was reviewed by the Executive Council (See Exhibit
BB35) and affirmed the committee's recommendation. The Executive Council and the C&R Committee's
recommendations were submitted to the SACSCOC Board of Trustees. The Board of Trustees reaffirmed
the institution's accreditation and requested a Monitoring Report on a different standard. See Exhibit II.
The third-party comments for this criterion allege complaints regarding the institution and not complaints
regarding the handling of student complaints. Further, much of the information regarding complaints
related tor)(4)
involve a merger that occurred in a prior review period for which the agency
was found complaint at the time. The comments regarding (OM
likewise do not relate to student
records of student complaints.
The third-party comments regarding student complaints by veterans relates primarily to several institutions,
namely ( 3)(4)
, all SACSCOC member institutions. In regard
tol(b)(4) , the allegations relate to complaints filed by students with a state agency in Virginia. There are no
allegations related to the record of student complaints filed with SACSCOC.
SACSCOC has a policy, "Complaints against SACSCOC and its Accredited Institutions" (Exhibit AA8),
which is published on the SACSCOC website and is readily accessible and available to members of the
public. This policy includes steps to ensure that the public is aware of how to submit a complaint to
SACSCOC regarding itself or institutions it accredits. Moreover, each institutional page on the website
concludes with information about filing complaints against SACSCOC and its accredited institutions. This
information is present for (b)(4)
See screen shots of the respective institutional pages (Exhibits GG9, GG10, and GG11).
During the current review cycle for each institution, there have been no formal complaints that have
resulted in the need for board action against any of these institutions. See Exhibit GG12: Table of
Complaints.
The dates listed in the table represent when information was submitted on a complaint form. Upon review,
such information did not support the institution's noncompliance with the Principles of Accreditation.

Letters were sent to complainants in the respective cases alerting them to final disposition of the matter.
(See Exhibits GG2 — GG6).
Currently, information has been submitted alleging noncompliance by (b)(4)
(noted as
"'win the table); however, SACSCOC staff has contacted the complainant and requested additional
information to determine whether this constitutes a formal complaint in accordance with the policy. See
Exhibit GG7. Likewise, complaints were submitted for 1(b)(4)
on the dates
indicated and was still in review when this response was submitted.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis the agency provided additional explanation and documentation in
relation to Student Complaints. Specifically, the agency reiterates the standards, policies, and training
utilized to evaluate the criteria, and provided the omitted Principles of Accreditation; Application of the
Principles of Accreditation; Guidance for Analyzing a Case for Compliance; Evaluator Assignment Sheet;
Writing Comments for Committee Reports and the Policy on Complaints Against SACSCOC or Its
Accredited Institutions to evidence the attestation within the original narrative (exhibits A, AA1, AA2a,
AA7, AA8, and QQ). The agency has also cited the Policy on Reaffirmation of Accreditation and
Subsequent Reports, which provides the expectations for standards compliance as well as the Policy on
Sanctions, Denial of Accreditation and Removal from Membership, which outlines the consequences of
noncompliance (exhibits BB2 and GG).
Correspondingly, the agency has now provided the requested full cycle of review documents for the
Department Selected Institution, including the compliance certification; reaffirmation committee report and
evaluator assignment sheet; institution response; Board of Trustees decision letter and Executive Council
meeting minutes, along with a Focused Report and additional compliance certification imbedded
documents to demonstrate the evaluation of Student Complaints for the record (exhibits AA2a, BB35, HH,
II, NN found in §602.16(a)(1)(v), V, V9, and V9a). However, some portions of the compliance certification
are still unredacted and if requested through a Freedom of Information Act Request (FOIA), the agency
will be required to redact this information at that time (exhibit V). Further, the agency attests that focused
reporting was requested, along with additional information, to determine compliance had been achieved for
this standard in the form of Focused Reports from the Department Selected Institution to address evaluators
concerns (exhibit V4 and V9a).
Lastly, the agency addressed the third-party complaints regarding Student Complaints by reintroducing the
agency Policy on Complaints against SACSCOC and its Accredited Institutions, which provides the
procedures and parameters for the submission and consideration of complaints, along with the requirements
for the agency and its membership institutions to publicly display this Policy, as reflected in the screenshots
provided from the agency website for the institutions cited in the third-party comments (exhibits AA8,
GG9, GG10, and GG11). Likewise, the agency has clarified that the commenters concerns are directed to
the institution's handling of student complaints and not the agency's record of handling complaints,
regarding a merger as well as student concerns directed toward the cited institutions, which falls outside of
the recognition period. Equally, the agency attests that the allegations related to veteran students are
directed to the cited institutions within the third-party comments and a state agency and not the agency's

record of student complaints. The agency also attests that the complaints referenced in the third party
comments during the recognition period for the cited institutions were handled utilizing agency policy
resulting in no determinations of noncompliance with agency standards for the cited institutions evidenced
in the related correspondence (exhibits GG2-GG6, and GG12). The agency further attests that the two
complaints identified within the third-party comments for two of the institutions cited in the comments
were still under review at the time of the petition response submission (exhibit GG7).
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.16(a)(1)(x) Title IV Responsibilities

Narrative:
SACSCOC requires an institution receiving Title IV funds to meet all program responsibilities. The
Principles of Accreditation standards below identify the clear expectations regarding institutions receiving
Title IV funds.
Standard 13.4 (Control of finances)
The institution exercises appropriate control over all its financial resources. (Principles, p. 30)
Supplemental interpretation of Standard 13.4
Financial resource management is critical to the long-term stability of an institution. The institution has a
fiduciary responsibility to operate in a prudent and responsible manner. This responsibility extends to the
care for its financial assets by obtaining, sustaining, and maintaining them for achieving its mission. This
requires the institution to employ a sufficient number of qualified staff empowered to provide systems and
procedures for adequate checks, balances, and control over assets. (Resource Manual, pp. 132-33)
Standard 13.5 (Control of sponsored research/external funds)
The institution maintains financial control over externally funded or sponsored research and programs.
(Principles, p. 30)
Supplemental interpretation of Standard 13.5
Externally funded research and programs are designed to aid in fulfillment of the institution's mission.
Ceding financial controls to the funding source may compromise financial, ethical, or management
standards of the institution. The same prudence in financial control should prevail as in internally funded
activities.
NOTE: While a separate standard exists that requires compliance with Title IV Program Responsibilities
[see Standard 13.6 (Federal and state responsibilities)] this standard generally applies to any other funding
from external sources, such as grants, funding for research, or other federal programs.
Resource Manual, pp. 133-34)
Standard 13.6 (Federal and state responsibilities)
The institution (a) is in compliance with its program responsibilities under Title IV of the most recent
Higher Education Act as amended and (b) audits financial aid programs as required by federal and state
regulations. In reviewing the institution's compliance with these program responsibilities under Title IV,

SACSCOC relies on documentation forwarded to it by the U.S. Department of Education. (Principles, p.
30)

Supplemental interpretation of Standard 13.6
Many institutions are dependent upon Title IV federal financial aid to assist students with educational
expenses and maintain adequate levels of enrollment. An institution must comply with the program
responsibilities under Title IV of the most recent Higher Education Act as amended or risk the loss of
federal aid for both its students and organizational needs. As the primary gatekeeper for many member and
candidate institutions seeking Title IV funds, SACSCOC is obligated to review information submitted by
the institution, or provided by the U.S. Department of Education, that could affect an institution's continued
compliance with SACSCOC standards. (Resource Manual, pp. 134-36)
Standard 10.6 (Distance or correspondence education)
An institution that offers distance or correspondence education (a) ensures that the student who registers in
a distance or correspondence education course or program is the same student who participates in and
completes the course or program and receives the credit. (b) has a written procedure for protecting the
privacy of students enrolled in distance education and correspondence courses or programs. (c) ensures that
students are notified in writing at the time of registration or enrollment of any projected additional student
charges associated with verification of student identity. (Principles, p. 24)
Supplemental interpretation of Standard 10.6
To protect the integrity of educational credentials awarded to students enrolled in distance or
correspondence education courses or programs, an institution takes measures to ensure that a student
awarded credit in distance or correspondence education courses is the same student who successfully
completes the course and is tested for the achievement of intended student learning outcomes. To this end,
an institution is required to verify the identity of a student enrolled in distance or correspondence education
courses or programs, ensure that the method used to verify the identity protects the privacy of students
enrolled, and notify the student in advance of enrollment regarding any projected additional charges
associated with the verification process.
NOTES: In responding to this standard, all three subparts must be addressed.
Part (b) is not referring solely to privacy protections that apply to all students (including distance education
students) under the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 (FERPA). The institution is
expected to have specific polices to protect the privacy of students taking distance or correspondence
courses. If these students utilize the same means of verification of identity as do all students, such as a
username and password to access the learning management system, then the institution should explain how
the institution protects the privacy of usernames and passwords in general.
Part (c) may be complicated by circumstances where students must have an examination proctored, but the
institution requires the student to find the site. In those cases, the institution has an obligation to make it
clear to students in advance of registration or enrollment that
(Resource Manual, pp. 99-101)
When the Commission receives a copy of correspondence from the Federal Student Aid division of the US
Department of Education to a member institution noting reporting or student financial aid funding problem,
SACSCOC president or staff writes the institution requesting the financial aid audits and other financial
statements. After reviewing the audits, if problems are significant, the institution's case is forwarded to the
Board of Trustee for review or a Special Committee will be authorized to determine the institution's
ongoing compliance with these standards. Copies of two letters to institutions evidence SACSCOC' s
demonstration of the process. (See Exhibit 148)
Further supplemental interpretation is provided in SACSCOC policy, "Distance and Correspondence."
(Exhibit 50)

Site review teams include members with expertise to review these standards. These members are expected
to review the institution's narrative and documentation using the Application of the Principles of
Accreditation (Exhibit 81), guidelines for Analyzing a Case for Compliance (Exhibit 200), their respective
Evaluator Assignment Sheet (Exhibit 82), and for Writing Comments for Committee Reports (Exhibit 93).
This ensures a consistent review among the evaluators. Vice Presidents participate in these reviews and
assist in providing examples of how other evaluators have reviewed similar standards.
These requirements apply to all institutional programs and services, wherever located or however delivered.
This includes programs offered through distance education and correspondence courses, off-campus sites,
and branch campuses. (Principles, p.7) If distance or correspondence education is offered, the institution is
expected to adhere to the guidelines in the SACSCOC policy "Distance education and correspondence
courses" as pertain to finance and student support. (See Exhibit 50, page 3). Evaluators and institutions are
expected to use Guidelines for Evaluators Charged with Reviewing Distance education and correspondence
courses. (Exhibit 37, pp. 8-9)
The Compliance Certification by IN4)
these standards. (Exhibit 52)
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Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. See analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the Principles of Accreditation (Principles) provides the expectations of compliance
for candidacy and membership institutions for Title IV Responsibilities in Sections 13: Financial and
Physical Resources, and 10: Educational Policies, Procedures, and Practices; specifically, core
requirements (CR' s) 13.4, Control of finances; 13.5, Control of sponsored research/ external funds; 13.6,
Federal and state responsibilities; and 10.6, Distance and correspondence education. However, the
Principles have not been provided as evidence for analysis. Specific to standard 10.6, those institution's
that offer distance or correspondence education, are required by the agency to make certain the students
who registers in a distance or correspondence education course or program is the same student who
participates in and completes the course or program for credit; has written procedures for protecting the
privacy of students enrolled in distance and correspondence education; and ensures students are notified in
writing at the time of registration or enrollment of any projected additional student charges associated with
verification of student identity (exhibit 2).

Collectively, CR's 13.4-13.6 requires institutions to exercise and maintain appropriate control over all its
financial resources and externally funded research programs; and submit documentation demonstrating
institutional compliance with program responsibilities under Title IV, and financial aid along with evidence
of financial aid program audits (exhibit 2). The agency attests that upon notification from the U.S.
Department of Education, Federal Student Aid Office, of financial aid funding problems of a member
institution, the agency initiates requests for the abovementioned financial information to review for
compliance and forwards the information to the Board of Trustees for action and/or follow review if
significant. However, the notification letters provided by the agency as evidence are unrelated to the
standards requirements for Title IV Responsibilities and has not demonstrated the process referenced in the
narrative (exhibits 238-239). The agency has also provided the third party comment form policy, exhibit
148; however, the agency has not provided the relevance for its inclusion.
Further, the agency provided the Distance Ed and Correspondence Courses policy utilized by site
evaluators to assess the institution on standards requirements for Title IV Responsibilities (exhibit 50); and
expects all institutions seeking accreditation, including programs offered via distance education, to comply
with the agency requirements for Title IV Responsibilities. However, the guidance for Analyzing a Case for
Compliance, the Application of the Principles of Accreditation, Writing Comments for Committee Reports,
Guidelines for Evaluators Charged with Reviewing Distance education and correspondence courses, and
the Evaluator Assignment Sheet referenced in the narrative have not been provided as evidence.
Lastly, the agency provided portions of the Compliance Certification (self-study) for the Department
selected institution; however, the agency has not identified the page numbers within the documents, which
also contain Personally Identifiable Information (PII) of institutional Staff, Faculty and Students, and must
be removed and resubmitted for analysis, pursuant to U.S. Department of Education instructions and
regulations. It should be noted that the existing institutional documentation with PII will remain part of the
renewal petition record of the agency, if requested through a Freedom of Information Act Request (FOIA);
at which time, the agency will be required to redact this information again, hence the reason for the
Departmental instructions and regulation requirements of section §602.31 f(1) provided by the Department
prior to submission of the petition submission to avoid such duplicative requests.
Also, the full cycle of review, which includes the completed site visit report; institution response; Board of
Trustees decision letter; and other related accreditation documents for the Department selected institution
were not completed prior to the petition submission. Thus, the remaining documents must be submitted
with the agency response for analysis. Department staff will be conducting a file review of additional
agency documents related to the criteria during a file review scheduled for early next year.
Staff Determination:
The agency needs to provide the Principles of Accreditation and exhibits 37, 81-82, 93, and 200 referenced
in the narrative in this section of the criteria. The agency must also resubmit the Department selected
institution's Compliance Certification (Certification) with the exhibit and page numbers for the
Certification sections pertaining specifically to Title IV Responsibilities pursuant to the guidance provided
by the Accreditation Handbook; redact the Certification documents removing all Personally Identifiable
Information (PII) pursuant to section §602.31 f(1) of the regulations effective July 1, 2020; and replace all
of the current Certification documents with the redacted PII documents for analysis. In addition, the agency
needs to provide the remaining full cycle of review documents for the Department selected institution.
Lastly, the agency needs to provide the relevance of exhibits 148, 238 and 239 in relation to agency
standards for Title IV Responsibilities for analysis.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative

No files uploaded
Response:
SACSCOC has accreditation standards, policies, and procedures that address title IV responsibilities,
ensuring that it is a rigorous review process, with clear expectations.
In the Principles of Accreditation (Principles), Section 13: Financial and Physical Resources, and Section
10: Educational Policies, Procedures and Practices, specifically, Standard 13.4 (Control of finances),
Standard 13.5 (Control of sponsored research/external funds), Standard 13.6 (Federal and state
responsibilities (Exhibit A, p30), address this criterion.
When the U.S. Department of Education, Federal Student Aid Office, contacts SACSCOC regarding an
institution's participation in title IV programs, the agency will respond directly to the FSA regarding the
institution under review. (See Exhibit AA9)
During this review period, SACSCOC has not received a request from the Federal Student Aid Office
requiring additional follow-up by the agency. SACSCOC has not received a Departmental request
regarding financial or compliance audits.
Evaluators are trained and provided guidelines to assist their evaluation of the accreditation standards
related to title IV responsibilities. The agency was asked to submit the Principles of Accreditation (Exhibit
A), "Application of the Principles of Accreditation" (See Exhibit AA7), "Guidance for Analyzing a Case
for Compliance (See Exhibit AA1); Evaluator Assignment Sheet (See Exhibit AA2 and AA2.a); Guidelines
for Evaluators Charged with Reviewing Distance Education and Correspondence Courses (See Exhibit
WW, pp.13-15, and Writing Comments for Committee Reports (See Exhibit QQ). NOTE: Finance
evaluators are trained on this standard at the Annual meeting workshop dedicated to training financial
evaluators. See Exhibit AA17.
An example of how this evaluation occurs within an institution is seen in the review of the Department
selected institution, (b)(4)
. A team of peer evaluators reviewed the compliance
certification (self-study-- See Exhibit V, pp. 223-25 for the section specific to title IV responsibilities). Any
student information that was submitted has been redacted per Section 602.31 (0(1). Evaluators reviewed
financial audits of federal funds and state financial aid programs, including institutional correspondence
with the Department of Education regarding any non-compliance or liabilities owed. Examples of the
documents reviewed as related to this section of the compliance certification (self-study) are attached in
Exhibit V10.
If evaluators determine only partial compliance has been achieved, the institution is requested to submit a
Focused Report (Exhibit V4) to address these areas. For this criterion, it was determined that the institution
was compliant on this standard; therefore, a response was not needed in the Focused Report. The Focused
Report prepares the on-site Reaffirmation Committee for their campus visit. The on-site Reaffirmation
Committee (a different team of peer evaluators) reviewed the information submitted by the institution and
found the institution compliant. (See Exhibit HH, pp. 34-35, 20-21)
The compliance certification (self-study), the on-site Reaffirmation Report, and the institutional response
were reviewed by a SACSCOC Board of Trustee's Committee on Compliance and Reports (C&R) in
December 2021. The C&R Committee found the institution compliant on this standard and recommended
reaffirmation. The Committee's recommendation was reviewed by the Executive Council (See Exhibit
BB35) and affirmed the committee's recommendation. The Executive Council recommendations were
submitted to the SACSCOC Board of Trustees. The Board of Trustees reaffirmed the institution's

accreditation and requested a Monitoring Report on a different standard. See Exhibit II.
Exhibits 148, 238 and 239 were inadvertently attached to this criterion in the petition.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis the agency provided additional explanation and documentation in
relation to Title IV Responsibilities. Specifically, the agency reiterates the standards, policies, and Annual
Meeting training utilized to evaluate the criteria, and provided the omitted Principles of Accreditation;
Application of the Principles of Accreditation; Guidelines For Addressing Distance Education And
Correspondence Courses; Guidance for Analyzing a Case for Compliance; Evaluator Assignment Sheet;
and Writing Comments for Committee Reports to evidence the attestation within the original narrative
(exhibits A, AA1, AA2a, AA7, AA17, QQ, and WW). In addition, the agency has provided correspondence
between the agency and the Federal Student Aid office to demonstrate communications regarding Title IV
matters (exhibit AA9); and attested that the letters included in the original narrative within exhibits 148,
and 238-239 for this section of the criteria were provide in error.
Correspondingly, the agency has now provided the requested full cycle of review documents for the
Department Selected Institution, including the compliance certification; reaffirmation committee report and
evaluator assignment sheet; institution response; Board of Trustees decision letter and Executive Council
meeting minutes, along with a Focused Report and additional compliance certification imbedded
documents regarding FSA program compliance to demonstrate the evaluation of Title IV Responsibilities
for the record (exhibits AA2a, BB35, HH, II, NN found in §602.16(a)(1)(v), V, and V10). However, some
portions of the compliance certification are still unredacted and if requested through a Freedom of
Information Act Request (FOIA), the agency will be required to redact this information at that time (exhibit
V). Further, the agency attests that focused reporting is utilized to address evaluator concerns with the
request of additional information to determine compliance with agency standards (exhibit V4); however,
this standard did not require a specific Focused Report from the Department Selected Institution.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.16(a)(2) Preaccreditation Standards

Narrative:
The Principles of Accreditations address the requirement for an applicant or candidate institution to
document compliance by stating:
SACSCOC applies the requirements of its Principles to all applicant, candidate, and member institutions,

regardless of the type of institution: private, for-profit, private not-for-profit, or public. (Exhibit 1,
Principles, p. 7)
SACSCOC policy, "Accreditation Procedures for Applicant Institutions," outlines the procedures for
gaining candidacy and initial membership. The policy also outlines the specific core requirements and
standard that the applicant institutions must address in its application/self-study (see Exhibit ##, pp. 2). The
SACSCOC Board of Trustees may grant Continued Candidacy status after review of the Accreditation
Committee Report, the institution's response, and the committee chair's review of the response. The
granting of Continued Candidacy will occur if the institution has not yet demonstrated compliance with
requirements and/or standards such that subsequent substantial documentation of compliance is necessary.
The institution must have provided strong evidence that it is making adequate progress toward complying
with the Principles of Accreditation and that it will fully comply with the requirements and standards
within four years of being granted Candidacy despite findings of non-compliance cited by the Accreditation
Committee. (Exhibit 61, Accreditation policy, p. 7)
A copy of an Application of (3)(4)
land
l(b)(4)
I the Site Visit Report, and the notification letters are available for review in Exhibit 127 and
Exhibit 118.
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Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. See analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that candidate and member institutions are required to meet the requirements of the
Principles/Standards of the agency regardless of the type of institution (exhibit 2). The agency further
attests that the Accreditation Procedures for Applicant Institutions outlines the procedures for gaining
candidacy for initial membership, which includes a self-study containing the standards core requirements;
an accreditation report from the site evaluations; the institutions response; the committee chair's review of
the response; and a subsequent Board of Trustees decision to grant Candidacy within a four year period.

However, the agency states that "An institution may remain in Candidacy status for a maximum of four
years with renewal within two years of the date when it was granted Candidacy" (exhibit 61); however, it is
unclear to the Department staff if the renewal provided to candidacy status institutions exceeds the time
allotted within the criteria, which is five years.
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency needs to provide
additional clarification on the length of time an institution may hold Candidacy status to ensure the time
allotted is no more than five years as stated within the criteria; specifically, the meaning of the "two year
renewal" for a Candidacy status, institution, if the maximum timeframe for Candidacy status is four years,
pursuant to the Accreditation Procedures.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
Candidacy status is effective on the date the SACSCOC Board of Trustees takes action to grant Candidacy.
SACSCOC policy, "Accreditation Procedures for Applicant Institutions," notes in the procedures section
that once Candidacy is granted, the clock begins and within two years following Board action, the
Candidate institution must then complete a compliance certification, host an Accreditation Committee, and
appear before the SACSCOC Board of Trustees seeking initial Accreditation or renewal of Candidacy.
Consistent with policy that an institution may remain in Candidate status a maximum of four years, renewal
of Candidacy within the two-year period means that the institution must address any non-compliance
concerns, host another Accreditation Committee visit, and appear before the SACSCOC Board of Trustees
seeking initial Accreditation no later than four years after it first was awarded Candidacy. Denial at this
point means that it will be denied Accreditation and removed from Candidacy status. That action is
appealable. (Exhibit AA11, p.6)
For example, if Candidacy is granted and an Accreditation Committee is authorized by the SACSCOC
Board of Trustees in December 2019, the institution must host the Accreditation Committee visit and
appear before the SACSCOC Board of Trustees seeking initial Accreditation no later than two years after
being granted Candidacy (by December 2021). If initial accreditation is not granted by December 2021,
Candidacy may be renewed, and the institution will reappear before the SACSCOC Board of Trustees
seeking initial Accreditation no later than December 2023 (within the maximum four years that it is
allowed to remain in Candidacy status).
During this recognition cycle, SACSCOC has granted candidacy within the four-year maximum for two (2)
institutions. IN4)
was granted candidacy in September 2020 (rescheduled
from June 2020 due to COVID) and received initial accreditation in December 2020. (b)(4)
(b)(4)
received candidacy in September 2020 and received initial accreditation in December
2020. Following the Accreditation Committee visit, both institutions received no findings of noncompliance and waived their five-month response time and asked to be placed on the December agenda
(Exhibit AA 12).
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:

The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency needs to the full
cycles of review, including the agenda referenced in the narrative reflecting the institutions waiving their
five-month response time for review; and of the institutions referenced in the analyst uploaded document
from the agency File Review response, indicating the candidate and initial institutions reviewed in
conjunction with agency policies and procedures during the recognition period.
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional clarification and documentation in
relation to the criteria. Specifically, the agency reiterated the timeline for candidacy status, which requires
an institution two years to attain such status through the completion of a full cycle of review, including
submission of a compliance certification; participation in an accreditation committee site visit, and decision
by the Board of Trustees (Board) awarding initial accreditation or granting the renewal of candidacy status
for an additional two years to achieve initial accreditation. Thus, the agency attests an institution may
remain in candidacy status for a maximum of four years with the option to appeal a decision by the Board
to deny initial accreditation.
In addition, the agency attests, during the recognition period, candidacy status was granted to two
institutions who waived their five-month response time after the Accreditation Committee review
determined no issues, for early placement on the Board Meetings agenda. However, documentation of the
referenced institutions, including the waived response time cited as exhibit AA12, have not been provided
as evidence; nor were these institutions included within the File Review documentation pertaining to this
criterion. The agency has also provided documentation from the Department Selected Institution's
reaffirmation report, which is unrelated to the criteria.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
Exhibit Title

602.16(a)(2) Analyst Upload

File Name

602.16 a-2 - Analyst Upload.docx

Criteria: 602.16(b-c) Institutions That Do Not Partici s ate in Title IV

Narrative:
(b) The Principles of Accreditation contain a standard regarding institutions and their federal and state
responsibilities related to finances.
Standard 13.6 (Federal and state responsibilities)
The institution (a) is in compliance with its program responsibilities under Title IV of the most recent
Higher Education Act as amended and (b) audits financial aid programs as required by federal and state
regulations. In reviewing the institution's compliance with these program responsibilities under Title IV,
SACSCOC relies on documentation forwarded to it by the U.S. Department of Education. (Principles, p.
30)
Supplemental interpretation of Standard 13.6
Many institutions are dependent upon Title IV federal financial aid to assist students with educational
expenses and maintain adequate levels of enrollment. An institution must comply with the program
responsibilities under Title IV of the most recent Higher Education Act as amended or risk the loss of

federal aid for both its students and organizational needs. As the primary gatekeeper for many member and
candidate institutions seeking Title IV funds, SACSCOC is obligated to review information submitted by
the institution, or provided by the U.S. Department of Education, that could affect an institution's continued
compliance with SACSCOC standards. (Resource Manual, pp. 134-36)
SACSCOC serves as an institutional accrediting agency; therefore, (c) is not applicable.
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Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. See analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency response does not address the criteria requirements. Specifically, the agency provided the
standards and requirements of review for Title IV institutions, which is standard 13.6, Federal and state
responsibilities, (exhibit 2); however, the criterion pertains to "Institutions That Do Not Participate in Title
IV." In particular, the criteria does not require Title IV standards of the agency to be applied to institutions
that do not participate in Title IV, HEA programs. In accordance with the new regulatory requirement,
which became effective July 1, 2020, the agency must indicate in policy that an accredited institution not
participating in Title IV aid is not required to meet the requirements of 34 CFR 602.16 (a)(1(x). As noted in
the regulation, under such circumstances the agency's grant of accreditation must specify that the grant, by
the request of the institutions, does not include participation by the institution in Title IV HEA programs.
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency must provide a
narrative, agency policy, and supporting documentation to address the Secretary's criteria specifically
pertaining to Institutions That Do Not Participate in Title IV; and demonstrate Title IV is not included in
the institution's accreditation status pursuant to the institution's request.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative

No files uploaded
Response:
(b) At the March 2022 meeting of the Executive Council, acting on behalf of the SACSCOC Board of
Trustees, the Council approved a policy, "Title IV Responsibilities," regarding the specific requirements of
this criteria regarding institutions that do not participate in title IV programs. See Exhibit AA15. The Board
will be informed of this action at its June 2022 meeting. Since the approval of this policy, the Board of
Trustees has not met to apply this policy.
Specifically, the policy and procedures note:
(1) initial accreditation and reaffirmation of accreditation letters will specify that an institution has attested
that it does not participate in Title IV, HEA programs and therefore, Standard 13.6 (Federal and state
responsibilities) is not applicable;
(2) the policy requires that an institution's grant of initial accreditation or reaffirmation of accreditation, by
the institution's request, does not include participation in Title IV HEA programs;
(3) if the institution does NOT participate in Title IV programs, it does not have to show compliance with
the pertinent section of Standard 13.6 (Federal and state responsibilities); and
(4) the institution's participation status is identified on the Institutional Summary form (Exhibit AA16) and
the institution is responsible for updating any changes of their status.
Since the policy's approval, the Board has not met to apply this policy to an institutional review.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional explanation and documentation
regarding Institutions that do not participate in Title IV to demonstrate adherence to the criteria. In
particular, the agency's Executive Council has created and approved a policy entitled Title IV
Responsibilities, which requires initial accreditation and reaffirmation of accreditation letters to reflect an
institutions request to not participate in Title IV, HEA programs; non-applicability of agency standard13.6,
Federal and state responsibilities as it relates to federal student aid programs; and notation of this status on
the Institutional Summary form utilized for the evaluation and review of the institution by the agency
(exhibits AA15). Since the approval of this policy in March of 2022 by the Executive Council, the agency
attests that the Board of Trustees (Board) will be made aware of its implementation at the June 2022 Board
meeting; and to date, has not applied this policy to an institutional review.
Correspondingly, the agency has provided the updated Institutional Summary Form reflecting the new
policy requirement (exhibit AA16). The Department Selected Institution's reaffirmation committee writing
assignments were also included as evidence; however, this documentation is unrelated to the response.
Department Staff will observe the June 2022 Board meeting of the agency for review of this policy.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.16(d) Distance/Correspondence Education

Narrative:

Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

Exhibit A Principles of
Accreditation 2018
Exhibit XX Distance and
Correspondence Education
policy
Exhibit V (3)(4 Compliance
Certification
Exhibit GG Reaffirmation
Subsequent Reports policy
Exhibit HH (3)(4 On site Reaffirm
Committee Report
Exhibit II (3)(4 Reaffirmation
Decision Letter
Exhibit QQ Writing Comments
for Committee Reports
Exhibit RR1 IE Training Module
Exhibit BB35 EC Minutes Dec
2021
Exhibit BB2 Sanctions Policy
Exhibit WW Guidelines for Dis
and Correspondence Ed
Exhibit AA1 Analyzing a Case
for Compliance
Exhibit AA2a 22 Writing
Assignment List
Exhibit AA14 Direct Assessment
policy
Exhibit BB5 Credit Hour policy

File Name

A Principles of Accreditation 2018.pdf

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

None

None

XX Distance Education and Correspondence Cour
None
ses Policy Statement.pdf

None

V Compliance Certification (b)(4)

Bpdf

None

GG Reaffirmation and Subsequent Reports Polic
None
y.pdf
HH i(b)(4)
Reaffirmation Report None
FINAL (1).pdf
II

(b)(4)

Decision Letter.pdf

None
None
None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

BB2 Sanction Policy.pdf
None
WW Guidelines-for-Addressing-Distance-and-Cor
None
respondence-Education.pdf

None

QQ Writing Comments for Committee
Reports.pdf
RR1 IE_Evaluator_Training_Agenda (1).pdf
BB35 EC Dec 2021 Minutes.pdf

None

AA1 Analyzing a Case for Compliance.pdf

None

None

AA2a Writing Assignments 16 March.pdf

None

None

None

None

None

None

AA14 Direct Assessment of Competency-Based
Ed ucational Programs.pdf
BB5 Credit Hours Policy Statement.pdf

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:

Analyst
Comments

The agency needs to provide a narrative and supporting documentation to address the Secretary's criteria
for this section.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency has not provided a response to this section of the criteria.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
SACSCOC has distance education within the scope of its recognition. Institutions are responsible for
addressing distance education in its responses to all applicable standards in the Principles of Accreditation
(Exhibit A), including standards related to mission, curriculum and instruction, faculty, educational policies
and practices, institutional effectiveness, library and learning resources, student services, and facilities and
finances. See Resource Manual, "Appendix C: Guidelines for Addressing Distance and Correspondence
Education, Off-Campus Instructional Sites and Branch Campuses", Exhibit Al, p. 177. Specifically, three
accreditation standards explicitly include distance education and/or direct assessment in the language of the
standards in Section 10: Educational Policies, Procedures and Practices (Exhibit A, p. 23-25) and in Section
14: Transparency and Institutional Representation (Exhibit A, p. 32-33). Further, Standard 10.6 (Distance
and correspondence education), Standard 10.7 (Policies for awarding credit), and Standard 14.3
(Comprehensive institutional review) collectively address this criterion.
Standard 10.6 (Distance and correspondence education) outlines the expectations regarding distance and
correspondence education (Exhibit A, p.24). These requirements apply to all institutional academic
programs, wherever located and however delivered, including via distance education or correspondence
courses. (Exhibit A, p. 7) Further, if institutions offer distance or correspondence education, the institution
is expected to adhere to the information in the SACSCOC policy, "Distance Education and Correspondence
courses (See Exhibit XX, p. 3)
The standard notes:
Standard 10.6 (Distance or correspondence education)
An institution that offers distance education or correspondence education (a) ensures that the student who
registers in a distance or correspondence education course or program is the same student who participates
in and completes the course or program and receives the credit; (b) has a written procedure for protecting
the privacy of students enrolled in distance education and correspondence courses or programs; and (c)
ensures that students are notified in writing at the time of registration or enrollment of nay projected
additional student charges associated with verification of student identity. Exhibit A, p. 24.
NOTE: In responding to this standard, all three subparts must be addressed.
Part (b) is not referring solely to privacy protections that apply to all students (including distance education
students) under the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 (FERPA). The institution is
expected to have specific polices to protect the privacy of students taking distance or correspondence
courses. If these students utilize the same means of verification of identity as do all students, such as a
username and password to access the learning management system, then the institution should explain how
the institution protects the privacy of usernames and passwords in general. Part (c) may be complicated by
circumstances where students must have an examination proctored, but the institution requires the student
to find the site. In those cases, the institution has an obligation to make it clear to students in advance of

registration or enrollment that there may be charges for this, and that the student will need to find an
appropriate site.
Standard 10.7 (Policies for awarding credit) (Exhibit A, p. 24) outlines the expectations for determining the
amount and level of credit awarded for an institution's courses, regardless of format or model of delivery.
For direct assessment programs, institutions are expected to have a sound means for determining credit
equivalencies.
The standard notes:
Standard 10.7 (Policies for awarding credit)
The institution publishes and implements policies for determining the amount and level of credit awarded
for its courses, regardless of format or mode of delivery. These policies require oversight by persons
academically qualified to make the necessary judgments. In educational programs not based on credit hours
(e.g., direct assessment programs), the institution has a sound means for determining credit equivalencies.
NOTE: This standard presumes the institution's credit hour policies include an acceptable definition of
credit hours consistence with the SACSCOC policy on Credit Hours (see Exhibit BB5).
Supplemental interpretation of Standard 10.7
Nontraditional course work may vary in format but is equivalent in expected learning outcomes. If the
institution uses some measure of credit other than the semester credit hour, either institution-wide or within
specific programs (e.g., direct assessment competency-based programs), the institution provides an
explanation of equivalency. See Exhibit A.1, Resource Manual, p. 100.
Standard 14.3 (Comprehensive institutional review) expects institutions to provide a summary of its
process for incorporating the review and analysis of its distance education programs.
The standard notes:
Standard 14.3 (Comprehensive institutional review)
The institution applies all appropriate standards and policies to its distance learning programs, branch
campuses, and off-campus instructional sites.

Appendix C of the Resource Manual (Exhibit A.1, pp. 177-84) provides clear guidance to institutions
regarding the requirement to address distance education throughout an institution's responses to relevant
standards in the Principles of Accreditation.
Further, expectations with all standards are outlined in the "Reaffirmation of Accreditation and Subsequent
Reports" policy (Exhibit GG) as well as the "Sanctions, Denial of Accreditation and Removal from
Membership" policy (Exhibit BB2), which notes the consequences for non-compliance.
SACSCOC also permits institutions to use direct assessment education. The SACSCOC policy," Direct
Assessment Competency-based Educational Programs," notes:
In recent years, some institutions have recognized the potential of innovative learning models and have
developed creative programs that allow students the flexibility to learn at the pace that makes sense for
them, both in career technical and degree programs. Students' progress in these programs by demonstrating
their achievement of specific skills or knowledge. These programs, commonly called competency-based
programs, fit into traditional learning models that measure progress in credit or clock hours, but increasing
numbers do not. Direct assessment competency-based educational programs use the direct assessment of
student learning in lieu of measuring student learning in credit or clock hours. (See Exhibit AA14)

Evaluators are trained and provided guidelines to assist their evaluation of the accreditation standards and
policies related to distance and correspondence education. Committee review teams include members with
expertise to review these requirements. These members participate in an Evaluator's Training workshop
conducted by SACSCOC staff members. (See Exhibit RR1). During a review, evaluators are expected to
review the institution's narrative and documentation using the SACSCOC "Distance and Correspondence
Education" policy (See Exhibit XX). Further direction is provided in the section entitled "Application of
the Principles of Accreditation" imbedded in the Distance and Correspondence Education policy, (See
Exhibit XX, pp. 2-3), which includes the various components outlined in paragraph (a)(1) of this criterion.
Other resources available for evaluators include the "Guidance for Analyzing a Case for Compliance (See
Exhibit AA1); Evaluator Assignment Sheet (See Exhibit AA2a); Writing Comments for Committee
Reports (See Exhibit QQ); as well as the "Guidelines for Evaluators Charged with Reviewing Distance
Education and Correspondence courses. (See Exhibit WW, p.4.)
Examples of how a review of these standards are evaluated within an institutional review is seen in the
review of the Department selected institution, (b)(4)
. See Exhibit V, pp.139-145. The
institution offers distance education; however, it noted that it does not offer correspondence courses. See
Exhibit V, p. 139. The on-site Reaffirmation Report of the review team evaluated the information
submitted by the institution regarding distance education and found the institution compliant. See Exhibit
HH, pp. 20-22.
The compliance certification (self-study), the on-site Reaffirmation Committee Report, and the institutional
response were reviewed by a SACSCOC Board of Trustee's Committee on Compliance and Reports
(C&R) in December 2021. The C&R Committee found the institution compliant on this standard and
recommended reaffirmation. The Committee's recommendation was reviewed by the Executive Council
(See Exhibit BB35)and affirmed the committee's recommendation. The Executive Council and the C&R
Committee's recommendations were submitted to the SACSCOC Board of Trustees. The Board of Trustees
reaffirmed the institution's accreditation and requested a Monitoring Report on a different standard. See
Exhibit II.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided a response to the required criteria, which is also
identified as required within the Accreditation Handbook. Specifically, the agency attests that its scope of
recognition includes educational programs offered via distance and correspondence education; and agency
institutions are to demonstrate adherence with applicable standards requirements for distance education
offerings in accordance with the Principles of Accreditation, Guidelines for Addressing Distance Education
and Correspondence Courses, and the Policy on credit hours (exhibits A, and Al, found in 602.16(a)(1)(i),
BB5, and WW).
In particular, agency standards 10.6, 10.7, and 14.3 outline the requirements for distance education, which
require a student within distance or correspondence education course or program to be the same student
who participates in and receives credit for the course; notified of privacy procedures and any additional

charges for student verification; informed of published and implemented policies on course credits
regardless of format or mode of delivery; and requires the institution to apply relevant standards and
policies to its distance learning programs, branch campuses, and off-campus instructional sites (exhibit A).
Further, agency institutions are provided guidance, expectations, and consequences of noncompliance of
agency standards, including distance education requirements, within the agency Resource Manual; and the
Policies on Distance Education and Correspondence courses, Reaffirmation of Accreditation and
Subsequent Reports, and Sanctions, Denial of Reaffirmation, and Removal From Membership (exhibits Al,
found in 602.16(a)(1)(i), BB2, GG, and XX).
Correspondingly, the agency attests that all evaluators are trained on agency standards including distance
and correspondence education through agency trainings, policies, and guidance documents. Specifically,
the agency Policies and Guidance on Distance and Correspondence Education Courses; Analyzing a Case
for Compliance; and Evaluator reference documents, provide support to evaluators when reviewing and
documenting an institutions adherence to agency standards and policy requirements on distance education
(exhibits AA1-AA2, QQ, RR1, WW, and XX). As additional evidence, the agency has provided the full
cycle of review for the Department Selected Institution to demonstrate the review and decision of the
agency, which includes the compliance certification components, reaffirmation committee report,
Executive Council meeting minutes and Board of Trustees (Board) decision letter (exhibits AA2, BB35,
HH, II, and V). However, some portions of the compliance certification are still unredacted and if requested
through a Freedom of Information Act Request (FOIA), the agency will be required to redact this
information at that time (exhibit V). It should be noted that Department Staff observed the Reaffirmation
Visit; a portion of the Compliance and Reports Committee and Executive Council meetings; and the Board
meeting for review of the Department Selected Institution in April and December of 2021.
Finally, the agency narrative provides the Policy on Direct Assessment Competency-Based Educational
Programs, which defines and permits the allowance of direct assessment education competency-based
educational programs to be conducted at institutions for the use of direct assessment of student learning in
lieu of measuring student learning in credit or clock hours (exhibit AA14). The agency's Department
Selected Institution identifies a Direct Methods Inventory utilized at the institution, which meets the agency
definition of a direct assessment program and was reviewed and approved by the Board to demonstrate the
agency has approved direct assessment programs in accordance with its aforementioned policies and
procedures. Although not included within the narrative of the agency response and after consult with the
agency, the Department was informed by the agency that it wishes to have direct assessment education
included within its scope of recognition to satisfy the requirement of the draft staff analysis, staff
determination (see Analyst Upload -SACSCOC Direct Assessment Letter).
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
Exhibit Title

SACSCOC Direct Assessment Notification Letter

File Name

SACSCOC Executive Council-Appeals CommitteeDirect Assessment Letter.pdf

Criteria: 602.16(e-g) Separate Standards for Curriculum or Faculty

Narrative:
(e) SACSCOC requires applicants, candidates, and member institutions to meet the requisite core
requirements and standards in the Principles of Accreditation. See responses in Section 602.16(a).

(g) (4) SACSCOC requires applicants, candidates, and member institutions to meet the requisite core
requirements and standards in the Principles of Accreditation regarding faculty found in Section 6: Faculty
(see Exhibit 1, pp. 17-18). As it relates to dual enrollment programs, the SACSCOC "Dual Enrollment"
policy notes:
The institution ensures appropriate faculty qualifications for those who provide instruction for dual
enrollment courses; these faculty members possess the same academic credentials and/or documented
professional experience required by the institution of all of its faculty. Graduate teaching assistants, if they
are the instructor of record and providing direct instruction, should meet the same academic and/or
professional criteria. In all cases, the institution bears responsibility for documenting and justifying the
qualifications of its dual enrollment instructors, and they are included on the Faculty Roster when
appropriate for review by a SACSCOC committee. (Please refer to the Resource Manual, Standard 6.2.b,
(Resource Manual, pp. 47-49, for a broader discussion of faculty qualifications.) (Exhibit 133, Dual
Enrollment, p. 1)
Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

File Name

Analyst
Comments

Exhibit 2 Resource Manual of 2 Resource Manual for the Principles of Accre
None
the Principles
ditation Foundations for Quality Enhancement. pdf
Exhibit 133 Dual Enrollment 133 Dual Enrollment.pdf
None
Exhibit B Minutes of the CDA B CDA minutes Dec 2017 approving Principles. pdf None
Exhibit A Principles of
A Principles of Accreditation 2018.pdf
None
Accreditation 2018
Exhibit N Standing Rules
N Standing Rules of SACSCOC BOT EC CDA.pdf None
Exhibit V
Compliance
V Compliance Certification (b)(4)
None
Certification
[Elpdf
Al Resource Manual for the Principles of Accr
Exhibit Al Resource Manual
None
editation.pdf
Exhibit HH
On site
HH (b)(4)
[Reaffirmation Report None
Reaffirm Committee Report FINAL (1).pdf
Exhibit III03)(4) !Reaffirmation
II (b)(4)
Decision Letter.pdf
None
Decision Letter
Exhibit JJ (b)(4 Student
Achievement Data.pdf
None
JJ (b)(4)
Achievement Data
Exhibit BB35 EC Minutes Dec
BB35 EC Dec 2021 Minutes.pdf
None
2021
Exhibit AA2a 22 Writing
AA2a Writing Assignments 16 March.pdf
None
Assignment List
Analyst Worksheet- Narrative

Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Sta f Determination:

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

The agency must provide a narrative response and supporting documentation for (f) and (g)1-3; and exhibit
1 in this section of the criteria for analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that all candidacy and member institutions must adhere to the agency standards within
the Principles of Accreditation (exhibit 2). In addition, the agency attests in response to (g)(4) of the criteria
that standard 6, Faculty, of the Principles of Accreditation outlines faculty requirements; however, the
agency needs to provide exhibit 1 and respond to (f) and (g)1-3 of the criteria, which are new provisions of
the regulations effective July 1, 2020. Further the agency provided the policy for dual enrollment pertaining
to faculty in response to (g)4 of the criteria, which specifically requires faculty, including graduate teaching
assistants, to possess appropriate qualifications; academic credentials; and the same experience as all
faculty, along with institutional documentation and justification of the dual enrollment instructor's
qualifications (exhibits 2 and 133).
The agency must provide a narrative response for (f) and (g)1-3; explaining whether or not it has
established separate standards as described in the (f) and (g) 1-3 of this section. If the agency has
established separate standards, those standards need to be provided as well as documentation demonstrating
the application of those standards.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
602.16(0 SACSCOC has established accreditation standards and pursuant to its Bylaws is permitted to
establish any additional accreditation standards it deems appropriate. See Exhibit N, p. 4, #2a. The most
recent review of the Principles of Accreditation occurred in 2015-17, with approval by the College
Delegate Assembly in December 2017 and implementation in January 2018. There were no significant
changes made to Standard 13.6 (Federal and state responsibilities), which governs Title IV programs. See
Exhibit A, p. 30. As for Core Requirement 9.2 (Program length), which governs program length, no
significant changes were made to that standard. See Exhibit A, p. 21.
602.16 (g)(1)
RESPONSE: SACSCOC has established and published Principles of Accreditation (see Exhibit A), which
have been developed by representative members of the overall membership, submitted for input from the
membership, and approved by the College Delegate Assembly, which comprises the organization's
members. While a major reformatting and some revisions occurred to the Principles and became effective
in 2018, as noted in the minutes of the December 2017 College Delegate Assembly (Exhibit B), two new
standards [Standard 4.2.g (Board self-evaluation) and Standard 12.2 (Student debt)] were submitted and
approved during the last review period.
No additional standards other than those contained in the Principles have been developed.
602.16 (g)(2)
Response: SACSCOC does not restrict its members from developing or using institutional standards to
show its success with respect to student achievement. SACSCOC believes that the ultimate student
achievement is measured by program completion or graduation. While institutions may establish policies to
demonstrate its success regarding student achievement, every institution must include graduation rates as

one of its metrics. In the Compliance Certification (self-study) document for Core Requirement 8.1
(Student achievement) the following note is provided:
[Note: Each member institution has chosen a specific metric with SACSCOC for measuring graduation rate
and analyzing that measure of student success. As part of its response to this standard, the institution should
identify its chosen metric; provide appropriate data regarding its performance as measured by that metric
(including its baseline data, goals, and outcomes); and discuss any changes it has made based on its
analysis of this graduation-rate data. Institutions are also required to disaggregate their graduation data in
appropriate ways; they should discuss that disaggregated data and any changes made as a result of
analyzing that data.] (See Exhibit V, p. 67)
Member institutions may develop and use institutional standards to show its success with respect to student
achievement and its compliance with the Principles of Accreditation, Section 8: Student Achievement. The
standard recognizes that not every institution will utilize the same goals or establish the same targets. For
example, an open-admissions institution would generally have a lower target for undergraduate graduation
rates than a highly selective institution. An institution that prepares students for transfer to other institutions
may use National Student Clearinghouse data for graduation rates while an institution that has little transfer
activity might prefer to use IPEDS data. A seminary and an institute of technology may well define job
placement "in the field of study" in very different ways. In some cases, institutions may use local data that
can only be benchmarked against itself, such as a locally created alumni survey. Nonetheless, every
institution has an obligation to establish goals, collect data, and publish this information. See Exhibit Al,
Resource Manual, p. 64.
Member institutions are expected to demonstrate their success with respect to student achievement and
indicate the criteria and thresholds of acceptability used to determine that success. The criteria are the items
to be measured (and published); the thresholds of acceptability are the minimal expectations set by the
institution to define its own acceptable level of achievement (i.e., a minimum target). The institution is
responsible for justifying both the criteria it utilizes and the thresholds of acceptability it sets. The items
measured and the thresholds of acceptability should be consistent with the institution's mission and the
students it serves. In their reviews, SACSCOC committees will examine and analyze (1) documentation
demonstrating success with respect to student achievement, (2) the appropriateness of criteria and
thresholds of acceptability used to determine student achievement, and (3) whether the data and other
information to document student achievement is appropriately published. While this standard does not ask
what the institution does when it finds it falls short of its own expectations, institutions not meeting their
self-identified thresholds of performance would be expected to document efforts to meet expectations. See
especially Standard 7.1 (Institutional planning), as well as Standard 7.2 (Quality Enhancement Plan),
Standard 8.2.a (Student outcomes: educational programs), Standard 8.2.b (Student outcomes: general
education, and Standard 8.2.c (Student outcomes: academic and student services). See Exhibit Al,
Resource Manual, p.64-65.

, its compliance certification (selfAs for the Department selected institution, (b)(4)
study) has identified four (4) primary student achievement goals, namely, (1) Student Persistence to
Graduation, (2) Civic Engagement and Responsibility, (3) Licensure and Professional Exams, and (4) PostGraduation Student Success. For each goal, the University uses multiple measures to track student progress
compared to targets set for achievement. See Exhibit V, pp. 65-71. TU's student achievement data is noted
in Exhibit JJ.
The on-site Reaffirmation Report of the review team evaluated the information submitted by the institution
and found the institution compliant. (See Exhibit HH, pp. 13-14)
The compliance certification (self-study), the on-site Reaffirmation Report, and the institutional response

were reviewed by a SACSCOC Board of Trustee's Committee on Compliance and Reports (C&R) in
December 2021. The C&R Committee found the institution compliant on this standard and recommended
reaffirmation. The Committee's recommendation was reviewed by the Executive Council (See Exhibit
BB35)and affirmed the committee's recommendation. The Executive Council recommendations were
submitted to the SACSCOC Board of Trustees. The Board of Trustees reaffirmed the institution's
accreditation and requested a Monitoring Report on a different standard. See Exhibit II.
602.16 (g)(3)
Response: SACSCOC does not have separate standards from those noted in Section 602.16 (a)(1) (ii) for
approving curriculum to enable programs to meet the recommendations of industry, occupational
registration, or licensure more effectively; or employers in a given field or occupation, in making hiring
decisions.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided a response and supporting documentation for the
missing components of the criteria. In particular, the agency attests that the Standing Rules Policy (Rules)
denotes that the Board of Trustees (Board) is authorized to provide a statement of standards for collegiate
membership institutions that are subject to approval by the members of the College Delegate Assembly.
During the recognition period, the agency completed the standards revisions to reflect the current 2018
Principles for Accreditation, which were approved by the College Delegate Assembly (exhibits A, B, and
N). Further, the agency attests that the current Principles of Accreditation contain are the only standards of
the agency at this time; however, the Rules notes that the Board is permitted to establish any additional
accreditation standards it deems appropriate.
In addition, the agency attests that membership institutions may establish institutional policies for accessing
student achievement to demonstrate success in conjunction with the agency standards requirements, which
includes graduation rate metrices, for reporting student achievement within the institution's selfstudy/compliance certification (exhibits Al, V). Specific to the agency student achievement Core
Requirement 8.1, membership institutions are to identify a metric for measuring student achievement;
supply the performance data from this measure; analyze graduation rate data; and provide an analysis of
this data, including any changes resulting from the assessment of institutional data regarding student
achievement publicly (exhibit V). Similarly, the agency acknowledges the variances of institutional student
achievement goals that exist based upon the type, target, and institutional purpose for its different
membership institutions, which are outlined and discussed within the institution's self-study for compliance
with agency student achievement standards. Additionally, all institutions are required to demonstrate the
acceptable thresholds set for the aforementioned targets of institutional student achievement success, which
are to be consistent with the institution's mission and needs of students. The agency then evaluates the
documentation, appropriateness, and published information demonstrating success with respect to student
achievement; and requires additional documentation, pursuant to standards 8 and 7 relating to student
outcomes and institutional planning, for institutions failing to meet the expectations of their established
thresholds, along with the efforts created for meeting the thresholds.
The Department Selected Institution's compliance certification has been provided to demonstrate the

review of student achievement, which includes four student achievement measures; data collected
pertaining to the four student achievement goals; the reaffirmation review of this standard, along with the
Executive Council's recommendation; agency decision letter; and related accreditation documentation
(exhibits AA2 not cited in the narrative, BB35, HH, II, JJ, V). Lastly, the agency attests that no separate
standards exist for the process of approving curriculum to enable programs to more effectively meet the
recommendations of the categories cited within g(3) of the criteria.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response

No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.17(a) Mission & Objectives

Narrative:
Within the SACSCOC Principles of Accreditation, Core Requirement 2.1 (Institutional mission) notes that
"The institution has a clearly defined and published mission statement that is specific to the institution and
appropriate for an institution of higher education. The mission addresses teaching and learning and, where
applicable, research and public service." (Principles, p. 11)
Supplemental Interpretation of CR 2.1
A clearly defined and comprehensive mission guides the public's perception of the institution. It conveys a
sense of the institution's uniqueness and identifies the qualities, characteristics, and values that define the
institution's role and distinctiveness within the diverse higher education community. Fundamental to the
structure of an institution's effectiveness, the mission reflects a clear understanding of the institution by its
governing board, administration, faculty, students, staff, and all constituents. (Resource Manual, p. 13)
Further, Standard 4.2.a (Mission review) notes that, "The institution's governing board ensures the regular
review of the institution's mission." (Principles, p. 13)
Finally, Core Requirement 9.1 (Program content) states, "Educational programs (a) embody a coherent
course of study, (b) are compatible with the stated mission and goals of the institution, and (c) are based on
fields of study appropriate to higher education." (Principles, p.21)
Supplemental interpretation of CR 9.1
All programs offered by the institution are directly connected to its mission and to fields of study
appropriate to higher education. The term "coherence" in this standard reflects an expectation that, as a
student progresses through a program of study, the content of the program demands increasing levels of
integration of knowledge. Coherence is a critical component of a program and should demonstrate an
appropriate sequencing of courses, not a mere bundling of credits, so that student learning is progressively
more advanced in terms of assignments and scholarship required and demonstrates progressive
advancement in a field of study that allows students to integrate knowledge and grow in critical skills.
(Resource Manual, p. 76)
When examining whether an institution is successful in achieving its stated objectives, SACSCOC
evaluates an institution's compliance with the following: Core Requirement 7.1 and Comprehensive
Standard 4.2.a of the Principles of Accreditation. (Principles, pp.19 and 13)

When examining whether an institution maintains degree and certificate requirements that at least conform
to commonly accepted standards, the Commission evaluates an institution's compliance with the following:
Core Requirements 3.1.b (Coursework for degrees) and 9.2 (Program length) [see Principles, p.12 and 21,
respectively], as well as Standards 8.2.b (Student outcomes: general education), 10.1 (Academic policies),
10.4 (Academic governance), and 10.7 (Policies for awarding credit), (Principles, p. 20 and 23-24,
respectively).
Additional interpretations regarding these standards can be found in the Resource Manual for the Principles
of Accreditation.
The Compliance Certification for

(b)(4)

is in Exhibit 52.

See also Exhibit 63, SACSCOC policy, "The Quality and Integrity of Educational Credentials," provides
institutions with additional guidance regarding undergraduate degree requirements.
Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

Exhibit 2 Resource Manual of
the Principles
Exhibit 52A Compliance
Certification (b)(4)
(b)(4)

Exhibit 52B Com • liance
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Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
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File Name

Agency's Exhibit
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2 Resource Manual for the Principles of Accre
ditation Foundations for Quality Enhancement.
pdf

None

None

52A Compliance Certification (b)(4)
pdf

None

None

52B Compliance Certification
pdf

None

None

52C Compliance Certification 1(b)(4)
pdf

None

None

A Principles of Accreditation 2018. pd f

None

None

(b)(4

(b)(4)

V Compliance Certification (b)(4)
None
Bpdf
HH (b)(4)
[Reaffirmation Report None
FINAL (1).pdf
(b)(4)

None
None

None

None

BB35 EC Dec 2021 Minutes.pdf

None

None

AA2a Writing Assignments 16 March.pdf

None

None

BB1 Quality and Integrity of Educational Cred
entials.pdf

None

None

Decision Letter.pdf

Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. See analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency states that institutions seeking initial or reaffirmation of accreditation must follow the core
requirements and supplemental interpretations of the agency's standards within the Principles of
Accreditation; however, the Principles of Accreditation exhibit 1 has not been provided as evidence.
Particularly, the agency attests core requirements for compliance regarding mission and objectives includes
standards 2.1 Institutional Mission; 4.2.a Mission Review; and 9.1 Program Content (exhibit 2). In
addition, the agency core requirement standards 7.1 institutional Planning and 4.2.a Mission Review
evaluates the institutional compliance in successfully achieving its stated objectives. Also, agency core
requirement standards 3.1.b Coursework for Degree; 9.2 Program Length; 8.2.b Student Outcomes: general
education; 10.1 Academic Policies; 10.4 Academic Governance; and 10.7 Policies for Awarding Credit
evaluates institutional compliance in maintaining degree and certificate requirements that at least conform
to commonly accepted standards.
Further, the agency attests that exhibit 63 provides institutions with additional guidance regarding
undergraduate degree requirements; however, this exhibit has not been provided for analysis. Lastly, the
agency has not identified the page numbers of the documents provided within the Compliance Certification
(self-study) for the Department selected institution, which also contains Personally Identifiable Information
(PH) of institutional Staff, Faculty and Students, which must be removed and resubmitted for analysis,
pursuant to U.S. Department of Education instructions and regulations. It should be noted that the existing
institutional documentation with PH will remain part of the renewal petition record of the agency, if
requested through a Freedom of Information Act Request (FOIA); at which time, the agency will be
required to redact this information again, hence the reason for the Departmental instructions and regulation
requirements of section §602.31 f(1) provided by the Department prior to submission of the petition
submission to avoid such duplicative requests.
Also, the full cycle of review, which includes the completed site visit report; institution response; Board of
Trustees decision letter; and other related accreditation documents for the Department selected institution
were not completed prior to the petition submission. Thus, the remaining documents must be submitted
with the agency response for analysis. Department staff will be conducting a file review of additional
agency documents related to the criteria during a file review scheduled for early next year.
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency needs to provide
exhibits 1 and 63 in this section of the criteria for analysis. The agency must also resubmit the Department
selected institution's Compliance Certification (Certification) with the exhibit and page numbers for the
Certification sections pertaining specifically to mission and objectives pursuant to the guidance provided by
the Accreditation Handbook; redact the Certification documents removing all Personally Identifiable
Information (PII) pursuant to section §602.31 f(1) of the regulations effective July 1, 2020; and replace all
of the current Certification documents with the redacted PH documents for analysis. Finally, the agency
needs to provide the remaining full cycle of review documents, which includes the site visit report;
institution response; Board of Trustees decision letter; and other related accreditation documents for the
Department selected institution.

List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
SACSCOC was asked to submit the Principles of Accreditation for the standards cited in these criteria.
Specifically, see Core Requirement 2.1 (Institutional mission) (See Exhibit A, p.11); Standard 4.2.a
(Mission review) (See Exhibit A, p.13); Core Requirement 9.1 (Program content) (See Exhibit A, p.21);
Core Requirement 7.1 (Institutional planning) (See Exhibit A, p. 19); Core Requirement 3.1.b (Coursework
for degrees) (See Exhibit A, p.12); Standard 8.2.b (Student outcomes: general education) (See Exhibit A,
p.20); Standard 10.1 (Academic policies) (See Exhibit A, p. 23); Standard 10.4 (Academic governance)
(See Exhibit A, p. 23); and Standard 10.7 (Policies for awarding credit) (See Exhibit A, p. 24).
The Compliance Certification (self-study) submitted by the Department selected institution, (b)(4)
(b)(4)
, demonstrates an institutional response specifically related to mission as noted in Core
equtrement 2.1 (Institutional mission) (See Exhibit V, pp. 5-6); and Standard 4.2.a (Mission review) (See
Exhibit V, pp. 13-14). The self-study is resubmitted with the requisite redactions in accordance with
Section 602.31 (f)(1).
Since the mission statement describes what the institution does, it is the foundation for planning and
effectiveness processes. These processes validate that the institution does what it claims and evaluates how
well it fulfills its mission statement. The mission statement thus provides the basis and context for
evaluating institutional effectiveness. Therefore, the institutional certification notes the following standards
on the noted pages, namely, Core Requirement 7.1 (Institutional planning) (See Exhibit V, pp. 57-63); Core
Requirement 3.1.b (Coursework for degrees) (See Exhibit V, p. 8); Standard 8.2.b (Student outcomes:
general education) (See Exhibit V, pp. 84-105); Standard 10.1 (Academic policies) (See Exhibit V, pp.
128-130); Standard 10.4 (Academic governance) (See Exhibit V, pp. 132-136); and Standard 10.7 (Policies
for awarding credit) (See Exhibit V, pp. 141-142).
The on-site Reaffirmation Report of the review team evaluated the information submitted by the institution
and found the institution compliant for the following standards, specifically related to mission are noted in
Core Requirement 2.1 (Institutional mission) (See Exhibit HH, p.3); and Standard 4.2.a (Mission review)
(See Exhibit HH, pp. 4-5). As for the other mission related standards, the evaluation is noted as follows
namely, Core Requirement 7.1 (Institutional planning) (See Exhibit HH, p. 12); Core Requirement 3.1.b
(Coursework for degrees) (See Exhibit HH, p. 3); Standard 8.2.b (Student outcomes: general education)
(See Exhibit HH, p.14); Standard 10.1 (Academic policies) (See Exhibit HH, p. 18); Standard 10.4
(Academic governance) (See Exhibit HH, p. 19); and Standard 10.7 (Policies for awarding credit) (See
Exhibit HH, p.21).
The compliance certification, the on-site Reaffirmation Report, and the institutional response were
reviewed by a SACSCOC Board of Trustee's Committee on Compliance and Reports (C&R) in December
2021. The C&R Committee found the institution compliant on these standards. The Committee's
recommendation was reviewed by the Executive Council (See Exhibit BB35)and affirmed the committee's
recommendation. The Executive Council recommendations were submitted to the SACSCOC Board of
Trustees. The Board of Trustees reaffirmed the institution's accreditation and requested a Monitoring
Report on a different standard. See Exhibit II.
SACSCOC submitted the "Quality & Integrity of Educational Credentials" policy as Exhibit BB1.

Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional documentation and explanation in
relation to the review of institutional mission and objectives. Specifically, the agency provided the omitted
Principles of Accreditation and the Policy on Quality and Integrity of Educational Credentials to evidence
the attestations within the original narrative to demonstrate adherence to this section of the criteria (exhibits
A and BB1),In addition, the agency reiterates the standards utilized to evaluate an institution's compliance
for maintaining educational objectives in accordance with the institutional mission; and the processes and
policies for review of these standards for a compliance determination, which includes the institution's
compliance certification, reaffirmation site visit report, agency committee recommendations and Board of
Trustee decisions.
The staff determination also requested the agency provide the redacted aforementioned agency review
documents for the Department Selected Institution, which has been provided, along with the writing
assignments of the evaluators, as evidence (exhibits AA2a, BB35, HH, II, and V). However, some portions
of the compliance certification are still unredacted and if requested through a Freedom of Information Act
Request (FOIA), the agency will be required to redact this information at that time (exhibit V).
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.17(b) Self-study

Narrative:
The reaffirmation review process requires institutions to submit two documents: the Compliance
Certification (self-study) and the Quality Enhancement Plan. (Exhibit 52)
The Compliance Certification, which assesses educational quality, is the document completed by the
institution attesting to its extent of compliance with each Core Requirements and Standards (which also
includes federal requirements). Its completion relies on the institution's analysis and assessment of its
compliance with standards using the documentation generated or assembled to support the conclusions that
it has reached. The completed document includes a page for the signatures of the institution's chief
executive officer and the accreditation liaison. It also includes all substantive changes reported and
approved by SACSCOC since the last decennial review and the Institutional Summary Form (see below for
more details). By signing the document, these individuals certify that the process of institutional selfassessment has been thorough, honest, and forthright and that the information contained in the document is
truthful, accurate, and complete.
In judging the extent of its compliance with each aspect of each Core Requirement and Standard, the

institution has three alternatives in describing its determination:
Compliance. The institution determines that it meets the requirement and provides a convincing argument
in support of its determination and provides documents or a sampling of documents (or electronic access to
the documents) demonstrating compliance.
Partial Compliance. The institution concludes that it meets some, but not all, aspects of the requirement.
For those aspects meeting the requirement, the institution provides a convincing argument in support of its
determination and provides a list of documents or sampling of documents (or electronic access to the
documents) demonstrating compliance. For those aspects not meeting the requirement, the institution
provides the reason for checking partial compliance, a description of plans to comply, and a list of
documents that will be used to demonstrate future compliance.
Non-Compliance. The institution asserts that it does not meet the requirement and provides the reason for
checking non-compliance, a description of plans to comply, and a list of documents that will be used to
demonstrate future compliance.
As previously stated, institutions are expected to present a narrative that summarizes and interprets
documentation presented to support an assertion of compliance with a requirement or standard. In
reviewing its rationale for claiming compliance, an institution is expected to determine whether these
narratives constitute accurate and adequate summaries and interpretations of the data to which they refer
and whether the narratives and the data combined support the institution's claim of compliance.
Institutions have the option of selecting their own format for completing the Compliance Certification and
submitting supporting documentation. Such methods of reporting include electronic, paper, or a
combination.
The Quality Enhancement Plan (QEP) submitted six weeks in advance of the On-Site Reaffirmation
Review Committee, has (1) a topic identified through ongoing, comprehensive and evaluation processes,
(2) has a broad-based support of institutional constituencies, (3) focuses on improving specific student
learning outcomes and/or student successes, (4) commits resources to initiate, implement and complete the
QEP, and (5) includes a plan to assess achievement. The plan should be focused and succinct and evolves
from the institutional planning process.
In the Principles, Standard 7.2 (Quality Enhancement Plan), formerly a Core Requirement, codifies
SACSCOC' s expectations as noted above. Further interpretation is provided in the Resource Manual
requires an institution to have an acceptable Quality Enhancement Plan . When evaluating the acceptability
of the QEP as it relates to compliance will apply the following indicators: a broad-based institutional
process identifying key issues; focus; capability; broad-based involvement in development and
implementation; and assessment. (Exhibit 27, Handbook for Reaffirmation, p.50 for enhanced indicators.)
The Institutional Profile for collecting financial information has been modified to include data points that
allow SACSCOC to look at the financial trends of an institution rather than to rely on limited information
Institutional Profile)
collected at a particular point in time. (See Exhibit 64 and 115A, (b)(4)
The institution is guided in the development of its Compliance Certification and Quality Enhancement Plan
in three ways: (1) attendance at an Orientation for Leadership Teams (see Handbook for Reaffirmation, p.
12-19) and Exhibit 65 which is an agenda for an Orientation for Leadership Teams for Institutions
beginning Reaffirmation, (2) consideration of expectations and guidelines presented in the Handbook for
Institutions Seeking Reaffirmation of Accreditation, The Principles of Accreditation, and The Resource

Manual for the Principles of Accreditation, and (3) consultation/advisory visit with a SACSCOC staff
representative.
SACSCOC has also developed and revised policy statements that provide guidance in the following areas:
(1) Reaffirmation and Subsequent Reporting (Exhibit 68), (2) Distance Education and Correspondence
Courses (Exhibits 50 and 37), (3) the Accreditation Liaison (Exhibit 69), (4) observers on committees
(Exhibit 70), (5) Documenting Alternative Approaches to Core Requirements 3.1.b and 4.1 (Exhibits 71
and 74), (6) the selection and role of the QEP Evaluator (Exhibit 72), (7) Credit Hours (Exhibit 57), (8)
Collaborative Academic Arrangements (Exhibit 75), and (9) the Quality and Integrity of Educational
Credentials (Exhibit 63). These resources are available on the SACSCOC website for public access
(Exhibit 194, Screen shot of Reaffirmation Process page and Exhibit 136, Screen shot of Evaluator
Resource).
In addition, SACSCOC conducts annual Small College Initiative Sessions—a one day session that focuses
on one aspect of the review process. The 2020 Small College Initiative was to focus on finances; however,
due to COVID-19, the session was rescheduled to Spring 2021. Previous sessions focused on finances,
governance, institutional effectiveness, and faculty qualifications. See Exhibit 67 for past agendas.
SACSCOC also hosts an Annual Meeting with programs designed to aid institutions undergoing review
and the Summer Institute with programs focusing on student learning and institutional effectiveness. See
Exhibit 67 and Exhibit 137.
Exhibits 52 is the Compliance Certification and QEP for (b)(4)
Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

Exhibit 64 Institutional Profile
Finances (b)(4)
Exhibit 67A 2017 Small College
Initiative Agendas
Exhibit 67B 2018 Small College
Initiative Agenda
Exhibit 67C 2019 Small College
Initiative Agenda
Exhibit 69 Accreditation Liaison
Exhibit 71 CR 3_1_b Documenting
an Alternate Approach
Exhibit 72 Selection and Role of
QEP Evaluators
Exhibit 194 Screen shot
Reaffirmation Process
Exhibit 136 Screen shot Evaluator
Resources
Exhibit 52A Compliance
Certification (b)(4)
Exhibit 52B Compliance
Certification (b)(4)
Exhibit 52C Compliance

File Name

64

(b)(4)

Fin Profile 2018.pdf

67_A Agenda Small College Initiative - April
2017.pdf
67_B Small College Initiative Agenda
2018.pdf
67_C 14th SACSCOC Annual Small College
Initia tive Agenda - 2019.pdf
69 The Accreditation Liaison.pdf
71 Core Requirement 3_1_b Documenting
Alterna tive Approach.pdf
72 The QEP Lead Evaluator Selection and
Role copy.pdf
194 Screenshot of the Reaffirmation
Process.p df
136 Screen shot of Evaluator Resource
website page.pdf
52A Com • liance Certification (b)(4)
b)(4)
pdf
52B Com • liance Certification (b)(4)
(b)(4)
pdf
52C Compliance Certification (b)(4)

Analyst
Comments

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Exhibit Title

Certification (b)(4)
Exhibit A Principles of
Accreditation 2018
Exhibit XX Distance and
Correspondence Education policy
Exhibit V cl3)( Compliance
Certification
Exhibit GG Reaffirmation
Subsequent Reports policy
Exhibit HH
On site Reaffirm
Committee Report
Exhibit II
Reaffirmation
Decision Letter
Exhibit NN ( 3)(4) Institutional
Response
Exhibit BB35 EC Minutes Dec 2021
Exhibit WW Guidelines for Dis and
Correspondence Ed
Exhibit AA2a (AT( Writing
Assignment List
Exhibit BB1 Quality Integrity of Ed
Credentialing
Exhibit BB5 Credit Hour policy
Exhibit BB4 Roster of Off-Site
Committees
Exhibit BB8 Substantive Change
Policy and Procedures
Exhibit BB9 Screenshot Evaluators
Resource webpage
Exhibit BB10 Screenshot
Reaffirmation Process webpage
Exhibit BB12 21 Institutional
Summary Form
Exhibit BB14 Appeals Committee
Procedures of CDA
Exhibit BB7 Military Institutions

a

File Name

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

pdf
A Principles of Accreditation 2018.pdf

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

BB14 Appeals Procedures.pdf

None

None

BB7 Military-Institutions.pdf

None

None

XX Distance Education and Correspondence
Cour ses Policy Statement.pdf
V Com • liance Certification (b)(4)
b)(4)
.pdf
Rea irmation and Subsequent Reports
Polic y.pdf
HH l(b)(4)
Reaffirmation
Report - FINAL (1).pdf
II (b)(4)

Decision Letter.pdf

NN (b)(4)
Institutional
Response - September 2021.pdf
BB35 EC Dec 2021 Minutes.pdf
WW Guidelines-for-Addressing-Distanceand-Cor respondence-Education.pdf
AA2a Writing Assignments 16 March.pdf
BB1 Quality and Integrity of Educational
Cred entials.pdf
BB5 Credit Hours Policy Statement.pdf
BB4 Rosters of Off Site Committees
2017_2018_ 2019.pdf
BB8 SubstantiveChange Policy and
Procedures.p df
BB9 Screen Shot of Evaluator Resource
page.pd f
BB10 Screenshot of the Reaffirmation
Process. pdf
BB12 (b)(4)
Institutional
Summar y.pdf

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:

Analyst
Comments

The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. See analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that a Compliance Certification or self-study, which is an institutional assessment
demonstrating its judgment of the extent of its compliance with each of the agency's core requirements and
other standards, including a rating of compliance, partial compliance, or non-compliance distinguishing the
extent to which the institution has met the agency core requirements, is required for reaffirmation of an
institutions accredited status. Correspondingly, the agency reaffirmation review requires a Quality
Enhancement Plan, that identifies a topic the institution commits to conducting ongoing, comprehensive
planning and evaluation processes for specified areas of compliance within standard 7, Institutional
Planning and Effectiveness to be submitted within the Compliance Certification (exhibit 72).
In addition, the agency collects financial information to review financial trends of the institution; provides
orientation on the reaffirmation process and one day trainings on core requirements; makes policy and
guidance documents available along with resource manuals on agency standards to assist institutions on
understanding the self-study requirements; and assigns an accreditation liaison to the institution to assist in
the process of review (exhibits 67A-C, However, exhibits 37, 50, 57, 63, 65, 68, 70, 74-75, 115A, and 137
referenced in the narrative evidencing the above mentioned areas have not been provided for analysis.
Lastly the agency provided the Institutional profile of the Department selected institution, along with the
Compliance Certification documents; however, the agency Compliance Certification (self-study) for the
Department selected institution contains Personally Identifiable Information (PII) of institutional Staff,
Faculty and Students, which must be removed and resubmitted for analysis, pursuant to U.S. Department of
Education instructions and regulations. It should be noted that the existing institutional documentation with
PII will remain part of the renewal petition record of the agency, if requested through a Freedom of
Information Act Request (FOIA); at which time, the agency will be required to redact this information
again, hence the reason for the Departmental instructions and regulation requirements of section §602.31
f(1) provided by the Department prior to submission of the petition submission to avoid such duplicative
requests.
Also, the full cycle of review, which includes the completed site visit report; institution response; Board of
Trustees decision letter; and other related accreditation documents for the Department selected institution
were not completed prior to the petition submission. Thus, the remaining documents must be submitted
with the agency response for analysis. Department staff will be conducting a file review of additional
agency documents related to the criteria during a file review scheduled for early next year.
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency needs to provide
exhibits 37, 50, 57, 63, 65, 68, 70, 74-75, 115A, and 137 referenced within the narrative in this section of
the criteria for analysis. The agency must also resubmit the Department selected institution's Compliance
Certification (Certification) with the redactions of all Personally Identifiable Information (PII) pursuant to
section §602.31 f(1) of the regulations, effective July 1, 2020, for analysis. Finally, the agency needs to
provide the remaining full cycle of review documents, which includes the site visit report; institution
response; Board of Trustees decision letter; and other related accreditation documents for the Department
selected institution.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:

SACSCOC has developed and revised policy statements that provide guidance in the following areas: (1)
Reaffirmation of Accreditation and Subsequent Reports policy (Exhibit GG), (2) a policy and guidelines
regarding Distance and Correspondence Education (Exhibits WW and XX), (3) observers on committees
(Exhibit BB4*), (4) Documenting Alternative Approaches to Core Requirement 3.1.b (Exhibit BB5) and
Documenting Alternative Approaches to Core Requirement 4.1 (Exhibit BB7), (5) Credit Hours (Exhibit
BB5), (6) Collaborative Academic Arrangements (Exhibit BB8, pp. 28-32), and (7) the Quality and
Integrity of Educational Credentials (Exhibit BB1). These resources are available on the SACSCOC
website for public access (See Exhibit BB9, Screen shot of Evaluator Resource and Exhibit BB10, Screen
shot of Reaffirmation Process page).
*NOTE: Rosters for 2017 committee review evaluators provided because the Board of Trustees review
occurred during the current review cycle.
The agency submitted the Institutional Summary form (Exhibit BB12) and the redacted version of the
Compliance Certification (self-study) submitted by the Department selected institution,l(b)(4)
(3)(4)
. (See Exhibit V). The on-site Reaffirmation Report of the review team evaluated the
information submitted by the institution and found the institution compliant on all standards except four.
(See Exhibit HH, pp. 10, 28-34, and 51) (" 4) submitted an Institutional Response (See Exhibit NN),
documenting its compliance with these standards.
The compliance certification, the on-site Reaffirmation Report, and the institutional response were
reviewed by a SACSCOC Board of Trustee's Committee on Compliance and Reports (C&R) in December
2021. The C&R Committee found the institution compliant on these standards. The Committee's
recommendation was reviewed by the Executive Council (See Exhibit BB35) and affirmed the committee's
recommendation. The Executive Council recommendations were submitted to the SACSCOC Board of
Trustees. The Board of Trustees reaffirmed the institution's accreditation and requested a Monitoring
Report on Standard 13.3 (Financial responsibilities) within one year. See Exhibit II.
The agency was asked to submit the "Appeals Committee Procedures of the College Delegate Assembly"
policy (See Exhibit BB14).

Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency still needs to provide
the Policy on Documenting Alternative Approaches to Core Requirement 3.1.b; Orientation for Leadership
Teams for Institutions beginning Reaffirmation; and the documentation from the Annual Meeting
pertaining to student learning, referenced in the original narrative, for the record and to demonstrate
compliance.
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional documentation and explanation
regarding the policies and procedures for the self-study process of the agency. Specifically, the staff
determination requested the agency provide the policy and related documents referenced in the original

narrative utilized for institutional review which included the omitted Reaffirmation of Accreditation and
Subsequent Reports; Distance Education and Correspondence Courses and guidelines; Cooperative
Academic Arrangements as referenced in the Substantive Change Policy; Documenting Alternative
Approaches to Core requirements; the Credit Hour Policy; Quality and Integrity of Educational Credentials;
and a list of off-site observers (exhibits A, BB1, BB4, BB5, BB7, BB8, GG, WW, and XX). However, the
agency has still not provided the omitted Policy on Documenting Alternative Approaches to Core
Requirement 3.1.b; Orientation for Leadership Teams for Institutions beginning Reaffirmation; and the
documentation from the Annual Meeting pertaining to student learning, referenced in the original narrative,
for the record.
The staff determination also requested the agency provide the Department Selected Institution's redacted
full cycle of review, in which the agency provided the institution's compliance certification, reaffirmation
site visit report, institution response, Executive Council recommendation, and Board of Trustees decision,
along with the institutional summary form, as evidence (exhibits AA2a, BB35, HH, II, NN, and V).
However, some portions of the compliance certification are still unredacted and if requested through a
Freedom of Information Act Request (FOIA), the agency will be required to redact this information at that
time (exhibit V). Lastly, the agency has again provided the evaluator screenshots, along with addition
documentation unrelated to the self-study process.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.17(c) On-Site Review

Narrative:
For institutions undergoing a comprehensive, decennial review, the Off-Site Reaffirmation Committee
evaluates the institution's judgment of compliance with the Principles of Accreditation (the institution's
Compliance Certification) and prepares the preliminary Report of the Reaffirmation Committee. The OnSite Reaffirmation Committee receives the initial findings of the Off-Site review, reviews the institution's
Compliance Certification, investigates any Third-Party Comments, reviews the institution's Focused
Report—if submitted, conducts On-Site interviews, reviews off-campus instructional sites, reviews
additional documents On-Site, and makes recommendations on the institution's compliance with the
Principles of Accreditation. In addition, it reviews the institution's Quality Enhancement Plan and
supporting documents and conducts interviews to determine the QEP's acceptability. This results in a
Reaffirmation Report. The institution receives a copy of the Report of the Reaffirmation
Committee—prepared by both committees but finalized by the On-Site committee. The institution is
requested to respond to areas cited for non-compliance, and forwards the response to the Committees on
Compliance and Reports (standing committees of the 77-member Board of Trustees) for recommendation
on reaffirmation to the Executive Council—the elected 13-member representative body of the SACSCOC
Board of Trustees. The Council reviews the accreditation cases and forwards its recommendations to the
Board of Trustees for final action on continued accreditation/reaffirmation (barring an appeal from the
institution, in which case, the Appeals Committee makes the final decision). See Exhibit 15.
As noted above, an Off-Site and an On-Site review committee evaluates the self-study documents
submitted by the institution and prepares the Report of the Reaffirmation Committee. (b)(4)

is at the beginning of the reaffirmation of accreditation process. Its compliance certification is contained in
Exhibit 52. The Off-Site review will occur in November 2020 and the On-Site review will occur in Spring
2021.
The composition of the committees that review the self-study documents and conduct the evaluation of an
institution during its decennial review is adequate to assess the quality of the institution. Composition for
the Off-Site review can be found in the Handbook, (Exhibit 27, p. 32), and for the On-Site on page 53. For
either committee, SACSCOC staff has the prerogative to expand the committee.
Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

Exhibit 27 Handbook for Seeking
Reaffirmation
Exhibit V
Compliance
Certification
Exhibit HH (b)(4) On site Reaffirm
Committee Report
Exhibit II
Reaffirmation
Decision Letter
Exhibit NN 123 Institutional
Response
Exhibit BB35 EC Minutes Dec
2021
Exhibit AA2a PA4 Writing
Assignment List
Exhibit BB12 al Institutional
Summary Form
Exhibit BB14 Appeals Committee
Procedures of CDA
Exhibit BB15 (b)(4)
(b)(4)
QEP

a

Analyst
Comments

File Name

27 Handbook for Institutions Seeking
Reaffirm ation of Accreditation.pdf
V Corn liance Certification (b)(4)
.pdf
HH (b)(4)
Reaffirmation
Report - FINAL (1).pdf

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

NN (b)(4)
Institutional
Response - September 2021.pdf

None

None

BB35 EC Dec 2021 Minutes.pdf

None

None

AA2a Writing Assignments 16 March.pdf

None

None

BB12 (b)(4)
Suimnar y.pdf

None

None

None

None

None

None

II (b)(4)

Decision Letter.pdf

Institutional

BB14 Appeals Procedures.pdf
BB15 (b)(4)

QEP.pdf

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency needs to provide exhibits 15 and 52 referenced within the narrative in this section of the criteria
for analysis. The agency needs to also provide the remaining full cycle of review documents for the
Department selected institution for analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that a review of an institution consists of multiple layers of review by an Off-site

Reaffirmation Committee and On-site Reaffirmation Committee. Specifically, the Off-site Reaffirmation
Committee evaluates the institution's Compliance Certification (self-study); reports its compliance findings
to the institution for response within a Focused Report; and provides a preliminary report to the On-site
Reaffirmation Committee (exhibit 27).
Additionally, the agency On-site Reaffirmation Committee is then tasked with evaluating the Off-site
Reaffirmation Committee's report findings and Focused Report from the institution during the on-site
review, along with noting any additional compliance concerns regarding agency accreditation standards
while on-site; investigating any third party comments; reviewing off-campus instructional sites, the Quality
Enhancement Plan of the institution, and additional documents on-site; conducting interviews with all
levels of the institution, and making recommendations on the institution's compliance with the agency's
accreditation standards. Correspondingly, the agency provides the On-site Reaffirmation report to the
institution for response and both, the Reaffirmation report and the Institution's response, are submitted to
the Executive Council for review, who then provides the recommendations to the Board of Trustees for a
decision on the institution's accreditation status; unless the Board decision is appealed and resulting in the
Appeal Committee rendering the final decision on the institution's accreditation status (exhibit 27).
Further, the agency references the inclusion of exhibit 15 and the Department selected institution's selfstudy; however, neither have been provided as evidence. Also, the full cycle of review, which includes the
site visit report; institution response; and Board of Trustees decision letter; and other related accreditation
documents for the Department selected institution were not completed prior to the petition submission;
thus, the remaining documents must be submitted with the agency response for analysis. Department staff
will be conducting a file review of additional agency documents related to the criteria during a file review
scheduled for early next year.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
SACSCOC has submitted the documents related to a reaffirmation of accreditation review for the
Department selected institution, (b)(4)
. The documents are the Institutional Summary Form
(Exhibit BB12), the Compliance Certification (self-study) (with appropriate redated sections) (Exhibit V),
the Institution's Quality Enhancement Plan (QEP) (Exhibit BB15), the on-site Reaffirmation Report (which
includes comments for the Off-Site review) (See Exhibit HH), the Institutional Response (Exhibit NN), the
Executive Council Report from the Committee on Compliance and Reports (Exhibit BB35), and the Board
of Trustees decision letter (See Exhibit II), representing the full cycle of review.
The on-site Reaffirmation Committee roster is contained in Exhibit HH, p. 48.
Further, the SACSCOC policy "Appeals Committee Procedures of the College Delegate Assembly" is
submitted as Exhibit BB 14.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:

In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional documentation and explanation to
demonstrate adherence to the criteria. In particular, the agency provided the full cycle of review documents
for the Department Selected Institution. Specifically, the agency includes the compliance certification;
reaffirmation site visit report and evaluator writing assignments; institution response; Executive Council
recommendation; and Board of Trustees decision, along with the institutional summary form and Quality
Enhancement Plan, as evidence (exhibits AA2a, BB12, BB15, BB35, HH, II, NN, and V). However, some
portions of the compliance certification are still unredacted and if requested through a Freedom of
Information Act Request (FOIA), the agency will be required to redact this information at that time (exhibit
V). Lastly, the agency provided the Appeals Committee Procedures of the College Delegate Assembly to
evidence the attestations of the original narrative (exhibit BB14).
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.17(d) Resionse to Site Review

Narrative:
The reaffirmation of accreditation review process provides an institution with an opportunity to address the
findings of the evaluators from the Off-Site and On-Site reviews. As noted in the policy, "Reaffirmation
and Subsequent Reports," Handbook for Institutions Seeking Reaffirmation.
After the Off-Site review, the institution is sent a written copy of the Off-Site Reaffirmation Committee's
preliminary findings and is invited to consult with SACSCOC staff regarding those initial findings. Then
the institution is invited to produce a Focused Report in response to the preliminary judgment outlined in
the Report of the Reaffirmation Committee. A Focused Report addresses the preliminary findings outlined
in the Report by providing updated or additional documentation regarding the institution's determination of
compliance with the standards marked "non-compliance" in the Report. The Focused Report is made
available to the members of the On-Site Review Committee in advance of its visit.
Within 2-3 weeks following the On-Site review, the institution is sent a draft copy of the Report of the
Reaffirmation Committee and is invited to report to the chair of the Committee any factual errors in the
report. Exhibit 138 (Transmittal Letter) The chair will send the revised Report to Commission staff who in
turn sends the final report to the institution along with instructions regarding its response to the
Committee's findings. (See Exhibit 27, Handbook for Reaffirmation, pp.65-66.)
The institution is required to respond to all recommendations made in the Report of the Reaffirmation
Committee, ensuring that the response is detailed and comprehensive and explains thoroughly the actions
taken by the institution to address compliance with all standards. The institution's response to the citations
in the Report of the Reaffirmation Committee and copies of its QEP are due in the SACSCOC office no
later than the date specified in the notification letter to the institution. (See Exhibit 77)
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Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency needs to provide exhibit 138 in this section of the criteria for analysis. The agency needs to also
provide the remaining full cycle of review documents for the Department selected institution for analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the institution and third party commenters may respond to the review of an
institution. Specifically, the Off-site Reaffirmation Committee evaluates the institution's Compliance
Certification (self-study) and sends the institution its preliminary findings from the review of the
documentation. The agency then provides the institution an opportunity to respond to the findings within a
Focused Report, which allows the institution to address any standards, for which the Off-Site Reaffirmation
Committee could not determine compliance at the time of its review, with additional or updated
documentation and narrative to demonstrate compliance with those standards in question. Both the Off-site
Reaffirmation and Focused reports are provided to the On-site Reaffirmation Committee prior to the on-site
review for analysis (exhibit 27).
In addition, the agency provides opportunities for the public to provide third party comments in reference to
institutions subject to initial or reaffirmation of accreditation through notifications provided on the agency
website of upcoming reviews, which includes the commenters submission of the third party comment form

provided on the agency website capturing the commenters specific concerns related to the institution's
compliance with agency standards for accreditation (exhibit 83). Correspondingly, the On-site
Reaffirmation Committee includes the review and reporting of the Off-site Reaffirmation and Focused
reports; an investigation of any third party comments; review off-campus instructional sites, the Quality
Enhancement Plan (QEP) of the institution, and additional documents on-site; interviews with all levels of
the institution; and recommendations on the institution's compliance with the agency's accreditation
standards (exhibit 27). The On-site reaffirmation report encompassing the aforementioned review of
documents is provided to the institution for response; however, the agency has not provided exhibit 138
demonstrating this process. Further, the agency requires all institutions to respond to the Reaffirmation
report and provide an updated QEP to the agency for distribution to the Executive Council for review and
subsequent Board of Trustee decision, unless appealed, which requires the Appeal Committee to make the
final decision on the accredited status of the institution (exhibit 77).
Lastly, the full cycle of review, which includes the site visit report; institution response; and Board of
Trustees decision letter; and other related accreditation documents for the Department selected institution
were not completed prior to the petition submission; thus, the remaining documents must be submitted with
the agency response for analysis. Department staff will be conducting a file review of additional agency
documents related to the criteria during a file review scheduled for early next year.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
compliance certification
SACSCOC submitted the Department selected institution, r)(4)
(self-study) (Exhibit V) and on-site review documents. The on-site Reaffirmation Committee Report
included an array of higher education professionals with expertise to review various areas of the institution.
See Exhibit HH, Appendix A: Committee Roster, p. 48 and Exhibit AA2.a:(b)(4) Assignment Sheet. These
include the Reaffirmation Committee Report, containing comments from the Off-site and the On-site
committees (Exhibit HH). There were no third-party comments for the Committee to review. See Exhibit
HH, p. 47. The committee's evaluation of the off-campus instructional site and distance education is noted
on Exhibit HH, Appendix B, pp. 49-50. The Institution's Quality Enhancement Plan (QEP) was submitted
(See Exhibit BB15). The Reaffirmation Committee reviewed and commended the institution on the quality
of the QEP. (See Exhibit HH, pp. 40-46). The list of interviews conducted by the Committee is noted in
Exhibit BB16. The Reaffirmation Committee made four (4) recommendations which the institution had to
respond. (See Exhibit HH, Appendix C, p. 51). The agency submitted the Reaffirmation Committee Report
to the institution requesting an institutional response (Exhibit BB36)
The Institution submitted its Institutional Response (Exhibit NN). The compliance certification (self-study),
the on-site Reaffirmation Report, and the institutional response were reviewed by a SACSCOC Board of
Trustee's Committee on Compliance and Reports (C&R) in December 2021. The C&R Committee found
the institution compliant on these standards except Standard 13.3 (Financial responsibilities). The
Committee's recommendation was reviewed by the Executive Council (See Exhibit BB35)and affirmed the
committee's recommendation. The Executive Council recommendations were submitted to the SACSCOC
Board of Trustees. The Board of Trustees reaffirmed the institution's accreditation and requested a
Monitoring Report on a Standard 13.3 within one year. See Exhibit II.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:

Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional documentation and explanation in
relation to the criteria. In particular, the agency provided the Department Selected Institution's compliance
certification; reaffirmation site visit report including the evaluator writing assignments and interview list;
institution response; Executive Council recommendation; and Board of Trustees decision, along with the
transmittal letter requesting an institution response and Quality Enhancement Plan, as evidence (exhibits
AA2a, BB15, BB16, BB35, BB36, HH, H, NN, and V, found in §602.17(c)). However, some portions of
the compliance certification are still unredacted and if requested through a Freedom of Information Act
Request (FOIA), the agency will be required to redact this information at that time (exhibit V, found in
§602.17(c)).
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.17(e) Agency Analysis of Information

Narrative:
For institutions completing a self-study (Compliance Certification and Quality Enhancement Plan) and
seeking reaffirmation of accreditation as part of its decennial review, the process permits SACSCOC to
substantiate the institution is at various stages. Peer evaluators assess the self-study at the Off-Site review
and the On-Site review which the Board of Trustees' receives. The preliminary findings of the Off-Site
review (Off-Site review analysis worksheet) and the final findings of the On-Site review; the response of
the institution to the recommendations in the Report; the Quality Enhancement Plan; the On-Site
Committee chair's assessment of the institution's response to the findings in the Report; and the SACSCOC
staffs analysis demonstrate the several layers of review by SACSCOC of the institution's self-study and
documentation. See Exhibit 200: Analyzing Case for Compliance. In addition, if so requested, the
Committee on Compliance and Reports and the Board has access to the institution's Compliance
Certification. See Exhibit 52, Compliance Certification of (b)(4)
The Quality Enhancement Plan (QEP) is no longer a core requirement; however, the importance of its role
in the accreditation process is emphasized in the preamble of Section 7: Institutional Planning and
Effectiveness The preamble provides context for all the standards that follow, noting specifically, the role
of the QEP. Also, the Board codified its role in a new policy, "Quality Enhancement Policy". Moreover,
the evaluator's role for evaluating this information is noted in the QEP Framework. (Exhibit 134)
The SACSCOC policy, "Third-Party Comment by the Public," outlines procedures for public use in the
submission of third-party comments by any interested party during the formal scheduled review of
institutions seeking initial accreditation or undergoing reaffirmation of accreditation. (Exhibit 83) The
policy requires appropriate notification and ample opportunity for the institution to respond to third-party
comments. The "Third-Party Comment Form" should be completed and submitted to the President of
SACSCOC. (Exhibit 148)
In addition to the above documents, the Committees on Compliance and Reports and the Board of Trustees
will use the following resources when determining action on reaffirmation of accreditation: Principles of

Accreditation, the Resource Manual for the Principles of Accreditation, the Guide for Evaluators Charged
with Reviewing Distance and Correspondence Education, and the Handbook for the Committees on
Compliance and Reports. (Exhibits 1, 2, 37 and 36, respectively)
For institutions under consideration for initial accreditation, the Committee on Compliance and Reports
(C&R) and SACSCOC Board of Trustees will review the following materials: the institution's Compliance
Certification, the Report of the Accreditation Committee, the response of the institution to the
recommendations in the Report; the committee Chair's assessment of the institution's response to the
findings in the report; and the SACSCOC staff analysis.
The C & R Committees recommend action to the Executive Council. The Council can request additional
information. The Council will ensure that the recommended action is in accord with the Principles of
Accreditation, SACSCOC policies, and consistent with review practices, and then forwards its
recommendation to the Board of Trustees for final action.
The SACSCOC Board of Trustees has delegated the detailed review of cases to the Committees on
Compliance and Reports; however, Trustees have electronic access to the documents cited above that are
the primary resource materials for the C & R case readers. SACSCOC staff provides a print copy if an
electronic copy was not made available by the institution. In addition, all Board members have access to the
Monitoring Reports of institutions as well as to staff analysis for each of the cases under review. Before
final vote by the Board, the Chair of SACSCOC Board of Trustees asks for discussion of the recommended
action. If there are any questions, they are resolved at the Board meeting. See Exhibit 36, Handbook for the
Committees on Compliance and Reports, (Exhibit 36, p. 54), for evidence supporting this practice. The
Appeal Procedures of the College Delegate Assembly is available to candidate and members institutions to
appeal adverse decisions by the SACSCOC Board of Trustees. (See Exhibits 15 and 151.)
SACSCOC had a policy regarding the "Transfer of Accreditation among Regionals; however, with the
elimination of regional designations, this policy is rendered moot and was removed by the Board of
Trustees. (See Exhibit 7, Executive Council minutes dated March 2020) Any institution seeking
accreditation with SACSCOC from another region would have to apply and follow the policy regarding
initial accreditation. See Exhibit 160, Seeking Initial Accreditation with SACSCOC.
Additional policies governing the review of institutions include the following: (1) Standing Rules of the
SACSCOC Board of Trustees, Executive Council, and the College Delegate Assembly; (2) Mergers,
Consolidations, Change of Ownership; (3) Sanctions, Denial of Reaffirmation, and Removal from
Membership; (4) Third-Party Comment by the Public; (5) Administrative Procedures for the Meetings of
the Committees on Compliance and Reports (governing interviews); (6) Special Committee Procedures and
Team Report; (7) Separate Accreditation for Units of a Member Institution; (8) Distance Education and
Correspondence Courses; (9) Credit Hours; (10) Substantive Change for Accredited Institutions; (11)
Ethical Obligations for SACSCOC Board of Trustees; (12) Alternative Approach to CR 3.1.b; (13)
Alternative Approach to CR 4.1; and (14) The Quality and Integrity of Undergraduate Degrees.
The Board of Trustees review accreditation related activities at its June and December meeting each year.
(Exhibit 214, Actions of the SACSCOC Board of Trustees)
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Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. See analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests those institutions seeking reaffirmation of accreditation must complete a self-study,
consisting of a Compliance Certification and Quality Enhancement Plan (QEP), as part of the agency
review process (exhibit 2). The self-study documents are then evaluated by the Off-site Reaffirmation
Committee, who reports its compliance findings to the institution for response within a Focused Report;
and provides a preliminary report to the On-site Reaffirmation Committee (exhibit 2). The On-site
Committee further evaluates and reports the findings of the Off-site Committee and Focused reports prior
to the on-site visit; third party comments submitted through the agency website and investigated on-site;
and the review of on-site interviews and documentation (exhibits148), which are guided by the agency's
Analyzing a Case for Compliance document to assist Committee's in focusing and developing their
analysis of all documentation. However, exhibit 200 referenced in the narrative evidencing the Analyzing a
Case for Compliance document has not been provided for analysis.
In addition, the agency attests that the Off-and On-site Committee evaluators are provided a framework to
guide the review of the agency required QEP included within the institution's self-study, along with the
policy on analyzing third party comments during their assessment (exhibit 83); however, the QEP
framework referenced in the narrative has not been provided for analysis. Further, the agency Committee
on Compliance and Reports (C&R) and the Board of Trustees (Board) review the reports from the
Reaffirmation Committee's, the institution's response, and monitoring reports from the institution in
conjunction with the Principles of Accreditation; the Resource Manual for the Principles of Accreditation;
the Guide for Evaluators Charged with Reviewing Distance and Correspondence Education; and the
Handbook for the Committees on Compliance and Reports to determine the accreditation status of the
institution (exhibits 2, 37, 86, 89, and 214). However, exhibits 1, 36 and 151 have not been provided for
analysis.

Similarly, the agency requires those institutions seeking initial accreditation to be evaluated by the
abovementioned process; as well as the Accreditation Committee's assessment, which is conducted on
institutions seeking initial accreditation; and the committee Chair's assessment of the institution's response
to the findings. The findings and responses are then provided to the C&R for review, who in turn provides
the documentation to the Executive Council for analysis and presentation to the Board for decision, unless
appealed, which requires the Appeal Committee to make the final decision on the accreditation status of the
institution. However, exhibit 160 referenced in the narrative has not been included for analysis.
The agency provided an additional listing of other standards and agency policies that may be used during
the review of an institution by agency evaluators, staff and decision making bodies; and notes the
elimination of the policy on Transfer of Accreditation among Regionals, which has been removed by the
Board (exhibit 7, 15, 84, 87, and 89). Finally, the agency provided evidence of a self-study for the
Department selected institution; however, it contains Personally Identifiable Information (PII) of
institutional Staff, Faculty and Students, which must be removed and resubmitted for analysis, pursuant to
U.S. Department of Education instructions and regulations. It should be noted that the existing institutional
documentation with PII will remain part of the renewal petition record of the agency, if requested through a
Freedom of Information Act Request (FOIA); at which time, the agency will be required to redact this
information again, hence the reason for the Departmental instructions and regulation requirements of
section §602.31 f(1) provided by the Department prior to submission of the petition submission to avoid
such duplicative requests.
Also, the full cycle of review, which includes the completed site visit report; institution response; Board of
Trustees decision letter; and other related accreditation documents for the Department selected institution
were not completed prior to the petition submission. Thus, the remaining documents must be submitted
with the agency response for analysis. Department staff will be conducting a file review of additional
agency documents related to the criteria during a file review scheduled for early next year.
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency needs to provide
exhibits 1, 7, 36, 134, 151, 160, and 200 referenced within the narrative in this section of the criteria for
analysis. The agency must also resubmit the Department selected institution's Compliance Certification
(Certification) with the redactions of all Personally Identifiable Information (PII) pursuant to section
§602.31 f(1) of the regulations, effective July 1, 2020 for analysis. Finally, the agency needs to provide the
remaining full cycle of review documents, which includes the site visit report; institution response; Board
of Trustees decision letter; and other related accreditation documents for the Department selected
institution.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded

Response:
SACSCOC submitted the Principles of Accreditation (Exhibit A), and documents evidencing its own
analysis of an institution's certification documentation, on-site review, the institutional response, and other
information substantiated by SACSCOC from other sources in order to determine compliance.
The Committee on Compliance and Reports (C&R) consists of 64 members of the SACSCOC Board of
Trustees, divided into four (4) separate committees. Each committee reviews a variety of accreditation
related cases, including substantive changes. The C&R Committee reviews the accreditation related

documents pertaining to the case and recommends action to the Executive Council, who in turn recommend
action to the Board of Trustees for final action. If the institution appeals the decision, then that decision
becomes the final action. (See Exhibit BB14, Appeals Committee policy. NOTE: This policy was noted as
Exhibit 15 and Exhibit 151 in the recognition petition). Evaluators can review the "Analyzing a Case for
Compliance" guidelines to assist their evaluation of an institution's narrative and documentation (Exhibit
AA1). The agency submitted the QEP Framework as Exhibit BB37.
SACSCOC had a policy regarding the "Transfer of Accreditation among Regionals"; however, with the
elimination of regional designations, this policy was rendered moot and was removed by the Board of
Trustees (See Exhibit BB1), p.12). Any institution seeking accreditation with SACSCOC from another
region would have to apply and follow the policy, "Seeking Initial Accreditation with SACSCOC"(Exhibit
BB19).
SACSOC submits the redacted compliance certification (self-study) document of the Department selected
institution, (b)(4)
. See Exhibit V.
SACSCOC submits the Department selected institution, (" 4)
compliance certification
(self-study) and on-site review documents. The on-site Reaffirmation Committee Report included an array
of higher education professionals with expertise to review various areas of the institution. See Exhibit HH,
Appendix A: Committee Roster, p. 48 and Exhibit AA2a: T1)( Assignment Sheet.
The Reaffirmation Committee Report contains comments from the off-site and the on-site committees. See
Exhibit HH. There were no Third-party comments for the Committee to review. See Exhibit HH, p. 47).
The committee's evaluation of the off-campus instructional site and distance education is noted on Exhibit
HH in Appendix B, pp. 49-50. The Institution's Quality Enhancement Plan (QEP) was submitted (See
Exhibit BB15). The Reaffirmation Committee reviewed and commended the institution on the quality of
the QEP. (See Exhibit HH, pp. 40-46). The list of interviews conducted by the Committee is noted in
Exhibit BB16. The Reaffirmation Committee made four (4) recommendations which the institution had to
respond. (See Exhibit HH, pp. 10, 28-34, and 51)
The Institution submitted its Institutional Response. See Exhibit NN. The compliance certification, the onsite Reaffirmation Report, and the institutional response were reviewed by a SACSCOC Board of Trustee's
Committee on Compliance and Reports (C&R) in December 2021. The C&R Committee found the
institution compliant on all the standards except for Standard 13.3 (Financial responsibilities). The C&R
Committee report included recommendations that were reviewed by the Executive Council. The Executive
Council and the Committee recommendations were forwarded to the SACSCOC Board of Trustees (See
Exhibit BB35) The Board of Trustees reaffirmed the institution's accreditation and requested a Monitoring
Report on Standard 13.3 within one year. See Exhibit II.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency still needs to provide
the Handbook for the Committees on Compliance and Reports referenced in the original narrative and cited
in the agency response, for the record and to demonstrate compliance.

Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional documentation and explanation in
relation to the criteria. In particular, the agency provided the omitted Principles of Accreditation; Executive
Council meeting minutes removing Regionals from the Transfer of Accreditation among Regionals Policy;
the Policy on Accreditation Procedures for Applicant Institutions seeking initial accreditation; guidance for
Analyzing a Case for Compliance; the Quality Enhancement Plan Framework; and Appeal Procedures of
the College Delegate Assembly to evidence the attestations of the original narrative (exhibits A, AA1
BB14, BB17, not BB1, BB19, and BB37 ). However, the agency has still not provided the Handbook for
the Committees on Compliance and Reports cited in the original narrative demonstrating the Committee's
role as evidence and for the record.
In addition, the agency provided the Department Selected Institution's compliance certification;
reaffirmation site visit report and evaluator writing assignments; institution response; Executive Council
recommendation; and Board of Trustees decision, along with the Quality Enhancement Plan, as evidence
(exhibits AA2a, BB15, BB35, HH, II, NN, and V). However, some portions of the compliance certification
are still unredacted and if requested through a Freedom of Information Act Request (FOIA), the agency
will be required to redact this information at that time (exhibit V).
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.1.7(f) Report on Compliance & Student Achievement

Narrative:
The SACSCOC Handbook for Review Committees provides information to evaluators reviewing
institutions. Institutions undergoing reaffirmation of accreditation receive written reports at various
intervals throughout the process. Following the Off-Site review, the institution receives preliminary
findings and may submit a Focused Report before the On-Site review. (Exhibit 28, p. 31) The On-Site
review committee prepares a report for which an institutional response is permitted (Exhibit 28, p. 51) and
entitled the "Report of the Reaffirmation Committee." SACSCOC has a set format for its various
committee reports. The format makes it clear that the committee report is expected to assess compliance
with the Principles of Accreditation, the institution's strengths and weaknesses, and areas needing
improvement. The passage describing the written report can be found in the Handbook for Review
Committees (Exhibit 28, pp. 36 and 73-80), and the Handbook for Institutions Seeking Reaffirmation of
Accreditation (Exhibit 27, p.31 and 49-50). Additional guidance for the Report of the Reaffirmation
Committee can be found in SACSCOC policy, "Reports Submitted for SACSCOC Review" (Exhibit 77)
and "Reaffirmation of Accreditation and Subsequent Reports (Exhibit 68)," and Directions for Completion
of the Report of the Reaffirmation Committee (Exhibit 90).
Templates for the five types of SACSCOC review committees are similar to that of the Report of the
Reaffirmation Committee form which can be found in Exhibit 91.
Within the written committee report, information is provides that addresses the core requirements and
standards in the Principles of Accreditation related to student achievement, including Core Requirements
(CR) 2.1 (Institutional mission), 8.1 (Student achievement), and 9.2 (Program length), and (Principles, pp.

11, 20 and 21, respectively), and Standard 8.2.b (Student outcomes: general education) (Principles, p. 20).
Guidance for interpreting the expectations for these core requirements and the standard can be found in the
Resource Manual for the Principles of Accreditation (Exhibit 2, pp.13,56,64, and 66-67, respectively). Also
see Exhibit, the71 policy regarding documenting alternative approaches for CR 3.1.b (Coursework for
degrees).
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Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency needs to provide exhibit 77 referenced within the narrative in this section of the criteria for
analysis. The agency must also provide the full cycle of review documents for the Department selected
institution.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that institution are provided with a detailed written report that assesses the institution's
compliance with agency standards, including areas needing improvement, and the institution's performance
with respect to student achievement. Specifically, the agency Handbooks for Seeking Reaffirmation and
Review Committees, Reports Submitted for Review, and the policy on Reaffirmation of Accreditation and
Subsequent Reports provides formats for reports and guidance to institutions and evaluators on the
submission and review of documentation for the assessment of compliance with agency accreditation
standards; along with the subsequent reporting required from the institution, evaluators, and the agency
itself. In particular, the agency requires a self-study from the institution detailing their findings of
compliance and noncompliance; an evaluation and report on the self-study by the Off and On-site
Reaffirmation Committees (evaluators); and an opportunity for the institution to respond to the evaluator's
findings (exhibits 27-28, and 68). However, exhibit 77 has not been provided for analysis. The agency also
provides directions, formats, templates, and guidance to the decision making bodies and their subsequent
Committees for reviewing and reporting findings of institutional adherence to agency standards as
presented in the Off and On-site Reaffirmation Committee reports and institution responses within the
Directions for Completion of the Report of the Reaffirmation Committee and the Report of the
Reaffirmation Committee form (exhibit 90-91).
In addition, the agency review of the institution's student achievement is conduct through the analysis of
the core requirement standards 2.1 Institutional mission; 8.1 Student achievement; 9.2 Program length; and
3.1.b Coursework for degrees addressed within the self-study, along with institutional interpretations of
student achievement, found within the agency guidance on Alternate Approaches (exhibit 71); however,
exhibit 2 referenced in the narrative has not been provided for analysis. The review and reporting of
compliance of the student achievement standards and any third party comments relating to those standards
are presented in the Off and On-site Reaffirmation Committee's reports, including the institutional
responses to the Committee's reports, to the agency's Committee on Compliance and Reports (C&R) for
assessment (exhibits 28 and 83). Once the C&R review is completed, a review and determination of the
Board of Trustees on the institution's compliance with all agency standards, including student achievement,
is then provided to the institution in a decision letter, unless appealed and the Appeal Committee renders
the final decision on the institution's accreditation status (exhibit 15). However, the agency has not
provided evidence of the Department selected Institution's full cycle of review of the criterion.
Department staff will be conducting a file review of additional agency documents related to the criteria
during a file review scheduled for early next year.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded

Response:
The agency was asked to submit the SACSCOC policy "Reports Submitted for SACSCOC Review." (See

Exhibit BB20)
on site review documents.
SACSCOC submits the Department selected institution (b)(4)
3ubmitted its Compliance Certification (self-study) (Exhibit V), which was reviewed by the on-site
Reaffirmation Committee. The institutional information regarding student achievement is noted in Exhibit
V, pp. 67-106. The Reaffirmation Committee included an array of higher education professionals with
expertise to review various areas of the institution. See Exhibit HH, Appendix A: Committee Roster, p. 48
and Exhibit AA2.a: ?))(4 Assignment Sheet.

(b)(4)

The Reaffirmation Committee Report contains comments from the off-site and the on-site review
committees. See Exhibit HH. The information regarding student achievement is noted in Exhibit HH, pp.
13-15. There were no third-party comments for the Committee to review. See Exhibit HH, p. 47. The
committee's evaluation of the off-campus instructional sites and distance education is noted on Exhibit HH
in Appendix B, pp. 49-50. The Institution's Quality Enhancement Plan (QEP) was submitted (See Exhibit
BB15). The Reaffirmation Committee reviewed and commended the institution on the quality of the QEP.
(See Exhibit HH, pp. 40-46). The list of interviews conducted by the Committee is noted in Exhibit BB16.
The Reaffirmation Committee made four (4) recommendations which the institution had to respond. See
Exhibit HH, pp. 10, 28-34, and 51. None of the recommendations related to student achievement.
The institution submitted its Institutional Response to the four (4) recommendations. See Exhibit NN. The
compliance certification (self-study), the on-site Reaffirmation Report, and the institutional response were
reviewed by a SACSCOC Board of Trustee's Committee on Compliance and Reports (C&R) in December
2021. The C&R Committee found the institution compliant on all the standards except for Standard 13.3
(Financial responsibilities). The C&R Committee report included recommendations that were reviewed by
the Executive Council. The Executive Council recommendations were forwarded to the SACSCOC Board
of Trustees (Exhibit BB35). The Board of Trustees reaffirmed the institution's accreditation and requested
a Monitoring Report on Standard 13.3 within one year. See Exhibit II.
Analyst Worksheet - Response

Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional documentation and explanation in
relation to the criteria. In particular, the agency provided the omitted Guidance for Reports Submitted for
SACSCOC Review to evidence the attestations of the original narrative in relation to the criteria (BB20). In
addition, the agency provided the Department Selected Institution's compliance certification; reaffirmation
site visit report including the evaluator writing assignments and interview list; institution response;
Executive Council recommendation; and Board of Trustees decision, along with the Quality Enhancement
Plan, as evidence (exhibits AA2a, BB15, BB16, BB35, HH, II, NN, and V). However, some portions of the
compliance certification are still unredacted and if requested through a Freedom of Information Act
Request (FOIA), the agency will be required to redact this information at that time (exhibit V).
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response

No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.17(g) Student Verification

Narrative:
The Principles of Accreditation (Principles) require candidate and member institutions to meet the
specifications outlined in this requirement. Specifically, Standard 10.6 (Distance and correspondence
education) provides:
An institution that offers distance or correspondence education: (a) ensures that the student who registers in
a distance or correspondence education course or program is the same student who participates in and
completes the course or program and receives the credit; (b) has a written procedure for protecting the
privacy of students enrolled in distance and correspondence education courses or programs; and (c) ensures
that students are notified, in writing at the time of registration or enrollment, of any projected additional
student charges associated with verification of student identity. (Exhibit 1, Principles, p. 24)
Supplemental interpretation is found in the Resource Manual and provides:
NOTES: In responding to this standard, all three subparts must be addressed.
Part (b) is not referring solely to privacy protections that apply to all students (including distance education
students) under the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 (FERPA). The institution is
expected to have specific polices to protect the privacy of students taking distance or correspondence
courses. If these students utilize the same means of verification of identity as do all students, such as a
username and password to access the learning management system, then the institution should explain how
the institution protects the privacy of usernames and passwords in general.
Part (c) may be complicated by circumstances where students must have an examination proctored, but the
institution requires the student to find the site. In those cases, the institution has an obligation to make it
clear to students in advance of registration or enrollment that there may be charges for this, and that the
student will need to find an appropriate site. (Exhibit 2, Resource Manual, pp. 99-101)
Further, SACSCOC has a policy entitled, "Distance Education and Correspondence Courses" that further
outlines the expectations for compliance. (Exhibit 50)
(b)(4)

response to this standard is provided in Exhibit 52, Compliance Certification.
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Institutional Response -

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative

Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. See analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the Principles of Accreditation, Resource Manual for the Principles of Accreditation
and the Distance and Correspondence Education policy outline candidate and accredited institution's
requirements to adhere to standard 10 Educational Policies, Procedures, and Practices, part six, in relation
to the criteria. Specifically, standard 10.6 requires an institution offering distance or correspondence
education to ensure the student who registers is the same student who participates in the course; has a
written procedure for protecting student privacy; and notifies students in writing of additional cost
associated with verification practices for distance or correspondence education courses (exhibit 2 and 50);
however, exhibit 1 had not been provided as evidence.
The agency has provided the Compliance Certification (self-study) for the U.S. Department of Education
(Department) selected institution as evidence. However, it should be noted that the Department
Accreditation guidelines provide instructions on the submission of information within the petition, which
states that the agency is to provide a copy of a self-study from at least one institution selected by the
Department with page numbers identifying the sections relevant to the criteria; and a copy of the site visit
report and decision letter from the same institution. However, the agency has not identified the page

numbers within the self-study for the Department selected institution specifically relating to the criteria,
which also contains Personally Identifiable Information (PII) of institutional Staff, Faculty and Students,
and must be removed and resubmitted for analysis. It should be noted that the existing institutional
documentation with PII will remain part of the renewal petition record of the agency, if requested through a
Freedom of Information Act Request (FOIA); at which time, the agency will be required to redact this
information again, hence the reason for the Departmental instructions and regulation requirements of
section §602.31 f(1) provided by the Department prior to submission of the petition submission to avoid
such duplicative requests.
Also, the full cycle of review, which includes the completed site visit report; institution response; Board of
Trustees decision letter; and other related accreditation documents for the Department selected institution
were not completed prior to the petition submission. Thus, the remaining documents must be submitted
with the agency response for analysis. Department staff will be conducting a file review of additional
agency documents related to the criteria during a file review scheduled for early next year.
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency needs to provide
exhibit 1 referenced within the narrative in this section of the criteria for analysis. The agency must also
resubmit the Department selected institution's Compliance Certification (Certification) with the exhibit and
page numbers for the Certification sections pertaining specifically to the criteria pursuant to the guidance
provided by the Accreditation Handbook; redact the Certification documents removing all Personally
Identifiable Information (PII) pursuant to section §602.31 f(1) of the regulations effective July 1, 2020; and
replace the current Certification documents with the redacted PII documents for analysis. Lastly, the needs
to provide the remaining full cycle of review documents, which includes the site visit report; institution
response; Board of Trustees decision letter; and other related accreditation documents for the Department
selected institution.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative

No files uploaded
Response:
The Principles of Accreditation (Principles) require candidate and member institutions to meet the
specifications outlined in this criterion. Specifically, Standard 10.6 (Distance and correspondence
education) provides:
An institution that offers distance or correspondence education: (a) ensures that the student who registers in
a distance or correspondence education course or program is the same student who participates in and
completes the course or program and receives the credit; (b) has a written procedure for protecting the
privacy of students enrolled in distance and correspondence education courses or programs; and (c) ensures
that students are notified, in writing at the time of registration or enrollment, of any projected additional
student charges associated with verification of student identity. (Exhibit A, p. 24)
Examples of how reviews of this standard occur within an institutional review are seen in the review of the
Department selected institution, ( 3)(4)
. The institution's Compliance Certification (selfstudy) document regarding Standard 10.6 (Distance and correspondence education) is found in Exhibit V,
pp. 139-140. The on-site Reaffirmation Report of the review team evaluated the information submitted by
the institution and found the institution compliant. (See Exhibit HH, pp. 20-21). The institution submitted
an Institutional Response; however, since they were found compliant, the response did not review this
standard. See Exhibit NN.

The compliance certification (self-study), the on-site Reaffirmation Report, and the institutional response
were reviewed by a SACSCOC Board of Trustee's Committee on Compliance and Reports (C&R) in
December 2021. The C&R Committee found the institution compliant on all the standards, except for
Standard 13.3 (Financial responsibilities). The C&R Committee report included recommendations that
were reviewed by the Executive Council. The Executive Council recommendations were forwarded to the
SACSCOC Board of Trustees (Exhibit BB35). The Board of Trustees reaffirmed the institution's
accreditation and requested a Monitoring Report on Standard 13.3 within one year. See Exhibit H.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional documentation and explanation in
relation to the criteria. In particular, the agency has reiterated their original response analyzed by
Department and provided the Principles of Accreditation omitted from the agency's original narrative
(exhibit A). In addition, the agency provided the compliance certification; reaffirmation site visit report and
evaluator writing assignments; institution response; Executive Council recommendation; and Board of
Trustees decision as evidence (exhibits AA2a, BB35, HH, II, NN, and V). However, some portions of the
compliance certification are still unredacted and if requested through a Freedom of Information Act
Request (FOIA), the agency will be required to redact this information at that time (exhibit V).
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.17(h) Protection of Student Privacy and Verification of Student Identity

Narrative:
The Principles of Accreditation (Principles) require candidate and member institutions to meet the
specifications outlined in this requirement. Specifically, Standard 10.6 (Distance and correspondence
education) provides:
An institution that offers distance or correspondence education: (a) ensures that the student who registers in
a distance or correspondence education course or program is the same student who participates in and
completes the course or program and receives the credit; (b) has a written procedure for protecting the
privacy of students enrolled in distance and correspondence education courses or programs; and (c) ensures
that students are notified, in writing at the time of registration or enrollment, of any projected additional
student charges associated with verification of student identity. (Exhibit 1, Principles, p. 24)
Supplemental interpretation is found in the Resource Manual and provides:
NOTES: In responding to this standard, all three subparts must be addressed.

Part (b) is not referring solely to privacy protections that apply to all students (including distance education
students) under the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 (FERPA). The institution is
expected to have specific polices to protect the privacy of students taking distance or correspondence
courses. If these students utilize the same means of verification of identity as do all students, such as a
username and password to access the learning management system, then the institution should explain how
the institution protects the privacy of usernames and passwords in general.
Part (c) may be complicated by circumstances where students must have an examination proctored, but the
institution requires the student to find the site. In those cases, the institution has an obligation to make it
clear to students in advance of registration or enrollment that there may be charges for this, and that the
student will need to find an appropriate site. (Exhibit 2, Resource Manual, pp. 99-101)
Further, SACSCOC has a policy entitled, "Distance Education and Correspondence Courses" that further
outlines the expectations for compliance. (Exhibit 50)
(b)(4)

response to this standard is provided in Exhibit 52, Compliance Certification.
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Assignment List
Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. See analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the Principles of Accreditation, Resource Manual for the Principles of Accreditation
and the Distance and Correspondence Education policy outline candidate and accredited institution's
requirements to adhere to standard 10 Educational Policies, Procedures, and Practices, part six, in relation
to the criteria. Specifically, standard 10.6 requires an institution offering distance or correspondence
education to ensure the student who registers is the same student who participates in the course; has a
written procedure for protecting student privacy; and notifies students in writing of additional cost
associated with verification practices for distance or correspondence education courses (exhibit 2 and 50);
however, exhibit 1 had not been provided as evidence.
The agency has provided the Compliance Certification (self-study) for the U.S. Department of Education
(Department) selected institution as evidence. However, it should be noted that the Department
Accreditation guidelines provide instructions on the submission of information within the petition, which
states that the agency is to provide a copy of a self-study from at least one institution selected by the
Department with page numbers identifying the sections relevant to the criteria; and a copy of the site visit
report and decision letter from the same institution. However, the agency has not identified the page
numbers within the self-study for the Department selected institution specifically relating to the criteria,
which also contains Personally Identifiable Information (PII) of institutional Staff, Faculty and Students,
and must be removed and resubmitted for analysis. It should be noted that the existing institutional
documentation with PII will remain part of the renewal petition record of the agency, if requested through a
Freedom of Information Act Request (FOIA); at which time, the agency will be required to redact this
information again, hence the reason for the Departmental instructions and regulation requirements of
section §602.31 f(1) provided by the Department prior to submission of the petition submission to avoid
such duplicative requests.
Also, the full cycle of review, which includes the completed site visit report; institution response; Board of
Trustees decision letter; and other related accreditation documents for the Department selected institution
were not completed prior to the petition submission. Thus, the remaining documents must be submitted
with the agency response for analysis. Department staff will be conducting a file review of additional
agency documents related to the criteria during a file review scheduled for early next year.
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency needs to provide
exhibit 1 referenced within the narrative in this section of the criteria for analysis. The agency must also
resubmit the Department selected institution's Compliance Certification (Certification) with the exhibit and
page numbers for the Certification sections pertaining specifically to the criteria pursuant to the guidance
provided by the Accreditation Handbook; redact the Certification documents removing all Personally

Identifiable Information (PII) pursuant to section §602.31 f(1) of the regulations effective July 1, 2020; and
replace the current Certification documents with the redacted PII documents for analysis. Lastly, the needs
to provide the remaining full cycle of review documents, which includes the site visit report; institution
response; Board of Trustees decision letter; and other related accreditation documents for the Department
selected institution.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
The Principles of Accreditation (Principles) require candidate and member institutions to meet the
specifications outlined in this requirement. Specifically, Standard 10.6 (Distance and correspondence
education) provides:
An institution that offers distance or correspondence education: (a) ensures that the student who registers in
a distance or correspondence education course or program is the same student who participates in and
completes the course or program and receives the credit; (b) has a written procedure for protecting the
privacy of students enrolled in distance and correspondence education courses or programs; and (c) ensures
that students are notified, in writing at the time of registration or enrollment, of any projected additional
student charges associated with verification of student identity. (Exhibit A, p. 24)
Examples of how reviews of this standard occur within an institutional review is seen in the review of the
Department selected institution, (3)(4)
. The institution's compliance certification (selfstudy) document regarding Standard 10.6 (Distance and correspondence education) is found in Exhibit V,
pp. 139-140. The on-site Reaffirmation Report of the review team evaluated the information submitted by
the institution and found the institution compliant. (See Exhibit HH, pp. 20-21). The Institutional Response
did not address this standard since the institution was found compliant during the on-site review. See
Exhibit NN.
The compliance certification (self-study), the on-site Reaffirmation Report, and the institutional response
were reviewed by a SACSCOC Board of Trustee's Committee on Compliance and Reports (C&R) in
December 2021. The C&R Committee found the institution compliant on all the standards, except for
Standard 13.3 (Financial responsibilities). The C&R Committee report included recommendations that
were reviewed by the Executive Council. The Executive Council recommendations were forwarded to the
SACSCOC Board of Trustees (See Exhibit BB35) The Board of Trustees reaffirmed the institution's
accreditation and requested a Monitoring Report on Standard 13.3 within one year. See Exhibit II.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional documentation and explanation in
relation to the criteria. In particular, the agency has reiterated their original response analyzed by
Department and provided the Principles of Accreditation omitted from the agency's original narrative
(exhibit A). In addition, the agency provided the compliance certification; reaffirmation site visit report and

evaluator writing assignments; institution response; Executive Council recommendation; and Board of
Trustees decision as evidence (exhibits AA2a, BB35, HH, II, NN, and V). However, some portions of the
compliance certification are still unredacted and if requested through a Freedom of Information Act
Request (FOIA), the agency will be required to redact this information at that time (exhibit V).
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response

No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.18(a)-(b)(1) Standards Respect Mission, Ensure Quality, and Are Clearly Written

Narrative:
The Principles of Accreditation (Principles) is clear regarding its application and enforcement of the
standards related to institutional mission, including religious mission, and, in fact, uses the mission as a
basis for its review. The following statements are written in the Principles:
SACSCOC supports the right of an institution to pursue its own educational mission as inherent in
fundamental values of institutional autonomy; the right of faculty members to teach, investigate, and
publish freely; and the right of students to access opportunities for learning and for the open expression and
exchange of ideas. However, exercising these rights should not substantially interfere with the overriding
obligation of an institution to offer a sound educational experience that optimizes student achievement
outcomes. (Exhibit 1, Principles, p. 5)
SACSCOC's mission notes, "Accreditation by SACSCOC signifies that the institution (1) has a mission
appropriate to higher education, (2) has resources, programs, and services sufficient to accomplish and
sustain that mission, and (3) maintains clearly specified educational objectives that are consistent with its
mission and appropriate to the degrees it offers, and that indicate whether it is successful in achieving its
stated objectives. (Principles, p. 3)
The process provides an assessment of an institution's effectiveness in the fulfillment of its self-defined
mission; its compliance with the requirements of its accrediting association; and its continuing efforts to
enhance the quality of student learning and its programs and services. (Principles, p. 4) A key characteristic
includes, "Accreditation acknowledges an institution's prerogative to articulate its mission, including a
religious mission, within the recognized context of higher education and its responsibility to show that it is
accomplishing its mission." (Principles, p. 5)
SACSCOC supports the right of an institution to pursue its established educational mission; the right of
faculty members to teach, investigate, and publish freely; and the right of students to access opportunities
for learning and for the open exchange of ideas. (Principles, p. 5)
SACSCOC bases its accreditation of degree-granting higher education institutions and entities on
requirements in the Principles of Accreditation. (Principles, p. 5)
SACSCOC applies the requirements of the Principles to all applicant, candidate, and member institutions,
regardless of the type of institution; private, for-profit; private, not-for-profit; and public. SACSCOC
evaluates an institution and makes accreditation decisions based on the following: Compliance with the

Principle of Integrity, Core Requirements, Standards, and its policies. (Principles, p. 7)
Core Requirement 2.1 (Institutional mission)
The institution has a clearly defined, comprehensive, and published mission specific to the institution and
appropriate for higher education. The mission addresses teaching and learning and, where applicable,
research and public service. (Principles, p. 11)

Standard 4.2.a (Institutional mission)
The governing board ensures the regular review of the institution's mission. (Mission review). (Principles,
p.13)
SACSCOC accredits degree-granting higher education institutions and entities based on requirements in
The Principles of Accreditation: Foundations for Quality Enhancement. These requirements apply to all
institutional programs and services, wherever located or however delivered. This includes programs offered
through distance and correspondence education, off-campus sites, and branch campuses. (Principles, p. 7).
The concept of quality enhancement presumes each member institution is engaged in an ongoing program
of improvement and be able to demonstrate how well it fulfills its stated mission. (Principles, p. 24)
Therefore, institutions are expected to develop a Quality Enhancement Plan (QEP). The QEP is an integral
component of the reaffirmation of accreditation process and is derived from an institution's ongoing
comprehensive planning and evaluation processes. It reflects and affirms a commitment to enhance overall
institutional quality and effectiveness by focusing on an issue the institution considers important to
improving student learning outcomes and/or student success. (Principles, p. 19). The specifications of the
plan are codified in Standard 7.3 (Quality Enhancement Plan). (Principles, p. 19).
The Principles, the Resource Manual, guidelines, policies, and procedures are in writing and readily
available on the SACSCOC website. See Exhibit 92 for copies of pages from the Commission's website
showing the availability of the SACSCOC documents.
To ensure consistent application of the above standards, SACSCOC has an integrated review process that
flows from the institution's self-study, to the Off-Site review, the On-Site review, submission of the review
reports to the institution for a response, and interactions with an assigned SACSCOC staff member to the
respective institutions. Peer evaluators serve on the review committees and render their best professional
judgement in light of generally accepted higher education practices. (Principles, p. 7) Peer evaluators and
committee chairs receive training to ensure consistent application of the Principles. See Exhibit 164 for
Training Agenda and topics covered. Moreover, Guidelines are provided such as the "Application of
Principles of Accreditation" to ensure consistency. See Exhibit 81. Annually, SACSCOC hosts an Annual
Meeting for peer evaluators as well as institutional faculty, staff, administrators, students, and governing
board members can familiarize themselves with the accreditation-related processes, procedures, and
expectations. See Exhibit 137, Annual Meeting Program. The SACSCOC website provides resources for
the reaffirmation and other Evaluator Resources. (See Exhibits 194 and 136)
SACSCOC has clear and written specifications of the requirements for accreditation and preaccreditation.
The applicable accreditation standards require compliance from candidate and member institutions. The
core requirements and standard incorporate applicable federal regulations and are delineated in the
Principles of Accreditation: Foundations for Quality Enhancement (2018 edition). Supplemental
interpretation of these standards is provided in a host of materials to include the Resource Manual to the
Principles of Accreditation, policies, and procedures for accreditation related activities of SACSCOC,
Guidelines and Position Statements on important accreditation related topics. All of this information is

readily accessible and available to the public on the SACSCOC website at www.sacscoc.org. See Exhibit
167 (Screen shots of SACSCOC website of Institutional Resources)
In the Principles, Section 3: Basic Eligibility Requirements notes, "SACSCOC accredits degree-granting
institutions in the southern region of the United States and those operating in select international locations.
To gain or maintain accreditation with SACSCOC, an institution is a continuously functioning organization
legally authorized to grant degrees and other academic credentials, and able to demonstrate compliance
with SACSCOC standards and policies." (Principles, p. 12)

Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

Exhibit 194 Screen shot
Reaffirmation Process
Exhibit 164 Training Modules
and Agendas
Exhibit 167 Screen shot website
Accreditation Resources
Exhibit A Principles of
Accreditation 2018
Exhibit AA2a Eal Writing
Assignment List
Exhibit BB9 Screenshot
Evaluators Resource webpage

File Name

Analyst
Comments

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

194 Screenshot of the Reaffirmation Process.p df None

None

164 Training Agendas.pdf

None

None

167 Screen shot of website pages for Accredit ing
None
Standards and Institutional Resources .pd f

None

A Principles of Accreditation 2018.pdf

None

None

AA2a Writing Assignments 16 March.pdf

None

None

BB9 Screen Shot of Evaluator Resource page.pd
None
f

None

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency needs to provide the Principles of Accreditation, exhibit 1, and exhibit 136 referenced in the
narrative as evidence in this section of the criteria for analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests the Principles of Accreditation outlines the agency standards related to mission,
including religious mission, for the review of course offerings of education and training for all education
methods such as distance, correspondence and direct assessment education courses; however, the agency
has not provided the Principles for analysis. Specifically, the agency has cited several portions of the
Principles that are related to institutional mission which, permits institutions to pursue its own educational
mission as part of the fundamental values of institutional autonomy; the right of faculty members to teach,
investigate, and publish freely; and the right of students to access opportunities for learning through open
expression and exchange of ideas without interfering with student achievement outcomes from educational
experiences. The agency Principles further attests that accreditation acknowledges an institution's
prerogative to articulate its mission, including a religious mission, within the recognized context of higher

education and its responsibility to show that it is accomplishing its mission.
Correspondingly, the agency core requirement standards 2.1 and 4.1 directly relate to institutional
requirements associated with mission, including a clearly defined, comprehensive and published mission
specific to the institution and appropriate for higher education addressing teaching, learning, research, and
public service; and regular review of the institution's mission conducted by the governing board. The
agency standards coupled with the Quality Enhancement Plan, which is a plan developed by the institution
outlining continuous improvements for student learning, provide the specifications and requirements for
compliance for candidate and member institutions. In addition, the agency attests that an integrated review
process, including consultation with the agency about eligibility requirements and accreditation status; the
submission of the self-study by the institution; Off and On-Site reviews; site visit reports and institution
response; agency review; and overall decision making body decision, ensures consistent application of the
above standards (exhibits 164, 167, and 19); however exhibit 136 referenced in the narrative has not been
provided for analysis.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative

No files uploaded
Response:
The agency was asked to submit the Principles of Accreditation. See Exhibit A.
Also, the agency was asked to submit the screenshot of the Evaluator's Resource page. See Exhibit BB9.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:

Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional documentation and explanation in
relation to the criteria. In particular, the agency provided omitted Principles of Accreditation and screenshot
of the Evaluator's Resource page to evidence the attestations within the original narrative to demonstrate
adherence to the criteria (exhibits A and BB9). The agency has also provided the Department Selected
Institutions evaluator writing assignments, which is unrelated to the requested documents.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response

No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.18(b)(2) Consistent A • • lication of Standards

Narrative:

SACSCOC has effective controls against the inconsistent application of its standards.
SACSCOC provides guidance to peer evaluators so that they understand the expectations regarding the
application of the Principles of Accreditation, allowing him or her to make a professional judgment
regarding compliance with a requirement. Of particular assistance are the Handbook for Review
Committees, the Handbook for the Committees on Compliance and Reports, the Application of the
Principles of Accreditation, the Guide for Evaluators Charged with Reviewing Distance and
Correspondence Education, and the Resource Manual for the Principles of Accreditation. (See Exhibits 1,
2, 28, 29, 36, and 37). The various training modules add another dimension to the quality of an evaluator's
professional judgments. (See Exhibits 164) (Exhibit 136: Screen shot of Evaluator Resource page). A
matrix, developed by evaluators and staff, (Exhibit 30) walks evaluators through steps for analyzing a case
for compliance—helps them understand what is required to demonstrate compliance with standards. As
mentioned earlier, new SACSOC Board of Trustee members, who make up the Committees on Compliance
and Reports and the Executive Council, as well as chairs of visiting committees, undergo two-day training
sessions in Atlanta. (See Exhibits 35, 33, and 34) (See Handbook for the Executive Council, Exhibit 10.)
SACSCOC provides guidance to members of the On-Site review committee regarding the consistent
evaluation of an institution's Quality Enhancement Plan (QEP). Although evaluation of this part of an
institution's self-study is led by a QEP evaluator who has expertise dealing with the issues identified in the
institution's QEP, the entire committee participates in this review and in the final assessment regarding
compliance. The Handbook for Reaffirmation (Exhibit 27, p. 50) provides direct guidance for the
assessment of the QEP.
Prior to the review, the Committees on Compliance and Reports (C&R) members, all evaluators meet, and
the Trustee chairs remind board members and special readers of the importance of maintaining
confidentiality of institutional materials and operating consistently in application of the Principles. Further,
prior to each group's deliberations, the SACSCOC President and staff meet with the respective C&R
Committee chairs to emphasize the importance of consistency in the decision-making process. The Chairs
meet during the process to address questions or concerns regarding issues that may arise during the
deliberations to ensure the consistent application of the Principles. These discussions among staff and
committee chairs are invaluable to the process and help ensure that the professional judgments of
evaluators are reliable assessments of the quality of an institution.
Other means of ensuring consistency in the application of standards are: (1) Off-Site Review Committees
review three Compliance Certifications from similar institutions thereby providing a process that ensures
consistent application to all cases reviewed. (2) SACSCOC staff serve as a resource for On-Site teams and
for the Board of Trustees to answer questions on the application of standards. (See Exhibit 9, Standing
Rules, p. 8.) (3) SACSCOC Vice Presidents accompany all On-Site teams with the exception of a few
substantive change committees.
See Exhibit 52 for (b)(4)
Compliance Certification (self-study). Its Off-Site review will
occur in November 2020 and the On-Site review is scheduled for Spring 2021. SACSCOC will submit the
requisite reports to the Department as they are received.
Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

Exhibit 2 Resource Manual of
the Principles
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2 Resource Manual for the Principles of Accre
ditation Foundations for Quality Enhancement. pdf

Analyst
Comments

None
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None
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None

None

27 Handbook for Institutions Seeking Reaffirm ation
None
of Accreditation.pdf
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28 Handbook for Review Committees.pdf

None

None

37. Guidelines for Addressing Distance and Co
rrespondence Education.pdf

None

None

136 Screen shot of Evaluator Resource website
page.pdf

None

None

164 Training Agendas.pdf

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None
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Reaffirmation Report Committee Report
FINAL (1).pdf
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Decision Letter.pdf
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Exhibit NN mg Institutional
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September 2021.pdf
Exhibit BB35 EC Minutes Dec
BB35 EC Dec 2021 Minutes.pdf
2021
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Assignment List
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QEP.pdf
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QEP
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Transmittal of REAF report.pdf
Reaffirmation Cmte Report
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List of Interviews.p df
Interview List
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Handbook
Exhibit BB21 Chair Training
Sessions
Exhibit BB22 Annual Meeting
Chair Sessions
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Materials
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Orientation
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Analyst
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None

None

BB22 Annual Meeting Chair Training Sessions.p df None

None

BB22A Training Materials for Chairs.pdf

None

None

BB23 2020_NewTrustees_ppt_May21.pptx

None

None

BB32 SACSCOC Memo Re ZBR .3
None
YW_MJC_Signed.pdf
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BASED-REVI EW.pdf
BB34 (13)(4)

Response 6.15.2021.pdf

None
None

None

None

BB39 Transmittal Memo On-Site Reaffirmation C
ommittee.pdf

None

None

BB38 Recusal List read at mtgs.pdf

None

None

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. See analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the Principles of Accreditation and the associated Resource Manual; Handbooks
and training modules for various Committees, Guide for Evaluators Charged with Reviewing Distance and
Correspondence Education; Matrix for analyzing a case for compliance; and Board of Trustee (Board)
training provides effective controls against the inconsistent application of agency standards (exhibits 2, 2728, and 37); however, the Principles of Accreditation, exhibit 1 and exhibits 33- 36 referenced in the
narrative have not been provided for analysis. In particular, the abovementioned agency materials provide
peer evaluators and Board of Trustee members, which comprise the subsequent Committees and Executive
Council, guidance, understanding, and overall expectations regarding the application of agency standards to
render judgements and decisions on compliance based upon reliable assessments of the quality of an
institution.
Correspondingly, the site visit chair or agency president reiterates the importance for consistent application
of agency standards along with maintaining confidentiality of institutional materials prior to review and
deliberations by evaluators, Committees, and the Board. Similarly, the agency provides additional

safeguards for consistency in standards application through the assignment of three comparable institutions
for evaluation Committee's to review ensuring appropriate judgements are made for each case; and the
accompaniment of an agency representative on all site-visits as well as the agency's continuous availability
to answer evaluator, Committees, and Board questions throughout the institutional review. However, the
agency has not provided exhibit 9 referenced in the narrative as evidence for analysis. In addition, the
agency attests that the new Board of Trustee members make up the Committees on Compliance and
Reports and the Executive Council, as well as chairs of visiting committees; however, it is unclear to
Department Staff if the new Board members participating as chairs of site visiting committees also vote on
those decisions, which poses as a conflict of interest.
Lastly, the agency also provided the Department selected institution's Compliance Certification (self-study)
as evidence. However, the agency has not identified the page numbers within the self-study for the
Department selected institution specifically relating to the criteria, which also contains Personally
Identifiable Information (PII) of institutional Staff, Faculty and Students, and must be removed and
resubmitted for analysis. Also, the full cycle of review, which includes the completed site visit report;
institution response; Board of Trustees decision letter; and other related accreditation documents for the
Department selected institution were not completed prior to the petition submission. Thus, the remaining
documents must be submitted with the agency response for analysis. Department staff will be conducting a
file review of additional agency documents related to the criteria during a file review scheduled for early
next year.
It should be noted that the agency made the Department aware of Air University not having a governing
Board, which has been dismantled due to the change in Administration, for more than six months. The
Resource Manual for The Principles of Accreditation: Foundations for Quality Enhancement Third
(Manual), Section 4.1: Governing Board, Core Requirement, states the following:
"The institution has a governing board of at least five members that
(a) is the legal body with specific authority over the institution.
(b) exercises fiduciary oversight of the institution.
(c) ensures that both the presiding officer of the board and a majority of other voting members of the board
are free of any contractual, employment, personal, or familial financial interest in the institution.
(d) is not controlled by a minority of board members or by organizations or institutions separate from it.
(e) is not presided over by the chief executive officer of the institution."
Additionally, the Manual states, "If a member institution is judged by the SACSCOC Board of Trustees to
be out of compliance with a Core Requirement, it must be placed on a sanction." The Manual also states,
"An institution that fails to comply with any of the Core Requirements, demonstrates significant
noncompliance with other standards for the Principles of Accreditation, fails to make significant progress
towards correcting deficiencies within the time allotted or does not comply with SACSCOC policies may
be placed on one or two sanctions: warning or probation." Based upon the acknowledgement by the agency
that Air University has been non-compliant for over six months with an agency standard, please provide the
Department with documentation of the actions, if any, that have been imposed on the institution from
January 20, 2020 to the present and the rationale for the action citing any additional published policies and
procedures to ensure consistent application of standards by the agency.
It should also be noted that the Department received multiple third party comments regarding the agency's
adherence to the criteria, specifically pertaining to (b)(4)
b)(4)
I; and (" 4)
The agency needs to provide additional
explanation anu umuntentation nom the abovementioned entities to demonstrate compliance with the
criterion pursuant to section §602.31 f(1) of the regulations.

Staff Determination:
The agency needs to provide clarity on the role of the new Board of Trustee members during the vote of an
institution's accreditation status when the Board member serves as chair of the site visiting committee and
exhibits 1, 9, and 33-36. In addition, the agency must resubmit the Department selected institution's
Compliance Certification (Certification) with the exhibit and page numbers for the Certification sections
pertaining specifically to the criteria pursuant to the guidance provided by the Accreditation Handbook;
redact the Certification documents removing all Personally Identifiable Information (PII) pursuant to
section §602.31 f(1) of the regulations effective July 1, 2020; replace the current Certification documents
with the redacted PII documents; and the missing documents for analysis. Lastly, the agency must provide
the information requested regarding Air University.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
SACSCOC accredits degree-granting higher education institutions and entities based on standards in the
Principles of Accreditation (Exhibit A).
SACSCOC has a 77-member board of Trustees; 13 of these members comprise the Executive Council and
64 members of the Board of Trustees comprise the Committees on Compliance and Reports (C&R
Committee). Members of the C & R Committee receive the C&R Handbook which outlines the review
process, including how to ensure consistent application of the Principles of Accreditation. (See Exhibit
BB18) The Orientation of new Board of Trustees plays a role regarding the consistent application of the
standards. When new members join the Board, they participate in a two-day training that reviews many of
these concepts. If a Board member has chaired a committee (or served on a committee) review that is on
the C&R agenda, it represents a conflict of interest, and the Board member recuses him/herself from
deliberation and decisions on the case pursuant to the SACSCOC policy, Ethical Obligation of the Board of
Trustees. See Exhibit 0, #9, p. 3. Such recusals are read aloud during the Board meeting before any vote
occurs (Exhibit BB38).
Further, orientation is provided for Committee Chairs that visit institutions. (See Exhibit BB21, Agenda of
Chair training; Exhibit BB22 and BB22A, Annual Meeting Chair Session; Exhibit BB23, Orientation of
New SACSCOC Board of Trustees).
Evidence of application of these practices are noted in the review of the Department selected institution,
(b)(4)
The institution's Compliance Certification is submitted as Exhibit V. The on-site
Reaffirmation Committee Report included an array of higher education professionals with expertise to
review various areas of the institution. See Exhibit HH, Appendix A: Committee Roster, p. 48 and Exhibit
AA2a: (3)(4) Assignment Sheet. The transmittal correspondence reminds the committee members of resource
materials available to assist their review. See Exhibit BB39.
There were no third-party comments for the Committee to review. See Exhibit HH, p. 47. The committee's
evaluation of the off-campus instructional site or distance learning program reviews are noted in Exhibit
HH, Appendix B, pp. 49-50. The institution's Quality Enhancement Plan (QEP) was submitted (See
Exhibit BB15). The on-site Reaffirmation Committee reviewed and commended the institution on the
quality of the QEP. (See Exhibit HH, pp. 40-46). The list of interviews conducted by the Committee is
noted in Exhibit BB16. The Reaffirmation Committee made four (4) recommendations which the
institution had to respond. (See Exhibit HH, Appendix C, p. 51).

The Institution submitted its Institutional Response to the four (4) recommendations. See Exhibit NN. The
compliance certification (self-study), the on-site Reaffirmation Committee Report, and the institutional
response were reviewed by a SACSCOC Board of Trustee's Committee on Compliance and Reports
(C&R) in December 2021. The C&R Committee found the institution compliant on all standards except
Standard 13.3 (Financial responsibilities). The Committee's recommendation was reviewed by the
Executive Council (See Exhibit BB35) and affirmed the committee's recommendation. The Executive
Council recommendations were submitted to the SACSCOC Board of Trustees. The Board of Trustees
reaffirmed the institution's accreditation and requested a Monitoring Report on Standard 13.3 within one
year. See Exhibit II.
(b)(4)

On March 4, 2021, the institution's assigned SACSCOC Vice President received formal notice from the
institutional accreditation liaison at (b)(4)
, that the institution's governing board had been
disbanded and was being reconstituted as part of the Department of Defense (DoD) zero-based review. As
part of the review, all advisory boards as authorized by the Secretary of Defense, effective on January 30,
2021, terminated the boards on February 16, 2021 (Exhibit BB 32 & 32A). The Secretary of Defense had
established a process timeline for review for all DoD advisory boards, including the Mg Board of Visitors,
which included the Interim Director of Administration and Management (DA&M) and Acting General
Counsel of the DoD (GC DoD), reviewing and providing final recommendations on each committee to the
Secretary of Defense by June 1, 2021.
In a letter dated May 4, 2021, the SACSCOC Vice President requested a response from the institution
regarding its ongoing compliance with Core Requirement 4.1 (Governing board characteristics), which
specifies that member institutions are expected to have at least five members. (See Exhibit BB33) 1231
(b)(4)
provided a response, dated June 15, 2021, documenting its adherence to the directive by the
Secretary of Defense and noting that it was in a holding pattern, having completed its portion of the review
and now awaiting action by the Secretary of Defense. (See Exhibit BB34)
The SACSCOC Vice President has maintained regular communication with the liaison regarding this
unusual situation. At this point, the institution is awaiting action by the current President of the United State
of America. The leadership at (3)(4)
is hopeful to have its governing board seated soon. Further,
the SACSCOC President has discussed this matter with the Assistant Secretary of Education and asked that
communication be made between DOD and the Department as to the importance of appointing these
members to the institutional governing board.
As it relates to this criterion, the third-party comments are general allegations that SACSCOC has not
consistently followed its policies and procedures; however, there are no specific instances regarding types
of actions or standards that were not applied consistently during this review cycle. Moreover, many of the
allegations relate to instances that occurred during the last review cycle. Those instances were reviewed at
that time and SACSCOC was found compliant with this criterion.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency still needs to provide

the Standing Rules referenced in the original narrative for the record and to demonstrate compliance.
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional documentation and explanation in
relation to the criteria. Specifically, the agency provided the omitted Principles of Accreditation, Handbook
for Committees on Compliance and Reports, and Training Session agendas for Chair's and New Trustees to
evidence attestations in the original narrative (exhibits A, BBB18, B21-22, B22A, and BB23); however, the
Standing Rules have still not been provided as evidence and for the record.
Further, the agency provided additional clarification on the role of the Board of Trustee (Board) members
and the visiting committees. In particular, the agency reiterated the composition and processes for the
accreditation review of the agency, noting the handling of recusals and conflicts of interests of the Board
(exhibits BB23 and BB38). It should be noted that Department Staff observed the New Trustees
Orientation in April 2022, which provided additional clarification to Department Staff on the role of New
Trustees which was observed as the role of observer during the off-site visit reviews for training purposes.
The agency also provided the requested full cycle of review of the Department Selected Institution to
demonstrate the aforementioned processes of the agency. Particularly, the agency provided the compliance
certification; reaffirmation site visit report including the evaluator notification, writing assignments, and
interview list; institution response and request for response; Executive Council recommendation; and Board
of Trustees decision, along with the Quality Enhancement Plan, as evidence (exhibits AA2a, BB15, BB16,
BB35, BB36, BB39, HH, II, NN, and V). However, some portions of the compliance certification are still
unredacted and if requested through a Freedom of Information Act Request (FOIA), the agency will be
required to redact this information at that time (exhibit V).
In addition, the agency provided addition explanation regarding the institutional governing board of (b)(4
(b)(4)
. In particular, the agency provided background information and timelines of
correspondence regarding the Department of Defense disbandment of the current institutional governing
board of the 93)(4 authorized by the Secretary of Defense in February 2021. As a result of the
notification of this disbanding, the agency has continued to follow-up with the institution's Accre itation
Liaison for status updates; and has been informed that the institution is awaiting action from the President
of the United States to complete the reconstitution of the institutional governing board (exhibits 32A,
BB32, and BB34). Lastly, the agency attests that the third-party commenters allegations has not provided
specific actions or standards applied during this recognition period regarding this criterion to provide a
response.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.18(b)(3) Decisions Based on Published Standards

Narrative:
SACSCOC bases decisions regarding accreditation and candidacy on the Principles of Accreditation, which
states:

SACSCOC accredits degree-granting higher education institutions and entities based on requirements in
The Principles of Accreditation: Foundations for Quality Enhancement. These requirements apply to all
institutional programs and services, wherever located or however delivered. This includes programs offered
through distance and correspondence education, off-campus sites, and branch campuses. (Exhibit 1,
Principles, p.'7)
SACSCOC does not use a negative factor for religious-mission based policies. Evaluations are conducted
primarily by peer evaluators from institutions with similar missions.
Further, in the Principles of Accreditation, Standard 10.6 (Distance and correspondence education) outlines
the institution's requirements to ensure this accountability to students that may enroll in distance education
or correspondence courses.
To ensure that institutions understand this point, SACSCOC staff conduct an Orientation of Leadership
Teams and reviews the policy, "Distance Education and Correspondence Courses" (see Exhibit 50). This
policy, available to the public via the SACSCOC website (www.sacscoc.org), defines distance education
for purposes of accreditation, stresses that institutions must ensure that their distance education and
correspondence courses and programs comply with the Principles of Accreditation, and references
categories that apply to distance education. The policy "Reaffirmation of Accreditation and Subsequent
Reports" (Exhibit 68) indicates how the Off-Site and On-Site review process is conducted for institutions
that regularly use distance education delivery systems.
To support SACSCOC's assertion of basing its decisions on the Principles of Accreditation, the following
documents are provided: (1) sample decisions letters, including an adverse action taken against an
institution, (2) On-Site committee reports, (3) excerpts of minutes from two Committees on Compliance
and Reports (with institutional names redacted), (4) an abbreviated copy of the SACSCOC Board Chair's
remarks in June and in December, and (5) abbreviated copy of a C&R Chair's annotated agenda.
Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

Exhibit 68 Reaffirmation of
Accreditation and Subsequent Reports
Exhibit 50 Distance Ed and
Correspondence Courses
Exhibit 95 Excerpt of C&R
Committee Minutes
Exhibit A Principles of Accreditation
2018
Exhibit HH
On site Reaffirm
Committee Report
Exhibit AA2a al Writing
Assignment List
Exhibit BB24 SACSCOC Decision
Ltrs
Exhibit BB41 Excerpts of Minutes
Cmte on C and R
Exhibit BB42 BOT Chair's Remarks

File Name

Analyst
Comments

68 Reaffirmation of Accreditation and
None
Subsequ ent Reports Policy Statement.pdf
50 Distance Education and Correspondence
None
Cour ses Policy Statement.pdf
95 Excerpts of Minutes from the
None
Committees on Compliance and Reports.pdf

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

None
None
None

A Principles of Accreditation 2018.pdf

None

None

HH (b)(4)
'Reaffirmation
Report - FINAL (1).pdf

None

None

AA2a Writing Assignments 16 Marc h.pcif

None

None

BB24 SACSCOC Decision Letters.pdf

None

None

BB41 Excerpts of Minutes from the
None
Committees on Compliance and Reports.pdf
BB42 SACSCOC Board Chair remarks EC None

None
None

Exhibit Title

2020
Exhibit BB43 BOT Chair Remarks
2019

File Name

Analyst
Comments

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

and BOT m eeting 12.2020.pdf
BB43 Scripts for BOT Chair 2019.pdf

None

None

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative

Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency needs to provide the Principles of Accreditation, exhibit 1, in this section of the criteria for
analysis. The agency also needs to provide the sample decisions letters, including an adverse action taken
against an institution; On-Site committee reports; an abbreviated copy of the Board of Trustees meeting;
and Committee agenda referenced in the narrative for analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the Principles of Accreditation provides the requirements for preaccreditation and
accreditation for degree-granting higher education institutions and entities, including their associated
locations and delivery methods, which does not include negative factors as outlined within the criteria;
however, the agency has not provided the Principles, exhibit 1, for analysis. In addition, the agency attests
that standard 10.6, Distance and Correspondence Education, provides the accountability procedures
institutions are to follow for students enrolled in distance and correspondence education courses to ensure
this delivery method of instruction is defined and follows in the agency standards. The agency policies on
Distance Education and Correspondence Courses and the Reaffirmation of Accreditation and Subsequent
Reports further outlines agency requirements and the review during the on-site visit of those requirements
which is evidenced in the abovementioned policies and excerpt from an agency Compliance Committee
review of a member institution (exhibits 50, 68, and 95). However, evidenced of sample decisions letters,
including an adverse action taken against an institution; On-Site committee reports; an abbreviated copy of
the Board of Trustees meeting; and Committee agenda referenced in the narrative have not been provided
for analysis.
Department staff will be conducting a file review of additional agency documents related to the criteria
during a file review scheduled for early next year.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative

No files uploaded
Response:
SACSCOC was asked to provide the Principles of Accreditation, which is submitted as Exhibit A.
SACSCOC provides decision letters to institutions regarding all accreditation-related reviews. See Exhibit
BB24, Various decision letters, including an adverse action letter. An example of on-site Reaffirmation
Committee Report for the Department selected institution, (b)(4)
is submitted as Exhibit
HH.

The agency submitted excerpts from two Committees on Compliance and Reports (Exhibit BB41); the
Board chair's annotated Executive Council agendas for June (September) 2020 and December 2019
(Exhibit BB43); and copies of the SACSCOC Board chair's remarks in June (rescheduled to September
2020 due to COVID pandemic) 2020 and in December 2019 (Exhibit BB42).
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency still needs to provide
sample decisions letters of adverse action taken against an institution.
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional documentation and explanation in
relation to the criteria. Specifically, the agency reiterated the requirement to provide decision letters to
demonstrate the review and status of accreditation of membership institutions. In addition, the agency
provided the omitted Principles of Accreditation; the Department Selected Institution's Reaffirmation site
visit report, including the evaluator writing assignment; the Committee on Compliance and Reports
meeting meetings; Executive Council, which is comprised of Board of Trustee members, meeting minutes;
and sample decision letters to evidence the attestations of the original narrative (exhibits A, AA2a, HH,
BB24, and BB41-BB43). However, the agency has still not provided sample decision letters of adverse
actions as referenced in the original narrative, requested in the staff determination, and cited in the agency
response.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.18(b)(4) Reasonable Assurance of Accurate Information

Narrative:
SACSCOC has a reasonable basis for determining that the information it relies on is accurate. When
presenting its case for compliance, an institution refers to the SACSCOC Handbook for Institutions
Seeking Reaffirmation of Accreditation (member institutions) or the Handbook for Institutions Seeking
Initial Accreditation (applicant/candidates). Each of the documents describes how the institution should
present its case for compliance. A discussion of that procedure is described in Exhibit 73, pp. 20-26 and 4951 of the Handbook for Institutions Seeking Initial Accreditations; and in Exhibit 27, pp. 20-25 of the
Handbook for Institutions Seeking Reaffirmation. These points are reviewed with institutions during their
orientation session kicking off their reaffirmation process begins and for applicants during the applicant
workshops held by SACSCOC twice a year.

Evaluators refer to pages 31-36 of the Handbook for Review Committees for additional directions on how
to evaluate compliance issues and how to consider data.
In addition, SACSCOC conducts annual Small College Initiatives workshops designed for institutions that,
in the past, have had a difficult time meeting the Principles. The April 2020 meeting theme was "Finances."
Themes for previous small college initiatives included student learning, institutional effectiveness,
governance, finance, and faculty. (Exhibit 67) Due to COVID-19, the meeting, to address finances,
scheduled for April 2020 was rescheduled for Spring 2021.
To help institutions shape their data for presentation to SACSCOC, at the request of the membership, staff
have developed templates that apply to some of the standards in the Principles. A list of these templates can
be found in Exhibit 136 ,Screen shots of Evaluator Resources and Reaffirmation Process). These templates
guide institutions in the development of their cases for compliance.
The annual collection of enrollment and finance information through the use of Institutional Profiles has
allowed SACSCOC to "track" an institution's data. If data provided by the institutions appears to disagree
with previously submitted data, staff contact the institution to resubmit. (Exhibits 115 and 115A)
Most importantly, SACSCOC's first principle is Integrity (See Principles, p. 11) Core Requirement 1.1
(Integrity) expects that, "The institution operates with integrity in all matters." (Principles, p. 11) Findings
of noncompliance with this core requirement is cause to place the institution on a sanction or, depending on
its grievous nature, to take adverse action against the institution (i.e., Probation or removal from
membership), in accordance with SACSCOC policy, Sanctions, Denial of Reaffirmation and Removal from
Membership." (Exhibit 85)
(b)(4)
The Compliance Certification and Monitoring Reports submitted by
(Exhibit 52)
shows how data is used by an institution to support its determinations of compliance with the Principles.
The institution used the SACSCOC templates.
Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

File Name

Analyst
Comments

Exhibit 27 Handbook for Seeking
27 Handbook for Institutions Seeking
None
Reaffirmation
Reaffirm ation of Accreditation.pdf
Exhibit 67A 2017 Small College
67_A Agenda Small College Initiative None
Initiative Agendas
April 2017.pdf
Exhibit 67B 2018 Small College
67_B Small College Initiative Agenda
None
Initiative Agenda
2018.pdf
Exhibit 67C 2019 Small College
67_C 14th SACSCOC Annual Small
None
Initiative Agenda
College Initia tive Agenda - 2019.pdf
Exhibit 73 Handbook of Institutions 73 Handbook for Institutions Seeking Initial
None
Seeking Initial Accreditation
Accreditation.pdf
Exhibit 1 15 Inctinninnal Fin1nce
b)(4)
115 2018 Fin Profile (b)(4)
.pdf
None
Profile i(
Exhibit 115A Electronic Request for 115A Electonic request for Institutional Fina
None
Institutional Finance Profile
nce Profile.pdf
Exhibit 52A Compliance Certification 52A Com • liance Certification (b)(4)
None
(b)(4)
pdf

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

Exhibit Title

File Name

Exhibit 52B Compliance Certification 52B Compliance Certification (b)(4)
(b)(4)
.pdf
Exhibit 52C Compliance Certification 52C Compliance Certification (b)(4)
b)(4)
(b)(4)
pdf
Exhibit V II Compliance
V Compliance Certification (b)(4)
(b)(4)
Certification
.pdf
In site Reaffirm
HH b)(4)
Exhibit H
'Reaffirmation
Committee Report
Report - FINAL (1).pdf
Exhibit II "4) keaffirmation Decision .(b)(4)
II
Decision Letter.pdf
Letter
Exhibit NN 13)(4 Institutional
NN (b)(4)
Institutional
Response
Response - September 2021.pdf
Exhibit BB35 EC Minutes Dec 2021 BB35 EC Dec 2021 Minutes.pdf
Exhibit BB2 Sanctions Policy
BB2 Sanction Policy.pdf
Exhibit AA2a F]Writing
I
AA2a Writing Assignments 16 March.pdf
Assignment List
Exhibit BB9 Screenshot Evaluators BB9 Screen Shot of Evaluator Resource
Resource webpage
page.pd f
(b)(
Exhibit BB12
Institutional
BB12 (b)(4)
'Institutional
Summary Form
Summar y.pdt
Exhibit BB15 (b)(4)
BB15 (b)(4)
QEP.pdf
QEP
Exhibit BB16 (b)( On-Site Interview BB16 (b)(4)
List of
List
Intervtews.p dl
Exhibit BB27
Financial Profile
BB27 (b)(4)
Fib Profile 2018.pdf
Exhibit BB25 Handbook for Review BB25 Handbook for Review
Committees
Committees.pdf

(b)(4)

Analyst
Comments

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None
None

None
None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. See analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the Handbooks on Institutions Seeking Initial or Reaffirmation of Accreditation and
Review Committees outlines the compliance and documentation requirements utilized for making
accrediting decisions (exhibits 27 and 73); however, the Handbook on Review Committees has not been
provided for analysis. Specifically, the agency attests that the Handbooks explain the standards
requirements; describes the evidence to include within the self-study to demonstrate compliance; and the
review process for determining compliance for an accrediting decision, which is reinforced through
institutional orientation, prior to the on-site visit of the institution (exhibits 27 and 73).

In addition, the agency offers focused trainings, templates, and data collection tools in relation to the
reaffirmation process to assist those institutions, demonstrating challenges with agency standards, with
creating and presenting the appropriate and relevant information for evaluators and the agency to ensure the
institution meets the requirements set forth in making accreditation decisions. Specifically, the agency has
provided evidence of training workshops on effective governance, student achievement, and finances; the
electronic request for institutional profile data and the institutional profile for the Department selected
institution, utilized to track and verify the consistency of financial data submitted by the institution that is
substantiated by the agency record; and templates to guide the institution in the development of their cases
for compliance (exhibits 67 A-C, 115, and 115A); however, evidence of the templates, exhibit 136,
referenced in the narrative has not been provided for analysis. The agency further attests that the agency
Principles core requirement standard 1, Integrity, requires an institution to operate with integrity in all
matters, including reporting of information, or face a sanction/adverse action for noncompliance with this
core requirement. However, exhibits 1, Principles, nor exhibit 85, Sanctions, Denial of Reaffirmation and
Removal from Membership, have been provided as evidence in this section of the criteria for analysis.
Lastly, the agency provided additional information regarding the review of the Department selected
institution; however agency has not identified the page numbers of the documents provided within the
Compliance Certification (self-study) for the Department selected institution, which also contains
Personally Identifiable Information (PH) of institutional Staff, Faculty and Students, which must be
removed and resubmitted for analysis, pursuant to U.S. Department of Education instructions and
regulations. Also, the full cycle of review, which includes the completed site visit report; institution
response; Board of Trustees decision letter; and other related accreditation documents for the Department
selected institution were not completed prior to the petition submission. Thus, the remaining documents
must be submitted with the agency response for analysis. Department staff will be conducting a file review
of additional agency documents related to the criteria during a file review scheduled for early next year.
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency needs to provide
exhibits 1 and 85 and the Handbook on Review Committees in this section of the criteria for analysis. The
agency must also resubmit the Department selected institution's Compliance Certification (Certification)
with the exhibit and page numbers for the Certification sections pertaining specifically to this section of the
criteria pursuant to the guidance provided by the Accreditation Handbook; redact the Certification
documents removing all Personally Identifiable Information (PH) pursuant to section §602.31 f(1) of the
regulations effective July 1, 2020; and replace current Certification documents with the redacted PII
documents for analysis; and provide the remaining full cycle of review documents, which includes the site
visit report; institution response; Board of Trustees decision letter; and other related accreditation
documents for the Department selected institution.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
SACSCOC has a reasonable basis for determining that the information it relies on is accurate. The Chief
Executive Officer of each institution must sign an attestation that the information submitted is accurate.
(See Exhibit V, initial page) Evaluators refer to pages 31-36 of the Handbook for Review Committees
(Exhibit BB25) for additional directions on how to evaluate compliance issues and how to consider data.
The information from the off-site report is included in the on-site Reaffirmation Committee report for

r

)(4)

in Exhibit HH.
To help institutions shape their data for presentation to SACSCOC, at the request of the membership, staff
have developed templates that apply to some of the standards in the Principles (Exhibit A). A list of these
templates can be found in Exhibit BB9 , Screenshots of Evaluator Resources pages. These templates guide
institutions in the development of their case for compliance. Any non-compliance with the Principles of
Accreditation is governed by the SACSCOC policy, "Sanctions, Denial of Reaffirmation and Removal
from Membership". See Exhibit BB2
An example of the financial information submitted by the Department selected institution, (b)(4)
(b)(4)
, is provided (Exhibit BB27, (b)(4)
Financial Profile and Exhibit BB12, (b)(4)
Institutional Summary form).
Evidence of application of these practices are noted in the review of the Department selected institution,
. The on-site Reaffirmation Committee Report included an array of higher education
professional with expertise to review various areas of the institution. See Exhibit HH, Appendix A:
Committee Roster, p. 48 and Exhibit AA2a:(3)0)1Assignment Sheet. These include the Reaffirmation
Committee Report, containing comments from the off-site and the on-site committees. See Exhibit HH.
There were no third-party comments for the Committee to review. See Exhibit HH, p. 47). The committee's
evaluation of the off-campus instructional site and distance education reviews is noted on Exhibit HH in
Appendix B, pp. 49-50. The Institution's Quality Enhancement Plan (QEP) was submitted (Exhibit BB15).
The Reaffirmation Committee reviewed and commended the institution on the quality of the QEP. (See
Exhibit HH, pp. 40-46). The list of interviews conducted by the Committee is noted in Exhibit BB16. The
Reaffirmation Committee made four (4) recommendations which the institution had to respond. (See
Exhibit HH, Appendix C, p. 51).

(b)(4)

The Institution submitted its Institutional Response. See Exhibit NN. The compliance certification, the onsite Reaffirmation Report, and the institutional response were reviewed by a SACSCOC Board of Trustee's
Committee on Compliance and Reports (C&R) in December 2021. The C&R Committee found the
institution compliant on all standards except Standard 13.3 (Financial responsibilities) and recommended a
Monitoring Report within one year. The Committee's recommendation was reviewed by the Executive
Council (See Exhibit BB35) and affirmed the committee's recommendation. The Executive Council
recommendations were submitted to the SACSCOC Board of Trustees. The Board of Trustees reaffirmed
the institution's accreditation and requested a Monitoring Report on Standard 13.3 within one year. See
Exhibit II.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional documentation and explanation in
relation to the criteria. Specifically, the agency reiterated the basis of accuracy in accrediting decision
making, which is attained through attestations signed by the institution and guidance documents utilized to
train evaluators (exhibits BB9 and V). In addition, the agency provided the omitted Principles of
Accreditation; Policy on Sanctions, Denial of Reaffirmation, and Removal from Membership; and the
Handbook for Review Committees (exhibits A, found in 602.18(b)(3), BB2 and BB25).
In addition, the agency provided the Department Selected Institution's compliance certification;

reaffirmation site visit report including the evaluator writing assignments and interview list; institution
response; Executive Council recommendation; and Board of Trustees decision, along with the Financial
Profile, Institutional Summary, and Quality Enhancement Plan, as evidence (exhibits AA2a, BB12, BB15,
BB16, BB27, BB35, HH, H, NN, and V). However, some portions of the compliance certification are still
unredacted and if requested through a Freedom of Information Act Request (FOIA), the agency will be
required to redact this information at that time (exhibit V).
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.18(b)(5) Report Clearly Identifies Deficiencies

Narrative:
Institutions undergoing reaffirmation of accreditation receive written reports at various intervals throughout
the process. Following the Off-Site review, the institution receives preliminary findings and may submit a
Focused Report before the On-Site review. See Exhibit 27, Handbook on Reaffirmation, p. 31. The On-Site
Review Committee prepares a report for which an institutional response is permitted and entitled the
"Report of the Reaffirmation Committee." SACSCOC has a set format for its various committee reports.
The format makes it clear that the committee report is expected to assess compliance with the Principles of
Accreditation, the institution's strengths and weaknesses, and areas needing improvement. The passage
describing the written report can be found in the Handbook for Review Committees (Exhibit 168, pp. 36
and 73-80), and the Handbook on Reaffirmation of Accreditation (Exhibit 27, p.31 and 49-50). Additional
guidance for the Report of the Reaffirmation Committee can be found in SACSCOC policy, "Reports
Submitted for SACSCOC Review" and "Reaffirmation of Accreditation and Subsequent Reports (Exhibit
77)," and Directions for Completion of the Report of the Reaffirmation Report (Exhibit 90). Templates for
the five types of SACSCOC review committees are similar to that of the Report of the Reaffirmation
Committee form which can be found in Exhibit 91.
SACSCOC review committees provide an institution with a detailed written report that clearly identifies
areas of non-compliance. After the Off-Site Review, institutions are strongly encouraged to prepare a
Focused Report to address the non-compliance issues cited by the Off-Site Reaffirmation Committee. This
process is described in the Handbook for Institutions Seeking Reaffirmation, Exhibit 27, p.30.
During the On-Site review, if an institution is cited for failing to meet core requirements or standards, the
On-Site committee writes a "recommendation." In preparation for review by the B on the institution's
status, the institution is directed to respond to each recommendation and provide supporting documentation.
If non-compliance is found after the On-Site review, institutions may submit an "Institutional Response,"
which is to the Board of Trustees via its standing committee, the Committees on Compliance and Reports,
pursuant to SACSCOC policy, "Reports Submitted for SACSCOC Review" (Exhibit 77). This policy
addresses the protocols for responding to recommendations.
After the Board of Trustees takes action on an institution's accreditation case, if all standards are met, the
institution receives a letter stating that no further report is required. If there are areas of continued noncompliance, the institution receives a letter outlining the area(s) of non-compliance and citing the
recommendations formerly identified by the On-Site committee. The institution is expected to demonstrate

compliance with the areas identified at a time designated in the letter, not to exceed one year from the date
of Board action. (Exhibit 125)
For substantive changes, if non-compliance is found, then an institution receives written directions
regarding its noncompliance with specific core requirements or standards with the Principles of
Accreditation and the monitoring report required. (Exhibit 29, Substantive Change policy, p 4). If an
institution fails to report a substantive change that requires prior approval or prior notification, and that
unreported substantive change is discovered during the Off-Site or the On-Site review, the committee will
take the following actions:
• If discovered during the Off-Site review. The Off-Site Reaffirmation Committee will mark Standard 14.2
out of compliance. The institution will be able to address this in its Focused Report and before the On-Site
review.
• If discovered during the On-Site review. The On-Site Reaffirmation Committee will mark Standard 14.2
out of compliance and write a recommendation. The institution will address the recommendation in its
response to the Commission.
(Exhibit 68, Reaffirmation and Subsequent Reports, pp. 2-4)
Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

Exhibit 29 Sub Change
Policy and Procedures
Exhibit 27 Handbook for
Seeking Reaffirmation
Exhibit 68 Reaffirmation of
Accreditation and
Subsequent Reports
Exhibit 83 Third Party
Comment by Public
Exhibit 90 Directions for
Completing Reaffirmation
Committee Report
Exhibit 91 Report of the
Reaffirmation Committee
form
Exhibit BB2 Sanctions
Policy
Exhibit AA2a (b)(4 Writing
Assignment List
Exhibit BB24 SACSCOC
Decision Ltrs
Exhibit BB25 Handbook for
Review Committees
Exhibit BB44 Report of a
Candidacy Committee

File Name

29 Substantive Change Policy and Procedures.p df

Analyst
Comments

Agency's
Exhibit
Comments

None

None

27 Handbook for Institutions Seeking Reaffirm ation of
None
Accreditation.pdf

None

68 Reaffirmation of Accreditation and Subsequ ent
Reports Policy Statement.pdf

None

None

83. Third-Party-Comment-by-the-Public-Policy. pdf

None

None

90 Directions for Completion of the Report of the
Reaffirmation Committee.pdf

None

None

91 Report of the Reaffirmation Committee.pdf

None

None

BB2 Sanction Policy.pdf

None

None

AA2a Writing Assignments 16 March.pdf

None

None

BB24 SACSCOC Decision Letters.pdf

None

None

BB25 Handbook for Review Committees.pdf

None

None

BB44 Candidacy_Committee_Report_Form.2018.pdf

None

None

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. See analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the Handbooks on Institutions Seeking Reaffirmation of Accreditation and Review
Committees outlines the written reporting requirements for identifying deficiencies of an institution's
compliance with agency standards while undergoing reaffirmation (exhibit 27); however, the Handbook on
Review Committees has not been provided for analysis, nor an outline of the written reporting for
candidacy institutions. Specifically, the agency attests that the Handbooks explain the Off and On-site
Reaffirmation Committees review processes, which includes the agency evaluators review of the
institution's Compliance Certification (self-study) by the Off-site Committee, who provides a written report
of their compliance findings for the institution and allows the institution to submit a focused report
addressing the Off-site Committee's findings; and the On-site Committee's review of the Off-site
Committee report and the institution's focused response. Upon completion of the report reviews and the onsite visit, the On-site Committee provides its written report findings, which are also reviewed and
responded to by the institution as well to the Board of Trustees (Board) (exhibits 27). The agency policy on
Reaffirmation of Accreditation and Subsequent Reports, and additional guidance documents provides
formats and directions for the abovementioned reports of the review committees (exhibits 68, not 77 as
referenced in the narrative, and 90-91).
In addition, the agency Board reviews the written reports of the Off and On-site Reaffirmation Committees,
along with the institutional responses, and determines an action based on the institution's compliance with
agency standards, which may include a letter to the institution identifying recommendations for areas of
noncompliance and the institution must then respond to those recommendations within a year. However,
the evidence cited in the narrative demonstrating this written notification has not been provided for
analysis. Further, the agency policy on substantive change requires an institution requesting a substantive
change to be reviewed and notified in writing with an explanation of deficiencies with any standards, along
with directions for additional monitoring or the imposition of a sanction. Similarly, in the case of an
institution's implementation of a substantive change without approval, the Off and/or On-site evaluators
document the finding within the site-visit report provided to the institution and the Board for a response and
action. The agency has also provided exhibit 83; however, the agency has not provided the relevance of its
inclusion.
Department staff will be conducting a file review of additional agency documents related to the criteria
during a file review scheduled for early next year.
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency needs to provide the
Handbook on Review Committees and exhibit 125 referenced in the narrative for analysis. The agency
must also define "B" within the agency narrative sentence "In preparation for review by the B on the
institution's status, the institution is directed to respond to each recommendation and provide supporting
documentation." in relation to the criteria. In addition, the agency needs to provide the written report

requirements for candidacy institutions during the review process for analysis. Lastly, the agency needs to
provide the relevance for the inclusion of exhibit 83 in this section of the criteria.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative

No files uploaded
Response:
The On-Site Review Committee prepares a report, entitled the "Report of the Reaffirmation Committee,"
for which an institutional response is permitted. SACSCOC has a set format for its various committee
reports. The format makes it clear that the committee report is expected to assess compliance with the
Principles of Accreditation, the institution's strengths and weaknesses, and areas needing improvement.
The passage describing the written report can be found in the Handbook for Review Committees (Exhibit
BB25, pp. 36 and 73-80).
After the Board of Trustees acts on an institution's accreditation case, if all standards are met, the
institution receives a letter stating that no further report is required. If there are areas of continued noncompliance, the institution receives a letter outlining the area(s) of non-compliance and citing the
recommendations formerly identified by the On-Site committee. The institution is expected to demonstrate
compliance with the areas identified at a time designated in the letter, not to exceed one year from the date
of Board action. (Exhibit BB24A-J)
NOTE: In the recognition petition, the sentence "In preparation for review by the B on the institution's
status, the institution is directed to respond to each recommendation...", the "B" is the "Board", referring to
the SACSCOC Board of Trustees review via the Board's Committee of Compliance and Executive Council
review and recommendations to the Board.
Any non-compliance with the Principles of Accreditation is governed by the SACSCOC policy, "Sanctions,
Denial of Reaffirmation and Removal from Membership". See Exhibit BB2. NOTE: This policy was
Exhibit 85 in the petition; however, Exhibit 83 was attached inadvertently.
The Report of the Candidacy Committee is a fairly compact document that consists of three primary
sections, namely:
• Section I (Overview and Introduction to the Institution) briefly describes the institution by focusing on
such issues as its history, control, enrollment, and primary student characteristics. In so doing, it lays a
foundation for the evaluative comments that follow.
• Section II (Assessment of Compliance) opens with the committee's evaluation of the institution's
compliance with the Principle of Integrity (Core Requirement 1.1), which is not addressed by the institution
in its revised Application for Membership. Section II then displays each of the Principles addressed in the
revised Application. Under each is a brief narrative in which the candidacy committee identifies the
primary evidence of compliance that it reviewed and, where necessary, describes missing documentation
and/or weaknesses in the institution's argument for compliance. For each of the requirements and
standards, the committee's narrative closes with a direct statement of the committee's finding of
compliance or noncompliance.
• Section III (Observations and Comments) provides both validations of institutional strengths and
consultative advice on quality enhancement and/or on preparing the Compliance Certification for the
accreditation committee.

All findings and comments in the report reflect the collective professional judgment of the entire
committee. Two appendices record the roster of the members of the candidacy committee and details about
the off-campus sites visited and/or distance learning programs reviewed. The template for the Report of the
Candidacy Committee is submitted for review. See Exhibit BB44, p. 34.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency needs to provide the
complete report template cited in narrative and a completed Report for the Candidacy Committee for
analysis and the record.
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional documentation and explanation in
relation to the criteria. Specifically, the agency reiterated the documentation utilized to clearly report
institutional deficiencies pertaining to compliance with standards, including the missing Handbook for
Review Committees, which contains the requirements of site visit repots, and the process of review for
Board of Trustee decisions (exhibit BB25). In addition, the agency clarified the "B" reference in the
original narrative, which should read "Board," referring to the agency Board of Trustees; and provided the
omitted Policy on Sanctions, Denial of Reaffirmation, and Removal from Membership, and Sample
Decision Letters citing compliance determinations and expectations for attaining compliance as evidence to
attestations within the original narrative (exhibit BB2 and BB24).
The agency also cited the evaluation requirements for candidacy institutions, which includes the review of
the candidate institution's history; assessment of compliance through the evaluation of adherence with the
Principles of Accreditation; and documented observations and comments related to the institution's
compliance certification by the Candidacy Committee. Further, the agency attests that the findings of the
Committee and the appendices are recorded on the Report of the Candidacy Committee (exhibit B44);
however, the template for the aforementioned Committee report is incomplete and does not include the
pages cited in the narrative for review of the criterion. Lastly, the agency provided the Department Selected
Institution's evaluator writing assignments, which is unrelated to the agency response; and attests that the
Policy on Third-Party Comment by The Public included in the original narrative for this criterion was
submitted in error.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.18(b)(6)(i-ii) Retroactive Accreditation

Narrative:

SACSCOC has a policy regarding the Reaffirmation of Member Institutions and Subsequent Report which
outlines the reaffirmation process and expectations for institutional compliance. SACSCOC does not have a
policy or practice of retroactive application of an accreditation decision. (Exhibit 68, Reaffirmation of
Member Institutions and Subsequent Report, p. 4).
SACSCOC policy permits retroactive application of an accreditation decision regarding initial
accreditation. The SACSCOC policy, "Accreditation Procedures for Applicant Institutions, states,
"Membership is retroactive to January 1st of the year of the SACSCOC Board of Trustees' action to grant
initial accreditation." (Exhibit 61, Applicant Institutions, p. 6)
Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

File Name

Exhibit 68 Reaffirmation of
68 Reaffirmation of Accreditation and
Accreditation and Subsequent Reports Subsequ ent Reports Policy Statement.pdf
Exhibit 61 Accreditation Procedures 61 Accreditation Procedures for Applicant
Applicant Institutions
Ins titutions Policy Statement.pdf
Exhibit A Principles of Accreditation
A Principles of Accreditation 2018.pdf
2018
Exhibit AA2a 21 Writing
AA2a Writing Assignments 16 March.pdf
Assignment List

Analyst
Comments

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the processes and expectations for membership institutions reaffirmation are found
within the policy on Reaffirmation of Member Institutions and Subsequent Report, which does not include
retroactive policies or practices for institutional accreditation decisions (exhibit 68). Contrary to the
reaffirmation policy, the initial accreditation policy permits the use of retroactive membership. Specifically,
the agency policy on Accreditation Procedures for Applicant Institutions authorizes the awarding of
membership to be retroactive to January 1st of the year of the Board of Trustees' action to grant initial
accreditation (exhibit 61). However, retroactive accreditation is also provided "If the Appeals Committee
reverses the Board of Trustee's decision to deny Membership and remove the institution from Candidacy,
the institution is awarded Membership status, retroactive to January 1st of the year of the Board of
Trustees' action to grant initial accreditation," which is noncompliant with §602.25(0 Specific Appeals
Requirements. In particular, the criteria in §602.25(f) permits agency Appeal Panels to affirm, amend or
remand a Board decision, not reverse. Although Department staff discusses issues relative to §602.25(f) in
this criterion, noncompliance for that issue will be noted in §602.25(0.
Department staff will be conducting a file review of additional agency documents related to the criteria
during a file review scheduled for early next year.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative

No files uploaded
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
The agency met the requirements of this criterion with its original narrative and documentation.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.18(c) Alternative Standards

Narrative:
SACSCOC provides for alternate approaches when an institution's educational mission dictates that such
an approach will provide an equitable benefit to the students. Each the above requirement will be discussed
below in relation to the numerical reference above.
(1) The SACSCOC Board of Trustees has reviewed and approved alternative approaches for institutions.
Core Requirement 3.1.b (Coursework for degrees) states:
An institution seeking to gain or maintain accredited status offers all coursework required for at least onedegree program at each level at which it awards degrees. (For exceptions, see SACSCOC policy
Documenting an Alternative Approach.) (Exhibit 1, Principles, p. 12)
There are circumstances whereby SACSCOC will allow exceptions to this standard. However, when part of
the instruction is provided by another institution, or through some other means (e.g., experiential
education), the institution must demonstrate that it maintains appropriate control over the quality of such
programs, and the alternative approach must be approved by the SACSCOC Board of Trustees. The
rationale for an alternative approach is that if the institution makes arrangements for some instruction to be
provided by other accredited institutions or entities through contracts or consortia, or uses some other
alternative approach to meeting this requirement, the institution may still be capable of demonstrating that
it controls all aspects of its educational program. In accord with Commission policy "Core Requirement
3.1.b: Documenting an Alternative Approach," an institution may choose to offer a degree program at a
level at which it does not provide instruction for all coursework for at least one-degree program. (Exhibit 2,
Resource Manual, p. 17) SACSCOC also provides for direct-assessment competency-based educational
programs. See (4) below.
(2 &3) SACSCOC member institutions employing an alternate approach are expected to establish
assessment mechanism for these approaches and in compliance with Core Requirement 3.1.b of the
Principles of Accreditation. The SACSCOC policy, "CR 3.1.b-Documenting Alternate Approach clearly
outlines in writing the expectations for the assessment of an alternate approach. Specifically, it notes,
"When applying to the SACS Commission on Colleges for approval of an alternative approach, the

institution should provide evidence that it controls all aspects of its educational program." Requisite
evidence is outlined in the policy (Exhibit 169, CR 3.1.b policy, pp. 2-3). Prior approval is required. This
information is noted in the Principles of Accreditation and the Resource Manual of the Principles of
Accreditation. (Exhibit 2, Resource Manual, pp. 17-18)
(4) SACSCOC permits the use of alternate approach for institutions using direct assessment for
competency-based education. The SACSCOC policy, Direct Assessment for Competency-Based
Education, provide clear expectations in writing of an institution's use of this approach. Specifically, the
policy notes, "The purpose of this policy is to provide guidance to institutions and evaluation committees
on the Commission's expectations regarding the establishment and review of direct assessment
competency-based programs and its hybrids as defined below." It outlines the expectations for the
institution's use of this approach as it relates to mission, information to students, structure and coherence of
the program, student admissions and eligibility, program assessment and student learning, faculty,
awarding the credential, acceptance and award of credit or unit of competency, contractual agreements,
student support services and access to academic resources, as well as fees and compliance with Title IV
funding. (Exhibit 170, Direct Assessment policy)
Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

File Name

2 Resource Manual for the Principles of Accre
Exhibit 2 Resource Manual of the
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pdf
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Analyst
Comments

Agency's Exhibit
Comments
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None

None

None

None

None

None

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that institutional mission driven changes for the benefit of students provides allowances
for alternate approaches through the agency policy on Documenting an Alternative Approach and the
Principles of Accreditation, Resource Manual, which provides additional guidance to the agency core
requirement standard 3.1, Degree-granting authority. Specifically, the policy permits exceptions to the
standard for circumstances such as experiential education, which requires the institution to present the
alternative approaches with a rationale demonstrating control over the quality of the program and the
arrangements for instruction with another accredited body conducting the alternative approach to the Board
of Trustees for approval (exhibits 2 and 155, not 169 as referenced in the narrative).
Correspondingly, the abovementioned agency policy and resource manual also requires the institution to

provide the evaluation methods of the approach to ensure the quality of the program; the education
components to maintain the degree level while utilizing this alternative; the inclusion of the appropriate
prerequisites and faculty to conduct the alternative approaches effectively; and continue to meet the agency
standards requirements for 3.1, when attaining the Board's approval (exhibit 2 and 155, not 169 as
referenced in the narrative). Further, the agency policy on Direct Assessment Competency-Based
Educational Programs outlines the expectations for alternative approaches under Direct Assessment
Competency-Based Educational Program methodologies and defines the purpose, mission requirements to
be met, eligibility for participation, and student information for considering the benefits of the alternative
approach, which includes Fees and Compliance with Title IV Funding (exhibit 170). Department staff will
be conducting a file review of additional agency documents related to the criteria during a file review
scheduled for early next year.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
The agency met the requirements of this criterion with its original narrative and documentation.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.18(d) Circumstances Beyond the Institution's or Program's Control

Narrative:
The SACSCOC Board of Trustees requires candidate and member institutions to maintain compliance with
the core requirement and standards in the Principles of Accreditation as well as its policies and procedures.
(Exhibit 1, Principles, p. 7) Since the adoption of the federal regulations regarding this provision, the Board
has not acted to alter these requirements. Moreover, since the COVID-19 pandemic occurred, all
subsequent actions have been in line with directions from the Department. To date, no candidate or member
institution has requested consideration for non-compliance due to the requirements of this section.
SACSCOC has policies and practices that permit institutions to delay their reaffirmation of accreditation or
submission of reports, by permission of the president, for matters related to natural disasters. (Exhibit 68,
Reaffirmation of Accreditation, p. 3) Such requests permit institutions to remain compliant, although the
review process is delayed.

Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

Analyst
Comments

File Name
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Polic y.pdf
Exhibit BB2 Sanctions Policy
BB2 Sanction Policy.pdf
Exhibit BB45 Requests for a Period of BB45 Requests Period Noncompliance
Noncompliance
policy.pdf

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. See analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that no candidate or member institution has requested consideration for non-compliance
due to the requirements of this section of the criteria, even throughout the pandemic; and requires the
institutions to maintain compliance with the agency standards within the Principles of Accreditation
pursuant to the regulations. However, the Principles have not been provided as evidence for analysis. Also,
the agency attests policies are in place to allow institutions to remain complaint if the review process is
delayed for extraordinary or unusual circumstances (exhibit 68); however, the agency has not identified
those circumstances. Department staff will be conducting a file review of additional agency documents
related to the criteria during a file review scheduled for early next year. It is still unclear if the agency has
policy specifically related to this criterion. This criterion allows the agency to permit institutions or
programs to be noncompliant with one or more standards, determined by the agency annually, for a period
not to exceed three-years. This criterion also lists the specific occurrences (that would be beyond the
institutions control) that would allow the agency to apply these new regulatory requirements. However, the
agency's policy specifically related to this criterion would have to mirror the circumstances for which
noncompliance could be waived by the agency. The agency must provide additional information regarding
whether current policy meets the requirements of this criterion or provide any new policy it has
implemented specifically related to this criterion. The agency would also have to demonstrate application
of policy or inform Department staff that it has not had the opportunity to apply such policies.
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency needs to provide the
Principles, exhibit 1, in this section of the criteria for analysis. The agency must also provide the current
policy meeting the specific requirements of this criterion or provide any new policy it has implemented
specifically related to this criterion and demonstrate application of the policy or inform Department staff
that it has not had the opportunity to apply such policies.

List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
The SACSCOC Board of Trustees requires candidate and member institutions to maintain compliance with
the core requirements and standards in the Principles of Accreditation as well as its policies and procedures.
(Exhibit A, p.7)
At its March 2020 meeting, the Executive Council, acting on behalf of the SACSCOC Board of Trustees,
approved a new policy entitled, "Requests for a Period of Noncompliance" (Exhibit BB45). The policy
specifically outlines the circumstances outlined in 34 CFR 602.18 (d)(1). Further, the agency revised its
policy on "Reaffirmation of Accreditation and Subsequent Reports" to cross reference the specific
circumstances beyond an institution's control as noted in the above referenced policy. See Exhibit GG, p. 4.
The period of non-compliance aligns with the timelines noted in the Sanctions policy and does not exceed
the two-year monitoring period. After that time, a finding of "Good Cause" may extend the review period.
See Exhibit BB2, p. 3.
Since the adoption of the new policy regarding this criterion, the Board has not had an opportunity to
implement this policy.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional documentation, explanation, and new
and revised agency policies to demonstrate adherence to the criteria. In particular, the agency provided the
omitted Principles of Accreditation, and the new Policy created for adherence to the criterion (exhibits A
and BB45). Specifically, the Executive Council, acting on behalf of the Board, approved the Policy on
Requests for a Period of Noncompliance, which outlines roman numerals i-vi of the criteria to demonstrate
consideration for circumstances beyond the institutions control, at the March 2022 meeting (exhibit BB45).

In addition, the agency has revised the Policy on Reaffirmation of Accreditation, and Subsequent Reports,
section regarding the Delay or Change of Review Dates to include the new Policy on Requests for a Period
of Noncompliance, which outlines the abovementioned circumstances for consideration (exhibit GG). The
agency also attests that the new Policy on Requests for a Period of Noncompliance and the revised
Reaffirmation of Accreditation, and Subsequent Reports policies denotes noncompliance timelines and
monitoring review periods, which may be extended for good cause, aligns with the existing Policy on
Sanctions, Denial of Reaffirmation, and Removal from Membership (exhibit BB2). Lastly, the agency has
acknowledged the Board has not implemented the new Policy and revisions, thus evidence of the use of
these policies are not available.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response

No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.19(a) Reevaluation

Narrative:
SACSCOC conducts a comprehensive evaluation of its member institutions every ten years and a modified
evaluation every five years. A newly-accredited institution will be evaluated for reaffirmation five years
following initial membership and every ten years thereafter. Newly merged or consolidated institutions will
be evaluated five years following initial membership and every ten years thereafter. (See Exhibit 61,
Accreditation Procedures, page 4, fourth paragraph; Exhibit 68, Reaffirmation of Accreditation, page 1,
first sentence; and Exhibit 84, Mergers, Consolidations, page 7, first paragraph).
Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title
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Agency's
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Comments

None
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None

None
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Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency policies on Accreditation Procedures for Applicant Institutions; Reaffirmation of Accreditation
and Subsequent Reports; and Merger/Consolidation, Acquisition, Change of Ownership, and Change of
Governance, Control, Form, or Legal Status outline the reevaluation schedules of membership institutions
(exhibits 61, 68, and 84). Specifically, newly accredited, and substantive change merger institutions are
reevaluated in the first five years of accreditation and every ten years thereafter along with reaffirmations
of member institutions (exhibit 176). Department staff will be conducting a file review of additional agency
documents related to the criteria during a file review scheduled for early next year.

List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
The agency met the requirements of this criterion with its original narrative and documentation.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.19(b) Monitoring

Narrative:
SACSCOC monitors institutions continuously to ensure that they remain in compliance with the Principles.
Examples of monitoring include the following:
The SACSCOC Board of Trustees conducts several types of institutional reviews: (1) Candidate Committee
reviews of institutions seeking candidacy, (2) Accreditation Committee reviews of candidate institutions
seeking initial membership, (3) Reaffirmation Committee reviews of member institutions seeking
continued accreditation following a comprehensive review, (4) Special Committee reviews of member
institutions seeking continued accreditation following evaluation of institutional circumstances that are
accreditation related, and (5) Substantive Change Committee reviews of member institutions seeking
approval and continued accreditation following the review of a change of a significant modification or
expansion to the institution's nature and scope. Each of the above types of reviews has its own evaluation
documents and peer review procedures and can be found on the SACSCOC web site at www.sacscoc.org.
The above reviews are conducted based on member institutions' continued compliance with The Principles
of Accreditation: Foundations of Quality Enhancement (2018 edition) (Principles), the accrediting core
requirements and standards. Pursuant to SACSCOC Bylaws, the Principles were reviewed in 2016-17 by a
committee of diverse institutional representatives, adopted by the SACSCOC College Delegation Assembly
(or the membership) at its Annual Meeting in December 2017, and became effective in January 2018.
(Exhibit 244, Minutes of CDA meeting Dec 2017) The Principles have 14 topic areas that are reviewed to
include: Integrity, Mission, Basic Eligibility Standards, Governing Board, Administration and
Organization, Faculty, Institutional Planning and Effectiveness, Student Achievement, Educational
Program Structure & Content, Educational Policies, Procedures, and Practices, Library &
Learning/Information Resources, Academic & Student Support Services, Financial & Physical Resources,
and Transparency & Institutional Representations. The Principles incorporate federal requirements within
the requisite topic areas.

The review process begins with preaccreditation as applicants or candidates; however, once an institution
receives its initial accreditation, then it is reviewed on a decennial cycle of review. Withing this cycle, the
institution must provide a Fifth-Year Interim Report. During the cycle, if an institution is found noncompliant with the Principles, then monitoring occurs until the institution returns to compliance; however,
the maximum consecutive years of monitoring cannot exceed four (4) years in accordance with SACSCOC
policy, "Sanctions, Denial or Removal from Membership." (Exhibit 85, p. 3). Also, any substantive
changes require a specific level of review depending on the type of change requested. (Exhibit 29,
Substantive Change Policy and Procedures") SACSCOC policy, "Unsolicited Information" provides the
expectations of how such information is processed by the Commission. If SACSCOC receives unsolicited
information, there is a review process for investigating these allegations. (Exhibit 235, Unsolicited
Information policy)
Aspects of the reviews of the various reviews are delineated below:
1.Reaffirmation Process. A process that involves a collective analysis and judgment by the institution's
internal constituencies in a self-study called a Compliance Certification and a Quality Enhancement Plan
(QEP); an informed review by peers external to the institution via an Off-Site review and an On-Site review
at the institution. Each committee submits a report for the next committee to review. This information is
forward to the Committees on Compliance and Reports (C&R), comprised of members of the SACSCOC
Board of Trustees. The C&R Committee recommends action to the Executive Council; the Council
discusses the C&R Committee reviews and recommends action to the Board of Trustees, that make the
final decision. This layered review process ensures that the Board reaches a reasoned decision. The
reaffirmation of accreditation review ensures that member institutions maintain continuing compliance with
SACSCOC policies and with the Principles of Accreditation. An institution must be reaffirmed five years
after it gains initial accreditation and every ten years thereafter. If an institution is found non-compliant
with any of the Principles, then the institution must submit a Monitoring Report for review by the C&R
Committee within one year. (See Exhibit 52 for Compliance Certification and Exhibit 214, Actions
SACSCOC Board of Trustees)
2. The Fifth-Year Interim Report. Submitted five years prior to an institution's reaffirmation review, a
Fifth-Year Interim Report includes (1) a modified Compliance Certification that addresses only those
federal expectations that are integrated in the various core requirements and standards of the Principles of
Accreditation; (2) an Impact Report on the QEP; (3) an Institutional Summary Form Prepared for
Commission Reviews; where applicable, (4) a report on off-campus sites initiated since the institution's last
reaffirmation but not reviewed; and (5) a report on issues identified for verification of continued
compliance during the last reaffirmation review. If institutions are found non-compliant with policies or the
Principles, then the institutions must submit a Referral Report for review by the C&R Committee within
one (1) year. See Exhibit 109, "Fifth-Year Interim Review" policy
3. Submission and Review of two Institutional Profiles annually. In January, institutions submit updated
institutional information and enrollment data. In July, institutions submit information on finances. In
advance of notifying the institution regarding the submission of its Fifth-Year Interim Report, SACSCOC
staff screen institutions and identify those with declines in critical financial indicators over the last two
fiscal years, using a three-year trend from data collected on the annual Institutional Profile. For institutions
with negative trends in four or more critical indicators, additional financial information will be requested as
part of the Fifth-Year Interim Report. See Exhibit 112 for a copy of a notification letter to an institution
regarding this request. See Exhibit 113 for the document used to determine "Critical Indictors of Finance."
See Exhibit 114 for screening data for analysis of critical indicators. See Exhibits 115 and 115A for
completed Institutional for completed Institutional Enrollment Profiles for (b)(4)
. Since

2018, this information has been submitted electronically that is automatically included in the SACSCOC
database. The paper forms are no longer submitted.
For reaffirmation, financial trends secured from self-reported numbers of the Institutional Profile are
forwarded to the Off-Site Reaffirmation Committee for consideration.
3. Other monitoring. Non-cyclical reporting that lends itself to additional monitoring includes the
following:
(a) Reviewing substantive changes submitted by institutions. In 2017, staff reviewed 3,383 substantive
change submissions; in 2018, that number decreased to 1,321; in 2019 that number was approximately
2,338. To date in 2020, the number is 2,595. Of those,1,132 were referred to the Executive Council of the
Board for approval; the other 1,463 were notifications reviewed and accepted by staff. There are
approximately 690 submissions under review or in the queue for review.
(b) Special Reports and Reviews stemming from submission of unsolicited information or complaints
requiring an investigation of noncompliance with the Principles. See Exhibit 119 for letters and resolution
to unsolicited information—usually originating from public documents such as news articles in the media.
(c) Monitoring Reports stemming from an On-Site review of an institution. As part of the staff analysis of
information, a summary of previous actions is a part of the background information provided to the C&R
Committee reviewers. In 2019, the Board of Trustees reviewed 249 Monitoring Reports. In 2019, 21
institutions were continued or placed on sanctions. There was one (1) adverse action. See Exhibit 172:
Annual Report 2019, p. 14
SACSCOC discloses this information to the public on its website at www.sacscoc.org (Accreditation
Actions and Disclosure Statements). (Exhibit 214, Actions of SACSCOC Board of Trustees The
information is also published in its Annual Report, which is available to the public on the SACSCOC
website. Exhibit 172 Annual Reports
4. Request for information from the USDE. If SACSCOC receives notification from USDE regarding an
institution compliance with federal regulations, SACSCOC follows up with the institution regarding any
significant concerns and SACSCOC requests information from the institution that demonstrates
compliance. See Exhibits 221 for letters to institutions requesting information requested by the USDE.
Once this information is received, then SACSCOC submits a report to USDE regarding the request along
with the institutional information. (Exhibit 221, Report and Correspondence sent to USDE)
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Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. See analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency conducts Accreditation and Reaffirmation reviews for candidacy and membership institutions,
which includes a five year review for an initial and a ten year review for a reaffirming institution, along
with special reviews, following an evaluation, and substantive change reviews, occurring when an
institution seeks a modification or change to its existing nature, to ensure an institutional compliance with
agency standards (exhibits 61 and 68 found in 602.19(a); 85, 108-109A, and 214). The agency cites
evidence of the 2017 changes to the agency standards adopted by the College Delegation Assembly to
demonstrate the 14 standards areas and federal requirements that are continuously monitored by the agency
to ensure institutional compliance; however, exhibit 244 and 52 referenced in the narrative have not been
provided for analysis; nor has the documentation contained within the weblinks cited in the narrative, since
weblinks are not accepted within the petition.
In addition, the agency conducts continuous monitoring within five years of the decennial cycles of review.
Specifically, the institutions are required to submit a Fifth Year Interim Report prior to the decennial
review, which includes a self-study addressing the institution's compliance with the federal requirements of
the agency standards; a report on all the sites affiliated with the institution; a verification report on issues
noted in the last reaffirmation; and review by the agency compliance and reports committee. The agency
further attests those institutions found noncompliant with a standard during the Fifth Year Interim
Reporting must submit a monitoring report until the institution returns into compliance or face additional
action and possible sanction after the fourth year of consecutive monitoring of the noncompliant issues
(exhibit 85, and 102).
Further, the agency requires institutions to submit annual reporting in the form of an Institutional Profile,
which collects data on the institutional enrollment and finances, to detect negative trends related to the
financial information provided by the institution and indicators utilized by agency staff to analyze the
collected data. The agency data collected from annual reporting is provided to the Off-site Reaffirmation
Committee for consideration during their review. The agency provided Institutional profile data for the
Department selected institution, notifications distributed in reference to annual report data collected along
with indictors applied to the review to demonstrate the aforementioned monitoring (exhibits 111-113A,

115and 115A); however, exhibit 114 referenced in the narrative has not been provided as evidence.
Correspondingly, the agency conducts non-cyclical monitoring of an institution to assist in identifying
problems with continued compliance with agency standards. In particular, the agency monitors substantive
changes through the review of documentation by the agency; or an on-site visit, depending upon the type of
change requested by the institution, in which noncompliance discovered during a review may result in
monitoring or imposition of a sanction (exhibit 29, 104, 109 and 214). Similarly, the agency conducts
additional monitoring, including annual reports; special report monitoring stemming from submission of
unsolicited information, which is information provided to the agency to call attention to compliance issues
at an institution; complaints, requiring the review, investigation and monitoring of noncompliance of
accreditation standards and possible site visits; general monitoring from previous reviews; and continuous
monitoring of financial information provided by the Department (exhibits 172, 172A, 214 and 234.
Department staff will be conducting a file review of additional agency documents related to the criteria
during a file review scheduled for early next year.
It should also be noted that the Department received multiple third party comments regarding the agency's
adherence to the criteria, specifically pertaining to (b)(4)
The agency needs to provide additional
explanation and documentation from the abovementioned entities to demonstrate compliance with the
criterion. All documentation, which is subject to Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests, should be
submitted pursuant to section §602.31 f(1) of the regulations (redaction of PII).
The agency will find the staff analysis of the third-party comments in that section of the petition for
recognition. Please review the staff analysis in that section to inform your response in this criterion and
other criteria specifically related to issues noted by the commenters.
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency needs to provide
exhibit 1, 52, 114, and 244, along with screenshots of the weblinks referenced in the narrative in this
section of the criteria for analysis. The agency must also address the third party commenters concerns.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
SACSCOC has a robust monitoring, evaluative and re-evaluative process for accreditation-related activities
among member institutions. These processes are governed by the accreditation standards noted in the
Principles of Accreditation. See Exhibit A.
Pursuant to SACSCOC Bylaws, the Principles were reviewed in 2016-17 by a committee of diverse
institutional representatives, adopted by the SACSCOC College Delegation Assembly (the membership) at
its Annual Meeting in December 2017, and became effective in January 2018 (Exhibit BB29, Minutes of
CDA Meeting Dec 2021).
The SACSCOC Board of Trustees conducts several types of institutional reviews: (1) Candidate Committee
reviews of institutions seeking candidacy, (2) Accreditation Committee reviews of candidate institutions
seeking initial membership, (3) Reaffirmation Committee reviews of member institutions seeking
continued accreditation following a comprehensive review, (4) Special Committee reviews of member

institutions seeking continued accreditation following evaluation of institutional circumstances that are
accreditation related, and (5) Substantive Change Committee reviews of member institutions seeking
approval and continued accreditation following the review of a change of a significant modification or
expansion to the institution's nature and scope. Each of the above types of reviews has its own evaluation
documents and peer review procedures and can be found on the SACSCOC web site. See Exhibit BB30
which contains screenshots of the SACSCOC webpages where information about the various reviews
mentioned above are cited.
Evidence of application of these practices are noted in the review of the Department selected institution,
(b)(4)
The institution's Compliance Certification (self-study) is submitted as Exhibit V.
The Reaffirmation Committee included an array of higher education professionals with expertise to review
various areas of the institution. See Exhibit HH, Appendix A: Committee Roster, p. 48 and Exhibit AA2.a:
(b)(4 Assignment Sheet. The transmittal correspondence reminds the committee members of the resource
materials available to assist their review. See Exhibit BB39.
These include the Reaffirmation Committee Report, containing comments from the Off-site and the On-site
committees. See Exhibit HH. There were no third-party comments for the Committee to review. See
Exhibit HH, p. 47). The committee's evaluation of the off-campus instructional site and distance education
reviews are noted on Exhibit HH in Appendix B, pp. 49-50. The Institution's Quality Enhancement Plan
(QEP) was submitted (See Exhibit BB15). The Reaffirmation Committee reviewed and commended the
institution on the quality of the QEP. (See Exhibit HH, pp. 40-46). The list of interviews conducted by the
Committee is noted in Exhibit BB16. The Reaffirmation Committee made four (4) recommendations which
the institution had to respond. (See Exhibit HH, Appendix C, p. 51).
The Institution submitted its Institutional Response to the four (4) recommendations, see Exhibit NN,
following a letter notifying it of the recommendations in the Reaffirmation Committee Report (Exhibit
BB39). The compliance certification, the on-site Reaffirmation Report, and the institutional response were
reviewed by a SACSCOC Board of Trustee's Committee on Compliance and Reports (C&R) in December
2021. The C&R Committee found the institution compliant on all standards except Standard 13.3
(Financial responsibilities). The Committee's recommendation was reviewed by the Executive Council
(Exhibit BB35)and affirmed the committee's recommendation. The Executive Council and the C&R
Committee's recommendations were submitted to the SACSCOC Board of Trustees. The Board of Trustees
reaffirmed the institution's accreditation and requested a Monitoring Report on Standard 13.3 within one
year. See Exhibit II.
The agency was asked to submit the screening data for analysis of critical indicators related to the Financial
Profile submitted by an institution annually. The information contained in this profile is self-reported,
audited information. Financial trends are screened at the time of the fifth-year interim review. SACSCOC
staff review this information especially, as it relates to substantive changes, and follows the process noted
in Exhibit BB45. This internal information permits the staff to inform review committees about the
financial stability of the institution. If institutions are found to be potentially unstable, then SACSCOC
request audits to be submitted at the time the institution submits its Fifth-Year Interim Report.
In regard to the third-party comments related to this criterion, SACSCOC has the requisite policies related
to these sections, namely, "Reaffirmation and Subsequent Reports," which monitors and evaluates member
institutions at appropriate intervals. See Exhibit GG. Additionally, failure to maintain compliance with the
Principles of Accreditation or specific requests of the SACSCOC Board of Trustees may result in
monitoring and/or sanctions as outlined in SACSCOC policy, "Sanctions, Denial of Membership. (See
Exhibit BB2). The SACSCOC policy, "Substantive Change Policy and Procedures," copiously details the
components of distinct types of substantive changes and the procedures member institutions must meet to

maintain compliance. See Exhibit BB8. Evidence is presented in a comprehensive report [Exhibit GG8, pp.
4_6 ((b)(4)
); pp.8_9 ((b)(4)
; and pp. 11-13 ( (b)(4)
11
within the narrative regarding application of these standards, policies, and procedures for each of the
respective institutions.
Further, the third-party comments for this criterion allege that during routine reviews of (b)(4)
b)(4)
I, that noncompliance should have been found. The information contained in the comments does
not support noncompliance of this standard for (b)(4)
. Moreover, this standard was
reviewed in the institution's last review and the institution was found compliant. As the detailed report
prepared in response to the Complaint filed by one of the third-party commenters, SACSCOC has followed
its policies and procedures in conducting the requisite decennial, fifth year interim reviews and requisite
substantive change reviews fori(b)(4)
See Exhibit GG8.

Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency needs to still provide
exhibit BB30, the screenshots of the agency webpages where information about the various institutional
reviews are found for the record. The agency needs to also provide the omitted evidence regarding the
process cited within the original submission and agency response for the screening of data and critical
indicators related to the financial profile submitted by an institution annually, for analysis; and explain the
relevance of exhibit BB45 in relation to the aforementioned annual screening process. Lastly, the agency
must provide the Board Actions cited within the original submission indicating the review and
determinations of Monitoring Reports reviewed within one year by the C&R Committee if the institution is
found non-compliant with any of the Principles of Accreditation.
Analyst Remarks to Response:
Within the draft staff analysis, particularly the staff determination, the agency was requested to provide
missing documentation and screenshots for the weblinks cited within the agency narrative to evidence the
attestations of the original submission responses. However, the agency has instead responded to the draft
staff analysis reiterating their original response analyzed by Department staff, which includes
documentation not requested or noted within the staff determination. In addition, the agency has again
excluded information cited previously and required to be provided by the staff determination.
Specifically, the agency has cited the inclusion of exhibit BB30 to demonstrate screenshots of the agency
webpages depicting information regarding the various institutional reviews; however, exhibit BB30 has not
been provided for the record and analysis. Similarly, the staff determination requested the agency provide
the missing evidence cited in the original narrative demonstrating the agency attested process for the
screening of data and review of critical indicators related to the financial profile submitted by an institution
annually; however, the agency cites the inclusion of this information as exhibit BB45, yet exhibit BB45
contains the Policy on the Requests for a Period of Noncompliance, not the financial screening process
referenced by the agency. Further, the staff determination requested the agency provide the Board of
Trustee (Board) Actions cited within the original narrative to demonstrate the evaluations and findings of
monitoring reports reviewed within one year by the C&R Committee for compliance determinations
regarding the institution's adherence to the Principles of Accreditation. However, the agency has still not

provided this evidence for the record and to demonstrate compliance.
In particular to the draft staff analysis, the agency has now responded and provided the Principles of
Accreditation, which provides the agency standards monitored through institutional reporting and agency
review; and the Compliance Certification of the Department Selected Institution, along with the
reaffirmation site visit report, institution response and Board decision letter requesting an additional
monitoring report from the institution (exhibits A, HH, II, NN and V). However, some portions of the
compliance certification are still unredacted and if requested through a Freedom of Information Act
Request (FOIA), the agency will be required to redact this information at that time (exhibit V). In addition,
the agency included in this section of the criteria the 2017 College Delegate Assembly (CDA) meeting
minutes, reflecting the adoption of the 2018 Principles of Accreditation, for the record (exhibit B, not BB29
as referenced in the narrative).
In response to the third party comments cited for this section of the criteria, the agency has responded
within the third party comment section of the petition. Specifically, the agency attests within §602.19 of the
petition and their response to this comment, that institutions are subject to monitoring at specified intervals,
such as annual reports; or monitoring reports due to concerns of noncompliance as cited in the agency
Policies on Reaffirmation of Accreditation and Subsequent Reports and Sanctions, Denial of Reaffirmation,
and Removal from Membership (exhibits BB2 and GG found within the third party section of the petition).
The agency has also referenced the Substantive Change Policy and Procedure, which also denotes the
substantive change requirements and monitoring practices (exhibit BB8).
The agency also provided a response to the third party comments contending noncompliance with 1(b)(4)
The agency notes that the concerns raised by the commenter and
provides evidence of the institutional review findings, which the agency claims does not substantiate
noncompliance for §602.19 (b) within the agency monitoring and comprehensive reviews of the
Universities conducted outside of the recognition period (exhibit GG8). However, it should be noted that
the Department received a complaint filed by one of the third party commenters which is under review
outside of the petition (exhibit GG12).

(b)(4)

List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response

No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.19(c) Annual Headcount

Narrative:
SACSCOC annually collects information on student headcount enrollment by using the Institutional Profile
which is sent in the fall of each year and collected in January of the next year. A copy of an institution's
latest Institutional Profile is attached as Exhibit 121.
SACSCOC has adopted a policy and procedures that assists in its monitoring of significant enrollment
growth. See Exhibit 122 SACSCOC policy, "Enrollment Growth of an Institution." The policy defmes
"significant enrollment growth":
If an institution that offers distance or correspondence education courses has experienced an increase in
headcount enrollment of 50 percent or more within one fiscal year, federal policy requires the Commission

to report that information to the Secretary of Education within 30 days of acquiring such data. The
Commission will report institutions with an increase in headcount enrollment of 50 percent or more within
30 days of the Commission acquiring and verifying such data.
(See Exhibit 122, p.1)
If the institution appears to have met the headcount percentage of 50% or more, they will receive a letter
asking for verification of the numbers and a rationale for such increase. (See Exhibit 124 for a copy of the
email) If verified AND the institution offers distance education or correspondence education, SACSCOC
will follow the procedure outlined on page 1 of the policy "Enrollment Growth of an Institution" and will
notify the Department.
SACSCOC also collects information on full-time equivalency student enrollment by using the Institutional
Profile which institutions submit in the fall of each year and collected in January of the next. A copy of the
profile is attached as Exhibit 121. The policy "Enrollment Growth of an Institution" defines "significant
enrollment growth" as "a total full-time equivalent enrollment increases of 50 percent or more within one
year as reported on the Institutional Profile for General and Enrollment Information." SACSCOC's
definition of full-time enrollment equivalency is outlined on the profile form.
If an institution appears to meet the 50% criteria, the institution receives a letter seeking additional
information and outlining the procedure that will be taken upon receipt of the FTE enrollment information
by program. See Exhibit 124 for a copy of the form letter sent. Upon receipt of the information, SACSCOC
takes action in accord with the policy as described on page 2.
Two letters of information sent to USDE as examples of institutions meeting these criteria. The same
narrative and documents have been provided to address provisions in (d) and (e) in this section because
there is some overlap in collecting information.
Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

File Name

Exhibit 121 Institutional Profile for
General Info and Enrollment
Exhibit 122 Enrollment Growth Of an
Institution
Exhibit 154 123 Email for verification of
headcount enrollment
Exhibit 178 124 Letter to Institutions
with significant enrollment growth
Exhibit 190 253 Email to USDE re
enrollment growth
Exhibit A Principles of Accreditation
2018

121 Institutional Profile for General
Informa tion and Enrollment.pdf
122 Enrollment Growth of an Institution
Polic y Statement.pdf
123 Email for verification of headcount
enrol lment.pdf
124 Letter to Institutions with significant
e nrollment growth.pdf
253 Email to USDE re enrollment
growth.pdf

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Meets the requirements of this section

A Principles of Accreditation 2018.pdf

Analyst
Comments

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the policy on Enrollment Growth of an Institution outlines the monitoring
requirements for overall growth of institutions it accredits, and annually collects head-count enrollment
data from those institutions (exhibit 122). Specifically, the policy insists the agency will monitor the growth
of institutional programs "If an institution experiences significant full-time equivalent (FTE) enrollment
growth;" defining "Significant enrollment growth as a total FTE enrollment increase of 40 percent or more
within one year" to ensure that institutions with significant growth continue to maintain the quality of
educational programs and services offered and comply with agency standards (exhibit 122). However, the
agency narrative defines "significant enrollment growth": as "If an institution that offers distance or
correspondence education courses has experienced an increase in headcount enrollment of 50 percent or
more within one fiscal year," which is more related to §602.19(e) and is a requirement for an accrediting
agency that has added distance education to its scope of recognition in accordance with 34 CFR 602.27
(a)(4).
The agency policy also provides procedures for institutions to collect and submit growth data annually,
which is through the Institutional Profile of the institution that is updated annually with the collection of
information on student headcount enrollment and verified by the agency, resulting in additional reporting
for institutions experiencing a total full-time equivalent enrollment increase of 40 percent or more within
one year, to determine continued compliance with agency standards (exhibit 121). Upon review of the
institution's response and verification of the increase, the agency policy requires notification to be provided
to the U.S. Department of Education (Department) of such an increase within 30 days of agency
notification; and the agency to initiate either a special review committee to review the institution's ongoing
compliance or request action from the Board of Trustees (exhibit 122). The agency has provided evidence
of the Department selected institution's Institutional Profile on enrollment data; verification email to an
institution on increased enrollment data; and Department notifications (exhibits 154, 178, not 124 as
referenced in the narrative, and 190). Department staff will be conducting a file review of additional agency
documents related to the criteria during a file review scheduled for early next year.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
The agency met the requirements of this criterion with its original narrative and documentation.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.19(d) Significant Growth

Narrative:
SACSCOC annually collects information on student headcount enrollment by using the Institutional Profile
which is sent in the fall of each year and collected in January of the next year. A copy of the profile is
attached as Exhibit 121.
SACSCOC has adopted a policy and procedures that assists in its monitoring significant enrollment growth.
See Exhibit 122 SACSCOC policy, "Enrollment Growth of an Institution." The policy defines "significant
enrollment growth":
If an institution that offers distance or correspondence education courses has experienced an increase in
headcount enrollment of 50 percent or more within one fiscal year, federal policy requires the Commission
to report that information to the Secretary of Education within 30 days of acquiring such data. The
Commission will report institutions with an increase in headcount enrollment of 50 percent or more within
30 days of the Commission acquiring and verifying such data.
(See Exhibit 122, p.1)
If the institution appears to have met the headcount percentage of 50% or more, they will receive a letter
asking for verification of the numbers and a rationale for such increase. (See Exhibit 124 for a copy of the
email). If verified AND the institution offers distance education or correspondence education, SACSCOC
will follow the procedure outlined on page 1 of the policy "Enrollment Growth of an Institution" and will
notify the USDE.
SACSCOC also collects information on full-time equivalency student enrollment by using the Institutional
Profile which institutions submit in the fall of each year and collected in January of the next. A copy of the
profile is attached as Exhibit 121. The policy "Enrollment Growth of an Institution" defines "significant
enrollment growth" as "a total full-time equivalent enrollment increases of 50 percent or more within one
year as reported on the Institutional Profile for General and Enrollment Information." SACSCOC's
definition of full-time enrollment equivalency is outlined on the profile form.
As evidence of compliance with this requirement, see Exhibit 115 and Exhibit 115A. With the installation
of the new data management system in 2019, this information is requested electronically. (Exhibit 243).
Institutional responses are entered into various data fields in the system.
Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

Exhibit 115 Institutional Finance Profile

Analyst
Comments

File Name

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

(b)(4)

115 2018 Fin Profile .(b)(4)

None

None

Exhibit 115A Electronic Request for
Institutional Finance Profile

115A Electonic request for Institutional
None
Fina nce Profile.pdf

None

pdf

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. See analysis.

Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the policy on Enrollment Growth of an Institution outlines the monitoring
requirements for overall growth of institutions it accredits, and annually collects head-count enrollment
data from those institutions (exhibit 122 §602.19(c)). Specifically, the policy insists the agency will
monitor the growth of institutional programs "If an institution experiences significant full-time equivalent
(1-M) enrollment growth;" defining "Significant enrollment growth as a total FTE enrollment increase of
40 percent or more within one year" to ensure that institutions with significant growth continue to maintain
the quality of educational programs and services offered and comply with agency standards (exhibit 122
§602.19(c)). However, the agency narrative defines "significant enrollment growth": as "If an institution
that offers distance or correspondence education courses has experienced an increase in headcount
enrollment of 50 percent or more within one fiscal year," which is more related to 602.19(e) and is a
requirement for an accrediting agency that has added distance education to its scope of recognition in
accordance with 34 CFR 602.27 (a)(4).
The agency policy also provides procedures for institutions to collect and submit growth data annually,
which is through the Institutional Profile of the institution that is updated annually with the collection of
information on student headcount enrollment and verified by the agency, resulting in additional reporting
for institutions experiencing a total full-time equivalent enrollment increase of 40 percent or more within
one year, to determine continued compliance with agency standards. Upon review of the institution's
response and verification of the increase, the agency policy requires notification to be provided to the U.S.
Department of Education (Department) of such an increase within 30 days of agency notification; and the
agency to initiate either a special review committee to review the institution's ongoing compliance or
request action from the Board of Trustees (exhibit 122§602.19(c)).
The agency has provided the Department selected institution's Institutional Profile on Institutional finance
and the electronic request for the Institutional Finance Profile; however, the relevance of the financial data
provided to the significant enrollment growth referenced in the criteria has not been articulated by the
agency; nor has exhibit 243 referenced in the narrative been provided as evidence. Department staff will be
conducting a file review of additional agency documents related to the criteria during a file review
scheduled for early next year.
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency must provide
additional explanation and clarification on the relevance of the Institutional Profile financial data and the
electronic request for the Financial Profile in relation to the criteria and provide exhibit 243 for analysis.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
The Institutional Profile Financial data and the electronic request for this information were inadvertently
attached to this criterion.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section

Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency attests that the inclusion of financial data was provided in
error for this criterion, which includes the referenced evidence of the electronic system.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.19(e) Distance/Correspondence Headcount Increase

Narrative:
SACSCOC Board of Trustees has adopted a policy and procedures that assist in its monitoring of
significant enrollment growth. See Exhibit 122 SACSCOC policy, "Enrollment Growth of an Institution."
The policy defines "significant enrollment growth":
If an institution that offers distance or correspondence education courses has experienced an increase in
headcount enrollment of 50 percent or more within one fiscal year, federal policy requires the Commission
to report that information to the Secretary of Education within 30 days of acquiring such data. The
Commission will report institutions with an increase in headcount enrollment of 50 percent or more within
30 days of the Commission acquiring and verifying such data.
(See Exhibit 122, p.1)
If the institution appears to have met the headcount percentage of 50% or more, they will receive a letter
asking for verification of the numbers and a rationale for such increase. (See Exhibit 124 for a copy of the
email) If verified AND the institution offers distance education or correspondence education, the
Commission will follow the procedure outlined on page 1 of the policy "Enrollment Growth of an
Institution" and will notify the USDE.
SACSCOC also collects information on full-time equivalency student enrollment by using the Institutional
Profile which institutions submit in the fall of each year and collected in January of the next. A copy of the
profile is attached as Exhibit 121. The policy "Enrollment Growth of an Institution" defines "significant
enrollment growth" as "a total full-time equivalent enrollment increases of 50 percent or more within one
year as reported on the Institutional Profile for General and Enrollment Information." SACSCOC's
definition of full-time enrollment equivalency is outlined on the profile form.

Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

Exhibit 2 Resource Manual
of the Principles
Exhibit BB31 Enrollment
Growth Institution policy

File Name

2 Resource Manual for the Principles of Accre
ditation Foundations for Quality Enhancement. pdf
BB31 Enrollment Growth of an Institution Poli cy
Statement.pdf

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative

Analyst
Comments

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

None

None

None

None

Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. See analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the policy on Enrollment Growth of an Institution outlines the monitoring
requirements for overall growth of institutions it accredits, and annually collects head-count enrollment
data from those institutions (exhibit 122, found in §602.19(c)). Specifically, the policy insists the agency
will monitor the growth of institutional programs "If an institution experiences significant full-time
equivalent (FTE) enrollment growth;" defining "Significant enrollment growth as a total FTE enrollment
increase of 40 percent or more within one year" to ensure that institutions with significant growth continue
to maintain the quality of educational programs and services offered and comply with agency standards
(exhibit 122 §602.19(c)). However, the agency narrative defines "significant enrollment growth": as "If an
institution that offers distance or correspondence education courses has experienced an increase in
headcount enrollment of 50 percent or more within one fiscal year," which contradicts the written policy
provided as evidence, and the agency must clarify the definition for a determination on whether it meets the
requirements of this criterion. The agency's policy also requires notification to the Secretary within 30 days
of acquiring of such data.
As a note to the agency, this criterion also links enrollment growth requirement to an accrediting agency
that has notified the Secretary of a change in scope in accordance with 34 CFR 602.27(a)(4); and in that
situation the Secretary will require a review of the agency at the next meeting of the National Advisor
Committee on Institutional Quality and Integrity. However, this requirement is not relevant for the agency
since it did not change its scope in accordance with 34 CFR 602.27(a)(4).
The agency policy also provides procedures for institutions to collect and submit growth data annually,
which is through the Institutional Profile of the institution that is updated annually with the collection of
information on student headcount enrollment and verified by the agency, resulting in additional reporting
for institutions experiencing a total full-time equivalent enrollment increase of 40 percent or more within
one year, to determine continued compliance with agency standards (exhibit 121 §602.19(c)). Upon review
of the institution's response and verification of the increase, the agency policy requires notification to be
provided to the U.S. Department of Education (Department) of such an increase within 30 days of agency
notification; and the agency to initiate either a special review committee to review the institution's ongoing
compliance or request action from the Board of Trustees (exhibit 122, §602.19(c)).
Department staff will be conducting a file review of additional agency documents related to the criteria
during a file review scheduled for early next year.
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency needs to provide
additional explanation and clarification on the discrepancies found within the narrative and the agency
policy on Enrollment Growth of an Institution with the percentages that constitutes additional reporting and
Department notification. The agency needs to also explain the inclusion of exhibits 2 in relation to the
criteria.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative

No files uploaded
Response:
The SACSCOC policy, "Enrollment Growth of an Institution" (Exhibit BB31) clearly defines the agency's
obligation to monitor enrollment growth. The policy distinguishes between
(1) Distance/Correspondence Headcount increase, and Enrollment increases and (2) overall growth of its
accredited institutions. Annually, the agency collects headcount data from each of its member institutions.
Pursuant to the policy and in accordance with this criterion, Distance/Correspondence headcount is defined
for institutions that offer educational programs through this mode of delivery. Specifically:
If an institution that offers distance education or correspondence courses has experienced an increase in
headcount enrollment of 50 percent or more within one institutional fiscal year, federal policy requires
SACSCOC to report that information to the U. S. Secretary of Education within 30 days of acquiring such
data. SACSCOC will report institutions with an increase in headcount enrollment of 50 percent or more
within 30 days of the Commission acquiring and verifying such data. The collection and verification of
profile data will not exceed 60 days of the due date of the profile. Institutions will be informed of such
notification to the U.S. Department of Education.
For purposes of meeting this federal requirement, the following definitions apply:
• Correspondence courses are part of a formal educational process under which the institution provides
instructional materials, by mail or electronic transmission, including examinations on the materials, to
students who are separated from the instructor. Interaction between the instructor and the student is limited,
is not regular and substantive, and is primarily initiated by the student; courses are typically self-paced.
• Distance education is a formal educational process in which the majority of the instruction (interaction
between students and instructors and among students) in a course occurs when students and instructors are
not in the same place. Instruction may be synchronous or asynchronous. A distance education course may
use the interne; one-way and two-way transmissions through open broadcast, closed circuit, cable,
microwave, broadband lines, fiber optics, satellite, or wireless communications devices; audio
conferencing; or other digital media if used as part of the distance learning course or program.
For institutions that do not offer such mode of instruction, then the policy notes:
If an institution experiences significant full-time equivalent (FTE) enrollment growth, SACSCOC is
obligated to monitor the growth of the institution's programs. Significant enrollment growth is a total FTE
enrollment increase of 40 percent or more within one year as reported on the Institutional Profile for
General and Enrollment Information. SACSCOC's definition of full-time equivalent enrollment is outlined
on the profile form.
Please note that this criterion is not applicable to SACSCOC since it has not notified the Secretary of a
change in the scope in accordance with 34 CFR 602.27(a)(4).
The exhibit containing the Resource Manual was inadvertently submitted to this criterion.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:

In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional clarification and documentation in
relation to the criteria. In particular, the agency has reiterated the requirements for annually collecting
enrollment growth and distance education headcount increases; and clarified that an institution that offers
distance education or correspondence courses with increases in headcount enrollment of 50 percent or more
within one institutional fiscal year are reported to the Department within 30 days (exhibit BB31). The
agency further explained that significant full-time equivalent enrollment growth is monitored at a level of
increase of 40 percent or more within one year for institutions that do not offer distance education or
correspondence courses. Lastly, the agency attests that the Resources Manual was included in error for this
section of the criteria.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.20(a) Enforcement Timelines

Narrative:

SACSCOC provides written notification to institutions following accreditation-related actions taken by its
Board of Trustees. (Exhibit 214, Board actions) If an institution is noncompliant with the Principles of
Accreditation or SACSCOC policies and procedures, the letter notes the specific noncompliance as well as
notes the time for submitting a subsequent report pursuant to its policy, Reaffirmation of Accreditation and
Subsequent Reports as well as its policy, "Sanctions, Denial of Reaffirmation and Removal from
Membership."
SACSCOC Board of Trustees policy, "Sanctions, Denial of Reaffirmation, and Removal from
Membership," (Exhibit 85) addressing all provisions of the regulations requiring SACSCOC to take
immediate adverse action against an institution not complying with a standard, or that the Board of Trustees
allows an institution a monitoring period of two years to bring itself into compliance, or the Board of
Trustees may extend accreditation for Good Cause, if the institution does not come into compliance for an
additional two years. The maximum of four years to review non-compliance. (Also see Section 602.20 (c)
regarding "Good Cause")
The SACSCOC Sanctions policy states that:
An institution must be removed from membership if it has not demonstrated compliance with all the
Principles of Accreditation within the two-year monitoring period and has not demonstrated Good Cause as
to why it should not be dropped from membership. (Sanctions policy, p.2)
The policy then describes the institutional circumstances that must exist for the Board of Trustees to
determine "Good Cause". (p.3) The passage is as follows:
If an institution has not demonstrated compliance with all of the standards of the Principles of
Accreditation at the conclusion of its two-year maximum monitoring period, the SACSCOC Board of
Trustees must either (1) remove the institution from membership, or (2) continue accreditation for "Good
Cause." If accreditation is extended for "Good Cause," the institution must also be placed on Probation for
"Good Cause." A Special Committee must be authorized to visit the institution (unless the institution has

hosted a Special Committee within the past six months).
The SACSCOC Board of Trustees may extend accreditation for "Good Cause" for six or twelve months at
a time. At the conclusion of one year, the institution must appear before a Committee on Compliance and
Reports (C&R) of the Board of Trustees at a meeting on the record to provide evidence as to why its period
for remedying deficiencies should be extended again for "Good Cause." An institution's accreditation may
be continued for "Good Cause" for a maximum of two years. If an institution was on Probation for two
consecutive years, the institution may — at the Board's discretion — be eligible for one more year of "Good
Cause" consideration.
An institution's accreditation may be extended for "Good Cause" if:
1.the institution has demonstrated significant recent accomplishments in addressing non-compliance, and
2. the institution has documented that it has the "potential" to remedy all deficiencies within the extended
period as defined by the Committee on Compliance and Reports; that is, that the institution provides
evidence which makes it reasonable for SACSCOC's Board of Trustees to assume it will remedy all
deficiencies within the extended time defined by the Committee on Compliance and Reports, and
3. the institution provides assurance to SACSCOC that it is not aware of any other reasons, other than those
identified by the SACSCOC Board of Trustees, why the institution could not be continued for "Good
Cause."
An institution may submit monitoring reports for a maximum of four consecutive years, inclusive of the
monitoring period, probationary period, or Probation for "Good Cause." In all cases, the institution bears
the burden of proof to provide evidence why SACSCOC's Board of Trustees should not remove it from
membership. (Exhibit 125, pp. 2-4)
Exhibit 125 includes copies of letters informing an institution regarding the two-year monitoring period, a
copy of a letter placing an institution on Probation for "Good Cause" and extending its accreditation, and a
copy of a letter of notification of an adverse action. Exhibit 126 includes copies of disclosure statements
that address future reporting of institutions currently on sanction.
Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

Exhibit 85 Sanctions Denial of
Accreditation and Removal from
Membership
Exhibit 214 Board Actions
Exhibit 126 Examples of Disclosure
Statements
Exhibit 244 Exec Council Minutes
Dec 2017
Exhibit 125A Letter notifying
Reaffirmation no additional action
Exhibit 194 125B Letter notifying of
Monitoring
Exhibit 125C Letter notifying of
Sanction Good Cause (b)(4)
Exhibit 125G Letter notifying of Fifth
Year Follow Up

File Name

85 Sanctions Denial of Reaffirmation and
Remo val from Membership Policy
Statement.pdf
214 Board Actions.pdf

Analyst
Comments

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

None

None

None

None

None

None

244 Exec Council re POA Minutes_Dec 1-3None
2017. pdf

None

125A Reaffirmation Ltr no further action.pdf None

None

126 Sample Disclosure Statements.pdf

125B Letter requesting Monitoring
Report.pdf
125C Sanction for Good Cause Ltr to
(b)(4)
.pdf
125G Fifth Year Follow Up Letter.pdf

None

None

None

None

None

None

Exhibit Title

File Name

Analyst
Comments

Exhibit 125H Letter Notifying of New
125 H New Degree Prog Approval Letter.pclf None
Degree approval
Exhibit 1251 Fifth Year OCIS
None
1251 Fifth Year OCIS.pdf
Approval Letter
Exhibit BB2 Sanctions Policy
BB2 Sanction Policy.pdf
None

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

None
None
None

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. See analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the policy on Sanctions, Denial of Reaffirmation and Removal from Membership
outlines the procedures for notifying an institution of the finding of noncompliance (exhibit 85).
Specifically, the policy requires the agency to take immediate adverse action against an institution not
complying with a standard, or the Board of Trustees (Board) may allow an institution a monitoring period,
which is a period of two years; no more than four years with the option of a good cause extension; and/or
the institution may be removed form membership if compliance is not demonstrated after the monitoring
period. However, it is unclear if the timelines go beyond the 150 percent requirement of the criterion based
on the longest program of the institutions accredited by the agency.
The agency policy also defines the requirements for an extension for good cause, including probation for
good cause, occurring when the monitoring period ends, and the Board extends accreditation the sanction
of good cause probation is granted if the institution meets the good cause requirements. Further the agency
provides the timeline for good cause which is a maximum of two years and is granted if an institution
demonstrates significant progress of coming into compliance; demonstrates deficiencies will be corrected
in the time allotted; and assures the Board no other compliance issues have surfaced during the period of
noncompliance (exhibit 85).
The agency further attests institutions are notified of all decisions by the Board through written notification
of all Board actions, which specifies the noncompliance area with the associated standards, policies, and
procedures the describes the Compliance and Reports Committee review of institutional progress during the
monitoring period and probationary good cause (exhibits 125A, C, and F, H, 194 and 214). Department
staff will be conducting a file review of additional agency documents related to the criteria during a file
review scheduled for early next year.
It should also be noted that the Department received multiple third party comments regarding the agency's
adherence to the criteria, specifically pertaining to (b)(4)
(b)(4)
The agency needs to provide additional explanation and
documentation from the abovementioned entities to demonstrate compliance with the criterion. All
documentation, which is subject to Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests, should be submitted
pursuant to section §602.31 f(1) of the regulations (redaction of PH).

The agency will find the staff analysis of the third-party comments in that section of the petition for
recognition. Please review the staff analysis in that section to inform your response in this criterion and
other criteria specifically related to issues noted by the commenters.
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency must provide
additional explanation and clarification demonstrating adherence to the 150 percent requirement within the
criterion. The Department received multiple third party comments regarding the agency's adherence to the
criteria, specifically pertaining to (b (4)
(b)(4)
. The agency needs to provide additional explanation and documentation from the
abovementioned entities to demonstrate compliance with the criterion pursuant to section §602.31 f(1) of
the regulations.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative

No files uploaded
Response:
SACSCOC has a policy, "Sanctions, Denial of Reaffirmation and Removal from Membership", (See
Exhibit BB2) that outlines the sanctions for an institution's non-compliance with the Principles of
Accreditation, its policies, or procedures. Continuing non-compliance may not exceed four (4) years and
includes intermediate checkpoints. This monitoring period is less than 150 percent of the length of the
longest program at a member institution. Our member institutions fall into three categories:
Type of Institution Longest Program 150% Length
Graduate Institutions 18 months 2.25 years
2-year institutions 24 months 3 years
4-year institution 48 months 6 years
Specifically, if an institution is asked to submit a monitoring report, its monitoring period begins and lasts
for a maximum of two years. This is the lesser of 4 years or 150% of the distinct types of institutions as
noted above. Intermediate reviews may occur at six- or 12-month intervals from the beginning of the
monitoring period until compliance is achieved on or before the two-year maximum period.
At the end of the two-year maximum monitoring period, if compliance is not achieved, the Board must
either (1) remove the institution from membership; or (2) continue the institution in accreditation for "Good
Cause." Good Cause is a different status from the above noted monitoring period because three conditions
must exist beyond mere noncompliance to receive such status. Further, if "Good Cause" is found, it is for a
maximum of one (1) year and the institution is placed on Probation, the most serious sanction.
The Good Cause statement must demonstrate each of these three (3) conditions:
1.the institution has demonstrated significant recent accomplishments in addressing non-compliance, and
2. the institution has documented that it has the "potential" to remedy all deficiencies within the extended
period as defined by the Committee on Compliance and Reports; that is, that the institution provides
evidence which makes it reasonable for SACSCOC's Board of Trustees to assume it will remedy all
deficiencies within the extended time defined by the Committee on Compliance and Reports, and
3. the institution provides assurance to SACSCOC that it is not aware of any other reasons, other than those
identified by the SACSCOC Board of Trustees, why the institution could not be continued for "Good
Cause."

The SACSCOC Board of Trustees may extend accreditation for "Good Cause" for a maximum of one year.
At the conclusion of this period, the institution must appear before the Board of Trustees at a meeting on
the record to provide evidence of "Good Cause" as to why its period for remedying deficiencies should be
extended again for Good Cause or a maximum of one (1) year. Once again, this status is less than four (4)
years or the lesser of 150% of the longest program offered at the institution. At the end of this Good Cause
period, if noncompliance continues to exist then SACSCOC must remove the institution from membership.
See Exhibit BB2, p. 3.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional explanation and documentation in
relation to the criteria. Specifically, the agency provided a chart depicting the 150 percent monitoring
period that does not exceed 4 years for the institutions it accredits, which includes 2 and 4 year institutions,
as well as graduate institutions, pursuant to the agency Policy on Sanctions, Denial of Reaffirmation, and
Removal from Membership (exhibit BB2). The agency further attests that the aforementioned policy
outlines the intermediate reviews that occur within six and twelve months of the monitoring period to
ensure progress towards compliance is made by the institution (exhibit BB2).
The agency also reiterates the parameters for Good Cause extensions cited in the original narrative, along
with the length of time an institution may have accreditation extended, a maximum of one year, for Good
Cause, which has been updated from the original narrative declaration of two years. Lastly, the agency
addressed the third-party commenters allegations in §602.20(b-d), regarding the routine reviews of issues
related to this criterion, which the agency views as compliance with this criterion, since the agency has
found the institution's listed within the third-party comments compliant with the agency policies affiliated
with the criteria during the last institutional reviews; and further attests that most of the allegations relate to
matters that were reviewed during the agency's last review cycle and the agency was found compliant.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.20(b-d) Enforcement Actions

Narrative:
(b) SACSCOC has a policy permitting the Board of Trustees to act regarding noncompliance, including
immediate adverse action. The policy, "Sanctions, Denial of Reaffirmation, and Removal from
Membership," (Exhibit 85) addresses all provisions of the regulations requiring SACSCOC to take
immediate adverse action against an institution not complying with a standard. (Exhibit 85, pp.2-4)
(c) S ACSCOC' s policy, "Sanctions, Denial of Reaffirmation, and Removal from Membership" (Exhibit

85), addresses all provisions of the federal regulations requiring that SACSCOC take immediate adverse
action against an institution not complying with a standard, or that the Commission allows the institution a
monitoring period of two years to bring itself into compliance, or that the Commission may extend
accreditation for Good Cause if the institution does not come into compliance within two years. The
maximum time for review is four years. (Exhibit 85, Sanctions, p.1)
The policy states:
If an institution has not demonstrated compliance with all of the standards of the Principles of
Accreditation at the conclusion of its two-year maximum monitoring period, the SACSCOC Board of
Trustees must either (1) remove the institution from membership, or (2) continue accreditation for "Good
Cause." If accreditation is extended for "Good Cause," the institution must also be placed on Probation for
"Good Cause." A Special Committee must be authorized to visit the institution (unless the institution has
hosted a Special Committee within the past six months).
The SACSCOC Board of Trustees may extend accreditation for "Good Cause" for six or twelve months at
a time. At the conclusion of one year, the institution must appear before a Committee on Compliance and
Reports of the Board of Trustees at a meeting on the record to provide evidence as to why its period for
remedying deficiencies should be extended again for "Good Cause." An institution's accreditation may be
continued for "Good Cause" for a maximum of two years. If an institution was on Probation for two
consecutive years, the institution may — at the Board's discretion — be eligible for one more year of "Good
Cause" consideration.
An institution's accreditation may be extended for "Good Cause" if:
1.the institution has demonstrated significant recent accomplishments in addressing non-compliance, and
2. the institution has documented that it has the "potential" to remedy all deficiencies within the extended
period as defined by the Committee on Compliance and Reports; that is, that the institution provides
evidence which makes it reasonable for SACSCOC's Board of Trustees to assume it will remedy all
deficiencies within the extended time defined by the Committee on Compliance and Reports, and
3. the institution provides assurance to SACSCOC that it is not aware of any other reasons, other than those
identified by the SACSCOC Board of Trustees, why the institution could not be continued for "Good
Cause."
An institution may submit monitoring reports for a maximum of four consecutive years, inclusive of the
monitoring period, probationary period, or Probation for "Good Cause." In all cases, the institution bears
the burden of proof to provide evidence why SACSCOC's Board of Trustees should not remove it from
membership.
The SACSCOC Board of Trustees grants Good Cause extensions infrequently and judiciously.
Summarizing Board of Trustees action since 2017, the Board of Trustees has provided an extension to only
18 of 1,485 cases, 1 of which was extended for two years. Of those 18 cases, the Board took eventual
action to remove accreditation on one of those institutions because the two-year probationary extension had
expired without the institution complying with the Principles of Accreditation.
Further, the Sanctions policy was updated to require institutions on Probation or Probation for Good Cause
to provide an institutional contingency teach-out plan pursuant to the SACSCOC policy, "Substantive
Change Policy and Procedures." (Exhibit 29, p. 10)
(d) The SACSCOC Principles of Accreditation applies to applicants, candidates, and member institutions.
Noncompliance with the Principles could lead to monitoring and/or sanctions per its policies,

"Reaffirmation and Subsequent Reports" (Exhibit 68) and "Sanctions, Denial of Reaffirmation and
Removal from Membership." (Exhibit 85) SACSCOC does not limit adverse or other actions for particular
programs.
Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

Exhibit 85 Sanctions Denial of
Accreditation and Removal from
Membership
Exhibit BB2 Sanctions Policy
Exhibit CC1 Placing Institution on
Probation Ltr

File Name

85 Sanctions Denial of Reaffirmation and
Remo val from Membership Policy
Statement.pdf
BB2 Sanction Policy.pdf
CC1

b)(4)

'Action Ltr 2MR.pdf

Analyst
Comments

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

None

None

None

None

None

None

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. See analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the policy on Sanctions, Denial of Reaffirmation and Removal from Membership
outlines the procedures for taking an immediate adverse action; and take such action, when the agency has
determined that such action is warranted for an institution (exhibit 85). Specifically, the agency attests that
the policy "addresses all provisions of the regulations requiring SACSCOC to take immediate adverse
action against an institution not complying with a standard;" however, the agency has not provided any
additional narrative to describe the aforementioned provisions to demonstrate adherence to part (b) of the
criteria.
Further, the agency has reiterated the response to §602.20 (a) for part (c) of the criteria. In particular, the
agency reinforces the policy requirements that the agency take immediate adverse action against an
institution not complying with a standard, or the Board of Trustees (Board) may allow an institution a
monitoring period, which is a period of two years; no more than four years with the option of a good cause
extension; and/or the institution may be removed form membership if compliance is not demonstrated after
the monitoring period. The agency policy also defines the requirements for an extension for good cause,
including probation for good cause, occurring when the monitoring period ends, and the Board extends
accreditation the sanction of good cause probation is granted if the institution meets the good cause
requirements. , the agency provides the timeline for good cause which is a maximum of two years and is
granted if an institution demonstrates significant progress of coming into compliance; demonstrates
deficiencies will be corrected in the time allotted; and assures the Board no other compliance issues have
surfaced during the period of noncompliance (exhibit 85). Moreover, the agency attests that the Sanctions,
Denial of Reaffirmation and Removal from Membership policy has been updated to require a contingency
teach-out plan. However, the agency has not provided any additional context within the narrative
addressing how this addition to the policy ensures requirement of maintaining the institution's accreditation

or preaccreditation until the institution or program has had reasonable time to complete the activities in its
teach-out plan or to fulfill the obligations of any teach-out agreement to assist students in transferring or
completing their programs; nor has any evidence been provided to demonstrate adherence to part (c).
In addition, the agency has cited exhibits 68, stating "Noncompliance with the Principles could lead to
monitoring and/or sanctions per its policies; however, the agency has not addressed which policies
specifically speaks to whether the agency "limits the adverse or other action to particular programs that are
offered by the institution or to particular additional locations of an institution, without necessarily taking
action against the entire institution and all of its programs, provided the noncompliance was limited to that
particular program or location, as required to be addressed in part (d) of the criteria, nor provided the
exhibit 68 as evidence. It does not appear that the agency has a policy specifically related to §602.20 (c-d).
It should be noted that (d) affords flexibility and allows the agency to limit the adverse or other action to
particular program or to additional locations of the institution without taking action against the entire
institution. Therefore, the agency is not required to have such policy, but must inform Department staff in
its response that is has not developed such a policy related to §602.20 (d).
Correspondingly, §602.20(c) allows the agency to take an adverse action but maintain the institutions
accreditation or preaccreditation until the institution or program has had reasonable time to complete the
activities in its teach-out plan or to fulfill the obligations of any teach-out agreement to assist students in
transferring or completing their programs. However, it is unclear if the agency has adopted policy related to
§602.20(c).
Department staff will be conducting a file review of additional agency documents related to the criteria
during a file review scheduled for early next year.
It should also be noted that the Department received multiple third party comments regarding the agency's
adherence to the criteria, specifically pertaining to (b)(4)
(b)(4)
. The agency needs to provide additional explanation and
documentation from the abovementioned entities to demonstrate compliance with the criterion. All
documentation, which is subject to Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests, should be submitted
pursuant to section §602.31 f(1) of the regulations (redaction of PH).
The agency will find the staff analysis of the third-party comments in that section of the petition for
recognition. Please review the staff analysis in that section to inform your response in this criterion and
other criteria specifically related to issues noted by the commenters.
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency must provide a
narrative explaining the agency provisions, requirements, and specific policy relating to §602.20 (c-d) to
demonstrate adherence to all components of the criteria. The agency needs to also provide and cite exhibits
29 and 68 referenced in the narrative in this section of the criteria for analysis. Lastly, the agency must
address the third party commenters concerns.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
SACSCOC recognizes the disruption created when institutions are removed from membership. However,

the Board retains the authority to remove an institution from membership at any time. See Exhibit BB2, p.
3. Specifically, the SACSCOC policy "Sanctions, Denial of Membership and Removal from Membership"
notes:
An institution may be removed from SACSCOC membership at any time, depending on the Board of
Trustee's judgment of the seriousness of noncompliance with the Principles of Accreditation or with
SACSCOC's policies and procedures. Removal from membership, however, usually occurs after persistent
or significant noncompliance during a monitoring period or any time an institution has been placed on
Probation for Good Cause. A serious instance of noncompliance or repeated instances of noncompliance
may result in removal of membership without a monitoring period. If an institution has filed bankruptcy,
the SACSCOC Board of Trustees may revoke the institution's accreditation for failure to comply with the
Principles of Accreditation during the pendency of the bankruptcy.
(c)
When the Board places an institution on Probation, the language is added to the decision letter, alerting the
institution to submit a Contingency Teach-Out plan (See Exhibit CC!) with its monitoring report.
At its March 2022 meeting, the Executive Council, acting on behalf of the SACSCOC Board of Trustees,
revised the Sanctions policy. This revision designates a reasonable time for an institution to remain in
accreditation following the adverse action of removal from membership to permit students to complete
their transfer to another institution or to completing their academic program.
The revised policy states:
SACSCOC will maintain the institution in accreditation to complete the activities in the teach-out plan or to
fulfill the obligations of any teach-out agreement to assist students in transferring or completing their
programs for a reasonable period of time, defined as the period of arbitration or legal action following
removal of membership. (Exhibit BB2, p. 4)
Since the revision of this policy, the agency has not had an opportunity to enforce this change.
(d)
SACSCOC does not have a policy related to Section 602.20 (d), limiting adverse or other sanctions to
particular programs or additional locations of the institution without taking action against the entire
institution. In accordance with the Sanctions policy, "As an institutional accreditor, any instance of
noncompliance applies to the entire institution and is not limited or isolated to units, offices, or programs
within the institution." (See Exhibit BB2, p. 1)
The third-party comments for this criterion allege that during its routine reviews of (b)(4)
(b)(4)
,certain issues outlined should have revealed noncompliance. By its own admission, the
comments infer that SACSCOC has routinely reviewed the institutions or substantive changes pursuant to
SACSCOC standards, policies, and procedures. Further, this standard was reviewed in the respective
institution's last review and the institution was found compliant. Most of the third-party comments relate to
matters that were reviewed during the agency's last review cycle and the agency was found compliant.

Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:

In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional documentation, explanation, and a
revised agency policy to demonstrate adherence to the criteria. Specifically, the agency reiterated the Board
of Trustees (Board) authority to remove an institution from membership due to the seriousness of
noncompliance with the Principles of Accreditation or agency policies and procedures, pursuant to the
agency Policy on Sanctions, Denial of Reaffirmation, and Removal from Membership.
In addition, the agency acknowledges that Board decision letters inform institutions placed on probation of
the requirement to provide a Teach-Out plan and monitoring report within a designated time period (exhibit
CC!); and has revised the Policy on Sanctions, Denial of Reaffirmation, and Removal from Membership to
further comply with part (c) of the criteria. In particular, the aforementioned policy, revised by the
Executive Council in March 2022, now requires the agency to continue to accredit the institution while it
completes the activities in the teach-out plan or fulfill the obligations of any teach-out agreement to assist
students in transferring or completing their programs for a reasonable period of time, which is defined as
the period of arbitration or legal action following removal of membership (exhibit BB2). The agency also
attests that this policy has not been enforced since the approval of the revisions.
Further, the agency attests that part (d) of the criteria does not apply to the agency since institutional
noncompliance applies to the entire institution.
Lastly, the agency attests that the third-party commenters allegations identified the routine reviews of
issues related to this criterion, which the agency views as compliance with this criterion, since the agency
has found the institution's listed within the third-party comments compliant with the agency policies
affiliated with the criteria during the last institutional reviews.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.20(e) Arbitration Requirements

Narrative:
Following the adoption of the federal regulations regarding this provision, the SACSCOC Board of
Trustees adopted a policy entitled, "Arbitration," applicable to candidate and member institutions. If the
Board takes an adverse action and the institution appeals pursuant to the "Sanctions, Denial of
Reaffirmation and Removal from Membership", then it must enter into arbitration before initiating
litigation. This arbitration is binding and governed by the federal arbitration regulations. See Exhibit 174.
The Board approved this policy on September 3, 2020, and there has not been an opportunity to apply the
policy.
Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

File Name

Analyst
Comments

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

Exhibit 174 Arbitration Policy

174 Arbitration of Adverse Actions Policy
St atement.pdf

None

None

Exhibit A Principles of
Accreditation 2018

A Principles of Accreditation 20 1 8.pdf

None

None

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that in response to the U.S. Department of Education (Department) regulations, effective
July 1, 2020, the agency adopted an Arbitration Policy in September 2020 to adhere to the criteria.
Specifically, the agency policy, which is pursuant to federal arbitration regulations, provides the
configuration, qualifications, and conflict of interest/recusal requirements of arbitrators, along with
processes and procedures for candidate and member institutions to initiate arbitration, prior to litigation of
an appealed adverse action. The agency further attests no opportunity to apply the policy occurred prior to
the petition submission. Department staff will be conducting a file review of additional agency documents
related to the criteria during a file review scheduled for early next year.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative

No files uploaded
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
The agency met the requirements of this criterion with its original narrative and documentation.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response

No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.20(f-g) Non Compliance with Parts of 34 CFR 668

Narrative:
(t) SACSCOC has not had a candidates or member institutions in noncompliance with the regulations
referenced above. If it does, then SACSCOC will notify the Department.

(g) This regulation is not applicable to SACSCOC.

Document(s) for this Section

Exhibit Title

Analyst
Comments

File Name

Exhibit A Principles of Accreditation
2018

A Principles of Accreditation
2018.pdf

None

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

None

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that noncompliance issues with 34 CFR §668 references of the criteria have not
occurred during the recognition cycle; and part (g) of the criteria is not applicable to the agency.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
The agency met the requirements of this criterion with its original narrative and documentation.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.21(a-b) Systematic Review of Standards

Narrative:
The "Standing Rules: SACSCOC Board of Trustees, the Executive Council, and the College Delegate
Assembly" (Exhibit 9, pp. 5-6) outlines the process for the review of the Principles of Accreditation:
Foundations for Quality Enhancement (Principles), the accreditation standards for member institutions. The
SACSCOC review process and procedures address all the elements listed and allow for changes to the
Principles within a twelve-month period, every three years (for incremental changes, if necessary), and
every seven years (for a comprehensive review and any major changes).
The Standing Rules describe the comprehensive review of the accreditation standards for purposes of
determining whether the standards are adequate to evaluate the quality of the education (Exhibit 9, pp. 4546) or training provided by institutions and relevant to the educational needs of students. It also defines the

relevant constituencies of the Commission for purposes of developing relevant and adequate criteria
(Exhibit 9, p. 6).
In December 2014, the College Delegate Assembly was notified that SACSCOC Principles Review
Committee would begin its work. In December 2017 the SACSCOC Board of Trustees completed a
scheduled seven-year comprehensive review of its standards and used the procedure described in the
Standing Rules (see Exhibit 9, p. 5). The Principles Review Committee (PRC) included individuals from
diverse departments and institutions. (Exhibit 45, PRC Roster) Examples of the Principles Review
Committee's work tracks the process and provides the following information: (1) agenda/materials used by
the Principles Review Committee during its initial meeting on October 6, 2015 (Exhibit 246, pp 1-2), (2) a
preliminary report from the Committee to the Executive Council meeting in March 2016 (Exhibit 247,
Minutes of February 2016), (3) notice of a call for comments from the Committee to the Commission's
constituents due April 1, 2016 (Exhibit 246, p. 3, Call for Comment), (4) proposed changes to the
Principles from the Committee to the Executive Council (Exhibit 244) and the SACSCOC Board of
Trustees for vote in June 2017 (Exhibit 245, Minutes of June 2017), and (5) report of the PRC to the
membership for approval during the business meeting of the College Delegate Assembly in December 2017
(Exhibit 247). Official notification was sent timely to the College Delegate Assembly (the membership).
(Exhibit 237) The College Delegate Assembly adopted the proposed Principles. (Exhibit 248) The 2018
edition of the Principles and the updated Resource Manual went into effect January 1, 2018, and March
2018, respectively. Each member institution received complimentary copies of both documents.
Institutions that were in the transitional period between 2017 and 2018,were provided instructions for
submitting their Compliance Certification report for reaffirmation and Fifth-Year Interim Reports. (Exhibit
##: Letter to institution re responding to 2018 edition of the Principles) Peer evaluators were trained on the
applicable transitional requirements to ensure consistent application of the standards. A crosswalk from the
2012 edition to the 2018 edition of the Principles was created and placed on the SACSCOC website for
public access. See Exhibit 175, Crosswalk. Once the applicable period expired, the crosswalk was removed
from the website to avoid confusion for future classes. Institutions that were cited for non-compliance
during this review period were informed in writing which standards were applicable in their subsequent
submissions. (Exhibits 104, 106, and 112, notification letters) SACSCOC staff were available to assist
institutions with any questions or comments.
Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

Exhibit 9 Standing Rules of SACS
BOT EC CDA
Exhibit 45 Roster of ad hoc
Principles Review Committee
Exhibit 104 Notification of Approval
of Sub Change
Exhibit 112 Letter to (b)(4)
requesting MR
Exhibit 175 Crosswalk of 2012
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Exhibit 246 Agenda for initial 2016
PRC Committee
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PRC Prelim Report
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9 Standing Rules of SACSCOC BOT EC
CDA.pdf
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Re view Committee.pdf
104 Sub Change Approval letters.pdf
112 Letter of notification to (b)(4)
Sanc tion.pdf
175 Crosswalk of 2012 edition to 2018
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Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. See analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the Principles of Accreditation, which contains the agency standards and
requirements for accredited and pre accredited institutions, is reviewed by a comprehensive process.
Specifically, the policy on Standing Rules of the agency outlines the process, procedures, and timelines for
any revision to the Principles of Accreditation: Foundations for Quality Enhancement, which includes
every three years a notification to the College Delegate Assembly; submission of proposed changes from
member institutions, Board of Trustees (Board) Committees, or the public; and establishment of a review
committee; post for comments on changes; and the review and approval by the Executive Council, in
consultation with the Board of the changes that are reported to the membership by the College Delegate
Assembly (exhibit 9). Additionally, the agency details the 2017 process of review for changes to agency
standards and provided evidence of the components of the process (exhibits 45, 237, and 246-247);
however, exhibits 244-245 and 248 referenced in the narrative have not been provided for analysis.
The agency also attests that instructions and trainings are provided to institutions and peer reviewers on
changes to agency standards through letters and the publication of a crosswalk, which is posted on the
agency website to reflect the changes between the current and previous standards, to ensure Compliance
Certifications (self-studies) and Interim reports are submitted and reviewed with the applicable standards
(exhibit 175). The agency also provided evidence of institutions cited for noncompliance with the updated
standards (exhibits 104, 106, and 112); however, exhibit ## referenced in the narrative was not included for
analysis. Similarly, the agency has included exhibit 177; however, the agency has not provided the
relevance of its inclusion. Department staff will be conducting a file review of additional agency
documents related to the criteria during a file review scheduled for early next year.
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency needs to provide
exhibits 244-245, 248 and ## referenced in the narrative in this section of the criteria for analysis. The
agency needs to also explain the inclusion of exhibit 177 in relation to the criteria.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative

No files uploaded
Response:
SACSCOC reviewed and revised its Principles of Accreditation between 2015 and 2017, pursuant to its
Bylaws. The Principles Review Committee (PRC) included individuals from diverse departments and
institutions. (Exhibit CC4)
Examples of the Principles Review Committee's work tracks the process and provides the following
information: (1) agenda/materials used by the Principles Review Committee during its initial meeting on
October 6, 2015 (Exhibit CC6, PRC minutes, pp 1-2); (2) update of work on the Principles from the
Committee minutes (Exhibit CC8, PRC Minutes of February 2016); (3) a preliminary report from the PRC
to the Executive Council in March 2016 (Exhibit CC9); (4) notice of a call for comments sent to the
Commission's constituents due April 1, 2016, (5) proposed changes to the Principles from the PRC
forwarded to the Executive Council (Exhibit CC2); and the SACSCOC Board of Trustees for vote in June
2017 (Exhibit CC3, Minutes of June 2017), and (6) report of the PRC to the membership for approval
during the business meeting of the College Delegate Assembly in December 2017. Official notification was
sent timely to the College Delegate Assembly (the membership) (Exhibit CC7). The College Delegate
Assembly adopted the proposed Principles. (Exhibit B) The 2018 edition of the Principles and the updated
Resource Manual went into effect January 1, 2018, and March 2018, respectively. Each member institution
received complimentary copies of both documents (Exhibit CC10).
Institutions that were in the transitional period between 2017 and 2018,were provided instructions for
submitting their Compliance Certification report for reaffirmation and Fifth-Year Interim Reports. (Exhibit
CC5 [noted as Exhibit 414# in the petition]: Correspondence to institution re responding to 2018 edition of
the Principles)
Exhibit 177, Example of a Disclosure Statement of an Adverse Action was inadvertently attached to this
criterion.

Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency still needs to provide
exhibits CC3 and CC5 cited in the original narrative and agency response for analysis and the record.
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional documentation and explanation in
relation to the criteria. Specifically, the agency reiterated the required standards review conducted in 2017
for the current 2018 Principles of Accreditation cited in the original narrative. In addition, the agency
provided the omitted documents from the original submission, which includes the proposed changes to the
Principles from the Committee to the Executive Council and the minutes from the College Delegate
Assembly's adoption of the proposed Principles to evidence the attestation of the original narrative
(exhibits B and CC2).

However, the meeting minutes from the Board of Trustees for vote in June 2017, and the institution
instructions for submitting Compliance Certification reports for reaffirmation and Fifth-Year Interim
Reports during the revisions of the agency standards, cited in the original narrative and agency response,
have still not been provided for analysis and the record. The agency further attests that the inclusion of the
Disclosure Statement of Adverse Action in this section of the criteria was in error.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.21(c-d) Revision of Standards

Narrative:
The Standing Rules of the Commission outlines a process whereby if the Commission needed to make a
change in the standards, it could do so within a 12 month period while providing notice to all relevant
constituencies, giving constituencies ample time to comment on proposed changes, and consider and
incorporate recommended changes as appropriate.
The Standing Rules state:
2.b. Proposals for changes of substance in the Principles of Accreditation may be submitted in writing at
any time to the President of SACS Commission on Colleges by the chief executive officer or designated
representative of a member institution, by a committee of the Board of Trustees, or by any of the
Commission's constituents or the public. If a proposal is to be considered for action at the Annual Meeting,
it must be submitted at least thirty days prior to the preceding Summer Meeting of the Executive Council
and the Commission's Board of Trustees. Proposed changes to the Principles shall be reviewed by the
Board of Trustees or one of its committees and, if approved, shall be forwarded in writing to the
membership and posted on the Web for other Commission constituents at least 30 days prior to the annual
business session of the College Delegate Assembly. (Exhibit 9, Standing Rules, p. 6)
Since the adoption of the 2018 edition of the Principles of Accreditation, SACSCOC has not changed any
standards; however, based on feedback from evaluators reviewing accreditation related actions in June and
December 2018, there was a need to clarify the interpretation of Core Requirement 8.2.a (Student
outcomes: educational programs). The clarification involved associate of arts and/or associate of science
degrees and student learning outcomes in matters of transfers. The change clarifies that if "coherent and
significant cohort of the course" appears to be a "major" sequence, then reviewers can reasonably expect
"each iteration of its AA and AS degrees to be separate educational programs," with appropriate learning
outcomes. The Executive Council approved this interpretation in March 2020 and the Board of Trustees
adopted the Guidelines in the Summer 2020 meeting.
An Interpretation of Core Requirement 9.3 (General education requirements) occurred in June 2019 to
ensure consistent evaluation of this requirement. Specifically, it noted that a skills course such as basic
composition could not serve as a fulfillment of the general education for humanities. (Exhibit 179)

Document(s) for this Section

Exhibit Title

Exhibit 9 Standing Rules of SACS
BOT EC CDA
Exhibit 179 Interpretation of CR 9.3
Exhibit 130 149 Letter of Notification
of No Action
Exhibit A Principles of Accreditation
2018
Exhibit N Standing Rules
Exhibit CC7 Notice of POA to CDA
Exhibit CC6 Principles Min of Feb
2016

File Name
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Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. See analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the policy on Standing Rules outlines the requirements within the criteria for the 12
month timeframe to make revision changes identified to standards and the inclusion of constituents in the
revision process of the standards (exhibit 9). Specifically, the policy allows standards revisions to be
submitted to the agency in writing by member institutions, Board of Trustees (Board) Committees, or the
public to be considered at the Annual meeting of the agency (exhibit 9). The agency policy also notes that
once the proposed revisions are determined and considered for action the changes "shall be reviewed by the
Board of Trustees or one of its committees and, if approved, shall be forwarded in writing to the
membership and posted on the SACSCOC website for other Commission constituents at least 30 days prior
to the annual business session of the College Delegate Assembly." However, the agency policy referenced
in the narrative does not identify part (d) of the criteria prior to finalizing and taking action on the changes,
which requires public notification and comment, along with the inclusion of those comments, in the review
of the standards, prior to posting the changes to the agency website.
In addition, the agency has provided the process utilized in 2018 to clarify the interpretation of a core
requirement pursuant to evaluator concerns. The agency reiterated the Executive Council's approval of the
change and the Board's adoption of the change in interpretation. Although, the agency example included a
change in interpretation and not the entire standard, the agency constituents are still not cited as being
notified or included to provide input on the change. Finally, the agency provides a 2019 interpretation of a
standard and notification letter of a complaint related to the interpretation; however, the agency has not
demonstrated how exhibits 130 and 179 speak to the process required in the criteria. Department staff will
be conducting a file review of additional agency documents related to the criteria during a file review
scheduled for early next year.

Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency must demonstrate
with documentation that part (d) of the criteria, which requires notice to all of the agency's relevant
constituencies, and other parties who have made their interest known to the agency, of the changes the
agency proposes to make; provide constituencies and other interested parties adequate opportunity to
comment on the proposed changes; and take into account and be responsive to any comments on the
proposed changes submitted timely by the relevant constituencies and other interested parties, is met. The
agency needs to also explain the inclusion of exhibits 130 and 1 in relation to the process described within
the criteria.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
Revisions to the Principles of Accreditation are governed by the "Standing Rules of SACSCOC Board of
Trustees, Executive Council and College Delegate Assembly" policy. (See Exhibit N, p. 6) In Section 2.a,
it notes that the final report of the Principles Review Committee is forwarded to the membership for review
and vote during the business session of the College Delegate Assembly. Specifically, it notes:
Every three years, the Chair of the SACSCOC Board of Trustees will appoint a Committee, representing at
least every institutional level, to serve on the Principles Review Committee. The Committee will solicit
comments from the membership and relevant constituencies regarding the Principles and will consider all
comments and recommendations received since the last review period. After soliciting reaction to the draft
of any proposed changes as distributed in written form or through the SACSCOC website, the Committee
will consider comments received regarding the proposal, modify the proposal as is appropriate, and present
its final report to the Executive Council and to the SACSCOC Board of Trustees. Following review and
endorsement, the Board will forward the report to the membership for review and vote during the business
session of the College Delegate Assembly.(Emphasis added)
During the 2017 review, constituents were provided opportunities to comment throughout the process. See
Exhibit CC6,p. 3, call for comments posted on SACSCOC website. The Principles Review Committee
received and reviewed the comments, many of which became a part of the final changes. Once the final
draft was approved by the Executive Council and the Board, the proposed changes were posted to the
website and the membership were provided an opportunity to review and comment. See Exhibit CC7.
Further, at its March 2022 meeting, the Executive Council, acting on behalf of the SACSCOC Board of
Trustees, amended the "Standing Rules" policy and added the language, "... the Board will forward the
report to the membership for review, comment and response, before a vote during the business session of
the College Delegate Assembly." This change ensures that SACSCOC adheres to this criterion. See Exhibit
N, p.3. Since the revision of this policy, the agency has not had an opportunity to enforce this change.
Exhibit A is the current version of the Principles of Accreditation with the edition date noted on the cover
and was submitted to substantiate that assertion.
Exhibit 130 in the petition was inadvertently attached to this criterion in the petition.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:

Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional documentation, explanation, and a
revised agency policy to demonstrate adherence to the criteria. Specifically, the agency reiterated the
Standing Rules requirement for the review of agency standards, which is initiated and governed every three
years by the Board of Trustees, Executive Council and College Delegate Assembly, who appoint a
Principles Review Committee (Committee) to oversee the standards revisions (exhibits A and N). In
addition, the agency explained the role of the Committee, which includes the solicitation of comments from
the membership and relevant constituencies; the incorporation of solicited comments; and making the draft
of the standards available on the agency website with the incorporated comments for final review. The
agency further acknowledges that the aforementioned process was utilized during the 2017 Standards
review; however, the Standing Rules were revised in March 2022 by the Executive Council to specifically
include the requirements of part (d) of the criteria (exhibits CC6-CC7 and N).
In particular, the Executive Council approved the following revision to the Standing Rules "Following
review and endorsement, the Board will forward the report to the membership for review, comment and
response, before a vote during the business session of the College Delegate Assembly" on behalf of the
Board of Trustees at the March 2022 meeting. It should be noted that since this revision to the Standing
Rules, the agency has not enforced this change. Lastly, the agency attests that the Disclosure Statement of
Adverse Action was included in this section of the criteria in error and the Principles of Accreditation were
provided to demonstrate the 2018 revised agency standards.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.22(a)(1)(i) Approval of Substantive Changes

Narrative:
SACSCOC member institutions are responsible for maintaining compliance at all times with Standard 14.2
(Substantive change) of the Principles of Accreditation and with the Substantive Change Policy and
Procedures. Standard 14.2 provides:
The institution has a policy and procedures to ensure that all substantive changes are reported in accordance
with SACSCOC policy. (Exhibit 1, Principles, p. 32)
SACSCOC recently revised its written substantive change policies and procedures for requesting prior
notification or approvals before institution's implement significant changes that alter the mission,
programs, or procedures. The policy includes comprehensive definitions for all the types of substantive
changes required. Specifically, pages 1-3 defines all substantive changes requiring approval prior to
implementation; the Procedures section (pp.5-38), explains the various types of substantive changes, their
respective approval/notification requirements, and their reporting timelines, as well as a glossary of terms
describing the terminology applicable to the pertinent change. Further, the policy states that, "If an
institution is non-compliant with the Substantive Change Policy and Procedures or Standard 14.2, its
accreditation may be in jeopardy." (Exhibit ##, Sub-change policy, p. 4)

SACSCOC has several policies applicable to substantive change to include (1) Substantive Change Policy
and Procedures (Exhibit 29), (2) Mergers, Consolidations, Change of Ownership, Acquisitions, and Change
of Governance, Control, Form, or Legal Status (Exhibit 84)„ (3) Agreements Involving Joint and Dual
Academic Awards (Exhibit 180), (4) Direct Assessment Competency-based Educational Programs (Exhibit
170), (5) Distance Education and Correspondence Courses (Exhibit 50), (6) Credit Hours (Exhibit 57), (7)
Dual Enrollment (Exhibit 133), and (8) Seeking Accreditation at a Higher or Lower Degree Level (Exhibit
181). Various procedures applicable to the type of substantive change undertaken by the institution are
outlined in these respective policies. Procedures and applicable forms are available on the SACSCOC
website at www.sacscoc.org under the "Accreditation" tab. (See Exhibit 182)
The SACSCOC Board of Trustees acts on the substantive change applications or prospectuses at its semiannual meetings. These actions are reported and published on the SACSCOC website. Institutions received
written notification of the Board's actions. (Exhibits 131 and Exhibit 132)
Document(s) for this Section
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Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. See analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the Principles of Accreditation, the revised Substantive Change policy, along with
various policies of the agency on mergers, change of ownership or control; distance education; degree
levels; and enrollment all outline the institutional requirements for the approval and compliance of
substantive changes (exhibits 50, 57, 84, 133, and 181-182); however, the Principles and the agency
Substantive Change policy have not been provided in this section of the criteria for analysis. In particular,
the agency attests standard 14.2 insists that member institutions have policies and procedures pertaining to
substantive change, which requires prior notification or approval of implementation; the defined types of
substantive changes; established timelines for reporting the change; and the consequences of
noncompliance in accordance with agency policy. However, the agency has not provided a list of
substantive change requests made by institutions and the status of those requests during the current
recognition cycle for analysis of adherence to the agency policy and standard. The agency further attests
that the Board of Trustees (Board) actions on substantive change requests and approvals are displayed on
the agency website; however, exhibits 131-132 referenced in the narrative reflecting this process have not
been included for analysis along with the meaning of ## within the agency response. The agency has also
not provided evidence to demonstrate the full cycle of review, including the application, correspondence,
and decision letter, of the aforementioned types of substantive changes nor the list of substantive change
requests made by institutions and the status of those requests during the current recognition cycle for
analysis.
In addition, it has been brought to the Analyst's attention that the substantive change policy, on the agency
website is from 2017 and not the revised policy referenced in the narrative available. Department staff will
be conducting a file review of additional agency documents related to the criteria during a file review
scheduled for early next year.

It should also be noted that the Department received multiple third party comments regarding the agency's
adherence to the criteria, specifically pertaining to (b)(4)
(b)(4)
The agency needs to provide additional explanation and
documentation from the abovementioned entities to demonstrate compliance with the criterion. All
documentation, which is subject to Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests, should be submitted
pursuant to section §602.31 f(1) of the regulations (redaction of PII).
The agency will find the staff analysis of the third-party comments in that section of the petition for
recognition. Please review the staff analysis in that section to inform your response in this criterion and
other criteria specifically related to issues noted by the commenters.
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency needs to provide the
Principles, exhibit 1, the Substantive Change policy, and exhibits 131-132 along with explaining and
identifying exhibit #4# referenced in the narrative. The agency needs to also explain and clarify the
differences between the 2017 online substantive change document, which is outside of the recognition
cycle, and the revised policy referenced in the narrative, yet not included in this section of the criteria, for
analysis. Further, the agency must provide a list of substantive change requests made by institutions and the
status of those requests during the current recognition cycle; and the full cycle of review, including the
application, correspondence, and decision letter, of approvals for each substantive change type reviewed
during the recognition cycle. Lastly, the agency must address the third party commenters concerns.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
SACSCOC submitted Exhibit A, the Principles of Accreditation, the accreditation standards for the agency.
Exhibit BB8 is a copy of the current edition of the SACSCOC "Substantive Change Policy and
Procedures." The SACSCOC Board of Trustees acts on the substantive change applications or prospectuses
at its semi-annual meetings. These actions are reported and published on the SACSCOC website.
Institutions receive written notification of the Board's actions. See Exhibits DD1.
Given the significant changes regarding substantive changes during negotiated rulemaking, in June 2019,
the Board of Trustees created an ad hoc sub-committee, chaired by a member of the Executive Council, and
populated by representatives from various institutional types and institutional areas (Exhibit DD5). The
Committee was charged with aligning the SACSCOC policy with the proposed federal changes. (See
Exhibit DD4, p.3), with a report due in June 2020. The ad hoc committee and the staff submitted their
preliminary findings to the Executive Council in March 2020 (See Exhibit DD3, proposed revisions to
policy and Exhibit DD4b, EC minutes approving preliminary report) and forwarded to the Board for its
approval in June. See Exhibit DD4a, BOT minutes approving Sub-Change policy.
Due to the COVlD-19 pandemic, the June meeting was rescheduled from June to September 2020, when
the policy was approved. See Exhibit BB8, p. 98. Until the Board's action, the 2017 version of the policy
was on the website. The Board took action on the policy section in September; however, it was noted that
the procedures section would take more time as the Department was clarifying the operational components
for implementation. See Exhibit DD4c, p. 4. A redline version of the numerous changes, particularly in the
procedure sections, is submitted to evidence the many changes throughout the document. See Exhibit DD3.
Further, a policy crosswalk was available on the website that compared the 2017 version with the 2020

policy. (See Exhibit DD6). NOTE: Due to the rescheduled June 2020 meeting to September 2020 (due to
the COVID-19 pandemic),the agency's recognition petition was submitted shortly after the board took
action; therefore, the policy submitted at the time was still a work in progress. The name of the policy was
changed from "Substantive Change for SACSCOC Accredited Institutions" to "Substantive Change Policy
and Procedures" to reduce confusion regarding the two policies.
During the current recognition cycle, the Substantive Change Office has received nearly 10,000 substantive
change requests, averaging nearly 3,100 annually. These requests include notifications,
prospectus/applications for significant changes, matters reviewed by the Committee on Compliance and
Reports (C&R) and teach-out plans. (See Exhibit DD7, 2020 Annual Report, p. 13) This does not include
requests for verifications. A compilation of Substantive Change Requests and subsequent actions for the
current review cycle (June 2018 — March 2022) is noted in Exhibit DD8.
In regard to the third-party comments related to this criterion 602.22 (a-h), the SACSCOC "Substantive
Change Policy and Procedures," copiously details the components of distinct types of substantive change
and the procedures members institutions much meet to maintain compliance. (See Exhibit BB8) SACSCOC
has policies, procedures and specifically, the "Substantive Change Policy and Procedures" to ensure
compliance with these federal regulations. Further, SACSCOC has the applicable policies related to this
section, namely, "Reaffirmation and Subsequent Reports," which monitors and evaluates member
institutions at appropriate intervals. (See Exhibit GG) Failure to maintain compliance with the Principles of
Accreditation or specific requests of the SACSCOC Board of Trustees may result in monitoring and/or
sanctions as outlined in SACSCOC policy, "Sanctions, Denial of Membership. (See Exhibit BB2).
provides
A comprehensive report regarding (b)(4)
evidence in Exhibit GG8 regarding the agency's application of these standards, policies, and procedures for
each of the respective institutions. Finally, many of the allegations relate to matters that occurred outside of
the current review cycle.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency still needs to provide
the full cycle of review, including the application/prospectus, correspondence, and decision letter, of
approvals for each type of substantive change reviewed during the recognition cycle. The agency needs to
also provide the written notification of the Board's actions on Substantive Changes cited in the original
narrative and referenced in the agency response as evidence. In addition, the agency needs to clarify the
discrepancies within the narrative and the annual report regarding the Substantive Change numbers.
Finally, the agency must provide the file review documentation listed in the narrative for analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional documentation and explanation in
relation to the criteria. In particular, the agency provided the omitted Principles of Accreditation, and the
revised Substantive Change Policy and Procedures to evidence the attestations of the original narrative
(exhibits A and BB8); however, the agency has still not provided the omitted Board of Trustee's (Board)
written notification of the Board's actions on Substantive Changes; instead the agency has included Board

meeting minutes, which do not discuss the referenced notifications in the agency narrative as evidence
(exhibit DD1). In addition, the staff determination requested the agency to clarify the inclusion of the 2017
Policy on Substantive Change for SACSCOC Accredited Institutions and the incomplete Substantive
Change Policy and Procedures, which the agency has now clarified that the Substantive Change Policy and
Procedures included in the original submission was a work in progress.
Correspondingly, the agency summarized the changes made to the existing Substantive Change
requirements in lieu of the new Department regulations effective July,! 2020. The aforementioned changes
included the agency creating a Committee charged with aligning the existing Substantive Change Policy
with the new regulations; the timelines of the proposed revisions, including notations of delays in
implementation due to the pandemic; and a crosswalk of the policy changes which the agency attests were
available on the agency website, resulting in the current Substantive Change Policy and Procedures
(exhibits BB8, DD3-DD4, DD4a-DD4c, and DD5-DD6).
Further, the staff determination requested the agency provide a list of substantive change requests made by
institutions and the status of those requests during the current recognition cycle, in which the agency attests
over 10,000 substantive changes occurred during the recognition period evidenced in the substantive
change and annual report in lieu of the list requested by Department Staff, however, the 2020 Annual
Report table describing the type and number of accreditation actions taken by the SACSCOC Board of
Trustees during the past ten-year period does not reflect the attestation of the narrative (exhibits DD7DD8). Additionally, the agency has still not provided the full cycle of review, including the
application/prospectus, correspondence, and decision letter, of approvals for each type of substantive
change reviewed during the recognition cycle within the petition nor the file review documents.
Lastly, the agency addressed the third-party commenters allegations regarding Substantive Changes,
including approvals, Branch Campuses, Additional locations, and evaluation of such changes, with the
inclusion of the Substantive Change Policy and Procedures, which outlines the types of substantive change,
and requirements for substantive change approval. The agency further attests that institutional compliance
for substantive changes are subject to the Policies on Reaffirmation and Subsequent Report and Sanctions,
Denial of Reaffirmation, and Removal from Membership in addition to the Policy on Substantive Change
Policy and Procedure if the institution fails to maintain compliance with agency standards (exhibits A,
BB2, GG). Specific to the institution's cited within the third-party Comments, the agency has provided
additional documentation within the third-party comment section of the petition demonstrating the review
of the institutions substantive changes in accordance with the aforementioned agency policies as well as
notes that many of the allegations fall outside of the recognition period.
It should be noted that the agency still needs to provide the documents requested during the file review
conducted March-May of 2022, including additional examples of substantive changes during the
recognition period for all types of substantive changes permitted by the agency; examples pf additional
location substantive changes reviewed during the recognition period; records of site visits for additional
locations, including decisions made by the agency for 2018-2019; indicate and provide the records of site
visits of additional locations among institutions that operate more than three additional locations for the
recognition period; and reviews of change of control requests and the subsequent decisions, along with any
related follow up reviews for 2018, and 2020-21).
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.22(a)(1)(ii)(A-F) Types of Substantive Change

Narrative:
The SACSCOC Substantive Change Policy defines a substantive change as:
A substantive change is a significant modification or expansion of the nature and scope of an accredited
institution. Substantive change includes high-impact, high-risk changes and changes that can impact the
quality of educational programs and services. (Exhibit ##, Sub Change Policy, p. 1)
Further the policy identifies the following types of substantive changes including those required by federal
regulations:
• Substantially changing the established mission or objectives of an institution or its
programs.
• Changing the legal status, form of control, or ownership of an institution.
• Changing the governance of an institution.
• Merging / consolidating two or more institutions or entities.
• Acquiring another institution or any program or location of another institution.
• Relocating an institution or an off-campus instructional site of an institution (including a branch campus).
• Offering courses or programs at a higher or lower degree level than currently authorized.
• Adding graduate programs at an institution previously offering only undergraduate
programs (including degrees, diplomas, certificates, and other for-credit credential).
• Changing the way an institution measures student progress, whether in clock hours or
credit-hours; semesters, trimesters, or quarters; or time-based or non—time-based methods or measures.
• Adding a program that is a significant departure from the existing programs, or method of delivery, from
those offered when the institution was last evaluated.
• Initiating programs by distance education or correspondence courses.
• Adding an additional method of delivery to a currently offered program.
• Entering into a cooperative academic arrangement.
• Entering into a written arrangement under 34 C.F.R. § 668.5 under which an institution or organization
not certified to participate in the title IV Higher Education Act (HEA) programs offers less than 25%
(notification) or 25-50% (approval) of one or more of the accredited institution's educational programs.
• Substantially increase or decreasing the number of clock hours or credit hours awarded or competencies
demonstrated, or an increase in the level of credential awarded, for successful completion of one or more
programs.
• Adding competency-based education programs.
• Adding each competency-based education program by direct assessment.
• Adding programs with completion pathways that recognize and accommodate a student's prior or existing
knowledge or competency.
• Awarding dual or joint academic awards.
• Re-opening a previously closed program or off-campus instructional site.
• Adding a new off-campus instructional site/additional location including a branch campus.
• Adding a permanent location at a site at which an institution is conducting a teach-out program for
students of another institution that has ceased operating before all student
have completed their program of study.
• Closing an institution, a program, a method of delivery, an off-campus instructional site, or a program at
an off-campus instructional site.
• Other substantive changes, including those required by federal regulations, include:
• An institution is required to notify or secure SACSCOC approval prior to implementing a substantive
change.
Document(s) for this Section

Exhibit Title

File Name

Exhibit 29 Sub Change Policy and
29 Substantive Change Policy and
Procedures
Procedures.p df
Exhibit A Principles of Accreditation
A Principles of Accreditation 2018.pcif
2018
Exhibit BB2 Sanctions Policy
BB2 Sanction Policy.pdf
Exhibit BB5 Credit Hour policy
BB5 Credit Hours Policy Statement.pdf
Exhibit BB8 Substantive Change Policy BB8 SubstantiveChange Policy and
and Procedures
Procedures.p df
Exhibit DD12 Accreditation at Higher DD12 Level-Change-for-MemberLower Level
Institutions-1.p df
Exhibit DD32 Merger et al policy
DD32 Merger Policy.pdf

Analyst
Comments

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

None

None

None

None

None
None

None
None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency must the agency must address the third party commenters concerns.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency policy on Substantive Change provides the types of substantive changes meeting the agency
definition of a significant modification or expansion of the nature and scope of an accredited institution
(exhibit 29). Specifically, the agency policy includes the criteria required substantive change types of A-F
in addition to a plethora of agency designated substantive change types meeting the agency definition of a
modification or expansion within the institution (exhibit 29). Department staff will be conducting a file
review of additional agency documents related to the criteria during a file review scheduled for early next
year.
It should also be noted that the Department received multiple third party comments regarding the agency's
adherence to the criteria, specifically pertaining to 1(b)(4)
(b)(4)
The agency needs to provide additional explanation and
documentation from the abovementioned entities to demonstrate compliance with the criterion. All
documentation, which is subject to Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests, should be submitted
pursuant to section §602.31 f(1) of the regulations (redaction of PII).
The agency will find the staff analysis of the third-party comments in that section of the petition for
recognition. Please review the staff analysis in that section to inform your response in this criterion and
other criteria specifically related to issues noted by the commenters.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:

In regard to the third-party comments related to this criterion, the SACSCOC "Substantive Change Policy
and Procedures," defines a substantive change as a "significant modification or expansion of the nature and
scope of an accredited institution. Substantive change includes high-impact, high-risk changes and changes
that can impact the quality of educational programs and services" (Exhibit BB8, p. 2).
Further, the policy copiously details the components of distinct types of substantive change and the
procedures members institutions much meet to maintain compliance, including those outlined in this
criterion. (See Exhibit BB8, pp.2-3). Further, SACSCOC has other applicable policies related to this
section, namely, "Credit Hours (Exhibit BB5)," which monitors and evaluates an institutions use of clock
hours or credit hours; the "Merger, Consolidation, Change in Ownership, Acquisition, and Change in
Governance, Control, Form or Legal Status (Exhibit DD32)," and "Seeking Accreditation at a Higher or
Lower Degree Level (Exhibit DD12)." Failure to maintain compliance with the Principles of Accreditation,
policies, procedures, or specific requests of the SACSCOC Board of Trustees may result in monitoring
and/or sanctions as outlined in the SACSCOC policy, "Sanctions, Denial of Membership. (See Exhibit
BB2).
A comprehensive report regarding 1(13)(4)
provides
evidence in Exhibit GG8, pp. 2-4 for (13)(4)
branch campus; pp. 5-6 (P)(4)
(b)(4)
(Im(4)
OM)
13-14
7-10
p;
and
pp.
) regarding
pp.
;
the agency's application of these standards, policies, and procedures for each of the respective institutions.
Finally, many of the third-party comments submitted relate to matters that occurred in a prior review cycle
for which the agency was found compliant.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
The draft staff analysis requested the agency to address the third-party comments as it relates to this
criterion. Specifically, the agency defined a substantive change, pursuant with the agency Substantive
Change Policy and Procedures, as a significant modification or expansion of the nature and scope of an
accredited institution, which includes high-impact, high-risk changes and changes that can impact the
quality of educational programs and services (exhibit BB8). The agency also attests that adherence to the
aforementioned substantive change policy requires compliance with other agency policies, which includes
agency Policies on Credit Hours, Mergers and Changes to legal Status, or accreditation at a different
Degree Level, depending on the type of change (exhibits BB5, DD12, and DD32).
Further, the agency attests that if the institution fails to maintain compliance with agency standards,
policies, and procedures, the institution is subject to sanctions outlined in the Sanctions, Denial of
Reaffirmation, and Removal from Membership (exhibit A and BB2). Specific to the institution's cited
within the third-party Comments, the agency has provided additional documentation within the third-party
comment section of the petition demonstrating the review of the institutions substantive changes in
accordance with the aforementioned agency policies; and notes that many of the allegations fall outside of
the recognition period.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.22(a)(1)(ii)(G-H) Other Locations Needing Approval

Narrative:
SACSCOC policy, "Mergers/Consolidation, Acquisition, Change of Ownership, and Change of
Governance, Control, Form or Legal Status," covers the type of high-impact, high-risk changes to the
institution that requires prior approval by the SACSCOC Board of Trustees before implementation. The
policy defines the terminology and outlines the procedure for notification and approval. (Exhibit 84)
The Substantive Change policy is clear and defines "additional locations" for any location geographically
apart from an institution's sole main campus and where instruction is delivered. Guidelines regarding
notification or notification and approval are clearly delineated. (Exhibit 29, Sub change policy, pp. 19-23)
Further, the Substantive Change Policy and Procedures require prior notification and approval by the
SACSCOC Board for adding a permanent location where the institution is conducting a teach-out for
students from another institution that is closing. (Exhibit 29, Sub change policy, p.11)
Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

Exhibit 29 Sub Change
Policy and Procedures
Exhibit 84 Merger
Consolidation Change of
Ownership
Exhibit BB8 Substantive
Change Policy and
Procedures
Exhibit DD3 Redline
version of Sub Change
Policy
Exhibit DD4a June Sept
2020 BOT Minutes
Exhibit DD4c Dec 2020
BOT Minutes
Exhibit DD6 Sub Change
Crosswalk
Exhibit DD14A -(b)(4)
(b)(4) Level Change cover
sheet
Exhibit DD14A 3 (b)(4)
(b)(4) Level Change
Application
Exhibit DD14A 2 (b)(4)
(b)(4)
_Transmittal

Analyst
Comments

File Name

Agency's
Exhibit
Comments

29 Substantive Change Policy and Procedures.p df

None

None

84 Merger Consolidation Acquisition Change of
Ownership and Change of Governance Control P olicy
Statement.pdf

None

None

BB8 SubstantiveChange Policy and Procedures.p df

None

None

DD3c Proposed Revisions to the Substantive Ch ange
Policy EC 2020 03 03.pdf

None

None

DD4a June 2020 BOT Minutes.pdf

None

None

DD4c BOT Dec 2020 Minutes.pdf

None

None

DD6 Substantive Change Policy Crosswalk - 202 0 12
03.pdf

None

None

DD14A 1 Cover_Sheet_Substantive_Change_r)
Level Change.pdf

None

None

DD14A 3 (b)(4)
plication.pdf

None

None

None

None

(b)(4)

DD14A21(b)(4)

er_Level Change Application.pdf

Level Change Ap
LTransmittal Lett

Exhibit Title

Letter_
Exhibit DD14 Exhibit A
Exhibit DD14 Exhibit B
Exhibit DD14 Exhibit D
Exhibit DD14 Exhibit E
Exhibit DD14 Exhibit F
Exhibit DD14 Exhibit H
Exhibit DD14 Exhibit I
Exhibit DD14 Exhibit J
Exhibit DD14 Exhibit K
Exhibit DD14 Exhibit L
Exhibit DD12 Accreditation
at Higher Lower Level
Exhibit DD32 Merger et al
policy
Exhibit DD19 Screenshot of
Current Sub Change
webpage
Exhibit DD20 Full cycle
review of Merger (b)(4)

Analyst
Comments

File Name

Agency's
Exhibit
Comments

DD14 Exhibit A Degree granting Authority NC.p df
DD14 Exhibit B- Campus Master plan.pdf
DD14 Exhibit D MHA 3 Year Budget.pdf
DD14 Exhibit E MHA 5 Year Budget.pdf
DD14 Exhibit F SBS Commitment Letter.pdf
DD14 Exhibit H Audited Financials 2020.pdf
DD14 Exhibit I Management Letter 2020.pdf
DD14 Exhibit J Audited Financials 2019.pdf
DD14 Exhibit K - Comfort Letter signed 5 2019 .pdf
DD14 Exhibit L (b)(4) Facilities.pdf

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

DD12 Level-Change-for-Member-Institutions-l.p df

None

None

DD32 Merger Policy.pdf

None

None

DD19 Screenshot of Current SACSCOC Subchange
Website.pdf

None

None

merger lull review.pdf

None

None

Merger Document.pdf

None

None

I

DD33A la i List of Documents A-C.pdf

None

None

DD33A la ii List of Documents Co-W.pdf

None

None

DD33A lb i Documents A-C.pdf

None

None

DD33A lb ii Documents Co-W.pdf

None

None

None

None

None

None

DD18 Change of Ownership Full Review.pdf

None

None

DD34 (W(4)

None

None

DD20 (b)(4)

(b)(4)

Exhibit DD33 Full cycle
review Acquisition
Exhibit DD33A la i(b)(4)
List of Docs
Exhibit DD33A la ii (b)(4)
List of Docs
Exhibit 33A lb i (b)(4)
Documents
Exhibit DD33A lb ii
Bossier Documents Co_W
Exhibit DD35A Full cycle
of Institution Relocation
Exhibit DD35B Full cycle
review of institution
relocation
Exhibit DD18 Full cycle
review ownership change
Exhibit DD34 Example of
Institutional acquisition

DD33

DD35A (b)(4)
iew.pdf
DD35B (b)(4)

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:

(b)(4)

Relocation Rev

Relocation.pdf

[Merger full cycle review.pdf

Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. See analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the agency policies on Merger/Consolidation, Acquisition, Change of Ownership,
and Change of Governance, Control, Form, or Legal Status and Substantive Change defines and provides
the procedures for notification and approval of other locations needing approval prior to implementation
(exhibits 29 and 84); however, evidence of the aforementioned substantive changes have not been provided
for analysis. In particular, the Substantive Change policy provides the requirements, guidelines, and
definitions of additional locations of an institution, outlining the notification and approval processes of the
agency; specifically emphasizing the approval needed for adding, as a permanent off-campus instructional
site, a location at which the institution is conducting a teach-out for students of another institution that has
ceased operating before all students have completed their program of study (exhibits 29 and 84).
However, the Substantive Change policy revised September 1, 2020, and provided as evidence is
incomplete. In particular, the following sections are incomplete:
Institution Relocation
Pending — no material changes from prior policy
Institution, Program, or Location Acquisition
Pending — no material changes from prior policy
Level Change
Pending — no material changes from prior policy
Merger / Consolidation
Pending — no material changes from prior policy
Ownership, Means of Control of Legal Status Change
Pending — no material changes from prior policy
Also, it has been brought to the Analyst's attention that the substantive change policy, exhibit 29, within
the petition as evidence is not the same policy available on the agency website. The version of the policy
within the petition states it was revised September 1, 2020; however, the 2017 version of the policy is
provided on the website to the public, as of September 2021.
It should also be noted that the Department received multiple third party comments regarding the agency's
adherence to the criteria, specifically pertaining to (b)(4)
1(b)(4)
The agency needs to provide additional explanation and
documentation from the abovementioned entities to demonstrate compliance with the criterion. All
documentation, which is subject to Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests, should be submitted
pursuant to section §602.31 f(1) of the regulations (redaction of PH).
The agency will find the staff analysis of the third-party comments in that section of the petition for
recognition. Please review the staff analysis in that section to inform your response in this criterion and
other criteria specifically related to issues noted by the commenters.
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency must provide
additional information pertaining to the substantive change policy provided in the petition, which is

incomplete (exhibit 29), and different from the substantive change policy provided on the agency website,
as of September 2021; specifically, the online policy notes it is the 2017 version. The agency must also
demonstrate with documentation evidence of the full cycle of review, including the application,
correspondence, and decision letter, of Other Locations Needing Approval or, inform Department staff that
it has not had an opportunity to apply its policy.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
SACSCOC has made significant revisions to the former "Substantive Changes for SACSCOC Accredited
institutions" policy to align with the recent changes to the federal regulations. Due to the COVID-19
pandemic, the June 2020 Board of Trustees meeting where the current policy would have been approved,
was rescheduled from June to September 2020, when the policy was approved. See Exhibit DD4a and BB8,
p. 88. Until the Board's action, the 2017 version of the policy was on the website. The Board took action on
the policy section in September; however, it was noted that the procedures section would take more time as
the Department was clarifying the operational components for implementation. (See Exhibit DD4c, p. 4,
BOT Minutes December 2020) A redline version of the numerous changes, particularly in the procedure
sections, is submitted to evidence the many changes throughout the document. See Exhibit DD3. Further, a
policy crosswalk was available on the website that compared the 2017 version with the 2020 policy. (See
Exhibit DD6). The current policy (Exhibit BB8) is correct that is posted on the website (See Exhibit DD19)
and the updates are tracked for the public's information is Exhibit BB8, Appendix D, pp. 95-97.
(G)
The Substantive Change policy (Exhibit BB8) clearly defines what constitutes a substantive change on pp.
2-3. The procedures an institution needs to follow are organized according to the type of change.
Institutions can go to page 12 of the policy and click on the hyperlink and go to the specific and applicable
type of change. For institutions acquiring another institution or program, the information for such
acquisitions is noted in the Substantive Change policy on p. 12. Specifically, it notes:
Acquisition is the sale, exchange, or transfer of a component of an institution's or entity's assets to a
SACSCOC accredited institution. Following acquisition, the participating entities remain in operation as
separate institutions or entities. Acquisition includes off-campus instructional sites, for-credit educational
programs, or other tangible educational assets. Acquisition excludes assets unrelated to the core mission of
the SACSCOC institution such as non-educational real estate and intangible property. Acquisition is
independent of financial consideration; i.e., an acquisition may or may not involve the exchange of money
between participating entities. Acquisition requires SACSCOC Board of Trustees approval.
An example of a full cycle program acquisition is noted in Exhibits DD33A, DD33A 1(a)(i) and (ii), lb(i)
and lb(ii) for Bossier Parrish. An example of a full cycle institutional acquisition for Lipscomb University
is noted in Exhibit DD34.
(H)
The Substantive Change policy (Exhibit BB8) clearly outlines the procedures for implementing teach-out
plans on pp. 65-66. If the change is a type of Institutional change, the specific procedures of these type of
changes are noted on pp. 72-74. Specifically, the information regarding Institution Relocation is
hyperlinked on p. 12 as noted above and takes you to p.18. The procedure for such relocations is
hyperlinked and takes you to p.75-76. For Level changes, the institution goes to p. 12, clicks on the
hyperlink for level changes and is taken to p.19. The procedure for such various type of Level Changes is

hyperlinked and takes you to the policy on "Seeking Accreditation at a Higher or Lower Level" (Exhibit
DD12) for specific instructions on what needs to be submitted. Likewise for Merger/Consolidation and
Changes of Ownership, Means of Control, or Legal Status the institution goes to p. 12, clicks on the
hyperlink for the pertinent type of change and is taken to requisite page regarding this type of change on p.
23. The procedure for such changes is hyperlinked to the policy on "Mergers/Consolidation, Acquisition,
Ownership, Means of Control and Legal Status" policy (Exhibit DD32).
Example of a full cycle of reviews for these types of changes are noted in Exhibits DD35A-B for
institutional relocation; Exhibit DD14 for a new degree program and level change; Exhibit DD34 for
merger/consolidation; and DD18 for change of ownership.
In response to the third-party comments regarding this criterion, please note that many of the allegations
relate to actions that occurred in a previous review cycle for which the agency was found compliant. For
those institutions mentioned in the updated section of comments regarding (b)(4)
please see
Exhibit GG8, pp. 2-4 ((b)(4)
), pp. 5-6 ( (b)(4)
b)(4)
); and pp. 13-14 (IM(4)
); pp. 7-10 ((3)(4)
).
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency still needs to provide
the final decision letter of the substantive change cited in exhibits DD33. The agency also needs to explain
the inclusion and relevance of the agency correspondence of an institution unaffiliated with the substantive
change merger documents within exhibit DD20.
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional documentation and explanation in
relation to the criteria. In particular, the agency reiterated and provided the Substantive Change Policy and
Procedures, and the Policies on Merger/Consolidation, Acquisition, Change of Ownership, and Change of
Governance, Control, Form, or Legal Status; and Seeking Accreditation at a Higher or Lower Degree Level
to evidence attestations in the original narrative (exhibit BB8, DD12, and DD32).
In addition, the agency summarized the two year timeframe for the changes made to the existing
Substantive Change requirements in lieu of the new Department regulations effective July,1 2020. The
aforementioned changes included the agency redlines document aligning the existing Substantive Change
Policy with the new regulations; the timelines of the proposed revisions, including notations of delays in
implementation due to the pandemic; and a crosswalk of the policy changes which the agency attests were
available on the agency website, resulting in the current Substantive Change Policy and Procedures
approved by the Board in December 2020, and revised again in December 2021, with additional revisions
noted and posted in March 2022, based upon the agency screenshot of the current Policy (exhibits BB8,
DD3, DD4a, DD4c, DD6, and DD19). It should be noted that the agency states "The Board took action on
the policy section in September 2020; however, it was noted that the procedures section would take more
time as the Department was clarifying the operational components for implementation," which is not
referenced in the 2020 Board Meeting minutes cited in the narrative; nor has the Department changed or
added operational components to the regulations effective July 1, 2020 that the agency would have needed

to include within their Substantive Change Policy and Procedures approved by the agency in March 2022
and reflected on the agency website (exhibit DD19).
Further, the agency identifies the location of the types of substantive changes the agency approves upon
review, which includes the merging/consolidating of two or more institutions or entities and acquiring
another institution or any program or location of another institution, and the subsequent procedures for
institutions requesting such a change within the new Substantive Change Policy and Procedures (exhibit
BB8). Correspondingly, the agency has provided the full cycles of review of three mergers, including the
application/prospectus, additional correspondence, which includes the site visit report for two of the three
examples, and Board decision letter for two of the three examples (exhibits, DD20, DD33, DD33a1i-ii;
DD33b1i-ii, and DD34). It should be noted that the documents reflected within exhibit DD20 include an
agency decision letter from an institution unaffiliated with the merger, yet the agency has not explained the
inclusion of this information or relevance to the merger. The agency must also provide the site visit report
documentation, which is required for the substantive change for the merger cited in exhibits DD33,
pursuant to the agency Substantive Change Policy and Procedures; (exhibit BB8); and the subsequent
decision letter for this merger and acquisition.
In response to (h) of the criteria, the agency has cited the requirement of teach-out plans within the agency
Substantive Change Policy and Procedures and provided additional full-cycles of substantive change
reviews for change in ownership demonstrating the inclusion of a teach-out agreement, as well as a
relocation substantive change, which included a teach-out/contingency plan, yet is not required to include
one pursuant to the Substantive Change Policy and Procedures (exhibits BB8, DD18, and DD35A). It
should be noted that the agency has also provided additional substantive change reviews and
documentation for substantive changes unrelated to the addition of a permanent location for (h) of the
criteria, which included a substantive change for a relocation, which does not include a teach-out plan and a
degree level change (exhibits DDDD14A; DD14A2-DD14A3; DD14 exhibits A-B, D-F, H-L and DD35B).

Lastly, the agency addressed the third-party commenter allegations related to this criterion. In particular,
the agency provides an overview of the cited institutions which merged, which was outside of the
recognition period; and areas of commenter concerns related to the Substantive Change Committee review,
in which the cited institutions were found compliant.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.22(a)(1)(ii)(I) Approving Additional Locations

Narrative:
The SACSCOC Substantive Change policy clearly defines as a substantive change a new location or branch
campus. See Section 602.22 (a)(1)(ii)(A-F) above. Off-campus instructional sites (OCIS), including dual
enrollment sites, must follow specific requirements for notification (offering less than 50% of a program's
instruction is delivered, then notification prior to implementation is required. A program's instruction that
is 50% or more, requires Board approval prior to implementation. An OCIS may quality as a branch
campus.

A branch campus is defined as:
An off-campus instruction site/ additional location that is
• geographically apart from the institution's main campus,
• where instruction is delivered, and
• is independent of the main campus of the institution.
A location is independent of the main campus if it is:
• Permanent;
• Offers courses in educational programs leading to a certificate, diploma, degree or other recognized
educational credential;
• Has its own faculty and administrative or supervisory organization; and
• Has its own budgetary and hiring authority.
(Exhibit 29, Sub-Change, p. 35)
The assessment of OCIS or branch campus may be an extensive review or a limited review. An extensive
review is required if the institution does not have three or more sites approved via an extensive review. A
prospectus is submitted for review. During an extensive review, the institution must demonstrate the
following:
• Adequate faculty, facilities, resources and academic and student support services at sites;
• Sufficient fiscal and administrative capacity to add additional sites;
• Clear academic control of sites;
• Financial stability; and
• Engagement in long-range planning for expansion.
The SACSCOC Board of Trustees reviews this information and makes a final determination. For branch
campuses, a peer review committee (Substantive Change Committee) will visit the site to ensure that the
institution remains compliant with the Principles of Accreditation. (Exhibit 29, Sub change policy, pp. 2122)
A limited review for an OCIS is permitted if each of the following criteria is met at the time a new site's
information is submitted to SACSCOC:
• The institution has three or more sites approved by extensive review;
• The institution has successfully completed at least one decennial reaffirmation of accreditation;
• The institution has not been placed on Warning, Probation, Probation for Good Cause, or Removed from
Membership in the prior three academic years; and
• The institution is not under provisional certification for participation in federal financial aid programs.
Although approval by limited review does not require a prospectus, it does require approval by the
Executive Council of the SACSCOC Board of Trustees prior to implementation of the change. (Exhibit
#29, Sub change policy, p. 21)
Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

Exhibit 29 Sub Change Policy and
Procedures
Exhibit BB8 Substantive Change
Policy and Procedures
Exhibit DD3 Redline version of
Sub Change Policy

File Name

Analyst
Comments

29 Substantive Change Policy and Procedures.p
None
df
BB8 SubstantiveChange Policy and
None
Procedures.p df
DD3c Proposed Revisions to the Substantive
None
Ch ange Policy EC 2020 03 03.pdf

Agency's Exhibit
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None
None
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Exhibit Title

Exhibit DD4 Dec 2019 BOT
minutes
Exhibit DD4a June Sept 2020
BOT Minutes
Exhibit DD4b March 2020 EC
Minutes
Exhibit DD4c Dec 2020 BOT
Minutes
Exhibit DD5 Ad hoc Sub Change
Committee
Exhibit DD6 Sub Change
Crosswalk
Exhibit DD19 Screenshot of
Current Sub Change webpage
Exhibit DD9 (3)(4)
OCIS
Extensive Review
Exhibit DD10 ,(b)(4)
DCIS Extensive Review
l(b)(4)
Exhibit DD13 Approval and
denial by limited review

File Name

Analyst
Comments

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

DD4 BOT Dec 2019 Minutes.pdf

None

None

DD4a June 2020 BOT Minutes.pdf

None

None

DD4b Executive Council March 2020.pdf

None

None

DD4c BOT Dec 2020 Minutes.pdf

None

None

DD5 Committee Member List.pdf

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

DD6 Substantive Change Policy Crosswalk 202 0 12 03.pdf
DD19 Screenshot of Current SACSCOC
Subchange Website.pdf
DD9 (b)(4)
OCIS extensive
review. pdf
DD10 (" 4)
IOCIS extensive
revie w.pdf
DD13 Approval and denial by limited
review.pd f

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. See analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the policy on Substantive Change defines the requirements for approving additional
locations of an institution, which includes an assessment of the location in accordance with the criteria. In
particular, the agency policy requires approval prior to implementation of an off-campus instructional site
at which 50% or more of a program's instruction is delivered, qualifying as a branch campus. In addition,
the policy defines branch campuses and the location requirements to be independent from the main campus
comprised of its own faculty and administration with budgetary and hiring authority to offer courses in
educational programs leading to a certificate, diploma, degree, or other recognized educational credential
(exhibit 29).
The agency further attests that branch campuses are assessed on the adequacy of faculty, facilities,
resources, sufficient fiscal and administrative capacity, clear academic controls, financial stability, and
engagement of long-range planning for expansion. The agency evaluation of the aforementioned areas of
the campus are conducted through two different paths of review, one of which is an extensive review,
conducted at an institution if it does not have three or more sites, upon submission of a prospectus to a
Substantive Change Committee, who visits and reports the site's compliance with agency standards to the

Board of Trustees for approval; however, the agency substantive change policy states "does not have two or
more sites approved" constitutes an extensive review, which contradicts the narrative(exhibit 29).
Similarly, the second path of assessment is a limited review for institutions with three or more sites
approved by an extensive review, which do not require a prospectus or Substantive Change Committee
review, yet approval is required by the Executive Council; however, the agency substantive change policy
states "has two or more sites approved by extensive review" constitutes a limited review again different
from the narrative. In addition, the agency attests that once approvals are obtained from the Board for either
path, the branch location is subject to a Substantive Change visit six months after final approval of the
substantive change (exhibit 29). However, the agency has not provided evidence of the aforementioned
types of review for analysis. Department staff will be conducting a file review of additional agency
documents related to the criteria during a file review scheduled for early next year.
However, it has been brought to the Analyst's attention that the substantive change policy, exhibit 29,
within the petition as evidence is not the same policy available on the agency website. The version of the
policy within the petition states it was revised September 1, 2020; however, the 2017 version of the policy
is provided on the website to the public, as of September 2021.
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency must explain why the
substantive change policy provided in the petition (exhibit 29), and the substantive change policy provided
on the agency website, as of September 2021, are different; specifically, the online policy notes it is the
2017 version. The agency needs to also explain the discrepancy in the narrative and the substantive change
policy, exhibit 29, pertaining to the number of approved sites an institution must have to constitute an
extensive review for branch campus approval. Lastly, the agency must demonstrate with documentation
evidence of the extensive and limited review for the Approving of Additional Locations.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
Given the significant changes regarding substantive changes during negotiated rulemaking, in June 2019,
the Board of Trustees created an ad hoc sub-committee, chaired by a member of the Executive Council, and
populated by representatives from various institutional types and institutional areas. (See Exhibit DD5, Ad
hoc Committee Roster) The Committee was charged with aligning the SACSCOC policy with the proposed
federal changes. (See Exhibit DD4, p.3), with a report due in June 2020. The ad hoc committee and the
staff submitted their preliminary findings to the Executive Council in March 2020 (See Exhibit DD3,
redline revisions to policy, and Exhibit DD4b, EC minutes approving preliminary report) and forwarded to
the Board for its approval in June. See Exhibit DD4a, BOT minutes approving Sub-Change policy.)
Due to the COVlD-19 pandemic, the June meeting was rescheduled from June to September 2020, when
the policy was approved. See Exhibit BB8, p. 88. Until the Board's action, the 2017 version of the policy
was on the website. The Board took action on the policy section in September; however, it was noted that
the procedures section would take more time as the Department was clarifying the operational components
for implementation. (See Exhibit DD4c, p. 4, BOT Minutes December 2020) A redline version of the
numerous changes, particularly in the procedure sections, is submitted to evidence the many changes
throughout the document. See Exhibit DD3. Further, a policy crosswalk was available on the website that
compared the 2017 version with the 2020 policy. (See Exhibit DD6). NOTE: Due to the rescheduled June

2020 meeting to September 2020 (due to the COVlD-19 pandemic),the agency's recognition petition was
submitted shortly after the board took action; therefore, the policy submitted at the time was still a work in
progress. The name of the policy was changed from "Substantive Change for SACSCOC Accredited
Institutions" to "Substantive Change Policy and Procedures" to reduce confusion regarding the two
policies. The current policy is complete and posted to the website (see Exhibit BB8, Substantive Change
policy, and Exhibit DD19, screenshot of the current policy.
The current policy clearly states that approval is required by an extensive review of off-campus
instructional sites is required if the institution "has less than two sites approved under the extensive review
criteria and process (Exhibit BB8, p.4.9). This change aligns with the recent changes to the federal
regulations. The petition narrative was not meant to contradict the policy. Likewise, the current policy
states:
Approval of an off-campus instructional stie by limited review is required if the institution, at the time a
site prospectus is submitted to SACSCOC, has two or more sties approved under the extensive review
criteria and process.. .(Exhibit BB8, p. 50).
However, for substantive change committee visits the number is three. Specifically, the policy requires the
first three off-campus instructional site approvals must authorize a substantive change committee visit. This
long-standing process has not changed with the new regulations. Specifically, the policy notes:
Off-campus Instructional Site Committee Visits
(See also Committee Visits, International Off-campus Instructional Sites)
A substantive change committee visit is required if any of the following criteria is met at the time an offcampus instructional site is approved:
• the site is a branch campus;
• the institution has less than three already-approved off-campus instructional sites — i.e., the institution's
first three approved sites each require a visit;
• the institution has not successfully completed at least one reaffirmation of accreditation;
• the institution is on sanction (Warning, Probation, or Probation for Good Cause);
• any of the International Off-campus Instructional Sites conditions in the Committee Visits section of this
policy is met; or
• the institution has not, in the professional judgment of SACSCOC staff, demonstrated effective oversight
of off-campus instructional sites or if there is reason to believe the institution may not be able to meet all
SACSCOC requirements at the new off-campus instructional site.
A visit, if required, is authorized by the Board of Trustees at the time of approval. The SACSCOC
President is also authorized to appoint a substantive change committee (Exhibit BB8, p. 51).
Documentation of extensive and limited reviews of additional locations is noted in Exhibits DD9, DD10,
and DD13. Exhibit BB8, p. 60, notes the information regarding the substantive change visits.
In the petition narrative, the reference to "three or more sites" referred to Substantive Change Committee
visits for off-campus instructional sites (OCIS) of the first three sites that need approval. The number is
part of a long-standing requirement for OCIS as noted in Exhibit BB8, p. 51. This was confused with the
new extensive review requirements from the new federal regulations. Since the requirement for extensive
reviews, the policy notes:
Approval of an off-campus instructional site by extensive review method one is required if the institution,
at the time a site prospectus is submitted to SACSCOC, has less than two sites approved under the
extensive review criteria and process. See Exhibit BB8, p. 49.
Analyst Worksheet - Response

Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional documentation and clarification in
relation to the criteria. In particular, the staff determination requested the agency clarify the inclusion of the
2017 Policy on Substantive Change for SACSCOC Accredited Institutions and the incomplete Substantive
Change Policy and Procedures, which the agency has now explained that the Substantive Change Policy
and Procedures included in the original submission was a work in progress. In addition, the agency
summarized the changes made to the existing Substantive Change requirements in lieu of the new
Department regulations effective July,1 2020. The aforementioned changes included the agency creating a
Committee charged with aligning the existing Substantive Change Policy with the new regulations; the
timelines of the proposed revisions, including notations of delays in implementation due to the pandemic;
and a crosswalk of the policy changes which the agency attests were available on the agency website,
resulting in the current Substantive Change Policy and Procedures approved by the Board in December
2020, and revised again in December 2021, with additional revisions noted and posted in March 2022, as
evidenced in the agency screenshot of the current Policy (exhibits BB8, DD3-DD4, DD4a-DD4c, DD5DD6, and DD19).
Further, the agency has clarified the discrepancies cited within the original narrative regarding the
substantive change policy requirements pertaining to the number of approved sites an institution must have
to constitute an extensive review for branch campus approval. Specifically, the new agency Substantive
Change Policy and Procedures outlines the review requirements for off-campus instructional sites at which
50% or more of a program's instruction to receive approval prior to implementation; and distinguishes the
number of sites as well as the parameters for extensive and limited reviews to ensure the institutional
capacity and planning for such change, which aligns with the criteria requirements (exhibit BB8). Lastly,
the agency has provided the substantive change reviews of extensive and limited review for the approval of
off-campus instructional sites, which includes the application/prospectus, additional correspondence, and
the agency decision letter for extensive reviews and agency decision letters for the limited reviews (exhibits
DD9-DD10, and DD13).
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.22(a)(1)(ii)(J-K) Arrangements with Other Institutions or Organizations or Addition of Direct
Assessment Programs

Narrative:
The SACSCOC policy on Substantive Change, specifically defines and address written arrangements with
non-title IV, HEA programs. Specifically, this section provides:
An agreement with an entity (or entities) not certified to participate in U.S. Department of Education Title
IV programs to deliver less than 25% of a program's content recorded on the SACSCOC institution's
transcript as its own requires notification prior to implementation. Notification must include the program(s)

involved, names and contact information of the principally responsible parties at the institution and
participating entity (or entities), and a copy of a signed agreement with the entity (or entities). SACSCOC
is obligated to respond within 90 days of receipt of the notification. Also refer to Standard 10.9
(Cooperative academic arrangements) of the Principles of Accreditation. (Exhibit 1, p. 11)
Note: Standard 10. 9 (Cooperative academic arrangements) states: "The institution ensures the quality and
integrity of the work recorded when an institution transcripts courses or credits as its own when offered
through a cooperative academic arrangement. The institution maintains formal agreements between the
parties involved, and the institution regularly evaluates such agreements." (Principles, p. 25)
The Substantive Change policy defines competency-based education by direct assessment as a substantive
change. The addition of such a program "in which 50% or more of the credit may be earned through the
direct-assessment approach to competency-based education requires approval prior to implementation. A
new direct assessment program is subject to determination of significant departure and, as warranted,
approved concurrent to the direct assessment approval prior to implementation. Approval by the
SACSCOC Board of Trustees is required." This is further explained in the SACSCOC policy, "Direct
Assessment Competency-based Education Programs. (Exhibit 29, Sub-Change policy,pp.15-16)
The Direct Assessment Competency-based Education Programs policy reiterates the information above.
Specifically, in the policy section entitled, "Direct Assessment as a Substantive Change," the policy notes,
"Because the initiation of a direct assessment or a hybrid program constitutes the addition of courses or
programs that represent a significant departure, either in content or method of delivery, from those offered
when the institution was last evaluated, each program is considered a substantive change that requires
approval by SACSCOC Board of Trustees." (Exhibit 170, Direct Assessment policy, p. 2)

Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

Exhibit 29 Sub Change Policy and
Procedures
Exhibit 170 Direct Assess of
Competenty Based Ed Progs
Exhibit A Principles of Accreditation
2018
Exhibit DD15 Full cycle review (b)(4)
(b)(4)

Analyst
Comments

File Name
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Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. See analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

The agency policies on Substantive Change and Direct Assessment Competency-based Education
Programs, along with the agency standard 10.9, cooperative academic arrangements within the Principles
of Accreditation, outline the requirements for institutions entering written Arrangements with Other
Institutions or Organizations or the Addition of Direct Assessment Programs (exhibits 29 and 170);
however, the Principles have not been provided for analysis. In particular, the agency substantive change
policy requires institutions entering into a written arrangement with an entity, in which the institution or
organization not certified to participate in Title IV programs offers less than 25 percent of the educational
program, to notify the agency; or receive approval from the agency in cases of 25-50 percent of one or
more of the educational programs at the accredited institutions are being offered at the entity not certified to
participate in Title IV programs (exhibit 29). In addition, the agency standard 10.9 insists institutions are to
ensure quality and integrity of the courses or credits offered through a cooperative academic arrangement
through regular evaluation of the agreements between the entities. However, the agency has not provided
evidence of the execution of the aforementioned policies and standard with institutions entering such
agreements.
Correspondingly, the abovementioned policies require approval prior to implementation of a direct
assessment program in which 50% or more of the credits may be earned through the direct-assessment
approach; or for those new programs in which a determination of the programs significant departure from
the existing method of delivery of courses must be made before enactment of the program (exhibit 29 and
170). However, the agency has not provided evidence of the review of the addition of direct assessment
programs for analysis or inform Department staff if the agency has had an opportunity to review and
approve a direct assessment program. Department staff will be conducting a file review of additional
agency documents related to the criteria during a file review scheduled for early next year.
It should also be noted that the Department received multiple third party comments regarding the agency's
adherence to the criteria, specifically pertaining to I(b)(4)
(b)(4)
, The agency needs to provide additional explanation and
documentation from the abovementioned entities to demonstrate compliance with the criterion. All
documentation, which is subject to Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests, should be submitted
pursuant to section §602.31 f(1) of the regulations (redaction of PIE).
The agency will find the staff analysis of the third-party comments in that section of the petition for
recognition. Please review the staff analysis in that section to inform your response in this criterion and
other criteria specifically related to issues noted by the commenters.
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency must demonstrate
with documentation evidence of the full cycle of review, including the application, correspondence, written
agreement, and decision letter, of Arrangements with Other Institutions or Organizations or the Addition of
Direct Assessment Programs during the current recognition cycle; or inform Department staff that it has not
had the opportunity apply its policy. The agency needs to also provide the Principles referenced in the
narrative in this section of the criteria for analysis. Lastly, the agency must address the third party
commenters concerns.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative

No files uploaded
Response:

Standard 10.9 (Cooperative academic arrangements) of the Principles of Accreditation is noted in Exhibit
A, p. 25.
An example of a full cycle review of the addition of direct assessment competency-based program is seen
in Exhibit DD15A-F for (b)(4)
. The institution submits a prospectus for a Level
change, offering a new degree by direct assessment of a competency-based program (Exhibit DD15A). The
Committee on Compliance and Reports (C&R) reviewed and approved the prospectus, authorizing a
Substantive Change Committee visit to the institution (Exhibit DD15C). The Committee conducted a
review and issued a report (Exhibit DD15D), and the institution issued its response (DD15E). A different
C&R Committee reviewed the Substantive Change Committee's information and the institutional response.
The C&R Committee recommended action to the Executive Council, that in turn recommended action to
the Board of Trustees. The decision letter is noted in Exhibit DD15F.
In a third-party comment, the arrangement between (b)(4)
and (b)(4)
(b)(4)
, notes "These relationships and connections are cause for concern." However, no specific
allegations are provided. An example that is noted occurred in 2017, which is outside of the current review
cycle.

Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis the agency provided additional explanation and documentation in
relation to the criteria. Specifically, the agency reiterated the standards, utilized to evaluate the criteria, and
provided the omitted Principles of Accreditation (exhibit A). In addition, the agency provided the requested
full cycle of review for the Addition of a Direct Assessment Program. In particular, the agency has
provided an application/prospectus of a program level substantive change for direct assessment; the
correspondence related to the review of this change, which includes a site visit report and institution
response; agency committee and Executive Council recommendations; and Board of Trustees decision
letter (exhibit DD15, not DD15A-F as referenced in the narrative).
Lastly, the agency addressed the third-party commenter allegations related to arrangements with other
institutions and noted that the allegations reference concerns with a merger of the one of the cited
institutions, which was approved by the agency and conducted outside of the recognition period.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response

No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.22(a)(2)(i-ii) Approval Procedures for Substantive Changes

Narrative:

The SACSCOC "Substantive Change Policy and Procedures" has clearly written procedures that indicate
the evaluation procedure for reviewing all types of substantive changes required by this section. The
substantive change policy delineates reviews that require notification or notification and approval.
Approval may be extensive or limited. An extensive review is forwarded to the Committees on Compliance
and Reports (C&R), a standing committee of the SACSCOC Board of Trustees. The C&R Committee
recommends action to the Board, which makes the final decision. The Board meets twice a year in June and
December. A limited review permits approval by the Executive Council, a 13-member body of the Board,
representing each state among the membership and one public member. Approvals by the Executive
Council occurs year-round. The procedures for review are outlined in the procedures section of the
Substantive Change policy.
In the case of requests under (a)(1)(ii)(J) of this section, the policy's section on Cooperative Academic
Arrangement with non-title IV entities notes, "SACSCOC is obligated to respond within 90 days of receipt
of the notification." (Exhibit 29, Sub-change, pp.14-15)
Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

Exhibit BB2 Sanctions Policy
Exhibit BB8 Substantive Change
Policy and Procedures

File Name

BB2 Sanction Policy.pdf
BB8 SubstantiveChange Policy and
Procedures.p df

Analyst
Comments

Agency's Exhibit
Comments
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None
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Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. See analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the Substantive Change Policy and Procedures outlines the timelines and approving
bodies for the types of substantive changes offered by the agency. In particular, the agency policy, section
on procedures, describes the notification timelines for the submission of the substantive change; the types
of substantive changes that require extensive reviews or limited review depending upon the nature of the
requests; the review Committees for processing the changes; and the approving bodies, which may be the
Executive Council of the Board of Trustees (Board) or the full (Board). In addition, the agency, references
the narrative within §602.22(a)(1)(ii)(J-K, Arrangements with Other Institutions or Organizations or the
Addition of Direct Assessment Programs, which describes the timeline from receipt of a notification to the
agency of a substantive change constituting an agreement between an entity that delivers less than 25% of a
program's content and not certified to participate in Title IV programs, and the agency's obligation to
respond to the notification within 90 days. However, the agency has not provided the Substantive Change
policy or evidence to demonstrate the assertions in the narrative for analysis.
Department staff will be conducting a file review of additional agency documents related to the criteria
(luring a file review scheduled for early next year.

It should also be noted that the Department received multiple third party comments regarding the agency's
adherence to the criteria, specifically pertaining to 1(b)(4)
b)(4)
The agency needs to provide additional explanation and
documentation from the abovementioned entities to demonstrate compliance with the criterion. All
documentation, which is subject to Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests, should be submitted
pursuant to section §602.31 f(1) of the regulations (redaction of PII).
The agency will find the staff analysis of the third-party comments in that section of the petition for
recognition. Please review the staff analysis in that section to inform your response in this criterion and
other criteria specifically related to issues noted by the commenters.
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency needs to provide
Change policy in this section of the criteria for analysis along with evidence of the agency's adherence to
the Approval Procedures for Substantive Changes. Lastly, the agency must address the third party
commenters concerns.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative

No files uploaded
Response:
The current "Substantive Change Policy and Procedures" is submitted as Exhibit BB8. The policy outlines
the procedural process for review and decision-making timelines. See Exhibit BB8, p. 8. The policy notes:
Implementation date: The intended implementation date, or effective date, is provided by the institution and
is part of the prospectus or application review. The intended implementation date cannot pre-date either an
earlier denial of the substantive change or the date the substantive change prospectus or application is
submitted. Substantive changes cannot be retroactively approved. If a substantive change has already been
implemented without approval and thus constitutes an unreported substantive change, the implementation
date is the date of approval, invariant to the intended implementation date provided by the institution. For
mergers/consolidations and acquisitions and changes in ownership, the implementation or effective date
must occur within 30 days of the SACSCOC Board of Trustees approval of the change.
Implementation time limit: Approved substantive changes — except for those changes that must be
implemented within 30 days as defined in policy — must be implemented within two years of the approval
date. If an institution does not implement within two years of approval, then a new prospectus or
application must be submitted and approved prior to implementation. An institution may request an
implementation extension for cause, subject to SACSCOC Board of Trustees approval.
When an institution intends to implement a significant departure [per 602.22(a)(1)(ii)(C)] or substantive
change, such as a merger, the policy notes that the institution's notice to SACSCOC must include:
1.A completed Substantive Change Cover Sheet.
2. A description of the planned change.
3. The intended implementation date.
4. The intended SACSCOC Board of Trustees meeting (June or December) and the year for which the
institution will submit a prospectus for review. (See Exhibit BB8, p.23)
For implementation of credit hours [per 602.22(a)(1)(ii)(E-F)], the policy is similar to the above. See
Exhibit BB8, pp. 26 and 78.

For implementation of teach-out plans because time is of the essence — to provide students maximum time
to consider and adapt to alternate completion plans — an institution may generally begin a program teachout plan after it has been submitted to SACSCOC for approval. This assumes the institution completes a
teach-out plan with all due care to address the requirements as explained in the policy and in the teach-out
plan requirements in Appendix A. If upon review by SACSCOC the teach-out plan is incomplete or
inadequate, the teach-out plan may be deferred pending additional information, explanation, or an
acceptable revised teach-out plan is provided to SACSCOC. Although the institution may begin a teach-out
immediately after submitting it, the closure is not approved until action is taken by the SACSCOC Board of
Trustees. Starting and completing a teach-out plan before securing SACSCOC Board approval does not
relieve the institution of its obligation to provide an acceptable teach-out plan. See Exhibit BB8, p. 41.
When an institution is found non-compliant with the accreditation standards or SACSCOC policy and
procedures, then it is subject to sanctions as noted in the policy on "Sanctions, Denial of Reaffirmation, and
Removal from Membership (Exhibit BB2).
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency still needs to provide
a narrative response and evidence of its compliance with this criterion with regards to the approval of
substantive change identified in section §602.22 (a)(1)(ii)(J); or amend agency policies and procedures to
reflect the inclusion of this portion of the criteria.
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional explanation and documentation in
relation to the criteria. In particular, the agency has provided and noted the Substantive Change Policy and
Procedures implementation dates time limits for institutions to implement an approved substantive change.
Specifically, the agency narrative cites the documentation and implementation date requirements for
substantive changes, which includes the requirement for mergers/consolidations, acquisitions, and changes
in ownership to have an implementation or effective date that occurs within 30 days of the Board of
Trustees approval of the change; and an implementation/effective date for other substantive change
categories as the date provided on the substantive change application/prospectus by the institution. In
addition, the agency implementation time limit for substantive changes, unless an extension is granted, is
two years, excluding the abovementioned 30 day limit for mergers/consolidations, acquisitions, and
changes in ownership; and after the two year time limit the institution must reapply for approval of the
substantive change (exhibit BB8).
Correspondingly, the agency cited the implementation timeline of teach-out plans for school closures,
which permits immediate use of the plan, prior to approval by the Board of Trustees (Board), to provide
students the maximum time to consider and adapt alternate completion plans; yet the institution closure is
not approved until action is taken by the Board (exhibit BB8). The agency further attests that institution's
noncompliant with agency standards, policies, and procedures are subject to consequences outlined in the
Sanctions, Denial of Reaffirmation, and Removal from Membership (exhibit BB2).

Subsequently, the agency narrative and Substantive Change Policy references cite the institutional timelines
for implementation of approved substantive changes. However, the agency has not discussed the criteria
requirement regarding agency timelines to ensure the approval of substantive changes by the agency are
identified and met in accordance with §602.22 (a)(1)(ii)(J), which specifically requires that "the agency
must make a final decision within 90 days of receipt of a materially complete request, unless the agency or
its staff determine significant circumstances related to the substantive change require a review by the
agency's decision-making body to occur within 180 days." This is a new requirement effective July 1, 2020,
as part of the new regulatory changes.
Lastly, the draft staff analysis, staff determination requested the agency to address the third-party
commenters concerns within its response to this criterion. The agency has provided a comprehensive
response to all of the third-party comments within the third-party comment section of the petition. It should
be noted that the agency attests that many of the allegations fall outside of the reaffirmation period for the
institutions cited within the comments, as well as outside of the recognition period in which the Department
found the agency compliant with this criterion.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.22(b) Prior Approval for Institutions on Probation or Equivalent Status

Narrative:
The SACSCOC Substantive Change Policy and Procedures clearly notes that different or additional
requirements apply to an institution on what is called "Substantive Change Restriction." These restrictions
apply if an institution has been placed on Warning, Probation or Probation for Good Cause, or if an
institution is under provisional certification for participation in federal financial aid programs. Such
programs are those title IV, HEA programs that offer up to 25% of one or more of the institution's
educational programs. (Exhibit 29, Sub-change, p.24) The SACSCOC policy, "Sanctions, Denial of
Reaffirmation, and Removal from Membership," defines Warning, Probation or Probation for Good Cause.
(Exhibit 85, Sanctions, policy, pp. 2-3)
In the Substantive Change procedures, "Substantive Change Restrictions" notes that institutions on such
restrictions require prior:
• approval for all new off-campus instructional sites offering 50% or more of a program through the
extensive review process and criteria (versus two sites only then approval through the limited review
process thereafter for all other institutions),
• approval of new programs with 25% or more new content (versus 50% for all other institutions),
• approval for a program-level addition in method of delivery (versus notification for all other institutions),
• approval for programs designed for prior learning (versus notification for all other institutions),
• requires approval of an agreement with an entity (or entities) not certified to participate in U.S.
Department of Education Title IV programs to deliver less than 25% of a program's content (versus
notification for all other institutions).
(Exhibit 29, Sub change policy, p. 24)
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Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. See analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency polices on Substantive Change and Sanctions, Denial of Reaffirmation, and Removal from
Membership outlines the substantive change restrictions for institutions on sanction with the agency
(exhibits 29 and 85). Specifically, the agency policy on Sanctions, Denial of Reaffirmation, and Removal
from Membership defines the sanctions imposed on an institution for noncompliance with agency standards
as warning, probation, and probation for good cause along with the limitations those sanctions cause the
institution. In addition, the agency Substantive Change policy, section on restrictions, provides additional
agency requirements for substantive change requests from an institution that has been placed on Warning,
Probation, or Probation for Good Cause, or if an institution is under provisional certification for
participation in federal financial aid programs. Specifically, the agency requires institutions on the
aforementioned sanctions to receive prior approval from the full Board of Trustees for all of substantive
change types within (b)(1-4) cited of the criteria. However, evidence demonstrating such approvals have
not been provided for analysis. The agency has also not demonstrated that their policy identifies the types
of substantive change that institutions can initiate without agency approval if the institutions have not been
placed on probation or equivalent status; have been subject to negative action by the agency over the prior
three academic years, or are under a provisional certification, as provided in 34 CFR 668.13.
Department staff will be conducting a file review of additional agency documents related to the criteria
during a file review scheduled for early next year.

Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency must demonstrate
with documentation that their policy identifies the types of substantive change that institutions can initiate

without agency approval if the institutions has not been placed on probation or equivalent status; have been
subject to negative action by the agency over the prior three academic years, or are under a provisional
certification, as provided in 34 CFR 668.13. The agency needs to also provide evidence of the enforcement
of the Substantive Change Restrictions in relation to the criteria for analysis.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
SACSCOC has a comprehensive "Substantive Change Policy and Procedures" which addresses this
criterion. Exhibit BB8, p. 4 notes:
Different or additional requirements apply to an institution on SUBSTANTIVE CHANGE
RESTRICTION. Restriction applies if an institution has been placed on Warning, Probation, or Probation
for Good Cause over the prior three academic years, or if an institution is under provisional certification for
participation in federal financial aid programs.
An institution is required to submit an institutional contingency teach-out plan to SACSCOC within 30
days of notification if the institution is placed or continued on Probation or Probation for Good Cause, or if
the institution meets conditions enumerated in the procedures section of this policy originating from the
U.S. Department of Education or state authority.
For each type of substantive change, there is a grid that notes whether substantive change restrictions apply.
See Exhibit DD16. For any pertinent actions reviewed by the SACSCOC Board of Trustees, the decision
letter includes information regarding substantive change restrictions. See Exhibit DD17.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional explanation and documentation,
including the omitted Principles of Accreditation, in relation to the criteria. In particular, the agency
provided the Substantive Change Policy and Procedures that outlines substantive change restrictions, which
defines restrictions on institutions placed on probation or warning in the last three academic years; and
placed on provisional certification, pursuant to 34 CFR 668.13, which also includes required notification
and teach-out documentation cited in the criteria that must be provided to the agency (exhibit BB8). In
addition, the agency provided Board of Trustees decision letters reflecting the aforementioned criteria and
substantive change policy requirements, which lists the restrictions imposed on the institution due to
Warning, Probation or Probation for Good Cause statuses (exhibit DD17). The agency has also provided
substantive change decision letters which do not reflect agency restrictions or the parameters of the criteria
(exhibit DD1).
Correspondingly. the staff determination further requested the agency to identify the types of substantive
change that institutions can initiate without agency approval based upon the criteria requirements; and
although not referenced in the narrative, the agency referred staff to the agency Substantive Change Policy
and Procedures and the notification grid (exhibit BB8 and DD16). However, Department staff has included

these types of substantive changes requiring agency notification in this analysis, which includes
Competency-based Education by Direct Assessment; Cooperative Academic Arrangement with Title IV
and Non-Title IV Entities; Dual and Joint Academic Award with SACSCOC Institution(s); Method of
Delivery; New Program; Program Re-open and/or Designed for Prior Learning; and Off-campus
Instructional Site Reopen, Relocation, Name or Address Change, and 25-49% instruction (exhibit BB8).
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.22(c-d) Reporting Procedures for Institutions with at Least Two Additional Locations

Narrative:
The SACSCOC "Substantive Change Policy and Procedures" clearly outlines that institutions not on
Substantive Change restriction (i.e. subject to a negative action or under a provisional certification as noted
in this section) do not have to receive an extensive review for off-campus instructional sites if the
institution has more than three (3) sites that were approved under the extensive review criteria and process
at the time when it submits a site prospective. In an extensive review, the institution must demonstrate:
• adequate faculty, facilities, resources, and academic and student support services at sites;
• sufficient fiscal and administrative capacity to add additional sites;
• clear academic control of sites;
• regular evaluation of all sites;
• financial stability; and
• engagement in long-range planning for expansion.
There are two approval methods for extensive review:
• Approval method 1 — Approval by the SACSCOC Board of Trustees based on a prospectus review: The
institution prepares and submits an off-campus instructional site by extensive review prospectus. The
prospectus, in part, addresses the requirements listed above; refer to the procedures section and the
appendices of this document for additional guidance and requirements. The prospectus is reviewed by the
full SACSCOC Board of Trustees at a regularly scheduled biannual meeting, usually in June and
December. Submission due dates are published in this policy and on the SACSCOC website.
• Approval method 2— Approval by the SACSCOC Board of Trustees based on inclusion and review at
reaffirmation: An existing, approved site(s) that was (a) included on the Institutional Summary Form as an
approved site and submitted as part of the institution's reaffirmation materials at the beginning of
reaffirmation process, and (b) reviewed by reaffirmation peer reviewers to include the site- and
institutional-level extensive review requirements listed above, will be considered approved by extensive
review after the SACSCOC Board of Trustees takes positive action on the institution's reaffirmation. This
option applies to Board actions taken after the effective date of this substantive change policy. Exhibit 29,
Sub-Change policy, pp. 20-21)
Sites approved on or before September 3, 2020, the effective date of this policy, are not considered
approved by extensive review except by approval method 2 above.
An institution with three or more approved sites and without negative actions or provisional certifications

in the last three academic years may receive a limited review. The "Substantive Change Policy and
Procedures" provide:
Approval of an off-campus instructional site by limited review requires minimal information reporting and
verification by the institution; a prospectus is not required. Approval by limited review is available if each
of the following criteria is met at the time a new site's information is submitted to SACSCOC:
• the institution has two or more sites approved by extensive review as defined in this policy;
• the institution has successfully completed at least one decennial reaffirmation of accreditation;
• the institution has not been placed on Warning, Probation, Probation for Good Cause, or Removed from
Membership in the prior three academic years; and
• the institution is not under provisional certification for participation in federal financial aid programs.
Although approval by limited review does not require a prospectus, it does require approval by the
Executive Council of the SACSCOC Board of Trustees. Approval by the Executive Council occurs yearround. Refer to the procedures section of this document for additional guidance. The submission due date
depends on the planned implementation date; due dates are published in this policy and on the SACSCOC
website. (Exhibit 29, Sub change policy, p. 21.)
Further, at the Fifth-Year Interim Review, SACSCOC conducts visits to institutions with off-campus
instructional sites previously approved but not visited. (Exhibit 109, Fifth-Year Interim Report, p. 1). In
addition, SACSCOC conducts a review of a representative sample of such sites during the reaffirmation
review. The evaluation assesses such factors as geographic distribution and number of students and
programs at each site. Exhibit 68, Reaffirmation of Accreditation policy, pp.2-3, describes this process.
Exhibits 185, 186, 187, 188, 189, 190, and 191 provide examples of the substantive change review for each
type of substantive change request made during the current recognition period. (Exhibit 214, Board
Actions) notes the list of substantive changes requested during the review period and the status of these
requests.
Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

Exhibit 29 Sub Change Policy and
Procedures
Exhibit 68 Reaffirmation of
Accreditation and Subsequent
Reports
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Exhibit 189 Sample Fifth-Year
OCIS Review
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Analyst Worksheet- Narrative

Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. See analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the policy on Substantive Change outlines the requirements for review and approval
of additional locations for institution's that do not classify under the substantive change restrictions
category (exhibit 29). In particular, the agency policy imposes restrictions on institutions on sanction or
under provisional certification for participation in federal financial aid programs and requires an extensive
review and full Board of Trustee (Board) approval of a substantive change. The agency narrative states
institutions without the abovementioned restrictions are not required to receive an extensive review if more
than three existing sites received approval under the extensive review criteria prior to the substantive
change review; and demonstrated (c)(1-4) of the criteria during the previous review. However, the agency
policy states the institution has to have 'two or more sites approved by extensive review' not three as
referenced in the narrative (exhibit 29). The agency has also not demonstrated that their policy identifies
the types of substantive change that institutions can initiate without agency approval if the institutions have
not been placed on probation or equivalent status; have been subject to negative action by the agency over
the prior three academic years, or are under a provisional certification, as provided in 34 CFR 668.13.
Additionally, the agency describes the two levels of approval for an extensive review of a substantive
change which may be conducted separate from the institution's reaffirmation review. Specifically, the
agency provides the institution an opportunity to submit a prospectus for an off-campus instructional site
visit, review, and decision by the Board outside of the institution's scheduled fifth year interim review or
reaffirmation visit; or the institution, prior to the approval of the substantive change, may include the
additional location review as part of the reaffirmation visit with the inclusion of the prospectus along with
the reaffirmation documents for Board approval (exhibits 29 and 68). The agency notes that sites approved
on or before September 3, 2020, the effective date of the revised Substantive Change policy, are not
considered approved by extensive review except by approval during reaffirmation.
Similarly, the agency narrative states that an institution with three or more approved sites and without
negative actions or provisional certifications in the last three academic years may receive a limited review,
in which a prospectus is not required, and Executive Council of the Board approves the request; however,
the policy states 'two or more sites must be approved by extensive review' to be considered for limited
review, which is again contradictary to the narrative. The agency attests that off-campus sites are further
assessed during the fifth year interim review, which requires sites approved by limited review to be visited;
and during the reaffirmation visit, which includes a review of a sample of the institution's sites. The agency
has provided Board actions, fifth year interim review policy and a blank template as evidence (exhibits 130,
189, and 214); however, the examples of substantive change exhibits 185, 186, 187, 188, 190, and 191
referenced in the narrative have not been provided for analysis.

It should also be noted that the Department received multiple third party comments regarding the agency's
adherence to the criteria, specifically pertaining to (b)(4)
(b)(4)
I. The agency needs to provide additional explanation and
documentation from the abovementioned entities to demonstrate compliance with the criterion. All
documentation, which is subject to Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests, should be submitted
pursuant to section §602.31 f(1) of the regulations (redaction of PII).
The agency will find the staff analysis of the third-party comments in that section of the petition for
recognition. Please review the staff analysis in that section to inform your response in this criterion and
other criteria specifically related to issues noted by the commenters.
Staff Determination:
The agency needs to provide exhibits 185-188, 190, and 191 referenced in the narrative in this section of
the criteria for analysis. The agency needs to also explain the discrepancy in the narrative and the
substantive change policy, exhibit 29, pertaining to the number of approved sites an institution must have to
constitute an extensive or limited review for off-site campus approval. Further, the agency must
demonstrate with documentation evidence of the extensive and limited review for the Approving of
Additional Locations. The agency must demonstrate with documentation that their policy identifies the
types of substantive change that institutions can initiate without agency approval if the institutions have not
been placed on probation or equivalent status; have been subject to negative action by the agency over the
prior three academic years, or are under a provisional certification, as provided in 34 CFR 668.13. Lastly,
the agency must address the third party commenters concerns.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
The SACSCOC "Substantive Change Policy and Procedures" is provided in Exhibit BB8. The policy
requirements related to this criterion are noted on pp. 46-51. The procedures for reviewing additional
locations by extensive or limited reviews are noted on pp. 84-87. The policy notes the sufficient capacity an
institution must satisfy, at a minimum, to ensure quality across the enterprise as outlined in 602.22(c)(1-5).
These requirements are applicable to off-campus instructional sites, including branch campuses.
For extensive review, the policy notes:
EXTENSIVE REVIEW
Subject to SUBSTANTIVE CHANGE RESTRICTION
Approval method one—Approval of an off-campus instructional site by extensive review method one is
required if the institution, at the time a site prospectus is submitted to SACSCOC,
o has less than two sites approved under the extensive review criteria and process, —OR—
o has not successfully completed at least one reaffirmation of accreditation, —OR—
o is on SUBSTANTIVE CHANGE RESTRICTION. (See Exhibit BB8, p.4.8)
Since this process was initiated in 2021, then all institutions were subject to extensive review unless the
institution had recently undergone reaffirmation and two or more off-campus instructional sites had been
reviewed within the institution's overall review.
For limited review, the policy notes:
LIMITED REVIEW

Subject to SUBSTANTIVE CHANGE RESTRICTION
Approval of an off-campus instructional site by limited review is required if the institution, at the time a
site prospectus is submitted to SACSCOC,
• has two or more sites approved under the extensive review criteria and process, —AND—
• has successfully completed at least one reaffirmation of accreditation —AND—
• is on SUBSTANTIVE CHANGE RESTRICTION. (See Exhibit BB8, pp. 50-51).
Further, the policy notes:
An institution on SUBSTANTIVE CHANGE RESTRICTION does not have the option of a limited review:
all off-campus instructional site approvals are through the extensive review pathway only. (See BB8, p. 51)
The policy notes that for Substantive Change Restriction:
Different or additional requirements apply to an institution on SUBSTANTIVE CHANGE
RESTRICTION. Restriction applies if an institution has been placed on Warning, Probation, or Probation
for Good Cause over the prior three academic years, or if an institution is under provisional certification for
participation in federal financial aid programs. (See BB8, p. 4)
Documentation of extensive and limited reviews of additional locations is noted in Exhibits DD9, DD10,
and DD13.
The third-party comments related to this criterion related to substantive changes that were submitted in
2020; however, there are no specific allegations delineating which substantive change violated SACSCOC
accreditation standards, policies, or procedures. The allegation notes that at (b)(4)
loom)
More recentl the current Vice President for Institutional Effectiveness and Research, informed
faculty that
had achieved an unprecedented twenty-three substantive changes since 2020. It is
my understanding that most schools could expect SACS to approve one or two substantive changes in a
year. Marquez indicated that he was contacted by administrators from other schools under SACS
accreditation to learn how 1( 3)(4)
lwas able to receive approval for so many changes. This acceleration
of approvals seems out of step with the pace of historic approvals.
The comprehensive report notes substantive changes which occurred since the last reaffirmation of (b)(4)
(b)(4)
, were reviewed in accordance with SACSCOC standards, policies, and procedures.
See Exhibit GG8, pp. 6-8.
Moreover, there is no limit to the number of substantive changes an institution may submit. However, the
Substantive Change policy does provide that:
Numerous changes: Numerous substantive changes may accelerate an institution's next reaffirmation of
accreditation. Accelerated reaffirmation may be triggered by, but not limited to, a. a significant change in
the number of off-campus instructional sites including branch campuses,
b. a significant change in the number of programs,
c. a significant change in enrollment, and
d. frequent mergers/consolidations or acquisitions (Exhibit BB8, p. 4).
This safeguard is in place to ensure that SACSCOC evaluators and decision-makers note such numerous
changes. The policy defines a substantive change as "significant modification or expansion of the nature
and scope of an accredited institution. Substantive change includes high-impact, high-risk changes and
changes that can impact the quality of educational programs and services" (Exhibit BB8, p. 2).

Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Substantially Compliant
Staff Determination:
The agency has been found Substantially Compliant with this section of the criteria. The agency needs to
provide a monitoring report for the referenced evidence of the substantive change reviews for one of each
type of substantive change request made during the current recognition period omitted from the file review
documentation for additional analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided the completed Substantive Change Policy and
Procedures (Policy) and the location within the policy that outlines the procedures for the extensive and
limited reviews of additional locations (BB8). Specifically, the agency has provided the policy
requirements which distinguishes the number of sites as well as the parameters for extensive and limited
reviews to ensure the institutional capacity and planning for such changes are met. The agency also
highlights the approval paths for extensive reviews, which includes substantive change restrictions for
those institutions that have been placed on Waring, Probation, or Probation for Good Cause; and
provisional certification, as provided in 34 CFR §668.13; and notes those institutions with substantive
change restrictions are not permitted to receive a limited review (exhibit BB8). Similarly, the agency has
provided the substantive change reviews of extensive and limited review for the approval of off-campus
instructional sites, which includes the application/prospectus, additional correspondence, and the agency
decision letter for extensive reviews and agency decision letters for the limited reviews (exhibits DD9DD10, and DD13).
In addition, the draft staff analysis, staff determination, requested the agency to identify the types of
substantive changes not requiring agency approval, which Department Staff has provided in its analysis of
§602.22(b); and provide the cited exhibits referenced by the agency in the original narrative for
"substantive change reviews for each type of substantive change request made during the current
recognition period." However, the agency has still not provided the referenced substantive change reviews
or addressed this request in the narrative response; nor provided this documentation during the file review
conducted March-May of 2022. Therefore, Department Staff finds the agency to be substantially compliant
with this section of the Criteria. Department Staff recommends the Senior Department official (SDO)
require a monitoring report within 12 months of an SDO decision to be reviewed by Department Staff
demonstrating evidence of the substantive change reviews for one of each type of substantive change
request made during the current recognition period requested within the file review documentation for
additional review.
Lastly, the agency addressed the third-party commenter allegations related to the number of substantive
changes that occurred at one of the cited institutions, yet the commenter has not alleged which substantive
change was not conducted in accordance with agency policy; nor does the agency have a limitation on the
number of substantive changes an institution may request, if the institution follows the requirements and
the agency reviews the request in accordance with agency policy. Further, the agency has noted that the
Substantive Change Policy and Procedures notes the triggers for additional monitoring and numerous
substantive changes, which may result in accelerating the reaffirmation visit of the institution.

List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.22(e) Substantive Change Procedures

Narrative:

The SACSCOC "Substantive Change Policy and Procedures" has outlined the procedures for the various
types of substantive change that require prior approval. The approval date for a substantive change "is the
date of the SACSCOC response letter. A substantive change is included in the scope of the institution's
accreditation as of the approval date" (Exhibit 29, Substantive Change, p. 5). "The implementation date or
effective date is provided by the institution and is part of the prospectus or application review. However, at
no time will it pre-date either an earlier denial of the substantive change or the application date of the
substantive change. For mergers/consolidations and acquisitions and changes in ownership, the
implementation or effective date must occur within 30 days of the SACSCOC Board of Trustees approval
of the change. "(Exhibit 29, Sub Change policy, p. 5) This requirement is reiterated in the procedures and
notes, "the Board will approve the change's implementation date or effective date as specified in the
prospectus, which cannot exceed 30 days after approval by the SACSCOC Board of Trustees." (Exhibit 29,
Sub Change policy, p. 5)
A Substantive Change Committee visit is required if any of the following criteria is met at the time an offcampus institutional site is approved:
• the site is a branch campus;
• the institution has less than three already-approved off-campus instructional site (i.e., the institution's first
two approved sites are visited);
• the institution has not successfully completed at least one decennial reaffirmation of accreditation;
• the institution is on Warning, Probation or Probation for Good Cause at the time of approval;
• the institution is under provisional certification for participation in federal financial aid programs; or
• the institution has not, in the professional judgment of SACSCOC staff, demonstrated effective oversight
of off-campus instructional sites or if there is reason to believe the institution may not be able to meet all
SACSCOC requirements at the new off-campus instructional site.
A visit, if required, is authorized by the SACSCOC Board of Trustees at the time of approval.
Exception. An off-campus instructional site approved by the extensive review approval method 2, as
defined in this policy, is not subject to a substantive change committee visit The site would have been
subject to review as part of the institution's reaffirmation of accreditation. (Exhibit 29, Sub-Change policy,
pp. 19-22)
Institutions in preaccreditation status with SACSCOC cannot submit a substantive change request. The
SACSCOC policy on "Accreditation Procedures for Applicant Institutions" provides in boldface type:
Note: Substantive Change
An applying institution describes itself in its initial application. Therefore, from the date of submission of
an application to the date of awarding of Membership, the institution must not undertake a substantive

change as defined by the SACSCOC policy, Substantive Change for SACSCOC Accredited Institutions
(now entitled Substantive Change Policy and Procedures). Should the institution find it necessary to initiate
a substantive change, that action may have significant impact on the accreditation process as follows: If an
institution chooses to implement a substantive change after submitting an application, but prior to gaining
authorization to receive a Candidacy Committee visit, the institution may be required to submit a new
application which includes the change.
If an institution implements a substantive change after it has been authorized to receive a Candidacy
Committee visit but prior to the granting of Candidacy, its authorization may be revoked at the discretion of
the President of 4 SACSCOC. If an institution implements a substantive change during its Candidacy
period, the status of Candidacy may be revoked at the discretion of the President of SACSCOC. (Exhibit
61, Applicant policy, pp. 3-4)

Document(s) for this Section
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Exhibit 29 Sub Change Policy and
Procedures
Exhibit 61 Accreditation Procedures
Applicant Institutions
Exhibit BB8 Substantive Change
Policy and Procedures
Exhibit DD1 Decision Ltrs for Sub
Changes
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Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. See analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency policy on Substantive Change provides the approval processes and procedures for substantive
change requests for candidate and member institutions of the agency. Specifically, the policy requires the
institution to submit an application for a substantive change including the implementation/effective date of
the change, which may not pre-date a negative action or the application date; and may occur within thirty
days of the date for mergers, consolidations, acquisitions, and changes in ownership (exhibit 29). The

agency further attests that upon review of the institution's documentation; completion of a substantive
change committee visit to ensure the agency criteria is met for off-site campuses; and the subsequent Board
of Trustee decision, the institution is provided an approval date of the substantive change which is the date
of the response letter from the agency with the inclusion of the substantive change in the scope of the
institution's accreditation (exhibit 29).
In addition, the agency policies on Substantive Change and Accreditation Procedures for Applicant
Institutions notes that candidacy status institutions may not initiate a substantive change; and if an
institution chooses to implement a substantive change in this status the institution faces resubmission of a
new candidacy application or revoked authorization of candidacy. However, the agency has not included
evidence demonstrating adherence to the agency's Substantive Change Procedures for analysis (exhibit 29
and 61). The agency has also not demonstrated that their policy specifically adheres to the required dates
outlined within the criteria for accredited and preaccredited institutions. Department staff will be
conducting a file review of additional agency documents related to the criteria during a file review
scheduled for early next year.
It should also be noted that the Department received multiple third party comments regarding the agency's
adherence to the criteria, specifically pertaining WPM
(b)(4)
The agency needs to provide additional explanation and
documentation from the abovementioned entities to demonstrate compliance with the criterion. All
documentation, which is subject to Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests, should be submitted
pursuant to section §602.31 f(1) of the regulations (redaction of PII).
The agency will find the staff analysis of the third-party comments in that section of the petition for
recognition. Please review the staff analysis in that section to inform your response in this criterion and
other criteria specifically related to issues noted by the commenters.
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency needs to provide
evidence demonstrating adherence to the agency's Substantive Change Procedures for analysis. The agency
must also demonstrate that their policy specifically adheres to the required dates outlined within the criteria
for accredited and preaccredited institutions. Lastly, the agency must address the third party commenters
concerns.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
SACSCOC has a document entitled, "Substantive Change Policy and Procedures," and it is submitted as
Exhibit BB8. The policy applicable to applicants is the "Accreditation Procedures for Applicant
Institutions" and is submitted as Exhibit DD25.
The policy outlines the procedural process for review and decision-making timelines. See Exhibit BB8, p.
8. The policy notes:
Implementation date: The intended implementation date, or effective date, is provided by the institution and
is part of the prospectus or application review. The intended implementation date cannot pre-date either an
earlier denial of the substantive change or the date the substantive change prospectus or application is
submitted. Substantive changes cannot be retroactively approved. If a substantive change has already been

implemented without approval and thus constitutes an unreported substantive change, the implementation
date is the date of approval, invariant to the intended implementation date provided by the institution. For
mergers/consolidations and acquisitions and changes in ownership, the implementation or effective date
must occur within 30 days of the SACSCOC Board of Trustees approval of the change.
Implementation time limit: Approved substantive changes — except for those changes that must be
implemented within 30 days as defined in policy — must be implemented within two years of the approval
date. If an institution does not implement within two years of approval, then a new prospectus or
application must be submitted and approved prior to implementation. An institution may request an
implementation extension for cause, subject to SACSCOC Board of Trustees approval.
Examples of SACSCOC's adherence to the dates for distinct types of substantive changes is noted in the
decision letters sent to the institution. See Exhibit DD1. An institution has requested an extension of its
implementation date when the programmatic accreditor required more time for implementation of the
specialized degree program (See Exhibit DD37). For a change in ownership, the effective date of its
approval notes that the institution must implement within 30 days or request additional time for
implementation. See Exhibit DD18 A4.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional documentation and explanation in
relation to the criteria. In particular, the agency provided the Substantive Change Policy and Procedures
and the Policy on Accreditation Procedures for Applicant Institutions to demonstrate to demonstrate the
dates outlined for the agency and institutions to adhere to the criteria (exhibits BB8 and DD25).
Specifically, the agency narrative cites the implementation date requirements for substantive changes,
which includes the requirement for mergers/consolidations, acquisitions, and changes in ownership to have
an implementation or effective date that occurs within 30 days of the Board of Trustees approval of the
change to demonstrate adherence to the criteria (exhibit BB8). In addition, the agency Substantive Change
Policy and Procedures imposes a time limit unless an extension is approved of two years for
implementation of the substantive change, excluding the abovementioned 30 day limit for
mergers/consolidations, acquisitions, and changes in ownership; or the institution must resubmit the change
for review and approval (exhibit BB8). Furhter, the agency has provided substantive change decision letters
to demonstrate the application of agency requirements for substantive change (exhibits DD1, DD18A4, and
DD37).
Lastly, the draft staff analysis, staff determination requested the agency to address the third-party
commenters concerns within its response to this criterion; however, the agency has provided a
comprehensive response to all of the third-party comments within the third-party comment section of the
petition. It should be noted that the agency attests that many of the allegations fall outside of the
reaffirmation period for the institutions cited within the comments, as well as outside of the recognition
period in which the Department found the agency compliant with this criterion.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response

No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.22(f)(1) Approval of Additional Locations

Narrative:
The SACSCOC "Substantive Change Policy and Procedures clearly outlines that institutions not on
Substantive Restriction (i.e. subject to a negative action or under a provisional certification as noted in this
section) do not have to receive an extensive review for off-campus instructional sites offering at least 50%
of an educational program, if the institution has more than three (3) sites that were approved under the
extensive review criteria and process at the time when it submits a site prospective. In an extensive review,
the institution must demonstrate:
• adequate faculty, facilities, resources, and academic and student support services at sites;
• sufficient fiscal and administrative capacity to add additional sites;
• clear academic control of sites;
• regular evaluation of all sites;
• financial stability; and
• engagement in long-range planning for expansion.
There are two approval methods for extensive review:
• Approval method 1 — Approval by the SACSCOC Board of Trustees based on a prospectus review: The
institution prepares and submits an off-campus instructional site by extensive review prospectus. The
prospectus, in part, addresses the requirements listed above; refer to the procedures section and the
appendices of this document for additional guidance and requirements. The prospectus is reviewed by the
full SACSCOC Board of Trustees at a regularly scheduled biannual meeting, usually in June and
December. Submission due dates are published in this policy and on the SACSCOC website.
• Approval method 2— Approval by the SACSCOC Board of Trustees based on inclusion and review at
reaffirmation: An existing, approved site(s) that was (a) included on the Institutional Summary Form as an
approved site and submitted as part of the institution's reaffirmation materials at the beginning of
reaffirmation process, and (b) reviewed by reaffirmation peer reviewers to include the site- and
institutional-level extensive review requirements listed above, will be considered approved by extensive
review after the SACSCOC Board of Trustees takes positive action on the institution's reaffirmation. This
option applies to Board actions taken after the effective date of this substantive change policy. (Exhibit 29,
pp. 20-21)
Note: Sites approved on or before September 3, 2020, the effective date of this policy, are not considered
approved by extensive review except by approval method 2 above.
Within its actions, the SACSCOC Board of Trustees may authorize a Substantive Change Committee visit
to the institution. The Substantive Change Committee is charged with determining the institution's
continued compliance with the Principles of Accreditation following the initiation of the change. The visit
will occur within six months after initiation of the change. In preparation for this visit, the institution will
complete the appropriate substantive change documentation templates, which cites relevant Core
Requirements and Standards (which incorporate the pertinent federal requirements) of the Principles, and
the roster of faculty members who will teach in the program(s) or at the site(s). Both the template and the

Faculty Roster form are available on the SACSCOC website (www.sacscoc.org) under the "Accreditation"
tab, click on "Substantive Change." The institution's SACSCOC staff representative will inform the
institution of the composition and schedule for the Committee. (Exhibit 29, pp. 21-22, 25-27)
Document(s) for this Section
File Name

Exhibit Title

Exhibit 29 Sub Change Policy and
Procedures
Exhibit BB8 Substantive Change
Policy and Procedures
Exhibit DD19 Screenshot of Current
Sub Change webpage
Exhibit DD9 (b)(4)
OCIS
Extensive Review

29 Substantive Change Policy and
Procedures.p df
BB8 SubstantiveChange Policy and
Procedures.p df
DD19 Screenshot of Current SACSCOC
Subchange Website.pdf
OCIS extensive
DD91(b)(4)
review. pdf

Analyst
Comments

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. See analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the policy on Substantive Change outlines the requirements for review and approval
of additional locations for institution's that do not classify under the substantive change restrictions
category (exhibit 29). In particular, the agency policy imposes restrictions on institutions on sanction or
under provisional certification for participation in federal financial aid programs and requires an extensive
review and full Board of Trustee (Board) approval of a substantive change. The agency narrative states
institutions without the abovementioned restrictions are not required to receive an extensive review if more
than three existing sites received approval under the extensive review criteria prior to the substantive
change review. However, the agency policy states the institution has to have 'two or more sites approved
by extensive review' not three as referenced in the narrative (exhibit 29).
In addition, the agency describes the two levels of approval for an extensive review of a substantive change
which may be conducted separate from the institution's reaffirmation review. Specifically, the agency
provides the institution an opportunity to submit a prospectus for an off-campus instructional site visit,
review, and decision by the Board outside of the institution's scheduled fifth year interim review or
reaffirmation visit; or the institution, prior to the approval of the substantive change, may include the
additional location review as part of the reaffirmation visit with the inclusion of the prospectus along with
the reaffirmation documents for Board approval (exhibits 29). The agency notes that sites approved on or
before September 3, 2020, the effective date of the revised Substantive Change policy, are not considered
approved by extensive review except by approval during reaffirmation.
Correspondingly, the agency policy on Substantive Change requires a Substantive Change Committee visit

of an institution within six months after implementation of the change as authorized by the Board of
Trustees approval. In particular, the Committee visit requires the institution to complete and submit the
substantive change documentation template demonstrating evidence of compliance with agency standards,
and information regarding the program, which includes faculty rosters (exhibit 29). However, the agency
has not provided evidence of the substantive change documentation template for analysis and must provide
the documentation contained within the weblinks cited in the narrative, since weblinks are not accepted
within the petition. Department staff will be conducting a file review of additional agency documents
related to the criteria during a file review scheduled for early next year.
It should also be noted that the Department received multiple third party comments regarding the agency's
adherence to the criteria, s ecificall • ertainin to (b)(4)
b)(4)
The agency needs to provide additional explanation and
ocumentatton rom t e a ovementione s entities to demonstrate compliance with the criterion. All
documentation, which is subject to Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests, should be submitted
pursuant to section §602.31 f(1) of the regulations (redaction of PII).
The agency will find the staff analysis of the third-party comments in that section of the petition for
recognition. Please review the staff analysis in that section to inform your response in this criterion and
other criteria specifically related to issues noted by the commenters.
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency must demonstrate
with documentation evidence of the full review of documentation submitted and reviewed for a Substantive
Change Committee visit, including completed substantive change documentation templates, along with
screenshots of the weblinks referenced in the narrative in this section of the criteria for analysis. The
agency needs to also explain the discrepancy in the narrative and the substantive change policy, exhibit 29,
pertaining to the number of approved sites an institution must have to constitute an extensive review for
off-site campus approval. Lastly, the agency must address the third party commenters concerns.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
The SACSCOC "Substantive Change Policy and Procedures," (Exhibit BB8) require substantive change
committee visits for additional locations in accordance with this criterion. The policy notes:
A substantive change committee visit is required if any of the following criteria is met at the time an offcampus instructional site is approved:
• the site is a branch campus;
• the institution has less than three already-approved off-campus instructional sites — i.e., the institution's
first three approved sites each require a visit;
• the institution has not successfully completed at least one decennial reaffirmation of accreditation;
• the institution is on sanction (Warning, Probation, or Probation for Good Cause); or
• the institution has not, in the professional judgment of SACSCOC staff, demonstrated effective oversight
of off-campus instructional sites or if there is reason to believe the institution may not be able to meet all
SACSCOC requirements at the new off-campus instructional site.
A visit, if required, is authorized by the Board of Trustees at the time of approval. The SACSCOC
President is also authorized to appoint a substantive change committee.

If a committee is authorized to visit an additional location, the committee is required to determine
compliance with the Principles of Accreditation, including verification of personnel, facilities, and
resources as asserted by the institution in its application for the additional site. See Exhibit BB8, pp. 51-52.
A full review of a Substantive Change Committee visit is noted in Exhibit DD9a-c.
Screenshots of the substantive change webpage is noted in Exhibit DD28.
In the petition narrative, the reference to "three or more sites" referred to Substantive Change Committee
visits for off-campus instructional sites (OCIS) of the first three sites that need approval. The number is
part of a long-standing requirement for OCIS as noted in Exhibit BB8, p. 51. This was confused with the
new extensive review requirements from the new federal regulations. Since the requirement for extensive
reviews, the policy notes:
Approval of an off-campus instructional site by extensive review method one is required if the institution,
at the time a site prospectus is submitted to SACSCOC,
• has less than two sites approved under the extensive review criteria and process. See Exhibit BB8, p. 49.

Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Substantially Compliant
Staff Determination:
The agency has been found Substantially Compliant with this section of the criteria. The agency must
provide a monitoring report with documented evidence of the full review of a Substantive Change
Committee visit referenced in the narrative for analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional documentation and explanation in
relation to the criteria. Specifically, the agency provided the Substantive change requirements for site visits
to be required for the approvals of substantive changes and requested by the Board of Trustees; and the
screenshot of the Substantive Change Policy and Procedures page from the agency website, which depicts
the substantive change documentation and templates tab to evidence the attestations within the original
narrative (exhibits BB8 and DD19).
In addition, the agency clarified the number of off-campus instruction sites that warrant Substantive
Change Committee visits for approval, which the agency attests that the first three off-campus instruction
sites require an extensive review (exhibit BB8). Further, the agency provided a Board of Trustee decision
letter, acknowledging the authorization of a future Substantive Change visit (exhibit DD9); however, the
agency has not provided the full review of a Substantive Change Committee visit, which is cited in the
agency's narrative and requested in the staff determination, for analysis. It should be noted that Department
Staff observed the June 2022 agency Board of Trustee Meeting; and although Department Staff did not
view the referenced documentation, Department Staff did observe the policies of the agency being enforced
by the review Committees. Therefore, Department Staff finds the agency to be substantially compliant with
this section of the Criteria. Department Staff recommends the Senior Department official (SDO) require a
monitoring report within 12 months of an SDO decision to be reviewed by Department Staff demonstrating

documented evidence of the full review of a Substantive Change Committee visit.
Lastly, the draft staff analysis, staff determination requested the agency to address the third-party
commenters concerns within its response to this criterion. However, the agency has provided a
comprehensive response to all of the third-party comments within the third-party comment section of the
petition. It should be noted that the agency attests that many of the allegations fall outside of the
reaffirmation period for the institutions cited within the comments, as well as outside of the recognition
period in which the Department found the agency compliant with this criterion.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.22(f)(2) Approval Procedure for 3+ Locations

Narrative:
At the time of reaffirmation, the SACSCOC Board will require the staff to conduct a thorough review of a
representative sample of additional locations/sites where a student can receive 50% or more of a program's
instruction. The extent of the review depends, in part, on whether there has been a recent review of the
site(s). At any time, the SACSCOC Board may authorize visits to new sites developed between the
institution's Fifth-Year Interim Review and the next decennial review.
At the Fifth-Year Interim Review, SACSCOC conducts visits to institutions with off-campus instructional
site previously approved, but not visited. (Exhibit 109, Fifth-Year Interim Report, p. 1). In addition,
SACSCOC conducts a review of a representative sample of such sites during the reaffirmation review. The
evaluation assesses such factors as geographic distribution and number of students and programs at each
site. (Exhibit 68, Reaffirmation of Accreditation policy, pp.2-3, describes this process) This process may
include institutions that have three or more additional locations.
Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

Exhibit 68 Reaffirmation of
Accreditation and Subsequent
Reports
Exhibit 109A Off-Site Review
Analysis Worksheet
Exhibit A Principles of Accreditation
2018
Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Meets the requirements of this section

File Name

Analyst
Comments

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

68 Reaffirmation of Accreditation and
Subsequ ent Reports Policy Statement.pdf

None

None

109A Off Site Review Analysis
Worksheet.pdf

None

None

A Principles of Accreditation 2018.pdf

None

None

Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency policy on Reaffirmation of Accreditation and Subsequent Reports outlines the Review of OffCampus Instructional Sites and Branch Campuses during the Reaffirmation Process outlines the
mechanisms for conducting visits to a representative sample of additional locations of institutions that
operate more than three additional locations (exhibit 68). In particular, the policy defines additional
locations as sites approved to offer 50 percent or more of the credits for an educational program of an
institution and requires the site visit team to review a representative sample of the off-site locations during
the reaffirmation visit of an institution to assess the location, students, and the program. Similarly, the
agency requires additional sites established by limited review to be visited during the fifth year interim
review (exhibit 109A); and pursuant to authorization by the agency's decision making body, visits to
additional locations, established in between the fifth year interim reviews and the ten year reaffirmation
visit of the institution, are also conducted to ensure compliance.
Department staff will be conducting a file review of additional agency documents related to the criteria
during a file review scheduled for early next year.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
The agency met the requirements of this criterion with its original narrative and documentation.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.22(f)(3) Approval Procedures for Rapid Growth

Narrative:
The SACSCOC Substantive Change Policy and Procedures notes that the initiation of an additional offcampus site/location at which a student can earn at least 50 percent or more of the program's instruction is
delivered requires approval prior to implementation. The Board will authorize a Substantive Change
Committee visit if any of the following criteria is met at the time an off-campus institutional site is
approved:
• The site is a branch campus;
• The institution has less than three already-approved off-campus instructional sites (i.e., the institution's
first two approved sites are visited);
• The institution has not successfully completed at least one decennial reaffirmation of accreditation;

• The institution is on sanction at the time of approval;
• The institution is under provisional certification for participation in federal financial aid programs; or
• The institution has not, in the professional judgment of SACSCOC staff, demonstrated effective oversight
of off-campus instructional sites or if there is reason to believe the institution may not be able to meet all
SACSCOC requirements at the new off-campus instructional site.
(Exhibit 29, Sub-change policy, pp. 17-18)
Institutions in preaccreditation status with SACSCOC cannot submit a substantive change request. The
SACSCOC policy on "Accreditation Procedures for Applicant Institutions" provides in boldface type:
Note: Substantive Change
An applying institution describes itself in its initial application. Therefore, from the date of submission of
an application to the date of awarding of Membership, the institution must not undertake a substantive
change as defined by the SACSCOC policy, Substantive Change for SACSCOC Accredited Institutions
(now entitled Substantive Change Policy and Procedures). Should the institution find it necessary to initiate
a substantive change, that action may have significant impact on the accreditation process as follows: If an
institution chooses to implement a substantive change after submitting an application, but prior to gaining
authorization to receive a Candidacy Committee visit, the institution may be required to submit a new
application which includes the change.
If an institution implements a substantive change after it has been authorized to receive a Candidacy
Committee visit but prior to the granting of Candidacy, its authorization may be revoked at the discretion of
the President of 4 SACSCOC. If an institution implements a substantive change during its Candidacy
period, the status of Candidacy may be revoked at the discretion of the President of SACSCOC. (Exhibit
61, Applicant policy, pp. 3-4)
Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

Exhibit 29 Sub Change Policy and
Procedures
Exhibit 61 Accreditation
Procedures Applicant Institutions
Exhibit GG Reaffirmation
Subsequent Reports policy
Exhibit BB8 Substantive Change
Policy and Procedures

File Name

29 Substantive Change Policy and
Procedures.p df
61 Accreditation Procedures for Applicant Ins
titutions Policy Statement.pdf
GG Reaffirmation and Subsequent Reports
Polic y.pdf
BB8 SubstantiveChange Policy and
Procedures.p df

Analyst
Comments

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency must demonstrate with documentation and clarification how it ensures institutions that
experience rapid growth at a number of additional locations maintain education quality.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:

The agency policy on Substantive Change outlines mechanisms for visits to additional locations, for
ensuring that accredited and candidate institutions that experience rapid growth in the number of additional
locations maintain education quality (exhibit 29). Specifically, the agency policy defines an additional
location as sites approved to offer 50 percent or more of the credits for an educational program. Further the
agency's decision making body authorizes Substantive Change Committee visits to additional locations to
ensure the agency criteria for branch campuses are met. However, the agency has not addressed how it
ensures institutions that experience rapid growth at a number of additional locations maintain education
quality.
In addition, the agency policies on Accreditation Procedures for Applicant Institutions notes that candidacy
status institutions may not initiate a substantive change; and if an institution chooses to implement a
substantive change while in candidacy status the institution faces resubmission of a new candidacy
application or revoked authorization of candidacy (exhibit 61). Department staff will be conducting a file
review of additional agency documents related to the criteria during a file review scheduled for early next
year.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
The current Substantive Change Policy and Procedures (Exhibit BB8) has specific information that must be
submitted by institutions requesting approval of off-campus instructional sites (OCIS). The existing
monitoring of enrollment growth is sufficient to monitor all types of growth, including the growth of OCIS.
The information that is reviewed and noted at the following level is:
• OCIS reviews at reaffirmation (See Exhibit GG, pp.2-3 ),
• comprehensive new OCIS approval process by both extensive review and limited review (See Exhibit
BB8, pp. 48-50, 84-87), and
• interim OCIS committee visit criteria and process (See Exhibit BB8, pp.51-52, 84-87).
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional documentation and explanation in
relation to the criteria. In particular, the agency attests that the Substantive Change Policy and Procedures
and the Policy on Reaffirmation of Accreditation and Subsequent Reports provides the mechanisms utilized
by the agency to ensure institutions experiencing rapid growth at a number of additional locations continues
to maintain education quality. Specifically, the agency attests that enrollment growth monitoring;
reaffirmation and interim visits; and extensive and limited reviews of off-campus instructional sites
contribute to the agency's oversight of rapid growth (exhibits BB8 and GG).
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.22(g) Purpose of Visits

Narrative:
The SACSCOC policy, "Substantive Change Policy and Procedures, clearly outlines that institutions not on
Substantive Restriction (i.e. subject to a negative action or under a provisional certification as noted in this
section) do not have to receive an extensive review for off-campus instructional sites offering at least 50%
of an educational program, if the institution has more than three (3) sites that were approved under the
extensive review criteria and process at the time when it submits a site prospective. In an extensive review,
the institution must demonstrate:
• adequate faculty, facilities, resources, and academic and student support services at sites;
• sufficient fiscal and administrative capacity to add additional sites;
• clear academic control of sites;
• regular evaluation of all sites;
• financial stability; and
• engagement in long-range planning for expansion.
There are two approval methods for extensive review:
• Approval method 1 — Approval by the SACSCOC Board of Trustees based on a prospectus review: The
institution prepares and submits an off-campus instructional site by extensive review prospectus. The
prospectus, in part, addresses the requirements listed above; refer to the procedures section and the
appendices of this document for additional guidance and requirements. The prospectus is reviewed by the
full SACSCOC Board of Trustees at a regularly scheduled biannual meeting, usually in June and
December. Submission due dates are published in this policy and on the SACSCOC website.
• Approval method 2— Approval by the SACSCOC Board of Trustees based on inclusion and review at
reaffirmation: An existing, approved site(s) that was (a) included on the Institutional Summary Form as an
approved site and submitted as part of the institution's reaffirmation materials at the beginning of
reaffirmation process, and (b) reviewed by reaffirmation peer reviewers to include the site- and
institutional-level extensive review requirements listed above, will be considered approved by extensive
review after the SACSCOC Board of Trustees takes positive action on the institution's reaffirmation. This
option applies to Board actions taken after the effective date of this substantive change policy. (Exhibit 29,
pp. 20-21)
Note: Sites approved on or before September 3, 2020, the effective date of this policy, are not considered
approved by extensive review except by approval method 2 above.
Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

Exhibit 15 Appeals Committee
Procedures of CDA
Exhibit 29 Sub Change Policy and
Procedures
Exhibit BB8 Substantive Change
Policy and Procedures

File Name

15 Appeals Committee Procedures of the
Colleg e Delegate Assembly.pdf
29 Substantive Change Policy and
Procedures.p df
BB8 SubstantiveChange Policy and
Procedures.p df

Analyst
Comments

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

None

None

None

None

None

None

Exhibit Title

Exhibit DD9 (b)(4)
OCIS
Extensive Review
Exhibit DD101(b)(4)
OCIS Extensive Review
Exhibit DD13 Approval and denial
by limited review

File Name

Analyst
Comments

DD9 (b)(4)
OCIS extensive
None
review. pdf
DD10 (b)(4)
OCIS extensive
None
revie w.pdf
DD13 Approval and denial by limited
None
review.pd f

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

None
None
None

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. See analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the policy on Substantive Change outlines the purpose of the substantive change
visits, which is to verify that the additional location has the personnel, facilities, and resources the
institution claimed it had in its application to the agency for approval of the additional location (exhibit 29).
In particular, the agency policy imposes restrictions on institutions on sanction or under provisional
certification for participation in federal financial aid programs and requires an extensive review and full
Board of Trustee (Board) approval of a substantive change. The agency narrative states institutions without
the abovementioned restrictions are not required to receive an extensive review if more than three existing
sites received approval under the extensive review criteria prior to the substantive change review; however,
the agency policy states the institution has to have 'two or more sites approved by extensive review' not
three as referenced in the narrative (exhibit 29). Specifically, the purpose of an extensive review is to
ensure additional sites have adequate faculty, facilities, resources, and academic and student support
services; sufficient fiscal and administrative; clear academic control of site; regular evaluation of all sites;
financial stability; and engagement in long-range planning for expansion.
Further, the agency describes the two levels of approval for an extensive review of a substantive change
which may be conducted separate from the institution's reaffirmation review. Specifically, the agency
provides the institution an opportunity to submit a prospectus for an off-campus instructional site visit,
review, and decision by the Board outside of the institution's scheduled fifth year interim review or
reaffirmation visit; or the institution, prior to the approval of the substantive change, may include the
additional location review as part of the reaffirmation visit with the inclusion of the prospectus along with
the reaffirmation documents for Board approval (exhibits 29). The agency notes that sites approved on or
before September 3, 2020, the effective date of the revised Substantive Change policy, are not considered
approved by extensive review except by approval during reaffirmation. The agency has also provided
exhibit 15 as evidence; however, the agency has not provided the relevance of its inclusion.
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency needs to explain the
discrepancy in the narrative and the substantive change policy, exhibit 29, pertaining to the number of
approved sites an institution must have to constitute an extensive review for off-site campus approval.
Further, the agency must demonstrate with documentation evidence of the extensive and limited review for

the Approving of Additional Locations. Lastly, the agency needs to provide the relevance for the inclusion
of exhibit 15 in this section of the criteria.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
The SACSCOC "Substantive Change Policy and Procedures" denote procedures for reviewing additional
sites by extensive review. There are two pathways in which an institution may seek approval of other
locations, such as off-campus instructional sites (OCIS), either by (1) Extensive review or (2) by Limited
review. The policy states:
EXTENSIVE REVIEW
Subject to SUBSTANTIVE CHANGE RESTRICTION
Approval method one—Approval of an off-campus instructional site by extensive review method one is
required if the institution, at the time a site prospectus is submitted to SACSCOC,
o has less than two sites approved under the extensive review criteria and process, —OR—
o has not successfully completed at least one reaffirmation of accreditation, —OR—
o is on SUBSTANTIVE CHANGE RESTRICTION. (See Exhibit BB8, p.48-49.)

In the petition narrative, the reference to "three or more sites," referred to Substantive Change Committee
visits for off-campus instructional sites (OCIS) of the first three sites that need approval. The number is
part of a long-standing requirement for OCIS as noted in Exhibit BB8, p. 51. This was confused with the
new extensive review requirements from the new federal regulations. Since the requirement for extensive
reviews, the policy notes:
Approval of an off-campus instructional site by extensive review method one is required if the institution,
at the time a site prospectus is submitted to SACSCOC, o has less than two sites approved under the
extensive review criteria and process." See Exhibit BB8, p. 49.
Examples of extensive and limited review for approving additional locations are noted in Exhibits DD9,
DD10, and DD13.
Please note that Exhibit 15 was inadvertently submitted for this criterion in the petition.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional documentation and explanation in
relation to the criteria. Specifically, the agency has provided the policy requirements which distinguishes
the number of sites as well as the parameters for extensive reviews to ensure the institutional capacity and
planning for such changes are met. In addition, the agency references substantive change restrictions
imposed on those institutions that have been placed on Waring, Probation, or Probation for Good Cause;
and provisional certification, as provided in 34 CFR §668.13 (exhibit BB8). The agency also cites limited

reviews as a pathway to seek approval of off-campus instructional sites; and although not discussed in the
narrative, the agency Substantive Change Policy and Procedures notes those institutions with substantive
change restrictions are not permitted to receive a limited review (exhibit BB8).
Further, the agency has provided the substantive change reviews of extensive and limited review for the
approval of off-campus instructional sites, which includes the application/prospectus, additional
correspondence, and the agency decision letter for the extensive reviews and agency decision letter for the
limited review (exhibits DD9-DD10, and DD13). Lastly, the agency attests that the Appeals Committee
Procedures were included in this section of the criteria in error.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.22(h) When New Evaluation Required

Narrative:
The SACSCOC Substantive Change Policy and Procedures clearly notes that a Substantive Change
Committee visit is required if:
• The institution has not, in the professional judgment of SACSCOC staff, demonstrated effective oversight
of off-campus instructional sites or if there is reason to believe the institution may not be able to meet all
SACSCOC requirements at the new off-campus instructional site.
(Exhibit 29, Sub-change policy, pp. 21-22)
Further, the SACSCOC Enrollment Growth policy notes:
Upon receipt of the "Institutional Report on FTE Enrollment Increases by Program" (see Appendix),
SACSCOC staff will review and verify the data submitted. SACSCOC staff may:
1.Accept the report as information with no additional follow up.
2. Request additional information from the institution. If there is evidence of non-compliance with the
Principles of Accreditation,
a. The SACSCOC President may authorize a special committee to review the institution's ongoing
compliance with the Principles of Accreditation.
b. Staff may forward the report to the Commission's SACSCOC Board of Trustees for review and possible
action. Upon review, the Board may (1) accelerate the institution's next reaffirmation review, (2) authorize
a special committee to visit the institution to ensure ongoing compliance with the Principles of
Accreditation, or (3) monitor the institution's ongoing compliance.
If a special committee is authorized to review the institution's ongoing compliance, SACSCOC will ask the
institution to complete a document in advance of the visit that focuses on the review of the educational
programs experiencing significant growth. The report of the Committee and the institution's response to the
findings of the Committee will be forwarded to the SACSCOC Board of Trustees for review and action.
If the SACSCOC Board votes to accelerate the institution's reaffirmation date, the institution's
reaffirmation class may change, and the institution's reaffirmation cycle immediately following will be ten
years, pending any additional reviews on enrollment growth. A reaffirmation cycle cannot be accelerated to

a date within less than three years following Board action on enrollment growth. (Exhibit 122, Enrollment
Growth of an Institution, p.2 and Appendix)
During this review period, SACSCOC has not accelerated an institution's reaffirmation date due to
enrollment growth.
Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

Exhibit 15 Appeals Committee
Procedures of CDA
Exhibit BB8 Substantive Change
Policy and Procedures
Exhibit DD32 Merger et al policy
Exhibit DD30 (b)(4)
Enrollmt Growth full review
Exhibit DD28 Enrollment Growth
policy

File Name

15 Appeals Committee Procedures of the
Colleg e Delegate Assembly.pdf
BB8 SubstantiveChange Policy and
Procedures.p df
DD32 Merger Policy.pdf
Enrollmt
DD30 (b)(4)
Growt h full review.pdf
DD28 Enrollment-Growth-Institutions.pdf

Analyst
Comments

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. See analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the policy on Substantive Change defines the evaluation requirements for
institutions that have been granted a substantive change; however, the policy has not been provided in this
section of the criteria for analysis. Specifically, the agency attests that the policy provides the requirements
of a substantive change committee visit, which is warranted if the institution has not demonstrated effective
oversight of the institutional sites or is not meeting agency standards requirements.
In addition, the agency describes the policy on Enrollment Growth, along with the Institutional reporting
and review requirements within the appendix, for evaluating institutions experiencing significant growth. In
particular, the agency requires the review of the institutional report on enrollment increases to determine
compliance with the agency policy; a need for additional information; implementation of a special review
committee visit to review areas of noncompliance; submission of the special review committee documents
by the institution prior to the visit; and subsequent action by the Board of Trustees (Bard) upon review of
the sit visit and institution's reports on compliance with enrollment growth, which may include an
accelerated reaffirmation visit. However, the agency has not provided the Enrollment Growth policy, the
Appendix referenced in the narrative, or evidence of the aforementioned process for analysis.
Although the agency has provided information and documentation it does not appear the agency's policy
specifically addresses the requirement of this criterion. The agency's policy is mostly related to situations

involving enrollment growth. However, this criterion relates to the agency's substantive change policy and
associated definitions pertaining to the changes made or proposed by an institution are or would be
sufficiently extensive to require the agency to conduct a new comprehensive evaluation of that institution.
This could involve a single substantive change or multiple substantive changes occurring over a period of
time. This is not limited just to enrollment growth situations. Therefore, the agency must provide additional
information regarding how it determines when a new comprehensive evaluation is required because of a
single substantive change or multiple substantive changes. Lastly, the agency has also provided exhibit 15
as evidence; however, the agency has not provided the relevance of its inclusion.
Department staff will be conducting a file review of additional agency documents related to the criteria
during a file review scheduled for early next year.
It should also be noted that the Department received multiple third party comments regarding the agency's
adherence to the criteria, specifically pertaining to 1(b)(4)
The agency needs to provide additional explanation and
documentation from the abovementioned entities to demonstrate compliance with the criterion. All
documentation, which is subject to Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests, should be submitted
pursuant to section §602.31 f(1) of the regulations (redaction of PI).
The agency will find the staff analysis of the third-party comments in that section of the petition for
recognition. Please review the staff analysis in that section to inform your response in this criterion and
other criteria specifically related to issues noted by the commenters.
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency needs to provide the
Substantive Change and Enrollment policies along with the Appendix referenced in narrative in this section
of the criteria for analysis. In addition, the agency needs to provide evidence of an institution's review
utilizing the process described for the evaluation of enrollment growth. Further, the agency must provide its
policy and additional information regarding how it determines when a new comprehensive evaluation is
required because of a single substantive change or multiple substantive changes pursuant to the criteria.
The agency needs to also explain the relevance for the inclusion of exhibit 15 in this section of the criteria.
Lastly, the agency must address the third party commenters concerns.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
The SACSCOC "Substantive Change Policy and Procedures" is submitted as Exhibit BB8. Reference to
"changes made or proposed by an institution are or would be sufficiently extensive to require the agency to
conduct a new comprehensive evaluation of that institution" are noted in Exhibit BB8, p. 4. Specifically,
the policy notes:
Numerous changes: Numerous substantive changes may accelerate an institution's next reaffirmation of
accreditation. Accelerated reaffirmation may be triggered by, but not limited to, a. a significant change in
the number of off-campus instructional sites including branch campuses,
b. a significant change in the number of programs,
c. a significant change in enrollment, and
d. frequent mergers/consolidations or acquisitions.

The Enrollment Growth policy and its Appendix is submitted as Exhibit DD28. Evidence of a full review
of institutional information submitted regarding enrollment growth with a request for additional
information is noted in Exhibit DD30.
Further, the Merger policy (Exhibit DD32) on page 6, in the procedures section, notes:
In accordance with federal and SACSCOC policy, extensive substantive changes by an institution may
accelerate the date for the institution's next reaffirmation. Examples of triggers for an accelerated
reaffirmation include the following changes: proliferation of off-campus instructional sites, frequent
mergers/consolidations or changes of ownership, significant increases in enrollments, or rapid proliferation
of new educational programs.
Please note that Exhibit 15 was inadvertently submitted in the petition for this criterion in the petition.
The third-party comments related to this criterion related to substantive changes that were submitted in
2020; however, there are no specific allegations delineating which substantive change violated SACSCOC
standards, policies, or procedures. The allegation notes that at (b)(4)
More recently the current Vice President for Institutional Effectiveness and Research, informed
faculty that (3)(4)
had achieved an unprecedented twenty-three substantive changes since 2020. It is
my understanding that most schools could expect SACS to approve one or two substantive changes in a
indicated that he was contacted by administrators from other schools under SACS
year.
accre itation to learn how 1( b)(4)
lwas able to receive approval for so many changes. This acceleration
of approvals seems out of step with the pace of historic approvals.
The comprehensive report notes that substantive changes which occurred since the last reaffirmation of
(b)(4)
were reviewed in accordance with SACSCOC standards, policies, and
procedures. See Exhibit GG8, pp. 6-8.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional documentation and explanation in
relation to the criteria. In particular, the agency provided the omitted Substantive Change Policy and
Procedures, Policy on Enrollment Growth of an Institution, including Appendices, as well as the Policy on
Merger/Consolidation, Acquisition, Change of Ownership, and Change of Governance, Control, Form, or
Legal Status to evidence attestations within the original narrative and reference triggers of accelerated
reviews, which includes enrollment growth (exhibits BB8, DD28 and DD32). The agency also attests that
the Appeals Committee Procedures were included in this section of the criteria in error.
In addition, the agency provided a review of an institution that experienced an enrollment increase of over
sixty percent in accordance with the abovementioned agency Policies in combination with the Fifth Year
Review due to the increased enrollment, which included notification to the institution; Institutional Report
on FIE Enrollment Increases and Institutional response/justification; Substantive Change Committee
review; Fifth Year Monitoring Review and Board of Trustees decision letter (exhibit DD30). Lastly, the
agency addressed the third-party commenter allegations related to the number of substantive changes that
occurred at one of the cited institutions, yet the commenter has not alleged which substantive change was

not approved in accordance with the agency policy; nor does the agency have a limitation on the number of
substantive changes an institution my request if the institution follows the requirements and the agency
reviews the request in accordance with agency policy.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.23(a) Public Information

Narrative:
(1 & 2) The SACSCOC Principles of Accreditation notes:
The SACSCOC Board of Trustees is responsible for recommending to the College Delegate Assembly [the
membership] standards for candidacy and membership, authorizing special visits, taking final action on the
accreditation status of institutions, nominating to the College Delegate Assembly individuals for election to
succeed outgoing members of the Board, electing an Executive Council that will act for the Board while it
is not in session, appointing ad hoc study committees as needed, and approving SACSCOC policies and
procedures. (Exhibit 1, Principles, p. 6)
SACSCOC updated and launched a new website in 2019 (www.sacscoc.org) . There are dedicated links for
Reaffirmation Process and Institutional Resources, including the following documents that describe each
type of preaccreditation and accreditation SACSCOC grants, namely: (1) Accreditation Procedures for
Applicant Institutions that outlines procedures for an institution applying for candidacy and membership;
(2) Principles of Accreditation that outlines procedures (pp. 7-10) and standards for an applicant institution
to gain accreditation and for member institutions to reaffirm accreditation; (3) Supplemental interpretation
of the Principles is available in the Resource Manual; (4) Handbook for Institutions Seeking Reaffirmation
for an institution seeking continued membership; (5) Handbook for Institutions Seeking Initial
Accreditation for an institution seeking candidacy and (6) "Reaffirmation of Accreditation and Subsequent
Reports" policy outlining all activities associated with the decennial review. There is a separate link for
information related to Applicants, Reaffirmation of Accreditation, the Fifth-Year Interim Review process.
Applicants and candidate institutions with SACSCOC may not initiate substantive changes; however,
institutions granted candidacy status are notified that they must submit an Institutional Contingency Teachout plan. (Exhibit 250, Template letter re: Candidacy Authorization)
(3) The SACSCOC Principles of Accreditation, Resource Manual, policies, and procedures outline how the
Board of Trustees will determine actions on applicants, candidates, and other accreditation-related
activities. (See Exhibit 194, Screen Shot of Reaffirmation process webpage) Specifically, posted under the
"Documents" tab, in the "Policies" section, the "Reaffirmation of Accreditation and Subsequent Reports"
policy outlines the requirements for notifying institutions if their reports are compliant and subsequent
reports required for any specifically cited non-compliance. Further, SACSCOC policy, "Sanctions, Denial
of Reaffirmation, and Removal from Membership," outlines the adverse or negative actions that the Board
of Trustees may take against an institution. (See Exhibit 85)
(4) The SACSCOC website contains an updated list of candidate and member institutions
(https://sacscoc.org/app/uploads/2019/11/Institutionswebmemlist.pdf) (Exhibit 3A) that is updated bi-

annually, following decisions made by the Board of Trustees in June (due to COVlD-19 the June 2020
meeting was rescheduled until September 2020) and in December. The website includes links to
information regarding each institution, including its accreditation status with SACSCOC, whether it is on
public sanction, the year of its initial accreditation, the year of its last reaffirmation, the year of its next
reaffirmation review, its governance, its enrollment, degree program offerings and its student achievement
data. See Exhibit 203 for an example of the institutional information on the website for (b)(4)
(b)(4)

(5) The list of the members of the Board of Trustees, organized by state representation, and the SACSCOC
executive and administrative staff are posted on the SACSCOC website at the "About" tab, in the section
on "Commission Organization and Elected Members" as well as "Staff Directory" (See Exhibit 192, Screen
shot Staff Directory) See Exhibit 14 for the qualifications of SACSCOC Board of Trustees; and for
SACSCOC organizational chart (Exhibit 17) and staff biographies (Exhibit 19).

Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

Exhibit 4 Bylaws of SACSCOC
Exhibit 17 SACSCOC
Organizational Chart
Exhibit 19 SACSCOC Staff Bios
Exhibit 143 SACSCOC
Institutional Website (b)(4)
(b)(4)

Exhibit 142 Website for Applicant
Information
Exhibit 250 Candidacy
Authorization
Exhibit H BOT Rosters 20182021
Exhibit A Principles of
Accreditation 2018
Exhibit BB2 Sanctions Policy
Exhibit BB10 Screenshot
Reaffirmation Process webpage
Exhibit EE1 Screenshot
SACSCOC website
Exhibit EE2 SACSCOC
Membership List

File Name

4 Bylaws of SACSCOC.pdf

None

None

17 Organizational Chart of SACSCOC.pdf

None

None

19 SACSCOC Staff Bios.pdf

None

None

143 SACSCOC institutional website for (b)(4)
(b)(4)
f.pdf

None

None

142 Website for Application Information.pdf

None

None

250 Letter re Candidacy Authorization 2020.pd f None

None

H BoT Rosters 2018-2021.pdf

None

None

A Principles of Accreditation 2018.pdf

None

None

BB2 Sanction Policy.pdf
BB10 Screenshot of the Reaffirmation Process.
pdf
EE1 Screen shot of website pages for Accredit
ing Standards and Institutional Resources.pdf

None

None

None

None

None

None

EE2 Institutionswebmemlist 012022.pdf

None

None

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:

Analyst
Agency's Exhibit
Comments
Comments

The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. See analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the standards, policies, and procedures for the types of accreditation statuses
offered, and actions taken by the agency, along with a listing of institutions, decision making body
members, and staff, are maintained and made available to the public. In particular, the agency attests that its
new website provides various information to the public regarding the applicant, candidacy, and
reaffirmation processes along with the agency standards outlined by the Board of Trustees, who are
responsible for recommending to the College Delegate Assembly institutions for candidacy and
membership. However, the agency has not demonstrated the aforementioned assertions referencing these
processes from the agency website, nor provided exhibit 1 for analysis.
The agency further attests that information on the accreditation status of its institutions, including pertinent
dates, its governance, student achievement data and, if any, sanction status are also available on the agency
website (exhibit 143 not 203 as referenced in the narrative). Lastly, the agency information regarding Board
of Trustees and agency staff are made public as well (exhibit 14 not 195 as referenced in the narrative);
however, exhibit 14 has not been provided for analysis. Department staff will be conducting a file review of
additional agency documents related to the criteria during a file review scheduled for early next year.
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency needs to provide a
screenshot of the Principles of Accreditation, Resource Manual; the Handbooks for Institutions Seeking
Initial and Reaffirmation of Accreditation; and Reaffirmation of Accreditation and Subsequent Reports
policy from the agency website. The agency must also provide exhibits 1,13A,14,85 and 194 in this section
of the criteria for analysis.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
SACSCOC has a website which the public may access. Exhibit EE1 provides a screenshot of the various
documents available to the public. Further, the Principles of Accreditation are submitted in Exhibit A. A list
of SACSCOC member institutions as of January 2022 is noted in Exhibit EE2. The rosters of the 2018,
2019 and 2020 members of Board of Trustees is noted in Exhibit H. The SACSCOC "Sanctions, Denial of
Reaffirmation and Removal from Membership" policy is submitted as Exhibit BB2. The screenshot of the
reaffirmation process webpage is noted in BB10.

Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional documentation and explanation in
relation to the criteria. In particular, the agency provided the omitted screenshots of documents, including
the Principles of Accreditation, Reaffirmation Process, Institutional Resources, Agency Handbooks,

Policies, and Guidelines to evidence the attestations in the original narrative (exhibits BB10, and EE1). The
agency also provided the missing Principles of Accreditation, list of membership institutions and Board of
Trustees referenced in the original narrative for the record (exhibits A, EE2 and H).
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.23(b) Opportunity for 3rd-party Comments

Narrative:
SACSCOC follows its written policies and procedures, "Third Party Comment by the Public" (see Exhibit
83),requiring it to post public notice for third-party comments for institutions scheduled for candidacy,
initial accreditation, and reaffirmation reviews. The SACSCOC website has a Third Party Comment link
(https://sacscoc.org/institutions/third-party-comments/) that identifies the lists of institutions scheduled for
review, explains the procedure, provides the policy and form for reporting any comments, and lists all
institutions scheduled for its reaffirmation review within a specific time period. See Exhibit 83 for a screen
shot of the Third-Party link.
Exhibit 148 is a form that the public can complete and submit third party comments. Upon receipt of a
third-party comment, staff confirms receipt with the individual filing the comment. See Exhibit 145 for a
copy of a letter sent to an individual submitting a third-party comment. Then the staff forwards the thirdparty comment to the president of the institution. See Exhibit 146 for an example of a letter to the president.
The institution has an option of submitting an oral or written response. The third-party comments and any
institutional response will be investigated during the On-Site Reaffirmation Committee's visit to campus. If
there is a determination of noncompliance with a specific standard or policy, the Report of the Committee
will include a recommendation. If there is no finding of noncompliance, the Report will indicate it in Part
IV of the Reaffirmation of Accreditation Report. If there were no third-party comments submitted, the
Report will indicate it in Part IV as well. Sincel(b)(4)
is at the beginning of the reaffirmation
process, no third-party comments have been submitted to date.

Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Tit le

Exhibit 144 Website for Third-Party
Comments
Exhibit 148 Third Party Comment
Form
Exhibit HH (b)(4 On site Reaffirm
Committee Report
Exhibit 12 Excerpt from (b)(4)
Reaffirmation Cmte Report
Exhibit EE13 Third Party Comment
by Public policy
Exhibit EEll Third Party

File Name

Analyst
Comments

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

144 Website for Third-Party Comments.pdf None

None

148 Third-Party Comment Form.pdf

None

None

HH (b)(4)
Reaffirmation
Report - FINAL (1).pdf

None

None

EE12 (b)(4)

None

None

ThirdPartyExcerpt.pdf

EE13 Third-Party Comment by the Public
None
policy .pdf
EEll (b)(4)
Letter 9.16.2021.pdf None

None
None

Exhibit Title

File Name

Notification Letter to institution
Exhibit EEll a Institutional Response EEll a M(4)
!Response to Third Party
to Third Party Comment
Comme nt (01112022).pdf

Analyst
Comments

None

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

None

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency must provide exhibit 83 the Third Party Comment by the Public policy in this section of the
criteria for analysis. The agency needs to also provide the agency response to the third party commenter
and the notification letter provided to the institution pertaining to the third party comment as referenced in
the narrative as exhibits 145-146 in this section of the criteria.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that public notice is provided for third-party comments concerning the institution's
qualifications for accreditation or preaccreditation status for all institution's being considered by the agency
for an accreditation status. In particular, the agency policy on "Third Party Comment by the Public"
published on the agency website, provides the public with instructions for submitting comments on
institutions seeking and reaffirming accreditation, which includes the completion and submission of a third
party comment form to the agency (exhibit 144 and 148); however, the agency has not provided the policy
for analysis.
The agency further attests that upon receiving the third party comment form from the commenter, a letter is
provided to the commenter by the agency acknowledging receipt of the form; the institution president is
notified by the agency of the comments for response; and both the third party comments and the
institutional response are provided to the on-site evaluators for evaluation during their review along with
the inclusion of any subsequent compliance or noncompliance findings within the site visit report.
However, the agency has not provided evidence of the responses to the third party commenters; nor the
notification letter to the president of the institution pertaining the third party commenter for analysis.
Department staff will be conducting a file review of additional agency documents related to the Department
selected institution and the criteria during a file review scheduled for early next year.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded

Response:
The SACSCOC policy, "Third Party Comment by the Public" is attached as Exhibit EE13.
The Department selected institution, ( 3)(4)
, in its on-site Reaffirmation Committee Report,
notes that no Third-Party comments were received for it to respond. See Exhibit HH, p. 45.
An example of an institution receiving notice of SACSCOC receiving a Third-Party Comment is noted in
Exhibit.EE11. The pertinent review and recommendation from the on-site review committee is noted in

Exhibit EEI 2.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency needs to still provide
additional examples of third-party comments received and reviewed by the agency during the recognition
period to conclude the file review required by the new regulations that became effective July 1, 2020. In
addition, additional examples of third-party comments as part of the file review is noted in the
Accreditation Handbook revised 2020.
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional documentation and explanation in
relation to the criteria. In particular, the agency provided the omitted Policy on Third Party Comment by
the Public; notification letter sent to the institution cited in the narrative; and the institution's response to
evidence the attestations within the original narrative (exhibits 11, 11a, and 13). The agency also provided
the reaffirmation report of the Department Selected Institution, which reflects no third party comments
were received by the agency or institution, and the reaffirmation report excerpt associated with the third
party comment references in the original narrative (exhibits HH and 12). However, the agency has not
provided the additional examples of third-party comments received and reviewed by the agency during the
recognition period during the file review conducted March-May 2022. Additional examples of third-party
comments as part of the file review is noted in the Accreditation Handbook revised 2020. The file review is
required by the new regulations that became effective July 1, 2020.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.23(c) Complaint Procedures

Narrative:
The SACSCOC policy "Complaint Procedures Against the Commission or Its Accredited institutions"
(Exhibit 58) includes procedures for reviewing any complaint received against an accredited institution if
the complaint is related to the SACSCOC Principles of Accreditation, policies, or procedures; requires
SACSCOC to send the complaint to the institution within a reasonable time if the complaint appears to
involve significant non-compliance of standards; allows the institution to respond within a reasonable time
period; outlines procedures for reviewing complaints against itself; ensures the timely handling of the
complaint with a time line for acknowledging the complaint; requires prompt and appropriate follow-up
action, if appropriate; allows for the review of a complaint even if the institution is in litigation; in the case
of a complaint against SACSCOC staff, allows staff to answer questions only as part of the investigation;

and requires SACSCOC to notify the complainant of the results of its review. If the complaint is against the
SACSCOC President, then the Chair of the SACSCOC Board of Trustees conducts the review and
responds to the complainant.
Included in Exhibit 149, SACSCOC provides an example of a letter to an institution authorizing a Special
Committee visit resulting from findings regarding complaints lodged against the institutions. Exhibit 148
are letters to institutions concluding no action on the part of SACSCOC in regard to a complaint.
Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

File Name

Exhibit 149 Letter authorizing Special
149 Letter Authorizing Special
Committee
Committee Vis it.pdf
Exhibit 146 Letter notifying Complaint of 146 Letter of Notification of No
no further action
Action.pdf
Exhibit EE5 Complaint Policy
EE5 Complaint Policy.pdf

Analyst
Comments

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

None

None

None

None

None

None

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency must provide the agency Complaint Procedures Against the Commission or Its Accredited
institutions policy exhibit 58 in this section of the criteria for analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the procedures for the timely, fair, and equitable review of a complaint against an
accredited institution related to agency standards or procedures are published; allows sufficient opportunity
for the institution to respond to the complaint prior to rendering a decision; requires follow-up action; and
applies unbiased judgment to complaints filed against the agency, including follow-up action. In particular,
the agency attests that the policy on Complaint Procedures Against the Commission or Its Accredited
institutions outlines the requirements of the criteria, including the procedures for filing a complaint against
the agency or a member institution; the levels of review for the complaint; the point of contact responsible
for the complaint; and the communication to the complainant on action taken as a result of investigating the
complaint; however, the policy as not been provided in this section of the criteria for analysis.
Further, the agency provided evidence of a complaint resulting in a special committee site visit and
notification to the complainant of the results of the agency review of the complaint (exhibits 149-146).
Department staff will be conducting a file review of additional agency documents related to the criteria
during a file review scheduled for early next year.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:

The SACSCOC policy governing "Complaints Against the Commission or Its Accredited Institutions" is
attached as Exhibit EE5.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency has now provided the omitted Policy on Complaints
against SACSCOC or Its Accredited Institutions to evidence the attestations within the original narrative
(exhibit EE5).
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.23(d) Public Disclosure of Accreditation Status

Narrative:
The Principles of Accreditation requires its candidate and member institutions to accurately represent its
accreditation status to the public. Section 14: Transparency and Institutional Representation, in its preamble
notes:
An institution is responsible for representing accurately to the public its status and relationship with
SACSCOC; reporting accurately to the public its status with state or the federal government, if receiving
funding from either or both; maintaining openness in all accreditation-related activities; ensuring the
availability of institutional policies to students and the public; and publishing appropriate information with
respect to student achievement. (Exhibit 1, Principles, p. 32)
Standard 14.1 (Publication of accreditation status) states, "The institution (a) accurately represents its
accreditation status and publishes the name, address, and telephone number of SACSCOC in accordance
with SACSCOC's requirements and federal policy; and (b) ensures all its branch campuses include the
name of that institution and make it clear that their accreditation depends on the continued accreditation of
the parent campus."(Exhibit 1, Principles, p. 32)
The expectation for accuracy in its public disclosure is further explained in SACSCOC policy, "Disclosure
of Accrediting Documents and Actions by SACSCOC":
In accord with federal regulation 34 CFR 602.23, if an institution elects to disclose its accredited or
candidate status granted by the Commission's Board of Trustees, the institution must disclose an accurate
statement of status, including the specific degree levels covered by that status and the name, address, and
telephone number of the accrediting agency. The institution is required to comply with related statements in
the Principles of Accreditation. (Exhibit 152, Disclosure policy, p. 2)

If an institution elects to make a public disclosure of its accreditation or candidacy status, the institution
must follow guidelines on p. 34 of the Principles of Accreditation. If it does, this requirement is supported
in SACSCOC policy, "Disclosure of Accrediting Documents and Actions of SACSCOC" (Exhibit 152, pp.
2-3). An institution is required to post the name and contact information for SACSCOC if it is the primary
accreditor of the institution. Exhibit 153 is a sample institutional disclosure statement regarding its status
with SACSCOC.
SACSCOC has created a "Stamp of Accreditation" which member institutions may use in accordance with
the SACSCOC policy, "Institutional Obligations for Public Disclosure." The policy provides:
SACSCOC makes a trademarked Stamp of Accreditation available for the exclusive use of member
institutions. This Stamp may be used in conjunction with the full statement regarding accreditation
provided above. Member institutions which have provided that full statement in the appropriate
document(s) may choose to refer to their accreditation status in flyers and other recruiting materials.
(Exhibit 251, Institutional Obligation, p.2)
Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

Exhibit 152 Disclosure of
Accrediting Documents
Actions
Exhibit 153 Sample of
Institutional Disclosure
(b)(4)

Exhibit A Principles of
Accreditation 2018
Exhibit EE14 Stamp of
Accreditation
Exhibit EE15 Institutional
Obligation for Public
Disclosure
Exhibit DD11 2021 Dec BOT
Actions

File Name

Analyst Agency's Exhibit
Comments
Comments

152 Disclosure of Accrediting Documents and A
ctions SACSCOC Policy.pdf

None

None

153 Sample of institutional disclosure for (b)(4)
(b)(4)
pdf

None

None

A Principles of Accreditation 2018.pdf

None

None

EE14 SACSCOC Stamp Color.pdf

None

None

EE15 InstitutionalObligationsPublicDisclosure .pdf

None

None

DD11 BOT-Actions-Dec-2021-FINAL.pdf

None

None

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency must provide the exhibit 1, Principles, refenced in the narrative in this section of the criteria for
analysis. The agency must also resubmit the Department selected institution's exhibit 153 with the
identified page numbers for the disclosure information pertaining specifically to the criteria and pursuant to
the guidance provided by the Accreditation Handbook; as well as redact the document removing all
Personally Identifiable Information (PII) pursuant to section §602.31 f(1) of the regulations effective July
1, 2020 for analysis. Lastly, the agency needs to provide evidence of the Stamp of Accreditation referenced

in the narrative along the associated policy exhibit 251, Institutional Obligation, in this section of the
criteria for analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the public disclosure of the accredited status of an institution on the institution's
website is disclosed accurately with the inclusion of the specific academics covered by the status along
with the name and contact information for the agency. In particular, the agency attests that the Principles of
Accreditation standard 14 requires institutions to accurately provide information to the public pertaining to
its status and relationship with the agency and the state or the federal government, if receiving funding; all
accreditation-related activities; institutional policies for students and the public; student achievement
information; the agency name and contact information; and contact information of its branch campuses.
The agency policy on Disclosure of Accrediting Documents and Actions reiterates the aforementioned
standards and federal requirements on information provided to the public, including potential action for
incorrect or misleading information about the institution's accredited or candidate status; contents of
visiting committee reports; and/or Board of Trustees' accrediting action with regard to the institution
(exhibit 152). However, the agency has not provided the Principles referenced in the narrative for analysis;
nor has the agency identified the page numbers of the disclosure information within the 1,334 pages of
exhibit 153 for the section of the Department selected institution's compliance certification provided as
evidence; which also contains Personally Identifiable Information (PII) that must be removed and
resubmitted for analysis, as instructed by Department guidance and the regulations.
The agency further attests that an institution may elect to make a public disclosure statement of its
accreditation or candidacy status, pursuant to the guidelines within the Principles of Accreditation and
agency policy on Disclosure of Accrediting Documents and Actions, which includes the institution name as
well as the contact information for the agency if it is the primary accreditor (exhibit 152). In addition, the
agency declares that the policy on Institutional Obligations for Public Disclosure affords membership
institutions a trademarked Stamp of Accreditation (Stamp) used in conjunction with the full statement
regarding their accreditation provided by the agency to use in flyers and other recruiting materials to
indicate the institution's accreditation status. Department staff will be conducting a file review of additional
agency documents related to the criteria during a file review scheduled for early next year.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
The SACSCOC Principles of Accreditation are submitted as Exhibit A. The public disclosure information
is on the action list noted in Exhibit
regarding the Department selected institution,(0)(4)
DD11, p.3.
The Stamp of Accreditation is submitted as Exhibit EE14. The policy, "Institutional Obligation for Public
Disclosure," related to the use of the Stamp is noted in Exhibit EE15, p. 2.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Does not meet the requirements of this section

Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency still needs to provide
evidence of the Department Selected Institution's Disclosure statement for analysis and the record and to
demonstrate compliance.
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional documentation and explanation in
relation to the criteria. In particular, the agency provided the omitted Principles of Accreditation, Stamp of
Accreditation trademark, and the Policy on Institutional Obligations for Public Disclosure (exhibits A, and
EE14-EE15).The agency also provided the Board of Trustee list of institution's reaffirmed for accreditation
(exhibit DD11); however, the staff determination requested and the criteria requires the agency to
demonstrate that a membership institution discloses their accreditation status, pursuant to the agency's
Principles of Accreditation, and Policies on Disclosure of Accrediting Documents and Actions and
Institutional Obligations for Public Disclosure referenced in the original narrative.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.23(e) Public Correction of Inaccurate Information

Narrative:
The SACSCOC policy, "Disclosure of Accrediting Documents and Actions of SACSCOC" (Exhibit 152,
p.2) provides for the public correction of incorrect or misleading information that a member or candidate
institution releases about itself in regards to its status, the contents of reports of On-Site reviews, and Board
of Trustee actions with respect to the institution. Specifically, the policy states:
In accord with federal regulation 34 CFR 602.23, if an institution elects to disclose its accredited or
candidate status granted by the Commission's Board of Trustees, the institution must disclose an accurate
statement of status, including the specific degree levels covered by that status and the name, address, and
telephone number of the accrediting agency. The institution is required to comply with related statements in
the Principles of Accreditation.
If an institution uses the public forum to take issue with an official action (relating to that institution) of
SACSCOC Board of Trustees or with related activities, or provides incorrect or misleading information
about its accredited or candidate status or about the contents of visiting committee reports or about the
Board of Trustees accrediting action with regard to the institution, then the Commission may consider this
action a breach of Integrity (Principle 1.1 of the Principles) or evidence of any of the other standards and
take one of the following actions: (1) the President of SACSCOC may make available to the public relevant
information, including peer review committee reports and notification letters; (2) the President of
SACSCOC may authorize a special committee to review institutional compliance with PR 1.1 (Integrity) or
any other related standards; or (3) the President of SACSCOC may refer the case to the Board of Trustees
for action on the institution's accreditation. This provision does not to apply to the announcement by an
institution that it intends to appeal an adverse action.

SACSCOC has not received any letters concerning correction of disclosed information during this review
period.
Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

File Name

Exhibit FF10 Disclosure of Accreditation FF10 Disclosure Accreditation
Documents and Actions policy
Document and Ac tions policy.pdf

Analyst
Comments

None

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

None

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:

The agency must provide the Disclosure of Accrediting Documents and Actions in this section of the
criteria for analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the policy on Disclosure of Accrediting Documents and Actions outlines the agency
action for public correction of inaccurate information; however, the agency has not provided the policy for
analysis in this section of the criteria. Specifically, for cases in which the institution provides the public
with incorrect or misleading information about the institution's accredited or candidate status; contents of
visiting committee reports; and/or Board of Trustees' accrediting action with regard to the institution, the
agency President may make available to the public the aforementioned information; authorize a special
committee to review institutional compliance with the Principles of Integrity standard 1 or any other related
standards; and/or refer the case to the Board of Trustees for action on the institution's accreditation.
Additionally, the agency attests that no letters concerning correction of disclosed information have been
received during the recognition cycle
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
The SACSCOC policy, Disclosure of Accrediting Documents and Actions" is submitted as Exhibit FF10.

Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency has now provided the omitted Policy on Disclosure of

Accrediting Documents and Actions of SACSCOC to evidence the attestations within the original narrative
(exhibit FF10).
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.23(1) Preaccreditation Procedures

Narrative:
SACSCOC bases decisions regarding accreditation and candidacy on the Principles of Accreditation
(Exhibit 1, Principles, p. 7), which states:
SACSCOC accredits degree-granting higher education institutions and entities based on requirements in
The Principles of Accreditation: Foundations for Quality Enhancement. These requirements apply to all
institutional programs and services, wherever located or however delivered. This includes programs offered
through distance and correspondence education, off-campus sites, and branch campuses.
SACSCOC does not use a negative factor for religious-mission based policies. Most evaluations are
conducted by peer evaluators with similar missions. Entities and institutions seeking accreditation with
SACSCOC must (1) participate in a pre-applicant workshop; (2) prepare and submit an application of
membership; (3) the candidacy committee visit and candidacy status; and (4) an accreditation committee
visit. SACSCOC policy, "Accreditation Procedures for Applicant Institutions." (Exhibit 61)
If a unit of a SACSCOC member institution seeks separate accreditation, it must occur per the "Separate
Accreditation for Units of a Member Institution." (See Exhibit 87)
Pursuant to the Substantive Change policy, institutions granted candidacy status must submit an
"Institutional Contingency Teach-Out Plan" pending receipt of initial membership. The policy defines the
Institutional Contingency Teach-Out Plan as:
A contingency teach-out plan is created in due diligence as precaution rather than as an imminent closure
plan. Should closure become necessary, the contingency teach-out plan becomes the institutional closure
plan, subject to revisions as warranted. The objective of a contingency teach-out plan is assurance of
adequate institutional planning and SACSCOC concurrence for the benefit of students, faculty, and staff
well in advance of immediate need. The contingency teach-out plan must detail, for each institutional
program, how the institution will provide options for students to complete their programs of study with
minimal disruption and additional costs, including identification of comparable programs and institutions.
Teach-out agreements may be included. (Exhibit 29, Sub-change policy, pp. 7-8)
If an institution is granted candidacy, it must move from candidacy to initial accreditation within two years.
"If an institution is denied candidacy, the application process ends. The institution may submit another
application along with application fees at its discretion. Denial of candidacy is appealable. (Exhibit 61,
Applicant policy, p. 5)
SACSCOC does not have a process of moving an institution from membership to preaccreditation status.

Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

File Name

Exhibit 29 Sub Change Policy and
Procedures
Exhibit 61 Accreditation Procedures
Applicant Institutions
Exhibit 87 Separate Accreditation for
Units of a Member Institutions
Exhibit AAll Accreditation Procedures
for Applicant Institutions policy
Exhibit EE16 Sample letters granting
candidacy and Initial accreditation

29 Substantive Change Policy and
Procedures.p df
61 Accreditation Procedures for Applicant
Ins titutions Policy Statement.pdf
87 Separate Accreditation for Units of a
Memb er Institution.pdf
AAll Accreditation Procedures for
Applicant I nstitutions Policy.pdf
EE16 Letters of Candidacy and Initial
Accredi tation.pdf

Analyst
Comments

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency needs to provide additional clarification on the length of time an institution may hold
Candidacy status to ensure the time allotted is no more than five years as stated in 602.16(a)(2) for
preaccreditation; specifically, the meaning of the "two year renewal" for a Candidacy status, institution, if
the maximum timeframe for Candidacy status is four years, pursuant to the Accreditation Procedures,
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that candidacy and accredited institution's, including those offering distance education,
accreditation statuses are determined by the institution's compliance with the agency's Principles of
Accreditation: Foundations for Quality Enhancement. Specifically, the agency policy on Accreditation
Procedures for Applicant Institutions, Steps in the Process for Achieving Membership, requires an
institution, which includes all its sites and/or extended units, to participate in a pre-applicant workshop;
prepare and submit an application of membership; and receive the Board of Trustees approval to be
authorized for a candidacy committee visit, be granted candidacy status, and receive authorization for an
accreditation committee visit (exhibit 61). In addition, an extended unit of an accredited status institution,
seeking separate accreditation from the member institution in which it is affiliated, must also apply for
separate accreditation pursuant to the Separate Accreditation for Units of a Member Institutions policy
requirements (exhibit 87).
Correspondingly, the agency substantive change policy also insist that institutions granted candidacy status
must submit an Institutional Contingency Teach-Out Plan, which may include a Teach-Out agreement as
well, pending receipt of initial membership, that details for each institutional program how the institution
will provide options for students to complete their programs of study with minimal disruption and
additional costs, including identification of comparable programs and institutions (exhibit 29).
The agency Accreditation Procedures for Applicant Institutions further states that "for an institution to
maintain Candidacy status, the Accreditation Committee visit and subsequent action by the Board of

Trustees (Board) must occur within two years of the date that the institution was granted Candidacy; and
Candidacy is effective on the date that the Board takes action to grant Candidacy. An institution may
remain in Candidacy status for a maximum of four years with renewal within two years of the date when it
was granted Candidacy" (exhibit 61). However, it is unclear to the Department staff if the renewal provided
to candidacy status institutions exceeds the time allotted within 602.16(a)(2), which is five years for
preaccreditation. Additionally, the agency attests that no process of moving an institution from membership
to preaccreditation status is in place at the agency. Department staff will be conducting a file review of
additional agency documents related to the criteria during a file review scheduled for early next year.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
Candidacy status is effective on the date that the SACSCOC Board of Trustees takes action to grant
Candidacy. SACSCOC policy, "Accreditation Procedures for Applicant Institutions," (Exhibit AA11) notes
in the procedures section that once Candidacy is granted, the clock begins and within two years following
Board action, the Candidate institution must then complete a compliance certification, host an
Accreditation Committee, and appear before the SACSCOC Board of Trustees seeking initial Accreditation
or renewal of Candidacy. Consistent with policy that an institution may remain in Candidate status a
maximum of four years, renewal of Candidacy within the two-year period means that the institution must
address any non-compliance concerns, host another Accreditation Committee visit, and appear before the
SACSCOC Board of Trustees seeking initial Accreditation no later than four years after it first was
awarded Candidacy. Denial at this point means that it will be denied Accreditation and removed from
Candidacy status. That action is appealable. See Exhibit AA11, pp.6-8.
For example, if Candidacy is granted and an Accreditation Committee is authorized by the SACSCOC
Board of Trustees in December 2019, the institution must host the Accreditation Committee visit and
appear before the SACSCOC Board of Trustees seeking initial Accreditation no later than two years after
being granted Candidacy (by December 2021). If initial accreditation is not granted by December 2021,
Candidacy may be renewed, and the institution will reappear before the SACSCOC Board of Trustees
seeking initial Accreditation no later than December 2023 (within the maximum four years that it is
allowed to remain in Candidacy status).
During this recognition cycle, SACSCOC has granted candidacy and initial accreditation to institutions (see
Exhibit EE16, Sample of letters granting candidacy and initial accreditation).
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency needs to still provide
the full cycle of review for the institutions listed within the file review documentation to demonstrate
implementation of preaccreditation standards, policies, and procedures related to the criteria to conclude the
file review required by the regulations effective July 1, 2020.

Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional clarification and documentation in
relation to the criteria. Specifically, the agency reiterated the timeline for candidacy status, which requires
an institution two years to attain such status through the completion of a full cycle of review, including
submission of a compliance certification; participation in an accreditation committee site visit, and decision
by the Board of Trustees (Board) awarding initial accreditation or granting the renewal of candidacy status
for an additional two years to achieve initial accreditation (exhibit AA11). Thus, the agency attests an
institution may remain in candidacy status for a maximum of four years with the option to appeal a decision
by the Board to deny initial accreditation.
In addition, the agency attests that candidacy status and initial accreditation were granted during the
recognition period (exhibit EE16). However, the agency has not provided the full cycle of review for the
institutions listed within the file review documentation to demonstrate implementation of preaccreditation
standards, policies, and procedures related to the criteria for analysis during the file review conducted
March-May of 2022.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.23(g) Proviso for Additional Procedures

Narrative:
SACSCOC does not have any additional operating procedures beyond those outlined in the Principles of
Accreditation, the Resource Manual as well as its policies and procedures, handbooks, guidelines, and
position statements. All of these documents are accessible to the public on the SACSCOC website at
www.sacscoc.org. See Exhibits 193, 194, and 195 for examples of public accessibility to this information.

Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

Exhibit 194 Screen shot
Reaffirmation Process
Exhibit 193 Screen shot of
Documents
Exhibit 195 Screen shot of Policies

File Name

194 Screenshot of the Reaffirmation
Process.p df
193 Screen shot of Document
Search.pdf
195 Screen shot of Policies.pdf

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:

Analyst
Comments

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

None

None

None

None

None

None

The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency needs to provide
additional explanation, clarification, and documentation describing the additional operating procedures
outlined in the Principles of Accreditation, the Resource Manual as well as its policies and procedures,
handbooks, guidelines, and position statements, which may include unannounced inspections as requested
by the criteria, along with evidence of the agency's compliance with these additional procedures. The
agency needs to also explain the inclusion of exhibits 193-195 in relation to additional operating procedures
of the agency, pursuant to the criterion.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that it does not have any additional operating procedures. The agency further states
...any operating procedures "beyond those outlined in the Principles of Accreditation, the Resource Manual
as well as its policies and procedures, handbooks, guidelines, and position statements;" However, the
agency has not clearly acknowledged the additional operating procedures found within the aforementioned
documents, as the criteria request to be identified in response to this criterion; nor demonstrated compliance
with these additional operating procedures. The agency also provides screenshots of one page of the
affirmation process, a blank document, and a listing of policies; however, the relevance of this evidence to
the agency's additional operating procedures in relation to the criterion has not been explained with their
inclusion. Department staff will be conducting a file review of additional agency documents related to the
criteria during a file review scheduled for early next year.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
SACSCOC does not have any additional operating procedures beyond those outlined in the Principles of
Accreditation, the Resource Manual as well as its policies and procedures, handbooks, guidelines, and
position statements. That is the only information provided in the petition. Further, SACSCOC does not use
"unannounced inspections."
The Department's handbook suggests that the agency should provide "The pages of the agency's website
(or other forum) where public materials are posted...", which is why these screenshots were provided.
There are no documents provided for this criterion.

Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional explanation in regard to the criteria.
Specifically, the agency reaffirms its position that no additional operating procedures beyond those outlined
within the agency standards, policies, procedures, handbooks, guidelines, and statements are utilized by the
agency. The agency also clarified the inclusion of the exhibits cited in the staff determination as
screenshots of public documents and search capabilities reflected on the agency website.

List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.24(a) Branch Campus

Narrative:
SACSCOC's Substantive Change policy clearly defines as a substantive change a new location or a branch
campus. Branch campuses must follow specific requirements for notification. A program's instruction that
is 50% or more, requires approval prior to implementation. A branch campus is defined as:
An off-campus instruction site (OCIS)/ additional location that is:
• geographically apart from the institution's main campus,
• where instruction is delivered, and
• is independent of the main campus of the institution.
A location is independent of the main campus if it is:
• Permanent;
• Offers courses in educational programs leading to a certificate, diploma, degree or other recognized
educational credential;
• Has its own faculty and administrative or supervisory organization; and
• Has its own budgetary and hiring authority.
(Exhibit 29, Sub-Change, p. 22)
The assessment of a branch campus may be an extensive review or a limited review. An extensive review is
required if the institution does not have three or more sites approved via an extensive review. A prospectus
is submitted for review. During an extensive review, the institution must demonstrate the following:
• Adequate faculty, facilities, resources, and academic and student support services at sites;
• Sufficient fiscal and administrative capacity to add additional sites;
• Clear academic control of sites;
• Financial stability; and
• Engagement in long-range planning for expansion.
•

The SACSCOC Board of Trustees reviews this information and makes a final determination. For branch
campuses, a peer review committee (Substantive Change Committee) will visit the site to ensure that the
institution remains compliant with the Principles of Accreditation. (Exhibit 29, Sub Change policy, pp. 2022, 25-27)
A limited review for an OCIS is permitted if each of the following criteria is met at the time a new site's
information is submitted to SACSCOC:
• The institution has three or more sites approved by extensive review;
• The institution has successfully completed at least one decennial reaffirmation of accreditation;
• The institution has not been placed on Warning, Probation, Probation for Good Cause, or Removed from
Membership in the prior three academic years; and
• The institution is not under provisional certification for participation in federal financial aid programs.
Although approvable by limited review does not require a prospectus, it does require approval by the
Executive Council of the SACSCOC Board of Trustees.

After the SACSCOC Board of Trustees has approved a branch campus, it must authorize an On-Site
Substantive Change Committee visit to occur within six (6) months of the Board approval. The Committee
visit will verify the personnel, facilities and resources in the institutional prospectus that was submitted for
review. (Exhibit 29, Sub Change policy, p. 26)

Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

Exhibit 29 Sub Change Policy and
Procedures
Exhibit 181 154 Letter authorizing visit
to newly-established branch campus
Exhibit BB8 Substantive Change Policy
and Procedures

File Name

29 Substantive Change Policy and
Procedures.p df
154 Letter authorizing visit to newly
establi shed branch campus.pdf
BB8 SubstantiveChange Policy and
Procedures.p df

Analyst
Comments

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

None

None

None

None

None

None

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency needs to explain the
discrepancy in the narrative and the substantive change policy (exhibit 29) pertaining to the number of
approved sites an institution must have to constitute an extensive review for branch campus approval.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency Substantive Change policy requires branch campuses to go through the agency's approval
process, which is required for a new location or a branch campus with program instruction that is 50% or
more, prior to implementation. Specifically, the Substantive Change policy provided as evidenced defines
branch campuses and the requirement of the location to be independent from the main campus on page 35
of the policy in accordance with the U.S. Department of Education's (Department) definitions within 600.2
of the regulations (exhibit 29).
The agency further attests that branch campuses are assessed through two different paths of review, one of
which is an extensive review, conducted at an institution if it does not have three or more sites, upon
submission of a prospectus to a Substantive Change Committee, who visits and reports the site's
compliance with agency standards to the Board of Trustees for approval (exhibit 181); however, the agency
substantive change policy states "does not have two or more sites approved" constitutes an extensive
review (exhibit 29), which contradicts the narrative. The second path of assessment is a limited review for
institutions with three or more sites approved by an extensive review, which do not require a prospectus or
Substantive Change Committee review, yet approval is required by the Executive Council; however, the
agency substantive change policy states "has two or more sites approved by extensive review" constitutes a
limited review again different from the narrative. In addition, the agency attests that once approvals are
obtained from the Board for either path, the branch location is subject to a Substantive Change visit six

months after final approval of the substantive change. Department staff will be conducting a file review of
additional agency documents related to the criteria during a file review scheduled for early next year.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
The SACSCOC "Substantive Change Policy and Procedures" outlines the process for approving all offcampus instructional sites including branch campuses. See Exhibit BB8, p.48
In the petition narrative, the reference to "three or more sites" referred to Substantive Change Committee
visits for off-campus instructional sites (OCIS) of the first three sites that need approval. The number is
part of a long-standing requirement for OCIS as noted in Exhibit BB8, p. 51. Now, with the new with the
new extensive review requirements from the federal regulations, the requirement aligns with the regulation.
The policy notes:
• Approval of an off-campus instructional site by extensive review method one is required if the institution,
at the time a site prospectus is submitted to SACSCOC, has less than two sites approved under the
extensive review criteria and process; OR
• has not successfully completed at least one reaffirmation of accreditation, OR
• is on SUBSTANTIVE CHANGE RESTRICTION. See Exhibit BB8, p. 49.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional documentation and explanation in
relation to the criteria. In particular, the agency has provided the Substantive Change Policy and Procedures
which outlines the requirements and distinguishes the number of sites, as well as the parameters, for
extensive reviews to ensure the institutional capacity and planning for such changes are met (exhibit BB8).
In addition, the agency clarified the number of off-campus instruction sites warranting Substantive Change
Committee visits for approval are the first three off-campus instruction sites, which require an extensive
review (exhibit BB8).
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.24(b) Site Visits

Narrative:

The SACSCOC policy, "Mergers, Consolidations, Change of Ownership, Acquisitions, and Change of
Governance, Control, Form, or Legal Status" and the "Substantive Change Policy and Procedures, require
notification of the initiation of a branch campus, change of ownership, or change of control; submission of
a prospectus (which includes a business plan); approval prior to the initiation of the branch campus, change
of ownership or control, and an On-Site visit to the institution within six months of Board approval.
(Exhibit 84, Merger policy, p.8 and Exhibit 29, Substantive Change policy, p. 26)
Review Process: The SACSCOC President will forward the institution's prospectus to the Commission's
Board of Trustees. If the prospectus is reviewed, the Board will approve the change effective the date
specified in the prospectus, which cannot exceed 30 days after approval by the SACSCOC Board of
Trustees. The Board will review and if approved, will authorize a Substantive Change Committee of peer
evaluators to visit the institution. The Committee will determine the institution's compliance with the
Principles of Accreditation following the initiation of the change. In preparation for this visit, the institution
will complete the appropriate substantive change documentation template which cites relevant Core
Requirements and Standards. The template is available on the SACSCOC website (www.sacscoc.org)
under the "Accreditation" tab in the section on "Substantive Change." The institution's SACSCOC staff
representative will inform the institution of the composition and schedule for the Committee.
The Substantive Change Committee visit will occur within six months after the implementation date. The
report of the Substantive Change Committee, together with the response of the institution is forwarded to
the Board's Committee on Compliance and Reports for recommendation to the Board of Trustees for final
action. The results are disclosed to the public. (Exhibit 84, p.8 and Exhibit 29, sub change policy, p. 26)
Exhibit 196 includes a letter approving a branch campus and Exhibit 155 is a letter for a change of
ownership and a letter for change of control.
Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

Exhibit 29 Sub Change Policy and
Procedures
Exhibit 182 196 Letter approving a
branch campus
Exhibit DD32 Merger et al policy
Exhibit DD15 Full cycle review
(b)(4)

Analyst
Agency's Exhibit
Comments
Comments

File Name

29 Substantive Change Policy and
Procedures.p df

None

None

196 Letter approving a branch campus.pdf

None

None

DD32 Merger Policy.pdf
DD15 (b)(4)
eview pdf

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

full cycle r

Exhibit EE17 Letter Authorizing Sub
EE17 Galencollege-2020-5C008522-0CIS
Change Committee Visit - Branch
(b)(4)
.pdf
Campus
Exhibit EE18 Sub Change
EE18 OnSiteCommittee
Committee Visit Report Branch
ReportFINAL_Galen.pdf
Campus
Exhibit EE19 SACSCOC Decision EE19 Action Letter - (b)(4)
Letter re Branch Campus
1(b)(4)
pdf
Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:

Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency needs to provide the
Mergers, Consolidations, Change of Ownership, Acquisitions, and Change of Governance, Control, Form,
or Legal Status policy in this section of the criteria for analysis. The agency must also provide evidence of
a completed substantive change documentation template referenced in the narrative in relation to the
criteria; and exhibit 155 referenced in the narrative for analysis in this section of the criteria.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that a site visit to a new branch campus or following a change of ownership or control is
required no later than six months after the establishment of that campus, change of ownership, or control.
Specifically, the agency policies on Mergers, Consolidations, Change of Ownership, Acquisitions, and
Change of Governance, Control, Form, or Legal Status and Substantive Change, requires an institution
requesting a substantive change, including a change of ownership or control, to submit a
prospectus/business plan; obtain approval prior to initiating the change; and host a site visit within six
months of Board of Trustees (Board) approval and implementation of the change (exhibit 29). However,
the Mergers, Consolidations, Change of Ownership, Acquisitions, and Change of Governance, Control,
Form, or Legal Status policy has not been provided as evidence in this section of the criteria for analysis.
The agency further attests the review of the substantive change for the abovementioned cases necessitates a
review of the prospectus with an effective date of the change occurring within 30 days of Board approval;
authorization of the Substantive Change Committee review by the Board; completion of the institutions
substantive change documentation template; the Substantive Change Committee visit within six months of
the implementation of the change; and presentation of the Committee findings for review and final action
by the Board (exhibit 182 not 196 as referenced in the narrative). However, the agency has not provided
evidence of a substantive change documentation template in relation to the criteria for analysis; nor has the
agency included exhibit 155 referenced in the narrative in this section of the criteria for analysis.
Department staff will be conducting a file review of additional agency documents related to the criteria
during a file review scheduled for early next year.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
The SACSCOC "Merger, Consolidation, Change of Ownership, Acquisition and Change of Governance,
Control, Form or Legal Status" policy is provided as Exhibit DD32.
An example of a newly established branch campus is noted in Exhibit DD15, namely, the Letter
authorizing the Substantive Change Committee visit (Exhibit DD15, p. 295), the Substantive change
Committee report (Exhibit DD15, pp.296-316), the Institutional Response (Exhibit DD15, pp. 317-457) and
the decision letter (DD15, pp. 458-461), following the review by the Committees on Compliance and
Reports, the Executive Council, and the Board of Trustees, authorizing such a site visit.

Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:

Substantially Compliant
Staff Determination:
The agency has been found Substantially Compliant with this section of the criteria. The agency must
provide a monitoring report evidencing the full cycle of review for b)(4)
cited
within the file review documentation for additional analysis of the criteria and to conclude the file review
required by the regulations effective July 1, 2020.
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional documentation and explanation in
relation to the criteria. In particular, the agency provided the omitted Policy on Merger/Consolidation,
Acquisition, Change of Ownership, and Change ff Governance, Control, Form, or Legal Status; and the full
cycle of reviews for a direct assessment program, which includes the completed substantive change
template; and a substantive change review of a branch campus. However, the letters referenced in the
original narrative demonstrating a change of ownership and change of control have still not been provided
for analysis and the record (exhibits DD15, DD32, and EE17-EE19).
Further, the Department Staff conducted a file review between March-May of 2022, pursuant to the
regulations effective July 1, 2020. However, the agency has still not provided the full cycle of review for
Miami International University cited in the file review documentation for additional analysis. Therefore,
Department Staff finds the agency to be substantially compliant with this section of the Criteria.
Department Staff recommends the Senior Department official (SDO) require a monitoring report within 12
months of an SDO decision to be reviewed by Department Staff evidencing the full cycle of review for
Miami International University cited in the file review documentation for additional analysis.

List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.24(c)(1-2) Teach-Out Plan Triggers

Narrative:
The SACSCOC "Substantive Change Policy and Procedures" note that a teach-out plan is:
a written plan developed by an institution that provides for the equitable treatment of students if an
institution, or an institutional location that provides fifty percent or more of at least one program, ceases to
operate before all students have completed their program of study, and may include, if required by the
institution's accrediting agency, a teach-out agreement between institutions. Teach-out plans must be
approved by SACSCOC in advance of implementation. (Exhibit 29, Sub Change policy, p. 31)
The policy requires an institution to submit such plans to SACSCOC for approval if the Secretary of the
Department (Secretary) has notified SACSCOC of an institution's financial issues, the Secretary requires
such a plan during an institution's has provisional certification while participating in federal financial aid
programs, or SACSCOC places or continues an institution on Probation or Probation for Good Cause.
(Exhibit, 29, Sub Change policy, p. 24)

The SACSCOC "Substantive Change Policy and Procedures" note that a teach-out plan is:
a written plan developed by an institution that provides for the equitable treatment of students if an
institution, or an institutional location that provides fifty percent or more of at least one program, ceases to
operate before all students have completed their program of study, and may include, if required by the
institution's accrediting agency, a teach-out agreement between institutions. Teach-out plans must be
approved by SACSCOC in advance of implementation.
To be approved, a teach-out plan must include the following information:
1.Date of closure (date when new students will no longer be admitted).
2. An explanation of how affected parties (students, faculty, staff) will be informed of the impending
closure.
3. An explanation of how all affected students will be helped to complete their programs of study with
minimal disruption.
4. An indication as to whether the teach-out plan will incur additional charges/expenses to the students and,
if so, how the students will be notified.
5. Copies of signed teach-out agreements with other institutions, if any.
6. How faculty and staff will be redeployed or helped to find new employment.
7. If closing an institution, arrangement for the storing of student records, disposition of final financial
resources and other assets.
Following review and approval of a teach-out plan that includes a program that is accredited by another
accrediting agency, the Commission will notify that accreditor of its approval.
(Exhibit 29, Sub Change policy, p. 31)
The "Substantive Change Policy and Procedures note that a Teach-out agreement is:
a written agreement between institutions that provides for the equitable treatment of students and a
reasonable opportunity for students to complete their program of study if an institution, or an institutional
location that provides fifty percent or more of at least one program offered, ceases to operate before all
enrolled students have completed their program of study. Such a teach-out agreement requires SACSCOC
approval in advance of implementation.
For approval by SACSCOC, the agreement must be between institutions that are accredited by a nationally
recognized accrediting agency, be consistent with applicable standards in the Principles of Accreditation
and with SACSCOC policies, and provide for the equitable treatment of students by ensuring that:
1.the teach-out institution has the necessary experience, resources, and support services to provide an
educational program that is of acceptable quality and reasonably similar in content, structure, and
scheduling to that provided by the closed institution; and
2. the teach-out institution demonstrates that it can provide students access to the program(s) and services
without requiring them to move or travel substantial distances. (Exhibit 29, Sub Change policy, pp. 31-33)
The policy requires an institution to submit such plans and agreements to SACSCOC for approval if the
Secretary of the Department (Secretary) has notified SACSCOC of placing an institution on a
reimbursement plan or Heightened Cash Monitoring; has initiated emergency action or other adverse
actions against the institution while participating in federal financial aid programs, or SACSCOC has
withdrawn candidacy status or removed an institution from membership. (Exhibit, 29, Sub Change policy,
p. 24)
Document(s) for this Section

Exhibit Title

Exhibit BB8 Substantive Change
Policy and Procedures

File Name

BB8 SubstantiveChange Policy and
Procedures.p df

Analyst
Comments

None

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

None

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency needs to provide the
Substantive Change policy, exhibit 29, in this section of the criteria for analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the policy on Substantive Change identifies the agency definition, institution
submission requirements, and the components of Teach-Out Plans that require prior approval by the agency
for implementation. Specifically, the agency policy defines a Teach-Out Plan as a written plan developed
by an institution that provides for the equitable treatment of students if an institution, or an institutional
location that provides fifty percent or more of at least one program, ceases to operate before all students
have completed their program of study, and may include a teach-out agreement between institutions.
The agency further attests that member institutions are required to submit a Teach-Out plan with the
components outlined within the policy if the U.S. Department of Education (Department) notifies the
agency of an institution's financial issues, and/or issues regarding its provisional certification while
participating in federal financial aid programs, or if the agency places the institution on a form of probation.
Upon approval, the agency notifies other accrediting agencies with membership institutions included in a
Teach-Out Plan of their acceptance of the plan.
Correspondingly, the agency Substantive Change policy also provides the definition, institution submission
requirements, and the components of a Teach-Out Agreement, which is required to be approved by the
agency prior to implementation as well. Like the Teach-Out Plan, the policy defines a Teach-Out
Agreement as a written agreement between institutions, as opposed to a plan developed by an institution,
and requires the same components as the Teach-Out Plan regarding the equitable treatment of students and
program requirements. Additionally, the agency requires the Teach-Out Agreement to be comprised of
institutions that are accredited by nationally recognized accrediting agencies; and have standards and
policies consistent with those of the agency. Similarly, Teach-Out Agreements are required if the agency
withdraws candidacy status or removes the institution membership; and/or the Department notifies the
agency about placing an institution on a reimbursement plan; Heightened Cash Monitoring; or initiated
emergency/adverse action against the institution while participating in federal financial aid programs.
Department staff will be conducting a file review of additional agency documents related to the criteria
during a file review scheduled for early next year.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:

The SACSCOC "Substantive Change Policy and Procedures" is submitted for this criterion as Exhibit BB8.
Information regarding Teach-out plans are noted on pp. 65-67.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency has now provided the omitted Substantive Change Policy
and Procedures to evidence the attestations within the original narrative (exhibit BB8).
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.24(c)(3) Required Elements of Teach-Out Plans

Narrative:
The SACSCOC Substantive Change Policy governing the approval of teach-out plans outlines the
circumstances for submitting a teach-out plan, indicates that SACSCOC must approve the teach-out plan,
outlines the elements of an acceptable teach-out plan, requires that the institution provide for the equitable
treatment of students and a reasonable opportunity for students to complete their program, and allows the
institution to enter into a teach-out agreement as part of the teach-out plan. In its evaluation of these plans,
SACSCOC ensures that the required information is provided. See details in section 602.24 (c )(2) above.
Exhibit 156 provides copies of Teach-Out plans approved by SACSCOC.
Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

Exhibit 29 Sub Change Policy and
Procedures
Exhibit 184 198 A copy of the letter that
analyzes and approves the teach-out plan

File Name

29 Substantive Change Policy and
Procedures.p df
198 Letter to an institution that
documents t he review and approval of a
c(b)(4)
teach out agreeme nt.pdf
Exhibit 185 197 Example of approved
197 Example of approved teach-out
teach-out plans (Universities)
plans (Univ ersities).pdf
Exhibit A Principles of Accreditation 2018 A Principles of Accreditation 2018.pdf

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative

Analyst
Comments

Agency's
Exhibit
Comments

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Analyst Review Status:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that an evaluation of the Teach-Out Plan is conducted to ensure it includes a list of
currently enrolled students, academic programs offered by the institution, and the names of other
institutions that offer similar programs willing to potentially enter into a teach-out agreement with the
institution. Specifically, the agency attests that the policy on Substantive Change outlines the requirements
for a Teach-Out Plan (Plan), which includes the circumstances for submitting a Plan; approval procedures;
acceptable components to include within the Plan; and provisions required for to ensure equitable treatment
of students and a reasonable opportunity for students to complete their program, along with the allowance
of a Teach-Out Agreement as part of the institution's Teach-Out Plan (exhibit 29).
In addition, the agency provided the Teach-Out Plan for the Department selected institution and one
additional institution as evidence of compliance with agency policy and the criteria (exhibits 184-185, not
exhibit 156 as referenced in the narrative). Department staff will be conducting a file review of additional
agency documents related to the criteria during a file review scheduled for early next year.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded

Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
The agency met the requirements of this criterion with its original narrative and documentation.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.24(c)(4) Notifying Other Agencies

Narrative:
The SACSCOC Substantive Change Policy clearly notes:
Following review and approval of a teach-out plan that includes a program that is accredited by another
accrediting agency, the Commission will notify that accreditor of its approval. Exhibit ##, Sub change
policy, p. 31.
To date, the SACSCOC has no examples that support implementation of this provision. All teach-out plans

have included institutions/programs accredited only by SACSCOC.
Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

Exhibit BB8 Substantive Change
Policy and Procedures

File Name

BB8 SubstantiveChange Policy and
Procedures.p df

Analyst
Comments

None

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

None

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency needs to provide the
Substantive Change policy in this section of the criteria for analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the policy on Substantive Change requires the agency to notify an accreditor of its
approval, following the review and approval of a Teach-Out Plan including a program accredited by
another accrediting agency; however, the agency has not provided the Substantive Change policy for
analysis.
In addition, the agency attests all Teach-Out Plans received included only institutions accredited by the
agency; thus, no instances requiring the notification of other agencies regarding their approval of a TeachOut Plan occurred during the recognition cycle.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
The agency provided the current SACSCOC "Substantive Change Policy and Procedures" as Exhibit BB8.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency needs to still provide
documentation of notifications to recognized agencies during the recognition period for analysis of the
criteria and to conclude the file review required by the regulations effective July 1, 2020.
Analyst Remarks to Response:

In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency has now provided the omitted Substantive Change Policy
and Procedures to evidence the attestations within the original narrative (exhibit BB8). However, the
documentation of notifications to recognized agencies during the recognition period were not readable
during the file review conducted March-May of 2022.

List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.24(c)(5-6) Re • uirin . Teach-Out Alreements

Narrative:
(5) The SACSCOC "Substantive Change Policy and Procedures" note that a teach-out plan is:
a written plan developed by an institution that provides for the equitable treatment of students if an
institution, or an institutional location that provides fifty percent or more of at least one program, ceases to
operate before all students have completed their program of study, and may include, if required by the
institution's accrediting agency, a teach-out agreement between institutions. Teach-out plans must be
approved by SACSCOC in advance of implementation. (Exhibit 29, Sub-Change policy, p. 31)
(6) The SACSCOC "Substantive Change Policy and Procedures" outline and define the circumstances for
an institutional closure. Specifically, it provides:
An institution ending all instruction requires an institutional closure teach-out plan subject to SACSCOC
Board of Trustees approval. Unlike an institutional contingency teach-out plan — which is a precautionary
plan — an institutional closure addresses imminent closure or closure expected with reasonably certainty.
The teach-out plan must be submitted as soon as possible after closure becomes known or expected.
The teach-out plan details the institution's process for orderly closure with primary emphasis on assisting
students complete their programs of study with minimal disruption and additional costs. Institutions may
teach-out their own programs, enter into teach-out agreements with other institutions, or both. For an
institution with a gradual or phased teach-out plan, the teach-out period may extend several years.
The teach-out plan must include:
• A complete list of students currently enrolled in each program at the institution and the program
requirements each student has completed;
• A plan to provide all potentially eligible students with information about how to obtain a closed school
discharge and, if applicable, information on State refund policies;
• A record retention plan to be provided to all enrolled students that delineates the final disposition of
teach-out records (e.g., student transcripts, billing, financial aid records);
• Information on the number and types of credits the teach-out institution is willing to accept prior to the
student's enrollment; and
• A clear statement to students of the tuition and fees of the educational program and the number and types
of credits that will be accepted by the teach-out institution.
• provide reasonable completion options for all students in all programs, independent of how near or far the

students are from completion
• explain how the institution will provide for students' and former students' access to academic transcripts
and other verification of academic credentials,
• identify the permanent repositor or trustee of student academic and financial aid records,
• describe the process and expected timeline for the disposition of assets,
• address any other provision identified by SACSCOC staff as essential to the successful closure of the
institution based on the institution's particular situation and in the interest of the affected students and
former students.
(Exhibit 29, Sub Change policy, pp. 10-11)
Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

Exhibit 29 Sub Change Policy
and Procedures
Exhibit BB8 Substantive
Change Policy and Procedures
Exhibit EE20 Institutional
Letter Notifying of Closure
Exhibit EE20a Sub Change
Cover Sheet Closure
Exhibit EE21 Teach Out Plan
Exhibit EE22 SACSCOC
request additional information
Exhibit EE22a Institutional
Response to Additional Info
Request

File Name

Analyst
Comments

29 Substantive Change Policy and Procedures.p df None
BB8 SubstantiveChange Policy and Procedures.p
None
df
EE201(b)(4) F2021-SC013974-INST CLOSURE None
Noti fication.pdf
EE20a .") -2021-SC013974-INST CLOSURE None
Coy er Sheet (printed-protected).pdf
EE21 (b)(4) 2021-5C013974-INST CLOSURE None
t lan.xlsx
Teac
EE22 (b)(4) .2021 INST CLOSURE - Defered - Inf
None
o Requested from Institution - 2021 06 14.pdf
EE22a (b)(4)
-2021-5C013974-TN-ST CLOSURE None
Res ponse to Deferral - 2021 06 17.pdf

EE23 (b)(4) -2021-5C013974-INST CLOSURE Exhibit EE23 SACSCOC
BOT Approval-Response Letter - 2021 07 02
Decision Letter ())(4) Closure
(1).pdf
Exhibit EE24 Institution Follow EE24(b)(4) -2021 INST CLOSURE - FollowUp Letter
up.pdf

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

None
None
None
None
None
None
None

None

None

None

None

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency must demonstrate
with documentation the requirements of 602.24(c)(6) of this section of the criteria; or amend agency
policies and procedures to reflect the inclusion of the Teach-Out Agreement requirements for school
closures, pursuant to the regulations, effective July 1, 2020, to demonstrate compliance with the criteria.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:

The agency attests that the Substantive Change policy and procedures outlines the requirements of TeachOut Plans, which may include, if required by the institution's accrediting agency, a teach-out agreement
between institutions. Specifically, the agency policy on Substantive Change defines and outlines the
components of a Teach-Out Plan (Plan), including the requirement of agency approval of the Plan; the
institution's development of the Plan to ensure students are protected, which may include a Teach-Out
Agreement between institutions (exhibit 29). In addition, the policy outlines the purpose for institutional
contingency Teach-Out Plans, which is a precautionary plan submitted to the Board of Trustees (Board) for
approval by institutions in cases involving an institution being placed on a probation status to ensure
student protections while the institution is in the probationary status (exhibit 29).
The agency attests that the policy on Substantive Change further outlines Teach-Out Plans required for an
institutional closure. In particular, a Teach-Out Plan, subject to approval by the Board, is required from an
institution when all instruction is ending due to an imminent closure, expected closure, or as soon as
possible after closure becomes known (exhibit 29). The agency policy also details the processes required to
ensure the closure protects students with the option afforded to the institution to teach-out their own
programs, enter into teach-out agreements with other institutions, or both (exhibit 29).
However, the agency Substantive Change policy only demonstrates that a closing school is required to have
a Teach-Out Plan and may include a Teach-out agreement, yet it does not require a Teach-Out Agreement.
Pursuant to the criteria as of July 1, 2020, which now states "The agency must require a closing institution
to include in a Teach-Out Agreement, not a Plan, the following: (i) complete list of students currently
enrolled in each program at the institution and the program requirements each student has completed; (ii)a
plan to provide all potentially eligible students with information about how to obtain a closed school
discharge and, if applicable, information on State refund policies; (iii) a record retention plan to be
provided to all enrolled students that delineates the final disposition of teach-out; and (iv) information on
the number and types of credits the teach-out institution is willing to accept prior to the student's
enrollment; and (v) a clear statement to students of the tuition and fees of the educational program and the
number and types of credits that will be accepted by the teach-out institution. Department staff will be
conducting a file review of additional agency documents related to the criteria during a file review
scheduled for early next year.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
The SACSCOC "Substantive Change Policy and Procedures" (Exhibit BB8) notes the requirements for
Teach out Agreements for closing institutions. Specifically, the policy notes:
An institution ending all instruction requires an institution closure teach-out plan subject to SACSCOC
Board of Trustees approval. Unlike an institutional contingency teach-out plan — which is a precautionary
plan — an institution closure addresses imminent closure or closure expected with reasonable certainty. The
teach-out plan must be submitted as soon as possible after closure becomes known or expected. The teachout plan details the institution's process for orderly closure with primary emphasis on assisting students
complete their programs of study with minimal disruption and additional costs. Institutions may teach-out
their own programs, enter into teach-out agreements with other institutions, or both. For an institution with
a gradual or phased teach-out plan, the teach-out period may extend several years. Exhibit BB8, p.17.
For the specific requirements of a teach out plan for institutional closures see Exhibit BB8, pp. 17, 72-74.
See Exhibit EE20 for a notification letter of an institutional closure and Exhibit EE20a is the Substantive

Change Cover Sheet for the closure; Exhibit EE21 is the institution's teach out plan; Exhibit EE22 is a
SACSCOC request for additional information; Exhibit EE22a is the Substantive Change Committee review
of the additional information; Exhibit EE23 is the SACSCOC decision letter approving the plan; and
Exhibit EE24 is a notification letter from the institution that all instruction has ceased.
NOTE: Since the agency submitted its petition, in March 2022, the Executive Council, acting on behalf of
the Board of Trustees, endorsed the deletion of the SACSCOC Good Practices document, "Closing a
Program, Site, Branch or Institution." This information is now included in the Substantive Change Policy
and Procedures document. See Exhibit BB8, pp. 5, 10; 17 & 72-Institutional closures; pp. 41 & 82-program
closures; and pp. 55 & 87-0CIS closures.

Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency still must demonstrate
with documentation the Teach-Out Agreement requirements of 602.24(c)(6) of the criteria; or amend
agency policies and procedures to reflect the inclusion of the Teach-Out Agreement requirements for
school closures, pursuant to the regulations, effective July 1, 2020, to demonstrate compliance with the
criteria. The agency also needs to provide the Florida Memorial Teach-Out Plan cited in the file review
documentation for additional analysis of the criteria.
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional documentation and explanation in
relation to the criteria. In particular, the agency attests that the Executive Council has revised the
Substantive Change Policy and Procedures document to incorporate the Good Practices document utilized
for institution's Closing a Program, Site, Branch, or Institution. In addition, the agency reiterated the
Institution Closure, Teach-Out Plan requirements within the Institutional Changes section of the now
revised Substantive Change Policy and Procedures (exhibit BB8). Although similar, a Teach-Out
Agreement is defined differently within §600.2 of the regulations.
Specifically, a Teach-Out Agreement is "a written agreement between institutions that provides for the
equitable treatment of students and a reasonable opportunity for students to complete their program of
study if an institution, or an institutional location that provides 100 percent of at least one program offered,
ceases to operate, or plans to cease operations before all enrolled students have completed their program of
study, pursuant to the definition within §600.2." Thus, the agency has again provided the Teach-Out Plan
requirements, and not the parameters for a Teach-Out Agreement pursuant to the criteria requirements
within its response.
Further, the agency policy cites that a Teach-Out Agreement is "usually required if any significant
consideration other than the transfer of academic credit is agreed upon between the institution and a teachout institution. If the teach-out institution is only transferring credit and making no additional consideration
for students covered under a teach-out plan, then the institutions are, in essence, executing a transfer
articulation agreement and a teach-out agreement is not necessary. Teach-out agreements are subject to
approval separate from the approval of the teach-out plan" (exhibit BB8). However, the abovementioned
statement "usually required" reads as if a Teach-Out Agreement is not required, which is opposite of the
criteria requirements. The Teach-Out Agreement policy statement also does not include what a Teach-Out

Agreement shall contain for review.
In addition, the agency provided documentation of a school closure, which includes the institution's
notification letter, substantive change documents, and Teach-Out Plan; Substantive Change Committee
review of documentation; and Board of Trustees decision (to exhibit the aforementioned Teach-Out Plan
review (exhibits EE20 EE20a, EE21 EE22 , EE22a, EE23, and EE24). Furhter, the Department Staff
conducted a file review between March-May of 2022, pursuant to the regulations effective July 1, 2020.
However, the agency still needs to provide the Florida Memorial Teach-Out plan cited in the file review
documentation for additional analysis of the criteria.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.24(c)(7-10) Approving Teach-Out Agreements

Narrative:

The SACSCOC Substantive Change Policy and Procedures governs the review and approval of teach-out
agreements by SACSCOC. Specifically, it provides:
For approval by SACSCOC, the agreement must be between institutions that are accredited by a nationally
recognized accrediting agency, be consistent with applicable standards in the Principles of Accreditation
and with SACSCOC policies, and provide for the equitable treatment of students by ensuring that:
1.the teach-out institution has the necessary experience, resources, and support services to provide an
educational program that is of acceptable quality and reasonably similar in content, structure, and
scheduling to that provided by the closed institution; and
2. the teach-out institution demonstrates that it can provide students access to the program(s) and services
without requiring them to move or travel substantial distances.
Please see the SACSCOC Good Practices document Closing a Program, Site, Branch or Institution for
additional discussion of issues regarding closing of programs, sites, branch campuses or institutions.
(Exhibit 29, Sub Change Policy, p. 31-32)
The SACSCOC Good Practices document entitled "Closing a Program, Site, Branch or Institution"
reiterates the information in the policy and provides supplemental interpretation of the policy. (Exhibit 129,
Good Practices Document)
Institutions that are applicants and candidates cannot initiate or participate in teach-out agreements with a
member institution.
Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

Exhibit 29 Sub Change Policy and
Procedures
Exhibit 129 Good Practice Closing
Prog site branch institution
Exhibit A Principles of Accreditation
2018

File Name

Analyst
Comments

29 Substantive Change Policy and
None
Procedures.p df
129 Good Practices Closing a Program Site
None
Bra nch or Institution.pdf
A Principles of Accreditation 20 1 8.pdf

None

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

None
None
None

Exhibit Title

Exhibit BB8 Substantive Change
Policy and Procedures
Exhibit BB45 Requests for a Period of
Noncompliance

File Name

BB8 SubstantiveChange Policy and
Procedures.p df
BB45 Requests Period Noncompliance
policy.pdf
EE25 (b)(4)
Exception 9_4 Ltr
Exhibit EE25 Exception Letter for 9_4
041720.do cx.pdf
Exhibit BB26 Exception Letter for
EE26 9 5 Exception Abilene Christian
9_5
07292020 .pdf

Analyst
Comments

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency must demonstrate
with documentation that agency policies regarding Teach-Out Agreements ensure 602.24(c)(9-10) are met
pursuant to the criteria requirements, effective July, 2020. The agency must also demonstrate with
documentation the criteria requirements found within the Good Practice Closing a Program, Site, Branch,
or Institution (Good Practice) referenced in the narrative, specifically the document's statement pertaining
to Procedure three of the Substantive Change for Accredited Institutions of the Commission on Colleges
document; and/or demonstrate the Good Practice document references within the exiting Substantive
Change policy provided as evidence.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency Substantive Change policy requires all Institutional Contingency Teach-out Plans; Institutional
Closure Teach-Out Plan; and Teach-Out Agreements to be approved by the agency. Specifically, TeachOut Agreements requires approval in advance of implementation; and is defined as a written agreement
between institutions that provides for the equitable treatment of students and a reasonable opportunity for
students to complete their program of study if an institution, or an institutional location that provides 50
percent of at least one program offered, ceases to operate before all enrolled students have completed their
program of study (exhibit 29). In addition, the agency policy requires the teach-out institution to contain the
experience, resources, and support services within the educational program to provide similar content,
structure, and scheduling; and provide student access to the program without requiring them to move or
travel substantial distances. However, the agency policy does not demonstrate that the teach-out institution
is required to ensure all requirements in 602.24(c)(9-10) are met pursuant to the criteria requirements,
effective July, 2020.
The agency also attests that the Good Practice: Closing a Program, Site, Branch, or Institution (Good
Practice) document reiterates the information in the Substantive Change policy and provides supplemental
interpretation of the policy (exhibit 129). The Good Practice document then refers readers to 'See
Commission policy "Substantive Change for Accredited Institutions of the Commission on Colleges,"
Procedure Three, for additional information on teach-out plans and agreements;' however the Substantive
Change for Accredited Institutions of the Commission on Colleges referenced in the document has not been
provided as evidence for analysis; nor does 'Procedure three' exist within the Substantive change policy
provided as evidence. Lastly, the agency attests that member institutions may not enter into a Tech-Out

Agreement with an applicant or candidate status institution of the agency.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
: The SACSCOC "Substantive Change Policy and Procedures" (Exhibit BB8) notes the requirements for
teach-out agreements for closing institutions.
( c)(9) If an institution is serving as a teach out institution for another institution that is closing a program
or the institution, this is not considered a substantive change. Rather, these are managed as an exception to
Standard 9.4 (Institutional credits for an undergraduate degree) of the Principles of Accreditation. The
Principles of Accreditation, Exhibit A, p. 22. Specifically, Standard 9.4 (Institutional credits for an
undergraduate degree) notes:
At least 25 percent of the credit hours required for an undergraduate degree are earned through instruction
offered by the institution awarding the degree (Exhibit A, p. 22).
If the request relates to graduate programs, then the institution requests an exception to Standard 9.5
(Institutional credits for a graduate degree). Specifically, the standard notes:
At least one-third of the credit hours required for a graduate, or a post-baccalaureate professional degree are
earned through instruction offered by the institution awarding the degree. Ibid.
When an institution requests such an exception, the president seeks the authority to waive such
requirements from the Executive Council, acting on behalf of the SACSCOC Board of Trustees. If
approved, the President informs the institution of the waiver and notes the exception is time limited. See
Exhibits EE25 and EE26.
( c)(10) At its March2022 meeting, the Executive Council, acting on behalf of the SACSCOC Board of
Trustees, revised the Substantive Change Policy and Procedures to align with this criterion. Specifically,
the policy includes the following language:
The teach-out institution(s) — i.e., the institution(s) accepting displaced students from the
closing institution — may request an exception to Standard 9.4 (institutional credits for an
undergraduate degree) and/or Standard 9.5 (institutional credits for a graduate or
professional degree) to accommodate students near the end of their program of study.
Refer to the Request for a Period of Noncompliance policy for guidance. The closing
institution should ensure the teach-out institution(s) are aware of this option and may wish
to include it in any teach-out agreement(s) executed pursuant to the closure. Exhibit BB8, p. 17.
The "Request for a Period of Noncompliance" policy is submitted as Exhibit BB45. Since the approval of
this policy, the Board has not met to implement or apply this policy.

Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:

The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency still needs to provide
the (b)(4)
Teach-Out Agreement and the 3 additional examples from 2019-2021
cited within the file review documentation for additional analysis of the criteria.
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional clarification and documentation in
relation to the criteria. Specifically, the agency has provided responses to (9) and (10) of the criteria and
dissolved the Good Practice, Closing a Program, Site, Branch, or Institution document (Good Practices)
referenced in the original narrative into the updated and revised Substantive Change Policy and Procedures
(exhibit BB8). In particular, the agency attests that if at least twenty-five percent of undergraduate and onethird of graduate credit hours required for a degree are earned through instruction offered by the institution
awarding the degree, an agency exception may be provided to those institutions serving as a Teach-Out
institution for another institution that is closing, pursuant to agency Standard Nine and reflected in the
agency approval letters provided as evidence (Exhibit A, and EE25-EE26).
In addition, the agency attests that the Executive Council has revised the Substantive Change Policy and
Procedures to incorporate the Good Practices document and update Teach-Out information for closing
institutions (exhibit BB8). Further, the agency attests that the Substantive Change Policy and Procedures
also references the new agency Policy on the Request for a Period of Noncompliance, which allows
institutions experiencing circumstances that are beyond the institution's control and require a period of
noncompliance, an exemption that may be granted for a reasonable and defined time period (exhibits BB8
and BB45). However, the agency still needs to provide the (b)(4)
ITeach-Out
Agreement and the 3 additional examples from 2019-2021 cited within the file review documentation for
additional analysis of the criteria.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.24(d) Closed Institution

Narrative:
The SACSCOC Substantive Change Policy and Procedures require an institution to have a teach-out plan
and agreements before it closes. (Exhibit 29, Sub change policy, p. 10) If an institution closes without an
agreement, the policy provides:
If an institution accredited by SACSCOC closes and is no longer accredited, SACSCOC will seek
assistance from the United States Department of Education and appropriate state agencies to help its
students find reasonable opportunities to complete their education without additional expense. (Exhibit 29,
Sub Change policy, p. 32)
Further, SACSCOC has a Good Practices document, "Closing a Program, Site, Branch or Institution,"
noting SACSCOC's obligation. Namely, the document provides:
Closing an institution without an agreement

When the decision is made to close an educational program, the institution must make a good faith effort to
assist affected students, faculty, administrative and support staff so that they experience a minimal amount
of disruption in the pursuit of their course of study or professional careers. In all cases, individuals should
be notified of the decision to close a program as soon as possible so that they can make appropriate plans.
Students who have not completed their programs should be advised by faculty or professional counselors
regarding suitable options including transfer to comparable programs. Arrangements should be made to
reassign faculty and staff or assist them in locating other employment. The Commission on Colleges will
work with the U.S. Department of Education and the appropriate State agency, to the extent feasible, to
ensure that students are given reasonable opportunities to complete their education without additional
charge. (Exhibit 129, Good Practice, p. 2)
For candidate institutions, the SACSCOC Substantive Change Policy and Procedures provides that once an
institution achieves candidacy status, it must submit an "Institutional Contingency Teach-Out Plan." The
policy states:
A contingency teach-out plan is created in due diligence as precaution rather than as an imminent closure
plan. Should closure become necessary, the contingency teach-out plan becomes the institutional closure
plan, subject to revisions as warranted. The objective of a contingency teach-out plan is assurance of
adequate institutional planning and SACSCOC concurrence for the benefit of students, faculty, and staff
well in advance of immediate need. The contingency teach-out plan must detail, for each institutional
program, how the institution will provide options for students to complete their programs of study with
minimal disruption and additional costs, including identification of comparable programs and institutions.
Teach-out agreements may be included. (Exhibit 29, Sub change policy, p.10)
To date, SACSCOC has not had such an occurrence of a member or candidate institution closing without a
Teach-out plan or agreement; therefore, no examples are available.
Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

Exhibit 29 Sub Change Policy and
Procedures
Exhibit 129 Good Practices: "Closing a
Program, Site, Branch, or Institution"
Exhibit BB8 Substantive Change Policy and
Procedures

File Name

Analyst
Comments

29 Substantive Change Policy and
None
Procedures.p df
129. Good Practice
None
CloseProgramSite.pdf
BB8 SubstantiveChange Policy and
None
Procedures.p df

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

None
None
None

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency must provide
additional explanation to clarify if preaccredited institutions are included in the Substantive Change Policy
requirements for schools that close without an agreement; or amend agency, policies, and procedures to
reflect the inclusion of the preaccredited institutions within the requirements for school closures without an
agreement, pursuant to the regulations effective July 1, 2020, to demonstrate compliance with the criteria.

Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency policy on Substantive Change requires that if an accredited institution closes without an
agreement and is no longer accredited, the agency will seek assistance from the United States Department
of Education and appropriate state agencies to help students find reasonable opportunities to complete their
education without additional expense (exhibit 29). However, it is unclear if preaccredited institutions are
held to the same requirements since the agency policy specifically speaks to accredited institutions.
In addition, the agency Good Practices Closing a Program, Site, Branch, or Institution document provides
additional guidance to institutions on notifying students as soon as possible about the closure; providing
advisement on other comparable program options; and arranging reassignments for faculty and staff or
assist them in locating other employment (exhibit 129). The agency further attests that the Substantive
Change policy requires candidate institutions to submit an institutional contingency Teach-Out Plan,
including how the institution will assist faculty, staff, and students, for approval by the agency as a
precaution, which becomes the institutional closure plan, if a closure occurs while the institution is in this
status (exhibit 29). Lastly, the agency attests that no member or candidate institution closed without a
Teach-Out Plan or Agreement during the recognition cycle.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
: The SACSCOC "Substantive Change Policy and Procedures" outlines the requirements for teach out
plans for applicant or candidate (pre-accredited) institutions (Exhibit BB8, p.66). The policy notes:
The SACSCOC Board of Trustees has approved additional substantive changes that require notification
and, in some cases, approval prior to implementation. When an applicant is authorized a Candidacy
Committee, it must submit an institutional contingency teach-out plan as a part of its Candidacy Report to
the Candidacy Committee. The plan ensures students completing the teach-out would meet curricular
requirements for professional licensure or certification, if any, and must include a list of academic
programs offered by the institution and the names of other institutions that offer similar programs that
could potentially enter into a teach out agreement with the institution. If the institution does not receive
initial accreditation within two years of becoming a candidate, the institution will remain a candidate upon
the condition that only the currently enrolled students have had a reasonable time to complete the activities
in its teach-out plan to assist students in transferring or completing their programs, but for no more than
120 days unless approved by SACSCOC Board of Trustees for Good Cause. See Exhibit BB8, p.66.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional explanation and documentation in
relation to the criteria. Specifically, the agency has provided the revised Substantive Change Policy and
Procedures which requires applicants to submit an institutional contingency teach-out plan to ensure
students completing the teach-out would meet curricular requirements for professional licensure or
certification, if any, and must include a list of academic programs offered by the institution and the names

of other institutions that offer similar programs that could potentially enter into a teach out agreement with
the institution, as a part of its Candidacy Report to the Candidacy Committee (exhibit BB8).
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.24(e) Transfer of Credit Policies

Narrative:
The Principles of Accreditation, in Section 10: Educational Policies, Procedures and Practices, outlines the
expectations regarding the awarding of credit. The preamble notes:
To advance learning, all coursework taken for academic credit has rigor, substance, and standards
connected to established learning outcomes. To protect the integrity of degrees offered, the institution is
responsible for the quality of all coursework transcripted as if it were credit earned from the institution.
(Exhibit 1, Principles, p. 23)
Several standards within the Principles, delineate the expectations regarding this requirement.
Standard 10.7 (Policies for awarding academic credits) requires:
The institution publishes and implements policies for determining the amount and level of credit awarded
for its courses, regardless of format or mode of delivery. These policies require oversight by persons
academically qualified to make the necessary judgments. In educational programs not based on credit hours
(e.g., direct assessment programs), the institution has a sound means for determining credit equivalencies.
(Principles, p. 24)
Standard 10.8 (Evaluating and awarding academic credit) states:
The institution publishes policies for evaluating, awarding, and accepting credit not originating from the
institution. The institution ensures (a) the academic quality of any credit or coursework recorded on its
transcript, (b) an approval process with oversight by persons academically qualified to make the necessary
judgments, and (c) the credit awarded is comparable to a designated credit experience and is consistent with
the institution's mission. (Principles, pp.24-25)
This standard applies to approval of transfer credit (including articulation agreements for transfer of credit),
advanced placement, credit by examination, experiential learning, prior learning assessment, conversion of
prior noncredit experiences into credit, or similar situations where credit is awarded for learning not
originating from the institution itself. (Exhibit 2, Resource Manual, p. 104)
Further interpretation is provided in a SACSCOC position statement entitled "Transfer of Academic
Credit" which also addresses the importance of making information available, so the public is
knowledgeable regarding criteria for the acceptance of transfer credit. (Exhibit 201)
SACSCOC confirm during its review of institutions, at applicant, candidacy, initial and reaffirmation of
accreditation, by asking evaluators to ensure that transfer of credit policies are publicly disclosed and

include a statement of the current transfer of credit policies as well as the criteria used regarding the
acceptance of credit. These requirements are incorporated into the review policy as part of the review of
compliance with SACSCOC standards. The SACSCOC website has a "Reaffirmation Process" tab and
includes a section entitled, "Evaluator Resource." This section includes a "Writing Comments for
Committee Reports, Strategy Two" reminds evaluators how to review such information. Exhibit 93, pp. 23. There is also a matrix for "Analyzing a Case for Compliance." (Exhibit 200)
Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

Exhibit 93 Writing Comments for
Committee Reports
Exhibit 157 Example institution
transfer policy (b)(4)
Exhibit A Principles of Accreditation
2018
Exhibit Al Resource Manual
Exhibit HH
n site Reaffirm
Committee Report
Exhibit AA1 Analyzing a Case for
Compliance

File Name

93 Writing Comments for Committee
Reports.pdf
157 Sample of institution transfer policy
(b)(4)
screenshot.pdf

Analyst
Comments

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

AA1 Analyzing a Case for Compliance.pdf None

None

A Principles of Accreditation 2018.pdf
Al Resource Manual for the Principles of
Accr editation.pdf
HH l(b)(4)
Reaffirmation
Report - FINAL (1).pdf

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency needs to provide
evidence of the review of the institutions transfer credit statement within the site visit report. The agency
needs to also provide the matrix referenced in the narrative for Analyzing a Case for Compliance for
analysis and exhibits 1-2 in this section of the criteria.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests the that the Principles of Accreditation standard ten and its components on academic
polices addresses institutional requirements for academic and transfer credits; however, the Principles have
not been provided as evidence for analysis. The agency further attests that the expectations for awarding
and evaluating academic credits are defined in parts seven and eight of standard ten, which requires
institutions to oversee, publish, and implement policies for determining the amount and level of credits
awarded for its courses, irrespective of delivery method; comprehensive ways for determining credit
equivalencies for assessment programs; and possess policies for evaluating, awarding, and accepting credit
not originating from the institution yet comparable and consistent with the institution's mission. In
addition, agency institutions are intended to apply standard ten and its subparts through the approval of
transfer credits and articulation agreements with institutions that have similar learning experiences
equivalent to their credit requirements; however, the Resources Manual referenced in the narrative has not

been included as evidence for analysis.
The agency further attests that an evaluator resource and matrix is provided to assist site visitors with
detailing inquires made during applicant, candidacy, initial and reaffirmation accreditation site visits
regarding an institutions public disclosure statement on transfer credit policies and the criteria used
regarding the acceptance of credit, which is documented within the site visit reports review of agency
standards (exhibit 93 and 157). In addition, the agency provided evidence of the Department selected
institution's transfer credit policy (exhibit 157); however, evidence of the site team report has not been
provided to demonstrate the evaluator's review of this information, nor has the agency's matrix for
analyzing a case for compliance referenced in the narrative been provided for analysis.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
SACSCOC reference for supplemental information regarding the Principles of Accreditation (Exhibit A) is
the Resource Manual and is included as Exhibit Al.
The Department selected institution, (b)(4)
,on-site Reaffirmation Committee Report is
included as Exhibit HH. Information regarding the institution's transfer credit policy is noted on pp. 16-22.
Information to assist evaluators in analyzing a case is provided in Exhibit AA1.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency still needs to provide
examples of the review of transfer of credit policies during the recognition period for the for the institutions
cited within the file review documentation for additional analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional documentation and explanation in
relation to the criteria. In particular, the agency provided the omitted Principles of Accreditation; Resource
Manual; Analyzing a Case for Compliance; and the Department Selected Institution's report, which cites
the review of the institution's transfer credit policy, to evidence the attestations within the original narrative
(exhibits A, Al, AA1 and HH). However, the agency still needs to provide examples of the review of
transfer of credit policies during the recognition period since the institutional folders within the file review
documentation did not identify the review of transfer of credit policies during the recognition period for
additional analysis.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.24(f) Agency Designations and Notice/Permission for Accrediting a Subset of an Institution's
Pro!rams/Branch Cam 'uses/Locations

Narrative:
(1) The SACSCOC Substantive Change Policy and Procedures (approved by the SACSCOC Board of
Trustees on September 3, 2020) applies the federal definition of "branch campus" and "additional
locations." Specifically, the policy notes:
A branch campus is defined as:
An off-campus instruction site/ additional location that is
• geographically apart from the institution's main campus,
• where instruction is delivered, and
• is independent of the main campus of the institution.
A location is independent of the main campus if it is:
• Permanent;
• Offers courses in educational programs leading to a certificate, diploma, degree or other recognized
educational credential;
• Has its own faculty and administrative or supervisory organization; and
• Has its own budgetary and hiring authority.
(Exhibit 29, Sub-Change, p. 35)
An additional location is defined as:
• Off-campus instructional site: A location
o geographically apart from an institution's sole main campus; and
o where instruction is delivered.
• Program: For the purpose of an off-campus instructional site, a for-credit credential for which an
institution awards a certificate, diploma, degree, and other academic credential at any level of instruction
(graduate or undergraduate).
• Percentage of program instruction: The percentage of the total instruction required to earn a credential
measured in credit hours, clock hours, competencies, or other generally accepted measure of progress to
completion. (Exhibit 29, Sub Change Policy, p. 19)
(2) If the Secretary requests that the designation of an institution's branch campus and additional locations
conform to the Department's designation, SACSCOC would inform the institution and comply with the
request. To date, there have been no such requests by the Secretary.
(3) Biannually, SACSCOC requires institutions to submit information on the Institutional Profile which
includes information regarding its programs, branch campuses and additional locations. This information is
posted on the SACSCOC website. Each member institution has its own page that provides this information.
Institutions are required to keep this information updated (See Exhibit 202, Letter to institution re:
Institutional Profiles). Exhibit 203 provides a screen shot of SACSCOC website's publishing the
institutional information for (b)(4)
Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

File Name

Exhibit 29 Sub Change Policy and 29 Substantive Change Policy and

Analyst
Comments

None

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

None

Exhibit Title

Procedures
Exhibit 203 Screen shot of
Institutional page
Exhibit BB8 Substantive Change
Policy and Procedures
Exhibit FF34 Request for
Institutional Information
Exhibit BB12a 21/Institutional
Profile Form

File Name

Procedures.p df
203 Institution Listing with Branch Campuses
(b)(4)
pdf
BB8 SubstantiveChange Policy and
Procedures.p df
FF34 Institutional Profile General_Informatio
n_2019.pdf
BB12a 2018 Institutional Profile
(b)(4)
.pdf

Analyst
Comments

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative

Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency needs to clarify the
percentage of instruction offered at an additional location. The agency also needs to provide exhibit 202 in
this section of the criteria for analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency Substantive Change Policy includes the U.S. Department of Education's (Department)
definition of branch campus and additional location (exhibit 29); however, the agency definition for an
additional location does not designate the percentage of instruction offered at the additional location. In
addition, the agency attests that the institutional profile of membership institutions on the agency website,
includes the branch campuses and additional locations within their profile, which is updated biannually.
Further, the agency has provided the Department selected institution's Institutional profile as evidence to
demonstrate the profile requirements; however, the agency has not provided exhibit 202 referenced in the
narrative, for analysis. Lastly, the agency attests that no inquiries from the Department have been received
in reference to member institutions compliance with the definitions of branch campuses and additional
locations during the recognition cycle.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
The SACSCOC Substantive Change Policy and Procedures (Exhibit BB8) notes the percentage of program
offerings provided at additional locations or off-campus instructional sites. Specifically, the policy notes:
An off-campus instructional site at which 25-49% of a program's instruction is delivered requires
notification prior to implementation. Instruction at a site may cross the 25% notification threshold any time
after the institution submits notification; the institution does not have to wait for a SACSCOC response to
implement (note this applies to site notification only, not to site approval)(Emphasis added) (Exhibit BB8,
p. 47).

An off-campus instructional site at which 50% or more of a program's instruction is delivered requires
SACSCOC approval prior to implementation. (Emphasis added) (Exhibit BB8, p. 48).
The electronically generated letter to institutions regarding its Institutional Profile is submitted as Exhibit
FF34. The completed Institutional Profile Form for the Department selected institution,1(b)(4)
b)(4)
I is submitted as Exhibit BB12a.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional explanation and documentation
regarding the percentage of instruction offered at an additional location. Specifically, the agency provided
the revised Substantive Change Policy and Procedures, that requires an off-campus instructional site, at
which fifty percent or more of a program's instruction is delivered, to receive agency approval prior to
implementation, which is consistent with the percentage of instruction defined in the Department definition
for an additional location within §600.2 (exhibit BB8).
In addition, the agency has provided the omitted Institutional Profile document to evidence the attestations
of the original narrative as well as the completed Institutional Profile for the Department Selected
Institution (exhibits BB12a and FF34).
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.25(a-e) Basic Due Process Requirements

Narrative:
(a) SACSCOC provides adequate written specifications of its requirements, including clear standards, for
an institution to be accredited or to gain candidacy. The Principles of Accreditation (Exhibit 1) clearly
outline required statements for accreditation and candidacy; the Resource Manual (Exhibit 2) provides
supplemental information regarding the expectations of the Principles. In addition, the Principles clearly
state the following regarding what an institution has to do to become a candidate and to become accredited:
SACSCOC accredits degree-granting higher education institutions and entities based on requirements in
The Principles of Accreditation: Foundations for Quality Enhancement. These requirements apply to all
institutional programs and services, wherever located or however delivered. This includes programs offered
through distance and correspondence education, off-campus sites, and branch campuses. Consequently,
when preparing documents for the Commission demonstrating compliance with the Principles of
Accreditation, an institution must include these programs in its "Institutional Summary Form Prepared for
Commission Reviews" and address these programs in its analysis and documentation of compliance (See

Commission policy Distance and Correspondence Education). SACSCOC applies the requirements of its
Principles to all applicant, candidate, and member institutions, regardless of the type of institution: private,
for-profit, private not-for-profit, or public. (Exhibit 1, Principles, p. 7)
SACSCOC evaluates an institution and makes accreditation decisions based on the following: Compliance
with the Principle of Integrity (Section 1); compliance with the Core Requirements and Standards covered
in 14 topical Sections (Sections 2-14), which incorporate the recent federal requirements; and compliance
with SACSCOC policies and procedures (Exhibit 1, Principles, p. 7) Those standards were reviewed in
2017 and comprehensive changes are reflected in the 2018 edition of the Principles of Accreditation.

(b) & (d) The Handbook for Institutions Seeking Reaffirmation of Accreditation makes it clear that
institutions have five months to respond to citations of the Reaffirmation Committee. (See Exhibit 27, p.
61.) The Handbook for Institutions Seeking Initial Accreditation makes it clear that institutions are given a
specified time to respond to citations. (See Exhibit 73, pp. 69-70.) In addition, SACSCOC policies,
"Reaffirmation of Accreditation and Subsequent Reports" (Exhibit 68) and "Accreditation Procedures for
Applicant Institutions" (Exhibit 61) both address timelines. The SACSCOC policy, "Sanctions, Denial of
Reaffirmation, and Removal from Membership," (Exhibit 85) is very clear regarding the time period for
institutions to achieve compliance with all the Principles. Exhibit 252 provides an example of an
institutional response to a request for a monitoring report.
(c) SACSCOC labels its citations of noncompliance as "recommendations." In all visiting committee
reports, the evaluators indicate findings of noncompliance by labeling them "recommendations" so that it is
clear that the institution must respond and document compliance. Exhibits 47, 48, 55, and 97 are Board of
Trustees committee reports that contain recommendations. In addition, the SACSCOC policy, "Reports
Submitted for SACSCOC Review" (Exhibit 77), outlines requirements when submitting response reports.
602.25 (e) SACSCOC notifies the institution in writing of all actions taken by the SACSCOC Board of
Trustees, including sanctions and adverse actions. Examples of the notification can be found in Exhibit 158
which includes a notification letter.

Document(s) for this Section
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Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency needs to provide the Distance Education policy and a completed Institutional Summary Form
Prepared for Commission Reviews referenced in the narrative. In addition, the agency needs provide
examples of institutional correspondence adhering to the sections of the criteria. The agency also needs to
provide exhibits 1, 47-48, 55, 68, 77, and 97 in this section of the criteria for analysis. Lastly, the agency
needs to also provide an explanation and/or a narrative for the inclusion of exhibit 83 in relation to the
criteria.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the Principles of Accreditation and the Resource Manual clearly outline the
specification of its requirements, including clear standards, for preaccredited and accredited institutions,
and offers supplemental information regarding the expectations of institutions regarding agency standards
for both candidate and accredited institutions (exhibit 2); however, the agency has not provided the
Principles of Accreditation for analysis. In addition, the agency requires institutions to complete an
Institutional Summary Form Prepared for Commission Reviews listing all programs at the institution,
including programs offered via distance and correspondence education as well as off-campus and branch
locations, to demonstrate their compliance with agency requirements and standards for evaluation and
accrediting decision (exhibit 2); however, the Distance Education policy referenced in the narrative, nor an

example of the Institutional Summary Form, have been provided for analysis.
The agency attests that candidate and accredited institutions seeking Initial or reaffirmation of accreditation
are afforded a reasonable time period to respond to agency request for information within the agency
handbooks and policies, which includes three months for institutions seeking initial accreditation to
respond to monitoring reports; a maximum of eighteen months to submit an application for candidacy; and
up to twelve months for good cause extensions (exhibits 73, 61, 85); however, the agency has not provided
exhibit 68 referenced in the narrative for analysis. The agency also provided correspondence from a U.S.
Department of Education (Department) email exchange with the agency for a request of information;
however, the criteria is specific to institutional due process in conjunction with the agency, not the
Department (exhibit 189, not 252 as referenced in the narrative).
Further, the agency attests institutions are notified within the site visit reports of deficiencies with agency
standards through a list of recommendations the institution is required to address; and notifies institutions
of adverse actions through Board of Trustees decision letters (exhibit 204, not 158 as referenced in the
narrative). However, the agency has not provided Committee reports, exhibits 47-48, 55, and 97, referenced
in the narrative as evidence; nor has the agency provided the policy on Reports Submitted for Review
exhibit 77. Finally, the agency has included the policy on Third Party Comment by Public as evidence for
this criterion; however, no explanation for the inclusion of this policy has been provided by the agency
(exhibit 2).
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
SACSCOC meets each component of this criterion. Namely:
(a) member institutions are governed by the Principles of Accreditation (See Exhibit A), the agency's
accreditation standards. Several types of decision letters regarding areas of non-compliance are noted in
Exhibit BB24. The policy governing distance and correspondence education is noted in Exhibit XX. A
copy of the Department selected institution's, (b)(4)
, Institutional Summary Form is
provided in Exhibit BB12.
(b & d) The SACSCOC "Reaffirmation of Accreditation and Subsequent Reports" policy is submitted as
Exhibit GG. Exhibit FF3 provides an example of the agency's request for a monitoring report and the
institution's response.
( c) SACSCOC labels its citations of noncompliance in reaffirmation reviews as "recommendations." In the
committee reports, the evaluators indicate findings of noncompliance by labeling them as
"recommendations" so that it is clear that the institution must respond and document compliance. In
addition, the SACSCOC policy, "Reports Submitted for SACSCOC Review" (Exhibit BB20), outlines
requirements when submitting response reports.
The Department selected institution, (b)(4)
, is an example of a Reaffirmation Committee
Report that contains recommendations for the institution to respond. See Exhibit HH, pp. 10, 30, 32, 34,
and 51. A Substantive Change Committee Report noting recommendations is submitted as Exhibit DD15,
p, 295-316. NOTE: The page reference is to the page numbering on the banner ribbon of the document.

(e) An example of correspondence notifying an institution of an adverse action is submitted as Exhibit
FF36.
The Third-Party Comment policy was inadvertently attached to this criterion in the petition.
Analyst Worksheet - Response

Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional explanation and documentation in
relation to the criteria. Specifically, the agency reiterated the policies and procedures utilized to ensure due
process throughout the accreditation process, and provided the omitted Principles of Accreditation; and the
Policies on Distance Education and Correspondence Courses, Reaffirmation of Accreditation and
Subsequent Reports, and Reports Submitted for SACSCOC Review to evidence the attestations of the
original narrative (exhibits A, BB20, GG, and XX).
In addition, the agency provided the missing documentation indicating written notice issued to institutions,
which included the Institutional Review and Reaffirmation site visit report of the Department Selected
Institution; agency decision letters identifying additional reporting requests; full cycle of review for a
substantive change; a monitoring report review, and an adverse action notification letter to further
demonstrate previous attestations and adherence to the criteria (exhibits BB12, BB24, FF3, FF36, DD15,
and HH). The agency also attests that the Policy on Third-Party Comment by the Public was included in
this section of the criteria in error.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response

No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.25(1) Specific Appeals Requirements

Narrative:
The SACSCOC Bylaws and Standing Rules of the College Delegate Assembly (CDA) note the CDA has
the following responsibilities:
b. Provides for appeals procedures and review processes on all matters pertaining to accreditation, with the
provision that the decision of the process established by the SACSCOC Board of Trustees shall be final.
(Exhibit 9, Standing Rules, p. 7)
The SACSCOC policy, "The Appeals Committee Procedures of the College Delegate Assembly," governs
the appeals of institutions denied candidacy or accreditation or removed from candidacy or membership.
The Appeals Procedures of the College Delegate Assembly is an administrative process approved by the
College Delegate Assembly of SACSCOC, allowing applicant, candidate, and member institutions to
appeal adverse decisions taken by the Commission's Board of Trustees.

The policy contains the following provisions addressing these federal requirements:
(1) (i) Appeals panel. The Appeals Committee shall consist of twelve persons elected by the College
Delegate Assembly and who have served on the SACSCOC Board of Trustees: eight chief executive
officers, two faculty/academic personnel, and two public members. A minimum of five members of the
Appeals Committee shall constitute a quorum. (page 1) Appeals Committee members are past, not current,
Board members. See Exhibit 16, 2018 Appeals Committee.
(1) (ii) Conflict of Interest. A member of the Appeals Committee shall recuse him/herself from that appeals
hearing if there is a conflict of interest or an appearance of a conflict of interest. The policy defines, conflict
of interest, or the appearance of conflict of interest, as applied to members of the Appeals Committee exists
if the Committee member (1) is employed within a state where the parent campus of the institution is
located, (2) has voted on the accreditation status of the institution—either during the Commission meeting
or the meetings of the Committees on Compliance and Reports—at any time leading to the appealable
decision, or (3) has served as a member of the site team which visited the institution and resulted in a
committee report at any time leading to the appealable decision. Conflict of interest, or the appearance of
conflict of interest, also exists if the Committee member determines that he or she (1) has been a
compensated consultant, an appointee or employee of the institution, or recently has been a candidate for
employment at the institution, (2) is a graduate of the institution appealing the Board's decision, (3) has a
close personal or familial relationship with persons at the institution or a strong bias regarding the
institution, (4) is a stockholder or board member of the institution, or (5) is a member of an association or
activity that an impartial person might reasonably conclude would compromise the capacity of a member of
the Appeals Committee to deal objectively with the action under appeal. Conflict of interest includes but is
not limited to the examples cited above. Recent changes permit members to confirm their recusal with
electronic submission of the forms. (Exhibit 15, Appeals policy, pp. 1-2)
Exhibit 205 includes Conflict of Interest forms from Appeals Committee members.
(1) (iii) Decision making authority.
The decision by the Appeals Committee to affirm the Board's decision is final and is not subject to further
appeal. (Exhibit 15, Appeals policy, p. 7)
The Appeals Committee shall reverse the decision of the Board of Trustees if it finds that the institution has
demonstrated that the Board's decision was arbitrary, that is, was unreasonable and not based on, or
consistent with, the published Principles or SACSCOC policies. The decision by the Appeals Committee to
reverse is final. (Exhibit 15, Appeals policy, p. 8)
The Appeals Committee shall remand the case either to the Committees on Compliance and Reports, the
Executive Council, or the Board of Trustees, if it finds that the institution has demonstrated that one of the
above groups failed to follow its procedures and that the failure was significant in leading to the decision or
if the Appeals Committee finds that an institution, removed from accreditation based solely on finances,
has produced evidence that it has available new and verifiable financial information and that the financial
information is material to the Board's adverse decision.
The Appeals Committee shall remand to the specific group where the procedural error first occurred with
specific instructions to review the case taking into consideration any findings of the Appeals Committee.
Exhibit 15, Appeals policy, p. 8-9)
(2) Right to legal counsel. Appeals hearings are closed to the public and include only those persons who

can speak to the grounds for appeal. No more than five persons and one attorney of counsel may appear for
each of the parties. Both parties may be present during the hearing. (Exhibit 15, Appeals policy, p. 5)
The institution has the right to have available legal counsel or a representative of their choice to advise
them at the hearing. Legal counsel representing each of the parties will be permitted to present or assist in
the presentation of the case during the hearing. Legal counsel will not be permitted to conduct a crossexamination of representatives from the opposing party. (Exhibit 15, Appeals policy, p. 6)

Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

Exhibit 9 Standing Rules of SACS
BOT EC CDA
Exhibit 16 Roster of Appeals
Committee
Exhibit 159 Appeals Committee
decision letter
Exhibit 174 205 Conflict of Interest
Forms of Appeals Committee
Members
Exhibit BB14 Appeals Committee
Procedures of CDA
Exhibit FF4 Appeals Committee with
Hearing Officers
Exhibit FF5 Redline Version Appeals
Committee Policy
Exhibit FF6 Dec 2020 BoT Minutes

File Name

Analyst
Comments

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

9 Standing Rules of SACSCOC BOT EC
CDA.pdf

None

None

16 Appeals Committee.2019-2021.pdf

None

None

159. Appeal Nofticiation Letter.pdf

None

None

205 Conflict of Interest Forms of Appeals
Corn mittee Members.pdf

None

None

BB14 Appeals Procedures.pdf

None

None

FF4 Appeals Committee Roster 2022.pdf

None

None

None

None

None

None

FF5 AppealsProcedures.december
2020.markup.pd f
FF6 BOT Dec 2020 Minutes.pdf

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency must demonstrate with documentation the adherence to the Secretary's criteria requirements of
§602.25(f)(1)(iv), Specific Appeals Requirements, which provides an Appeal Panel (Committee) the ability
to affirm, amend, or remand the adverse action, not reverse; and/or amend agency policies and procedures
to reflect the revision to the regulations, effective July 1, 2020, to demonstrate compliance with the criteria.
The agency needs to also provide the Appeals policy, exhibit 15, in this section of the criteria for additional
analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the policy on Standing Rules identifies the Appeals Procedures of the College
Delegate Assembly as an administrative process approved by the College Delegate Assembly of the

agency, allowing applicant, candidate, and member institutions to appeal adverse decisions taken by the
Board of Trustees (Board) (exhibit 9). Specifically, the policy defines the composition of the twelve
member Appeals Committee, which includes eight executive officers, an academic, faculty, and two public
members, who have previously served as Board members (exhibit 16); however, the agency has provided a
roaster of the Appeal Committee as evidence that depicts thirteen members.
In addition, the agency attests that he Appeal Committee members are subject to the agency's Conflict of
Interest policy, including signing conflict of interest forms (exhibit 174, not 205 as noted in the narrative).
In particular, the agency requires a member of the Appeals Committee to recuse themselves from a hearing
if there is a conflict of interest or an appearance of a conflict of interest, in which both instances are defined
within the agency Appeals policy; however, the Appeals policy has not been provided for the Specific
Appeals Requirements section of the criteria for analysis; nor have examples of the electronic recusal forms
referenced as evidence in the narrative for analysis.
The agency attests the Appeals Policy states the decision by the Appeals Committee to affirm the Board's
decision is final and is not subject to further appeal (exhibit 159). The agency describes the options in
which the Appeals Committee may affirm the Board's decision, with no additional action; or remand a
Board decision, back to the Committees on Compliance and Reports, the Executive Council, or the Board if
the Appeal Committee finds probable cause. The agency narrative further states that "The Appeals
Committee shall reverse the decision of the Board of Trustees if it finds that the institution has
demonstrated that the Board's decision was arbitrary, that is, was unreasonable and not based on, or
consistent with, the published Principles or SACSCOC policies, and the decision by the Appeals
Committee to reverse is final;" however, the agency Appeals policy does not meet the Secretary of the U.S.
Department of Education's criteria requirements, effective July 1, 2020, for §602.25(f)(1)(iv), Specific
Appeals Requirements. Particularly, the criteria requires the agency to demonstrate that an Appeals
Committee/Panel options are to affirm, amend, or remand an adverse action, not reverse. Currently, the
criteria states "A decision to affirm or amend the adverse action is implemented by the appeals panel or by
the original decision-making body, at the agency's option; however, in the event of a decision by the
appeals panel to remand the adverse action to the original decision-making body for further consideration,
the appeals panel must explain the basis for a decision that differs from that of the original decision-making
body and the original decision-making body in a remand must act in a manner consistent with the appeals
panel's decisions or instructions." Thus, the agency's appeal panel policy includes an option to reverse the
decision-making body's decision, which is no longer an option under the Department's revised regulations.
The agency is reminded that the option to amend the decision includes the opportunity for the appeal panel
to reach a different conclusion than the decision-making body.
Lastly, the agency attests that institutions may have legal counsel or a representative of their choice to
advise them during the closed Appeal hearing for their case; however, the legal counsel is not permitted to
conduct a cross-examination of representatives from the opposing party.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded

Response:
The 13-member roster of the Appeal Committee includes the names of two (2) Hearing Officers, one for
each class. The Hearing Officer for the Class of 2020 was vacant at the time. The current roster of Appeals
Committee members and Hearing Officers are identified and noted in Exhibit FF4.

The SACSCOC Board of Trustees revised its policy to align with Section 602.25(f)(1)(iv) regarding the
remand of certain appeals. See Exhibit BB14, pp. 9-10. The marked-up version of the policy is noted in
Exhibit FF5. The minutes from the December 2020 Board of Trustees meeting approving the policy
(Exhibit FF6, p.4) are provided.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional documentation and explanation in
relation to the criteria. In particular, the Board of Trustees amended and revised the Policy for Appeals
Procedures of the College Delegate Assembly (Policy) to reflect the criteria requirements (exhibit FF6).
Specifically, the agency revised Policy eliminated the existing references for an Appeal Panel decision to
be reversed, which has been replaced with remanded, pursuant to the criteria requirements, and
demonstrated within the redline version and final Policy documents provided as evidence (exhibit BB14
and FF5). Although not requested in the staff determination, the agency has provided the current roster of
Appeals Committee members and Hearing Officers (exhibit FF4).
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.25(g) Basis for Appeal Outcome Provided

Narrative:
The SACSCOC policy, "The Appeals Committee Procedures of the College Delegate Assembly," governs
the appeals of institutions. Within seven (7) days of the date of the appeals hearing, the Chair of the
Appeals Committee shall inform, in writing, the SACSCOC President and the institution's chief executive
officer and chair of the institution's governing board the Appeals Committee's decision. This notification
must include specific reasons for the decision, must address each of the grounds for appeal identified by the
institution, and must address SACSCOC Board's findings with regard to standards on which its decision
was based. The notification will be sent electronically and will be deemed acceptable by transmission. Hard
copies of the notification letters will be mailed via overnight delivery to each party. (Exhibit 15, Appeal
policy, p. 5)
Exhibit 159 contains an example of notification to an institution of the Board's decision of an adverse
action; the Appeals Committee's notifications of the hearing; and the Appeals Committee's resulting
decision.
Document(s) for this Section

Exhibit Title

Exhibit BB14 Appeals Committee
Procedures of CDA
Exhibit FF4 Appeals Committee with
Hearing Officers

File Name

Analyst

Comments

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

BB14 Appeals Procedures.pdf

None

None

FF4 Appeals Committee Roster
2022.pdf

None

None

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency must provide the policy on the Appeals Committee Procedures of the College Delegate
Assembly and exhibit 15, the Appeal Committee policy, referenced in the narrative in this section of the
criteria for analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the policy on The Appeals Committee Procedures of the College Delegate
Assembly requires the agency and the institution within seven days of the conclusion of the hearing to be
notified of the Appeals Committee final decision in writing specifically from the Chair of the Committee;
however, the policies on the Appeals Committee Procedures of the College Delegate Assembly and the
Appeal Committee referenced in the narrative have not been provided for analysis. The agency further
attests the letter including the reason for the decision, which is based on compliance with agency standards,
is provided to the aforementioned parties electronically and via hard copy (exhibit 159).
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
Appeals from adverse actions of the SACSCOC Board of Trustees is governed by the "Appeals Committee
Procedures of the College Delegate Assembly" policy (See Exhibit BB14). The selection of the Appeal
Committee and Hearing Officer are outlined in the policy on pp.1-4. The current roster of Appeals
Committee members and the Hearing Officers is noted in Exhibit FF4.

Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency has now provided the omitted revised the Policy for
Appeals Procedures of the College Delegate Assembly; in addition to the current roster of Appeals
Committee members and the Hearing Officers (exhibit BB 14 and FF4).

List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.25(h) New Financial Information

Narrative:

The SACSCOC policy, "Appeals Procedures of the College Delegate Assembly," addresses all the federal
requirement outlined above. The policy states:
The SACSCOC Board of Trustees (Board) bases its adverse decision on committee reports, institutional
responses and any other documentation and evidence presented by the institution. This information is
compiled and provided to the Appeals Committee as the "administrative record." If the institution failed to
present documentation and evidence available at the time the Board took adverse action, the institution
cannot make that information available for consideration by the Appeals Committee under any
circumstances. Neither the institution nor the Commission may submit additional briefs or any other
materials during or following the appeals hearing. (Exhibit 15, Appeals policy, p. 5)
In addition, neither SACSCOC nor the institution may include new materials as part of their briefs
presented to the Appeals Committee nor may they introduce new evidence during the appeals hearing
unless, in the case of an institution removed from accreditation based solely on finances, it makes available
new and verifiable financial information that has become available since adverse action was taken and that
is material to the reason for the Commission's adverse decision. (Exhibit 15, Appeals policy, p. 9)
In order to gain a remand, the institution must present evidence which, in the judgment of the Appeals
Committee, demonstrates that the Board of Trustees failed to follow its procedures and that this failure was
significant in leading to its decision. An institution removed from accreditation based solely on finances
may also gain a remand if it presents new and verifiable financial information that has become available
since the adverse action was taken and that is material to the reason for the Board's decision. (Exhibit 15,
Appeals policy, p. 5)
No evidence concerning the remedying of deficiencies since the time of the Board's adverse action shall be
presented at or before the hearing under any circumstances. The Appeals Committee is prohibited from
considering such evidence in reaching its decision. No new evidence made available since the time of the
Board's adverse action shall be presented at or before the hearing. The Appeals Committee is prohibited
from considering such evidence in reaching its decision. The only exception is that of the case of an
institution removed from accreditation based solely on finances that has available new and verifiable
financial information that is material to the Board's adverse decision. (Exhibit 15, Appeals policy, pp. 6-7)
The Hearing Officer must disallow evidence presented by the Commission or the institution (a).which is
not pertinent to the grounds for appeal (b).which concerns the remedying of deficiencies since the time of
the Board of Trustee's adverse decision (c) which was not available to the Board at the time of its adverse
decision, except in the case of an institution removed from accreditation based solely on finances that has
available new and verifiable financial information that is material to the Board's adverse decision, (Exhibit
15, Appeals policy, p. 7)

(2) An institution appealed an adverse action by the SACSCOC Board of Trustees in 2018. This was the
only institutional request to permit new financial information during the review period and the Hearing
Officer granted the request. See Exhibit 206, Excerpt (redacted) from transcript of (b)(4)
Appeal.
Exhibit 159 provides the notification letter to the institution of the Appeals Committee decision.

Document(s) for this Section
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Exhibit 192 159 Notification of Appeal
Committee decision
Exhibit FF8 Excerpt of (b)(4)
Appeal Hearing Transcript
Exhibit FF9 Appeals Committee Decision
(b)(4)
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Analyst
Comments
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None
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Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency needs to provide the appeal documents related to finances referenced in the narrative and
replace exhibit 195 with the appeal decision referenced in the petition.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests the policy on Appeals Procedures of the College Delegate Assembly provides the
process through which an institution may, before the agency reaches a final adverse action decision, seek
the review of new financial information under specific conditions; however, the agency has not included
this policy as evidence for analysis. Specifically, the agency states the policy outlines the procedures for the
Board of Trustees (Board) for presenting committee reports, institutional responses, additional
documentation, and evidence to the Appeals Committee as the administrative record for the adverse action.
The agency further attests that new material from the agency and/or the institution may not be provided to
the Appeals Committee, since the time of the Board's decision, unless the adverse action was specifically
related to finances, in which case, verified financial information may be accepted by the Appeals
Committee; and a decision by the Appeals Committee may be granted to remand the decision back to the
Board for consideration.
Lastly, the agency attests that one Appeal related to new financial information was reviewed during the
recognition cycle; however, exhibit 206 referenced in the narrative pertaining to this Appeal has not been
provided for analysis; nor has the referenced decision letter.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:

An institution appealed an adverse action by the SACSCOC Board of Trustees in 2018. The Hearing
Officer granted the institutional request. See Exhibit FF8, Excerpt (redacted) from transcript of Bennett
College Appeal). This was the only institutional request to permit new financial information during the
review period.
The notification letter to the institution of the Appeals Committee decision (Exhibit FF9) is provided.
Analyst Worksheet - Response

Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional documentation and explanation in
relation to the criteria. In particular, the agency provided the omitted Appeal documentation of an adverse
action and coinciding decision letter of the Appeal to evidence the attestations within the original narrative
(exhibits FF8-FF9).
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.26(a) Notifications: Positive Decisions

Narrative:
The SACSCOC policy, "Disclosure of Accrediting Documents and Actions of SACSCOC" addresses the
requirements above (see Exhibit 152, p.3, item VII). The policy states:
In accordance with 34 CFR Section 602.26, the Commission provides the Secretary of the U.S. Department
of Education, appropriate State licensing or authorizing agencies, and appropriate accrediting agencies
written notice of the following decisions and actions: a. decisions on initial or renewed accreditation
(notification within 30 days of the Board of Trustee's decisions) b. final decisions on probation or warning
(public sanctions), or final decisions to deny, withdraw, suspend, revoke, or terminate accreditation or
candidacy (notification same time as informing the institution, not to exceed 30 days after the decision) c. a
brief statement by the Commission summarizing reasons for denial, withdrawal, suspension, or termination
and the official comments, if any, that the affected institution may wish to make with regard to that
decision, or evidence that the affected institution has been offered the opportunity to provide official
comment (notification within 60 days of the decision) d. decision of an institution's voluntary withdrawal
from accreditation or candidacy or an accreditation suspension (notification within 30 days of the decision).

Prior to the new federal regulations, a compilation of all SACSCOC Board of Trustees actions was posted
on the SACSCOC website at www.sacscoc.org within five to seven days of the Board taking action,
making it available for public notification (Exhibit 162 as an example). This procedure of notification is
used following the June and December meetings of the Board of Trustees. That compilation is the first
written notification regarding negative and adverse actions taken by the Board; it is at that time, made

available to the entities referred to above as well as the institutions placed on a sanction or with adverse
action. (See Exhibit 36 which is an internal staff procedure from June 2019, September 2020 for staff
preparation of minutes, letters, website notifications, and Disclosure Statements.) Since the new federal
regulation, the information was posted within one business day and sent to USDE at the same time.
In addition, the agency posts disclosure statements for the following actions regarding the accreditation
status of institutions: (1) institutions placed or continued on Warning or Probation, (2) institutions removed
from accreditation or candidacy, (3) institutions denied initial candidacy or accreditation, (4) institutions
denied authorization of a candidacy committee, and (5) special committees authorized separate from
another Commission action. Such a statement will disclose the following information about an institution:
(1) the status of the institution, (2) the definition of the Commission action taken, (3) the reason for the
action, (4) the next step in the institution's review, and (5) any other recent action taken by the Commission
that can be disclosed. (Exhibit 152, Disclosure policy, pp.4-5.) For a sample disclosure statement, refer to
Exhibit 126. The statements indicate in the first paragraph that the institutions reviewed the statement in
advance of posting.
If adverse action was taken against the institution, the SACSCOC staff member assigned to the institution
emails and/or speaks with the institution the draft disclosure statement and (1) asks if there are any factual
corrections to the Disclosure Statement and (2) whether the institution would like to make official
comments regarding the decision. During discussion with the institution, Vice Presidents provide
institutions an opportunity to make a public comment regarding the Board of Trustees decision. If the
institution decides to appeal the decision, the Disclosure Statement is updated to report the institution's
decision because the Disclosure Statements are posted before the time for requesting an appeal is
exhausted.
The SACSCOC policy "Disclosure of Accrediting Documents and Actions of SACSCOC" addresses the
requirements above (see Exhibit 152, p.3, item VII). The list of SACSCOC actions is posted on the website
(www.sacscoc.org) under the "Institutions" tab, in the "Accreditation Actions and Disclosure Statements"
section within 5 days of the SACSCOC Board of Trustees taking action, making it available for public
notification See Exhibit 208, Board Actions; Exhibit 135, Screen shot of Accreditation actions; and Exhibit
209, Emails to agencies. SACSCOC staff sends a copy of the decisions to the Department as well as
accrediting agencies, appropriate state licensing and authorizing agencies. This procedure of notification is
used following the June and December meetings of the Board of Trustees. (Exhibit 161, Email to USDE re
decisions)
In December, the public is also notified during announcements at the Business Session of the College
Delegate Assembly (see Exhibit 152,). SACSCOC sends a copy of the decisions to the Department and
other accrediting agencies following each Board meeting. (Exhibit 161)
Document(s) for this Section
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Exhibit 135 Screen shot of Accreditation
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Exhibit 22 Board Actions 2018-2020
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Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency must update the Database of Accredited Postsecondary Institutions and Programs with
notifications of agency decisions pursuant to the criteria and Department instructions. The agency also
needs to provide the agency policy on the Disclosure of Accrediting Documents and Actions, exhibit 152,
and exhibits 36, 126, 161, and 208-209 in this section of the criteria for analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the policy on Disclosure of Accrediting Documents and Actions describes the
procedures requiring written notice of positive accrediting decisions; however, the policy, exhibit 152, has
not been provided for analysis. Specifically, the agency states the policy requires the agency to provide the
Secretary of the U.S. Department of Education, appropriate State licensing or authorizing agencies, and
appropriate accrediting agencies written notification within 30 days of the Board of Trustee's decisions on
an institutions initial or renewed accreditation. In addition, the agency attests disclosure statements,
reviewed by the institutions following actions regarding the accreditation status of the institutions, are
posted under the institution's accreditation information page on the agency website; however, exhibits 126,
and 208-209 referenced in the narrative depicting this process has not been provided for analysis.
Correspondingly, the agency attests that implementation of new processes for making information available
to the public have been made in lieu of the change in the U.S. Department of Education's regulations,
effective July 1, 2020. In particular, the postings of agency actions are now completed within one day as
opposed to five to seven business days; however, the evidence referenced in the narrative reflecting the
implementation of this change has not been provided for analysis.
The agency further attests that the notifications of decisions are provided in December to the public through
an announcement at the College Delegate Assembly as well as the agency website and the U.S. Department
of Education through email and the Database of Accredited Postsecondary Institutions and Programs for
the December and June decision meetings (exhibits 135 and 179, not 161 as referenced in the narrative).
However, as of the time of submission of the draft staff analysis, the agency information for all its
membership institutions was not up to date within the Department's Database of Accredited Postsecondary
Institutions and Programs.

List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
The SACSCOC policy, "Disclosure of Accrediting Documents and Actions of SACSCOC" addresses the
requirements in this criterion. See Exhibit FF10, p.4., item VII. For a sample of board actions, refer to
Exhibit ())(4
Examples of the award of initial accreditation is found in Exhibit EE16 and reaffirmation of accreditation is
in Exhibit II. For a similar letter of reaffirmation of accreditation for the Department selected institution,
b)(4)
is found in Exhibit II.
SACSCOC staff have an internal calendar that assists in maintaining the deadlines for posting information
timely (Exhibit FF37). See Exhibit FF19 for a list of Board actions from December 2021 and FF37a for a
screenshot of actions posted with the date.
Board actions are timely transmitted to the Department (Exhibit FF20). With the Department's data
management system, this information is just uploaded to the system. SACSCOC staff have updated all
Board actions into the Database of Accredited Postsecondary Institutions and Programs.
Exhibits 29 and 84 were inadvertently attached to this criterion in the petition.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency still needs to provide
the email to agencies exhibit cited in the original narrative and requested in the draft staff analysis to
demonstrate written notice of its accrediting decisions are provided to authorized agencies for analysis and
the record.
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional documentation and explanation in
relation to the criteria. Specifically, the agency provided the omitted Policy on Disclosure of Accrediting
Documents and Actions; Accreditation and Disclosure Statements screenshot; internal staff calendar for
agency timelines; referenced Board actions, and email correspondence attesting to the utilization of the
Database of Accredited Postsecondary Institutions and Programs (exhibits 37a, referenced as FF37a in the
narrative, FF10, FF20, FF37, and
In addition, the agency has provided evidence of the granting of initial accreditation and candidacy status
for two institutions, as well as the reaffirmation decision letter for the Department Selected institution to
again demonstrate adherence to (a)(1) and (2) of the criteria (exhibits EE16 and II). However, the agency
has still not provided evidenced of emails to agencies, demonstrating written notice of its accrediting

decisions are provided to authorized agencies, as cited in the original narrative and requested in the staff
determination.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.26(b) Notifications: Probation or equivalent status or initiated adverse action

Narrative:
The SACSCOC policy, "Disclosure of Accrediting Documents and Actions of SACSCOC" addresses the
requirements above (Exhibit 152, p.3). The policy states:
In accordance with 34 CFR Section 602.26, the Commission provides the Secretary of the U.S. Department
of Education, appropriate State licensing or authorizing agencies, and appropriate accrediting agencies
written notice of the following decisions and actions: a. decisions on initial or renewed accreditation
(notification within 30 days of the Board of Trustee's decisions) b. final decisions on probation or warning
(public sanctions), or final decisions to deny, withdraw, suspend, revoke, or terminate accreditation or
candidacy (notification same time as informing the institution, not to exceed 30 days after the decision) c. a
brief statement by the Commission summarizing reasons for denial, withdrawal, suspension, or termination
and the official comments, if any, that the affected institution may wish to make with regard to that
decision, or evidence that the affected institution has been offered the opportunity to provide official
comment (notification within 60 days of the decision) d. decision of an institution's voluntary withdrawal
from accreditation or candidacy or an accreditation suspension (notification within 30 days of the decision).
SACSCOC staff verbally notify institutions of negative and adverse actions immediately after the meeting
where final action has been taken by the SACSCOC Board of Trustees. If adverse action has been taken,
SACSCOC staff also sends the USDE notification within 24 hours, even though the adverse action is not
final until an appeal has been resolved or the institution indicates in writing that it will not appeal the
decision. Since the new federal requirement, SACSCOC Board has not taken an adverse action.
The Disclosure policy was amended recently, adding the following:
In accordance with 34 CFR Section 602.26(b), member institutions which have been placed on Probation,
placed on Probation for Good Cause, or removed from membership are required to disclose that SACSCOC
Board of Trustees' action within seven (7) business days of receipt of the official action letter to all current
and prospective students. (Exhibit 152, Disclosure policy, p. 3)
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Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency must provide the Disclosure of Accrediting Documents and Actions policy, exhibit 152,
referenced in the narrative for analysis. In addition, the agency must demonstrate with documentation the
same time notification required in the criteria. The agency needs to also provide an explanation and/or a
narrative for the inclusion of exhibits 29 and 84 in relation to the criteria.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the policy on Disclosure of Accrediting Documents and Actions describes the
procedures requiring written notice of a final decision of a probationary status or an initiated adverse action
to the Secretary of the U.S. Department of Education (Department), the appropriate State licensing or
authorizing agency, and the appropriate accrediting agencies at the same time it notifies the institution of
the decision and requires the institution within seven business days of receipt of the action to disclose the
action to all current and prospective students; however, the policy, exhibit 152, has not been provided for
analysis. In addition, the agency must demonstrate with documentation the same time notification required
in the criteria. Specifically, the agency states the policy requires the agency to provide the abovementioned
entities written notification within 30 days of the Board of Trustee's (Board) final decisions to place an
institution on probation or warning; or take an adverse action to deny, withdraw, suspend, revoke, or
terminate accreditation or candidacy, which includes a statement summarizing the actions, and notice for
institutional comments.
Further, the agency attests negative and adverse actions requires immediate verbal notification to the
institution following the Board's meeting on final action as well as the Department within twenty four
hours of the action, prior to appeal. Lastly, the agency attests the Disclosure policy of the agency was
updated in response to the changes in the Department's regulations, effective July 1, 2020, requiring
institutions within seven business days of receipt of the official action letter from the Board, placing them
on a probationary status or removing their membership, to disclose the action to all current and prospective
students. The agency has included the policies on Substantive Change and Merger Consolidation for
Change in Ownership as evidence for this criterion; however, no explanation for the inclusion of these
policies have been provided by the agency (exhibits 29 and 84).

List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative

No files uploaded
Response:
The SACSCOC policy, "Disclosure of Accrediting Documents and Actions of SACSCOC", addresses the
requirements in this criterion. See Exhibit FF10, p.4, item VII). An example of the timeframe for sharing
adverse information with institutions and posting to the website is noted below and are noted by the dates
on the documents:
Thurs. December 2, 2021 Board of Trustees make accreditation decisions
Tues. December 7, 2021 Date Disclosure Statements posted to website
Mon. Dec.13, 2021 Seventh business day from the decision date
Thurs. June 17, 2021 Board of Trustees make accreditation decisions
Tues. June 22, 2021 Date Disclosure Statements posted to website
Mon. June 28, 2021 Seventh business day from the decision date
See Exhibits FF14 and FF 15 for December 2021 and Exhibits FF16 and FF 17A-C for June 2021.
Exhibits 29 and 84 were inadvertently submitted for this criterion in the petition.

Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Substantially Compliant
Staff Determination:
The agency has been found Substantially Compliant with this section of the criteria. The agency must
provide a monitoring report containing missing exhibits FF14, FF16, and FF 17A-C, referenced in the
narrative, for additional analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional documentation and explanation in
relation to the criteria. In particular, the agency provided the omitted Policy on Disclosure of Accrediting
Documents and Actions to evidence the attestations of the original narrative (exhibit FF10). In addition, the
agency provided a list of notification posting dates within the narrative, along with a disclosure statement
of June and December 2021 posting dates listed for the same time notification requirement of the criteria
(exhibit FF15). However, exhibits FF14, FF16, and FF 17A-C have not been provided for analysis.
Therefore, Department Staff has found the agency to be substantially compliant with this section of the
Criteria. Department Staff recommends the Senior Department official (SDO) require a monitoring report
within 12 months of an SDO decision to be reviewed by Department Staff containing the missing exhibits
referenced in the narrative to demonstrate consistency in agency practices in accordance with the criteria.
Lastly, the agency attests that exhibits 29 and 84 were included in this section of the criteria in error.

List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.26(c) Notifications: Negative Decisions

Narrative:
The SACSCOC policy, "Disclosure of Accrediting Documents and Actions of SACSCOC" addresses the
requirements above (see Exhibit 152, p.3). The policy states:
In accordance with 34 CFR Section 602.26, the Commission provides the Secretary of the U.S. Department
of Education, appropriate State licensing or authorizing agencies, and appropriate accrediting agencies
written notice of the following decisions and actions: a. decisions on initial or renewed accreditation
(notification within 30 days of the Board of Trustee's decisions) b. final decisions on probation or warning
(public sanctions), or final decisions to deny, withdraw, suspend, revoke, or terminate accreditation or
candidacy (notification same time as informing the institution, not to exceed 30 days after the decision) c. a
brief statement by the Commission summarizing reasons for denial, withdrawal, suspension, or termination
and the official comments, if any, that the affected institution may wish to make with regard to that
decision, or evidence that the affected institution has been offered the opportunity to provide official
comment (notification within 60 days of the decision) d. decision of an institution's voluntary withdrawal
from accreditation or candidacy or an accreditation suspension (notification within 30 days of the decision).
SACSCOC staff verbally notify institutions of negative and adverse actions immediately after the meeting
where final action has been taken by the SACSCOC Board of Trustees. If adverse action has been taken,
Commission staff also send the DOE notification within 24 hours, even though the adverse action is not
final until an appeal has been resolved or the institution indicates in writing that it will not appeal the
decision.
Within five days of the Board of Trustees action in June (seven days in December), a compilation of all
SACSCOC Board of Trustees actions is posted on the SACSCOC website at www.sacscoc.org within 5
days of Board action, making it available for public notification (see Exhibit 162 as an example). This
procedure of notification is used following the June and December meetings of the Board of Trustees. That
compilation is the first written notification regarding negative and adverse actions taken by the Board; it is
at that time, made available to the entities referenced above as well as the institutions placed or continued
on a sanction or with adverse action. (See Exhibit 36 which is an internal staff procedure from June 2019
for staff preparation of minutes, letters, website notifications, and Disclosure Statements.)
Two days after the compilation of actions is posted, Disclosure Statements are posted for the following
actions taken by the Board of Trustees: (1) institutions placed or continued on Warning or Probation, (2)
institutions removed from accreditation or candidacy, (3) institutions denied initial candidacy or
accreditation, (4) institutions denied authorization of a candidacy committee, and (5) special committees
authorized separate from another Board of Trustee action. Again, final written notifications are made
available at the same time to the entities stipulated under this section as well as institutions. (Institutions
would have received an electronic draft of their respective Disclosure Statement two days in advance of
posting to ensure factual accuracy of the Statement. For an institution with adverse action, Commission
staff invites the institution to submit official comments to the Board of Trustees decision.)
Within two weeks of the disclosure postings, institutions receive their letters from the SACSCOC
President, providing them with more detailed information regarding action taken by the Board of Trustees.
If an adverse action is taken, the letter is forwarded to the Department. (Exhibit ##, Letter re: Bennett
College)
Exhibit 161 is a copy of an email notifying the USDE of action taken by SACSCOC Board of Trustees in
December 2019. Within two weeks of the disclosure postings and 30 days after action by the Board, USDE

is formally notified of actions taken by the Board. This notification is copied to all the agencies stipulated
in this section's requirements.
As evidence of compliance, SACSCOC provides the following documents: (1) an internal timeline for postmeeting activities of Commission staff indicating the posting of the final SACSCOC Board decisions and
of the Disclosure Statements (Exhibit 36); (2) an example of the compilation of SACSCOC Board
decisions posted five days after Board decisions in June and December—available for the first time in
written format to the entities stipulated under this provision as well as to the institutions (Exhibit 37); (3) an
example of a disclosure statement posted seven days after the Board's decision—made available in final
form to the entities stipulated under this provision as well as to the institutions (Exhibit 38); and (4) an
example of a letter to an institution placed on a sanction (Exhibit 39) and a letter to USDE regarding an
adverse action.
In December, the public is also notified during announcements at the Business Session of the College
Delegate Assembly (Exhibit 152, pp.5-6). Exhibit 217 contains the slides of Board actions disclosed at the
Business Session of the College Delegate Assembly.
The SACSCOC policy, "Sanctions, Denial of Reaffirmation and Removal from Membership," defines
adverse actions.
Monitoring Period and Sanctions
An institution found to be non-compliant with the Principles of Accreditation must correct the deficiencies
within a two-year monitoring period. Failure to become compliant could subject the institution to being
placed on one of two sanctions: Warning or Probation, These sanctions are not necessarily sequential;
however, Warning cannot follow Probation. The SACSCOC Board of Trustees may place an institution on
either sanction with or without reviewing a visiting committee's report and with or without having
previously requested a monitoring report, depending on the seriousness and extent of noncompliance. In
certain circumstances, an institution may be removed from membership without having previously been
placed on sanction. A separate Disclosure Statement will be publicly announced for any institution placed
on a sanction (see SACSCOC policy, Disclosure of Accrediting Documents and Actions of SACSCOC.)
The following defines a Sanction:
Warning — The less serious of the two sanctions, Warning is usually, but not necessarily, levied in the
earlier stages of institutional review and often, but not necessarily, precedes Probation. Once an institution
has been placed on Probation, however, it cannot return to a status of Warning in the same monitoring
period. An institution may be placed on Warning for noncompliance with any of the Core Requirements or
significant noncompliance with the other Standards. Additionally, an institution may be placed on Warning
for failure to make timely and significant progress toward correcting the deficiencies that led to the finding
of noncompliance with any of the Principles of Accreditation. An institution may also be placed on
Warning for failure to comply with SACSCOC policies and procedures, including failure to provide
requested information in a timely manner. The maximum total time during one monitoring period that an
institution may be on Warning is two years.
Probation — Failure to correct deficiencies or failure to make satisfactory progress toward compliance with
the Principles of Accreditation, whether or not the institution is already on Warning, may result in the
institution being placed on Probation. An institution may be placed on Probation for the same reasons as
discussed above regarding Warning if SACSCOC's Board of Trustees deems noncompliance with the
Principles to be serious enough to merit invoking Probation — whether or not the institution is or has been
on Warning. Probation is a more serious sanction than Warning and is usually, but not necessarily, invoked

as the last step before an institution is removed from membership.
Probation may be imposed upon initial institutional review, depending on the judgment of the Board
regarding the seriousness of noncompliance or in the case of repeated violations recognized by the Board
during a monitoring period. An institution must be placed on Probation when it is continued in membership
for "Good Cause" beyond the maximum two-year monitoring period (see section on Probation for "Good
Cause" below). A Special Committee's visit to review the monitoring report will be authorized any time an
institution is placed on Probation (unless the institution has hosted a Special Committee's visit within the
past six months), and the institution will be required to appear before a Committee on Compliance and
Reports of the Board of Trustees at a meeting on the record at the end of the period of Probation to provide
evidence as to why the institution should not be removed from membership.
Probation for Good Cause — If an institution has not demonstrated compliance with all of the standards of
the Principles of Accreditation at the conclusion of its two-year maximum monitoring period, the
SACSCOC Board of Trustees must either (1) remove the institution from membership, or (2) continue
accreditation for Good Cause. If accreditation is extended for Good Cause, the institution must also be
placed on Probation for Good Cause. A Special Committee must be authorized to visit the institution
(unless the institution has hosted a Special Committee within the past six months). (Exhibit 85, Sanctions
policy, pp.2-3)
The above actions are published on the SACSCOC website (https://sacscoc.org/institutions/accreditationactions-and-disclosures/ ) at the "Accreditations" tab, in the "Accreditation Actions and Disclosure
Statements" section, providing written notice to the public of such decisions of the Board of Trustees.
(Exhibit 214, Board Actions)
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Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency must provide the policies on Disclosure of Accrediting Documents and Actions in and
Sanctions, Denial of Reaffirmation and Removal from Membership in this section of the criteria for
analysis. In addition, the agency needs to explain with documentation the discrepancies noted in reporting
within §602.26(c and d), specifically the timeframe in which final Board decisions are provided to the
public and demonstrate the twenty four hour notification. The agency needs to also provide exhibits 36-37
and 161-162 referenced in the narrative as evidence for this section of the criteria for analysis. Finally, the
agency needs to provide an explanation and/or a narrative for the inclusion of exhibits 38-39A, 41,46-49,
and 199 in relation to the criteria; and update the Database of Accredited Postsecondary Institutions and
Programs to include all membership institution's status.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the policy on Disclosure of Accrediting Documents and Actions describes the
procedures requiring written notification within 30 days of the Board of Trustee's (Board) final decisions to
deny, withdraw, suspend, revoke, terminate or an agency defined adverse action for an accreditation status
to the Secretary of the U.S. Department of Education (Department), the appropriate State licensing or
authorizing agency, and the appropriate accrediting agencies at the same time it notifies the institution of
the decision; however, the policy has not been provided for analysis. Specifically, the agency states the
policy requires the agency to provide the abovementioned entities written notification within 30 days of the
Board of Trustee's (Board) final decisions of the negative decisions, which includes a statement
summarizing the actions, and notice for institutional comments. The agency also attests that negative and
adverse actions require immediate verbal notification to the institution following the Board's meeting on
final action, as well as Department notification within twenty four hours of the action, prior to appeal;
however, the agency has not demonstrated this assertion.
In addition, the agency attests that within five to seven days of Board action in June and December
annually, the compilation of all Board actions are posted on the agency website and made available for the
public. However, the agency response within 602.26(d) states the "Institutions are informed immediately
after the Board meeting of final decisions, and staff post the notices within one business day thereafter".
The agency has not provided the policy, nor the example referenced in the narrative as evidence to diffuse

the confusion. It should be noted, at the time of the draft staff analysis submission, the agency information
for all its membership institutions was not up to date within the Department's Database of Accredited
Postsecondary Institutions and Programs (DAPIP).
Correspondingly, the agency attests disclosure statements, reviewed by the institutions following actions
regarding the accreditation status of the institutions, are posted under the institution's accreditation
information page on the agency website within two days after the actions are posted to the agency site. The
agency declares that within two weeks after the agency decisions are posted the institution and the
Department are provided additional written information regarding the decision. However, the agency
evidence referenced in the narrative to demonstrate the agency notification practices and timelines have not
been provided, exhibits 36-37 and 161-162; and the agency provided exhibits 38-39 referenced in the
narrative as evidence related to the criteria yet those exhibits reflect member roasters of site visitors and
reader committees not the content described in the narrative supporting and needs to explain their inclusion
with the criteria.
Further, the agency provided the definitions of the agency monitoring periods and sanctions found within
the policy on Sanctions, Denial of Reaffirmation and Removal from Membership; however, the policy has
not been included for analysis. Lastly, the agency included exhibits 41, 46-49, and 199 as evidence for this
criterion; however, no explanation for the inclusion of these additional roasters and letter has been provided
by the agency.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
SACSCOC provides written notice to the Secretary, and the appropriate accrediting agencies within 30
days after the decisions are made by the SACSCOC Board of Trustees pursuant to its "Disclosure of
Accrediting Documents and Actions" (Exhibit FF10). Two examples of the email sent to accrediting
agencies is provided in Exhibit FF18. The comprehensive list of actions, including negative and adverse
actions are noted in Exhibit FF19. A copy of an email sent to the Department regarding Board actions is
noted in Exhibit FF20.
Definitions for sanctions or adverse actions are noted in the SACSCOC policy, "Sanctions, Denial of
Reaffirmation and Removal from Membership" (Exhibit BB2, p. 2).
At the December Board meetings, the Board takes action on Thursday (for December 2021 that was
Thursday, December 2) and the Vice Presidents notify their respective institutions via telephone calls to the
respective CEOs. Since the College Delegate Assembly meeting occurs annually at the December
meetings, the practice has been to post all Board actions (including adverse actions) following the Business
Session of the College Delegate Assembly (the membership) on Tuesday. See Exhibit FF38, slides of
actions at CDA meeting. Due to COVID and the virtual meeting format, no meetings occurred over the
weekends in December 2020 and December 2021. See Exhibit FF37, internal calendar for posting
information for December 2020 and December 2021. Therefore, the earliest this information was posted to
the website was Tuesday, December 7, 2021. Exhibit FF37a is a screenshot of the SACSCOC website
showing the December 2021 posting date.
Therefore, this is outside the timeframe for public notice of one business day required for adverse actions
by the regulations. At the upcoming December 2022 meeting, the schedule will be adjusted to ensure

timely reporting of adverse actions to the College Delegate Assembly and the public in accordance with
this criterion.
For the June meeting, the information was posted timely; however, the agency did not include the posted
date at the time the information was posted to the SACSCOC website. At the December 2021, the posted
date was included as noted in FF37a.
SACSCOC staff has updated the Database of Accredited Postsecondary Institutions and Programs.
SACSCOC Staff experienced great difficulty in uploading documents with its petition. Several documents
(Exhibits 38-39A, 41,46-49) were inadvertently uploaded in the petition instead of the documents to
support the narrative.

Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Substantially Compliant
Staff Determination:

The agency has been found Substantially Compliant with this section of the criteria. The agency must
provide a monitoring report demonstrating adherence to the Policy on Disclosure of Accrediting
Documents and Actions, Board of Trustee actions/decisions of adverse actions within the stated timeframe
of twenty fours for the December 2022 and June 2023 Board Meetings, along screenshots of the posted
date of when these meeting decisions are made available on the agency website. The agency must also
provide the additional file review documentation cited within the analysis, pursuant to the requirements of
the regulations effective July 1, 2020, within the aforesaid monitoring report.
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional documentation and explanation in
relation to the criteria. Specifically, the agency provided the omitted Policies on Disclosure of Accrediting
Documents and Actions; and the Sanctions, Denial of Reaffirmation and Removal from Membership to
evidence the attestations of the original narrative (exhibits BB2, and FF10). The agency also provided
missing evidence of the policy requirements, including a list of Board actions; email correspondence
notifying the Department of Board of Trustees (Board) meeting actions; utilization of the Database of
Accredited Postsecondary Institutions and Programs; as well as email correspondence of agency
notifications of Board actions (exhibits FF18-FF20).
Specific to the staff determination request for additional explanation regarding the discrepancies in the
original narratives for §602.26 (c) and (d), Department Staff found two contradictory posting dates for final
Board decisions, which stated within five to seven days of the June and December meetings in §602.26 (c)
of the criteria; while §602.26 (d) cited final Board decisions are posted within one business day, and
institutions are notified immediately after the meeting of the Board decisions. In their response, the agency
has clarified that the agency policy and practice is to notify institutions immediately following Board's
adverse action and post notifications of these actions within one business day; however, the virtual
December 2020 and December 2021 meetings did not adhere to the agency policy requirements due to the
pandemic, resulting in Board actions being posted outside of the required timeline of the agency policy and
the criteria for adverse actions (exhibit FF37-FF38). The agency attests moving forward adherence to

agency policies and the criteria will be occur. Therefore, Department staff finds the agency to be
substantially compliant with this section of the Criteria. Department Staff recommends the Senior
Department official (SDO) require a monitoring report within 12 months of an SDO decision to be
reviewed by Department staff demonstrating adherence to the Policy on Disclosure of Accrediting
Documents and Actions, Board of Trustee actions/decisions of adverse actions within the stated timeframe
of twenty four hours for the December 2022 and June 2023 Board Meetings, along screenshots of the
posted date of when these meeting decisions are made available on the agency website.
The agency further attests that documentation collected to demonstrate the timely posting of the June Board
meeting actions neglected to include the dates of the posting to the agency website; and the December 2021
meeting, though dated, reflected a posting date outside of the agency policy requirement (exhibit 37a,
referenced as FF37a in the narrative). Additionally, the agency attests that staff experienced issues
uploading the petition; thus, exhibits were uploaded in error, mainly 38-39A, 41, and 46-49, in this section
of the criteria.
Lastly, the agency needs to provide the unreadable documents within the file review for 602.26; and the
additional documentation during the recognition period demonstrating dated correspondence of written
notice (letter, screenshot of website, etc.) of a final decision of probation or equivalent status or an initiated
adverse action to the required entities at the same time as the institution/program to include notice to the
public within one business day and documentation of disclosure within seven business days to current and
prospective students; and dated correspondence of written notice (letter, screenshot of website, etc.) of a
final adverse action to the required entities at the same time as the institution/program but no later than 30
days after making the decision, to include notice to the public within one business day and documentation
of disclosure within seven business days to current and prospective students.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.26(d) Notice to Public Within 24 Hours

Narrative:
SACSCOC provides written notice to the public of accreditation-related decisions of its Board of Trustees
by posting that information to its website (https://sacscoc.org/institutions/accreditation-actions-anddisclosures/ ) under the "Institutions" tab, in the "Accreditation Actions and Disclosure Statements"
section. Exhibit ##: Screenshot of Disclosure pages. Since this regulation became effective, SACSCOC has
had one meeting and was compliant. (Exhibit ##, Screenshot of Summer 2020 meeting) Institutions are
informed immediately after the Board meeting, and staff posted the notice within one business day
thereafter.
The SACSCOC policy "Disclosure of Accrediting Documents and Actions of SACSCOC" addresses the
requirements above (see Exhibit 152, p.3, item VIII). In the past, SACSCOC' s practice was to post the full
list of Board of Trustee actions on the SACSCOC website at www.sacscoc.org within 5 days of the Board's
action, making it available for public notification (see Exhibit 152, pp. 5-6). This procedure of notification
is used following the June and December meetings of the Board of Trustees

In December, the public is also notified during announcements at the Business Session of the College
Delegate Assembly for June and December actions (see Exhibit 152, pp.5-6).
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Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency must provide dated evidence demonstrating that the written notice of agency Board decisions
posted online for the public are provided within one business day of its notice to the institution. The agency
also needs to provide the Disclosure of Accrediting Documents and Actions policy, exhibit 152 and those
exhibits labeled as ##. In addition, the agency needs to provide the screenshots of the Disclosure pages and
summer 2020 meeting referenced in narrative to demonstrate compliance in this section of the criteria for
analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the new U.S. Department of Education's regulations changes, effective July 1,
2020, required the agency to change the notification postings to the public on the agency website from
within five days to one business day (exhibits 215 and 217); however, the agency policy demonstrating this
change has not been provided for analysis. The agency has provided a screenshot from the agency website
to demonstrate written notice to the public of accreditation related Board decisions; however, the
screenshot provided as evidence contains no dates; nor has the notification to the institution been provided
for Department staff to distinguish if this information was provided to the public submitted within one

business day of its notice to the institution pursuant to the criteria.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
There were no adverse actions initiated or taken at the December 2020 or December 2021 SACSCOC
Board of Trustee meetings. In December 2020, three (3) institutions were continued in accreditation and
placed on probation for Good Cause. See Exhibit UU, p. 5. In December 2021, only one (1) institution was
continued in accreditation and continued on probation for Good Cause. See Exhibit FF19, p. 13.
At the December SACSCOC Board of Trustee meetings, the Board takes action on Thursdays (for
December 2021 that was Thursday, December 2) and the Vice Presidents notify their respective institutions
via telephone calls to the respective CEOs. Since the College Delegate Assembly meeting occurs annually
at the December meetings, the practice has been to post all Board actions (including adverse actions)
following the Business Session of the College Delegate Assembly (the membership) on Tuesdays. See
Exhibit FF38, slides of actions at CDA meeting.
Due to COVID and the virtual meeting format, no meetings occurred over the weekends in December 2020
and December 2021. See Exhibit FF37, internal calendar for posting information for December 2020 and
December 2021. The College Delegate Assembly did not meet until Tuesday, December 7, 2021.
Therefore, the earliest this information was posted to the website was Tuesday, December 7, 2021. Exhibit
FF37a is a screenshot of the SACSCOC website showing the December 2021 posting date.
This is outside the timeframe for public notice of one business day required by the regulations for adverse
actions. At the upcoming December 2022 meeting, the schedule will be adjusted to ensure timely reporting
of adverse actions to the College Delegate Assembly and the public in accordance with this criterion.
For the June meeting, the information was posted timely; however, we did not include the posted date on
the website at the time the information was posted to the SACSCOC website; therefore, it is not noted on
the screenshot that was submitted in the petition. These screenshots are deleted once the new screenshot is
created. In the December 2021 public notice, the posted date was included as noted in Exhibit FF37a.
The SACSCOC letter notifying the Department of an adverse action is noted in Exhibit FF24.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Substantially Compliant
Staff Determination:
The agency has been found Substantially Compliant with this section of the criteria. The agency must
provide a monitoring report demonstrating adherence to the Policy on Disclosure of Accrediting
Documents and Actions, Board of Trustee actions/decisions of adverse actions within the stated timeframe
of twenty fours for the December 2022 and June 2023 Board Meetings, along screenshots of the posted
date of when these meeting decisions are made available on the agency website.

Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional documentation and explanation in
relation to the criteria. Specifically, the agency provided the omitted Policies on Disclosure of Accrediting
Documents and Actions; (exhibit FF10, found in 602.26 (c)). The agency also provided the Department
notification provided on an adverse action, and Board of Trustee actions (exhibit FF19, FF24, and UU).
Specific to the staff determination request for additional explanation regarding dated evidence
demonstrating that the written notice of agency Board decisions are posted online to the public within one
business day of its notice to the institution the agency responded similar to 602.26(c). In particular, the
original agency narrative stated within five to seven days of the June and December meetings Board
decisions are posted in §602.26 (c) of the criteria; while §602.26 (d) cited final Board decisions are posted
within one business day, and institutions are notified immediately after the meeting of the Board decisions,
in the original narrative. This, the agency further explained and cited that final Board decisions are posted
within one business day, and institutions are notified immediately after the meeting of the Board decisions,
which Department Staff particularly observed the communication with the institutions at the agency's June
2022 Board of Trustee Meeting. For response to this criterion, the agency has again clarified that the
agency policy and practice is to notify institutions immediately following the Board's adverse action and
post notifications of these actions within one business day. However, the virtual December 2020 and
December 2021 meetings did not adhere to the agency policy requirements due to the pandemic, resulting
in Board actions being posted outside of the required timeline of the agency policy and the criteria for
adverse actions (exhibit FF37-FF38). The agency attests moving forward adherence to agency policies and
the criteria will be occur.
Therefore, Department staff finds the agency to be substantially compliant with this section of the Criteria.
Department staff recommends the Senior Department official (SDO) require a monitoring report within 12
months of an SDO decision to be reviewed by Department staff demonstrating adherence to the Policy on
Disclosure of Accrediting Documents and Actions, Board of Trustee actions/decisions of adverse actions
within the stated timeframe of twenty four hours for the December 2022 and June 2023 Board Meetings,
along screenshots of the posted date of when these meeting decisions are made available on the agency
website.
The agency further attests that documentation collected to demonstrate the timely posting of the June Board
meeting actions neglected to include the dates of the posting to the agency website; and the December 2021
meeting, though dated, reflected a posting date outside of the agency policy requirement (exhibit 37a,
referenced as FF37a in the narrative).
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.26(e) Brief Summary Within 60 Days

Narrative:
The SACSCOC policy, "Institutional Obligation for Public Disclosure," requires institutions to disclose the
decision to current and prospect students within seven business days of receipt. The SACSCOC Board of
Trustees recently amended the policy, "Disclosure of Accrediting Documents and Actions of the

SACSCOC," providing:
In accordance with 34 CFR Section 602.26(b), member institutions which have been placed on Probation,
placed on Probation for Good Cause, or removed from membership are required to disclose that SACSCOC
Board of Trustees' action within seven (7) business days of receipt of the official action letter to all current
and prospective students. (Exhibit 152, Disclosure policy, p. 3, Section V)
Further, The SACSCOC policy, "Disclosure of Accrediting Documents and Actions of SACSCOC"
addresses the requirements above (see Exhibit 152, p.3, item VII). The policy states:
In accordance with 34 CFR Section 602.26, the Commission provides the Secretary of the U.S. Department
of Education, appropriate State licensing or authorizing agencies, and appropriate accrediting agencies
written notice of the following decisions and actions: a. decisions on initial or renewed accreditation
(notification within 30 days of the Board of Trustee's decisions) b. final decisions on probation or warning
(public sanctions), or final decisions to deny, withdraw, suspend, revoke, or terminate accreditation or
candidacy (notification same time as informing the institution, not to exceed 30 days after the decision) c. a
brief statement by the Commission summarizing reasons for denial, withdrawal, suspension, or termination
and the official comments, if any, that the affected institution may wish to make with regard to that
decision, or evidence that the affected institution has been offered the opportunity to provide official
comment (notification within 60 days of the decision) d. decision of an institution's voluntary withdrawal
from accreditation or candidacy or an accreditation suspension (notification within 30 days of the decision).
SACSCOC staff verbally notify institutions of negative and adverse actions immediately after the meeting
where final action has been taken by the SACSCOC Board of Trustees. If adverse action has been taken,
SACSCOC staff also send the USDE notification within 24 hours, even though the adverse action is not
final until an appeal has been resolved or the institution indicates in writing that it will not appeal the
decision.
If adverse action was taken against the institution, the SACSCOC staff member assigned to the institution
emails and/or speaks with the institution about the draft disclosure statement and (1) asks if there are any
factual corrections to the Disclosure Statement and (2) whether the institution would like to make official
comments regarding the decision. During discussion with the institution, Vice Presidents provide
institutions an opportunity to make a public comment regarding the Board of Trustees decision. If the
institution decides to appeal the decision, the Disclosure Statement is updated to report the institution's
decision because the Disclosure Statements are posted before the time for requesting an appeal is
exhausted.
In December, the public is also notified during announcements at the Business Session of the College
Delegate Assembly (see Exhibit 152, pp.5-6).
Exhibits 126, 218 and 219 are examples of SACSCOC implementing these requirements.
Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

Exhibit 219 UPDATED Disclosure
Statement of Institution with Adverse
Action
Exhibit 22 Letter to DeVos re Litigation
status
Exhibit VV2I(b)(4)
Disclosure

File Name

Analyst
Comments

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

219 Paine DIsclosure Statemt Appeals
None
04.1620.p df

None

220 Secretary DeVos Ltr 101518.pdf

None

None

VV2 Disclosure Statement (b)(4)

None

None

Exhibit Title

Statement
Exhibit FF10 Disclosure of Accreditation
Documents and Actions policy
Exhibit FF15 Dec June 2021 Disclosure
Statements for Selected Institutions
Exhibit FF23 Disclosure Statement of
Adverse Action

File Name

Univ June 2 019.pdf
FF10 Disclosure Accreditation
Document and Ac tions policy.pdf
FF15 Disclosure Statements for
Selected Insti tutions Dec June
2021.pdf
FF23I(b)(4)
'Disclosure
Statement 201 8FIN.pdf

Analyst
Comments

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

None

None

None

None

None

None

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative

Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency needs to provide exhibits 126, 152 and 218 in this section of the criteria for analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the policy on Institutional Obligation for Public Disclosure and the amended policy
on Disclosure of Accrediting Documents and Actions requires written notice to be provided to an
institution regarding a final decision of an adverse action which is to be disclosed to all current and
prospective students within seven business days of receiving the notification; and makes available to the
Secretary of the U.S. Department of Education (Department), the appropriate State licensing or authorizing
agency, and the public, within 60 days, a summary of agency and institutional comments regarding the
decision; however the policies have not been provided as evidence for analysis. Particularly, the policies
insist the agency provide the abovementioned entities written notification within 30 days of the Board of
Trustee's (Board) final decisions to place an institution on probation or warning; or to take an adverse
action to deny, withdraw, suspend, revoke, or terminate accreditation or candidacy, which includes a
statement summarizing the actions; and comments from the institution or evidence of an invitation for
institutional comments due back to the agency within 60 days of the decision.
Further, the agency attests negative and adverse actions requires immediate verbal notification to the
institution following the Board's meeting on final action as well as Department notification within twenty
four hours of the action, prior to appeal. In addition, the agency communicates with the institution to
discuss the required disclosure statements of the institution's status to be posted on the agency website,
which affords the institution an opportunity to make corrections to institutional information; provide a
public comment regarding the decision; and any appeal requests. The agency provided evidence of a
disclosure statement and notification to the Department; however, the agency has not provided exhibits
126, 152, and 218 referenced in the narrative for analysis.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:

SACSCOC provided the requested information, namely Disclosure Statements (Exhibit VV2, FF15, and
FF23), the SACSCOC policy, "Disclosure of Accrediting Documents and Actions" (Exhibit FF10), and a
, from June 2019 (Exhibit
disclosure statement for the Department selected institution, (b)(4)
FF11).
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency must provide the r)(4)
notification for the institution/program comments (or
documentation of a response opportunity) to the required entities within 60 days after the decision cited in
the file review documentation for additional analysis of the criteria.
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency has now provided the omitted Policy on Disclosure of
Accrediting Documents and Actions, disclosure statements for the Department Selected Institution and
other selected institutions, which includes an adverse action (exhibits FF10, FF15, FF23, and VV2, not
FF11 as referenced in the narrative). However, the agency still needs to provide the (b)(4)
notification for the institution/program comments (or documentation of a response opportunity) to the
required entities within 60 days after the decision requested within the file review documentation.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.26(0 Notifications: Voluntary Withdrawal

Narrative:
The SACSCOC policy "Disclosure of Accrediting Documents and Actions of SACSCOC" addresses the
requirements above (see Exhibit 152, p.3, item VII.d). If an institution voluntarily withdraws its application
from accreditation or preaccreditation, they usually submit a letter to the SACSCOC president. During this
review period, SACSCOC has not had an institution authorized for candidacy to withdraw from this status.
Do c ment(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

Exhibit FF10 Disclosure of Accreditation
Documents and Actions policy
Exhibit 37a Screenshot Dec 2021 Actions
with date
Exhibit FF24 Notice to USDE of Adverse

File Name

FF10 Disclosure Accreditation
Document and Ac tions policy.pdf
FF37a Screenshot of Accreditation
Decisions.p df
FF24 BSW scanned ltr to USDE Sec

Analyst
Comments

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

None

None

None

None

None

None

Exhibit Title

Action
Exhibit FF22 Letter from BSW
acknowledging request
Exhibit FF22a Update Disclosure
Statement
Exhibit FF22b Update Disclosure
Statement 2

File Name

Analyst
Comments

03222021.pdf
FF22 (b)(4)
ack Ltr from
None
BSW pdf
FF22a Updated Disclosure Statement
None
10132020.p df
FF22b (b)(4)
-Disclosure-StatementNone
03222021.p df

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

None
None
None

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency must provide the actual Disclosure of Accrediting Documents and Actions policy and an
explanation of how the policy is enforced pursuant to the criteria. The agency needs to also provide exhibit
152 in this section of the criteria for analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that notification is provided to the Secretary, the appropriate State licensing or
authorizing agency, the appropriate accrediting agencies, and the public of the voluntary withdrawal and
lapse of accreditation or preaccreditation of an institution within 10 business days. Specifically, the agency
attests that the policy on Disclosure of Accrediting Documents and Actions speaks to the requirements of
the criteria; and institution's 'usually' submit a letter requesting voluntarily withdraws from the agency;
however, the agency has not provided a narrative explaining the full policy in relation to the criteria; nor
provided exhibit 152 referenced in the narrative that contains the policy within this section of the criteria
for analysis of the actual requirements of the agency.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
The SACSCOC policy, "Disclosure of Accrediting Documents and Actions" (Exhibit FF10), on p. 3,
Section VI, specifies:
In accordance with 34 CFR Section 602.26, SACSCOC provides the Secretary of the U.S. Department of
Education, appropriate State licensing or authorizing agencies, and appropriate accrediting agencies written
notice of the following decisions and actions:
a. decisions on initial or renewed accreditation (notification within 30 days of the Board of Trustee's
decisions)
b. final decisions on probation or warning (public sanctions), or final decisions to deny, withdraw, suspend,
revoke, or terminate accreditation or candidacy (notification same time as informing the institution, not to
exceed 30 days after the decision)
c. a brief statement by SACSCOC summarizing reasons for denial, withdrawal, suspension, or termination
and the official comments, if any, that the affected institution may wish to make with regard to that

decision, or evidence that the affected institution has been offered the opportunity to provide official
comment (notification within 60 days of the decision)
d. decision of an institution's voluntary withdrawal from accreditation or candidacy or an accreditation
suspension (notification within 10 days of the decision).(ibid)
No institutions receiving candidacy status have requested to withdraw from candidacy.
Since submitting the agency's petition, a member institution requested to withdraw voluntarily its
SACSCOC accreditation. (b)(4)
was in the Appeals stage of the SACSCOC Board of Trustee's
decision to remove the institution from membership. On the Saturday, March 20, 2021, before the Appeals
hearing scheduled to occur on Monday, March 22, 2021, the institutional president telephoned the
SACSCOC President, notifying SACSCOC that it was immediately withdrawing from membership. The
SACSCOC President acknowledged receipt of this call and immediate withdrawal in a letter to the
institutional president on Monday, March 22, 2021 (See Exhibits FF22 and FF22a).
SACSCOC notified the Secretary of Education on Monday, March 22, 2021 (See Exhibit FF24, attachment
is Exhibit FF22a) of the institution's request to withdraw its accreditation. This is within ten (10) days
required by the criterion. Further, this information was posted to the website on March 22, 2021 (Exhibit
FF22a), and remains on the website (See Exhibit FF25, Screenshot of SACSCOC website).

Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional documentation and explanation in
relation to the criteria. Specifically, the agency provided the omitted Policies on Disclosure of Accrediting
Documents and Actions, which requires in section IV(d) decisions of an institution's voluntary withdrawal
from accreditation, candidacy, or an accreditation suspension to provide notification within 10 days of the
decision to notify the entities cited in the criteria, evidencing attestations of the original narrative (exhibit
FF10).
In addition, the agency has provided evidence of a voluntary withdraw of an accredited institution
undergoing an Appeal of a Board of Trustees decision for the institution's removal from agency
membership, which includes the notification letter documenting the withdrawal of the institution,
notification to the Department, and website posting of the voluntary withdrawal of the institution's
membership, along with the disclosure statements (exhibits FF22, FF22a, FF22b, referenced as FF22a in
narrative, FF24, and 37a, referenced as FF25 in the narrative). Further, the agency attests no candidacy
status institution has withdrawn from candidacy during the recognition period.

List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.27 (a)(1-4) Other Information to be Provided

Narrative:
SACSCOC has submitted the requisite information noted above to the Department via an email. See
Exhibits 253 and 254 as examples. Since the last review period, SACSCOC has not expanded its scope of
recognition as it relates to distance education or correspondence courses. (See Exhibit ##). The only
changes were to renumber Core Requirements and Standards in the Principles of Accreditation.
Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

File Name

Exhibit A Principles of Accreditation
A Principles of Accreditation 2018.pdf
2018
Exhibit XX Distance and
XX Distance Education and Correspondence
Correspondence Education policy
Cour ses Policy Statement.pdf
Exhibit FF26 2018 Annual Report
FF26 2018 Annual Report.pdf
Exhibit FF27 2019 Annual Report
FF27 2019 Annual Report.pdf

Analyst
Comments

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

None

None

None

None

None
None

None
None

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency must provide exhibits 253, 254 and ## referenced in the narrative as evidence for this section of
the criteria for analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the criteria requirements of an annual list of its accredited and preaccredited
institutions and programs; a summary of the agency's major accrediting activities during the previous year;
proposed change in the agency's policies, procedures, or accreditation or preaccreditation standards; and
notification that the agency has expanded its scope of recognition have all been provided to the Department
by email. However, the email documentation referenced as exhibits 253 and 254 in the narrative have not
been provided as evidence to confirm the agency attestation of its adherence to the criteria; nor has exhibit
#4* been provided to support the agency assertions about distance education and the changes to the
numbering of the Core Requirements and Standards in the Principles of Accreditation.
It should be noted that the purpose of the petition for continued/renewed recognition is for the agency to
demonstrate its continued compliance with the Secretary of the U.S. Department of Education's
(Department) criteria for recognition, which includes the agency narrative responses and
documentation/evidence demonstrating their record of compliance with the Secretary's criteria. The agency
information and documentation provided within the petition is then analyzed by Department Staff and
provided to the National Advisory Committee on Institutional Quality and Integrity (NACIQI) with our
recommendations to assist in their review and recommendation of the agency's compliance, and both
recommendations from Department Staff and the NACIQI, based upon the agency's complete petition, are
forwarded to the Senior Department Official of the Department for decision. With that said, the petition

responses, agency exhibits for each criterion, and the Department Staff analyses become the official record
of the agency's renewal for recognition petition that is forwarded to the NACIQI and the SDO for a
decision, so it is imperative that the evidence mentioned within the petition is provided and the page
number/section references in the narrative are accurate.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
SACSCOC provided information required by this criterion. Namely, each year an annual report is
published and sent to the Department (See Exhibit FF26 and Exhibit FF27)
SACSCOC permits institutions to offer distance and correspondence education and the agency has this
within its scope of recognition. SACSCOC has not expanded its scope since the last recognition period.
The SACSCOC policy, "Distance and Correspondence Education," is provided as Exhibit XX.
The only significant changes to the accreditation standard since the last recognition review were to
reorganize the core requirements and standards in the Principles of Accreditation. In the previous edition,
the federal requirements were noted in a separate section of the Principles. In the 2018 edition of the
Principles, the federal requirements were incorporated into the pertinent topical standards.
Two new standards were added to the Principles of Accreditation that became effective January 1, 2018.
Standard 4.2.g (Board self-evaluation) (Exhibit A, p. 14) was added to ensure that governing board
members, similar to other leaders at the institution are evaluated. Standard 12.6 (Student debt): notes:
The institution provides information and guidance to help student borrowers understand how to manage
their debt and repay their loans. See Exhibit A, p. 28.
This standard asks institutions to document how they inform students about financial literacy.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analyst the agency provided additional documentation and explanation in
relation to the criteria. Specifically, the agency provided the Annual Report Proceedings omitted from the
original submission to evidence attestations of the previous narrative (exhibits FF26-FF27). In addition, the
agency clarified the additions, updates, and changes to agency standards reflected in the 2018 version of the
Principles of Accreditation during the recognition period, which includes the creation of two additional
standards and the incorporation of the separate federal requirements into existing agency standards (exhibit
A). Lastly, the agency attests that distance education and correspondence courses are offered to institutions
seeking an accreditation status from the agency and provided the Policy on Distance Education and
Correspondence Courses to demonstrate adherence to the criteria (exhibit XX).
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response

No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.27 (a)(5-6),(b) Fraud and Abuse

Narrative:
(a)(5) & (6)
In the Principles of Accreditation, Standard 13.6 (Federal and state responsibilities) states:
The institution (a) is in compliance with its program responsibilities under Title IV of the most recent
Higher Education Act as amended and (b) audits financial aid programs as required by federal and state
regulations. In reviewing the institution's compliance with these program responsibilities under Title IV,
SACSCOC relies on documentation forwarded to it by the U.S. Department of Education. (Exhibit 1,
Principles, p. 30)
This standard is reviewed during an institution's reaffirmation and as part of its Fifth-Year Interim Report.
It may also constitute a special review if SACSCOC receives information from the U.S. Department of
Education regarding an institution's compliance responsibilities under title IV of the Act. In such cases, the
institution will be evaluated under the procedures for reviewing unsolicited information as outlined in the
"Standing Rules of the SACSCOC" (Exhibit 9, Standing Rules, p. ) and will be subject to the provisions of
those procedures. Such information may include an institution's most recent student loan default rates, the
results of financial or compliance audits, program reviews, and any other information that may be provided
by the U.S. Department of Education.
As is the case with all citations of non-compliance, the institution is given ample opportunity to respond
and remedy identified determinations of non-compliance with Standard 13.6. If the institution does not
comply with the standard within the prescribed period of time, it will be removed from membership or
candidacy. In such case, the Department is notified by email with an accompanying letter from the
President of SACSCOC.
If an institution is suspected of alleged fraud or abuse, the President of SACSCOC, or the Committees on
Compliance and Reports, will authorize a Special Committee to review the allegations. If the Committee
uncovers evidence supporting allegations of fraud and abuse, SACSCOC will notify the Department with a
thorough explanation of its findings. To date, there have been no examples of verified fraud and abuse;
therefore, no evidence of compliance with the application of this provision is available.
Except as it applies to item (6), all other information is posted on the SACSCOC website
(www.sacscoc.org), including: a copy of any annual report (https://sacscoc.org/?s=Annual+Report),
biannual update of the directory of accredited and candidate institutions
(https://sacscoc.org/app/uploads/2019/11/Institutionswebmemlist.pdf ), an annual data summary as
included in the SACSCOC Annual Report, notifications and information regarding changes to the
Principles of Accreditation, and the list of institutions reviewed by the Board of Trustees that may have
been cited for failure to meet Title IV program responsibilities
(https://sacscoc.org/institutions/accreditation-actions-and-disclosures/ ). The SACSCOC policy,
"Disclosure of Accrediting Documents and Actions of SACSCOC," addresses all the items listed above and
also allows SACSCOC to fulfill its obligations for item (Exhibit 152).
(b) The SACSCOC policy, "Disclosure of Accrediting Documents and Actions of SACSCOC," states:

The Commission will inform the institution when it submits the institution's name to the Secretary for any
of the reasons cited above unless either of the following conditions apply: (1) Commission staff has
reviewed the institutional case and the issues presented by the U.S. Department of Education and has
concluded that confidentiality is necessary to resolve issues identified by the Department or (2) the
Department specifically requests that the contact remain confidential. (Exhibit 152, Disclosure policy, p.3)
Instances when USDE has requested SACSCOC to submit information regarding an institution, the agency
has notified the institution that such information was being provide when confidentiality was not required.
(Exhibits 238 and 239). When SACSCOC has been requested to provide information and keep this
confidential, the information has been provided to the Department, and confidentiality has been maintained.
See Exhibit 255, Correspondence to USDE without copying the institution.
Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

Exhibit 163 Screen shot of SACSCOC
website
Exhibit 191 255 Upcoming Program
Review
Exhibit FF30 (b)(4) Letter from BSW
Exhibit FF31 (b)(4)
Letter from
BSW

File Name

163 SACSCOC Website
Pages.pdf
255 Upcoming Program Review
•Pdf
FF30(3)(4)
-tr from BSW.pdf
FF31103)(4)
Ltr from
BSW.pdf

Analyst
Comments

Agency's Exhibit
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None
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None

None

None

None

None

None

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:

The agency must provide exhibit 152 referenced in the narrative, along with the appropriate page numbers,
as evidence for this section of the criteria. The agency must also demonstrate with evidence its declaration
that information collected on the failure of institutions to meet its title IV, HEA program responsibilities are
posted to the agency's website. Lastly, the agency needs to provide exhibits 238, 239, and 255 referenced
in the narrative, as well as the reason for the inclusion of exhibit 163.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that the Principles of Accreditation, Standard 13, Financial and Physical Resources,
requires institutions to be in compliance with its program responsibilities under Title IV of the most recent
Higher Education Act as amended; and audits financial aid programs as required by federal and state
regulations; which is verified by the agency during reaffirmation visits, interim reporting and through U.S.
Department of Education (Department) notifications; however, the exhibit referenced in the narrative has
not been provided in this section of the criteria for analysis.
The agency further attests that a special review of an institution may be initiated upon notification from the
Department regarding an institution's Tittle IV, which is evaluated in accordance with the Standing Rule

policy of the agency for unsolicited information; however, the policy nor the page numbers for the policy
have been provided as evidence. Once the review of institutional documentation; including an evaluation of
most recent student loan default rates, the results of financial or compliance audits, and Department
program reviews, the agency provides an opportunity for the institution to respond and correct the noncompliance issues; or removes their accredited status with the agency if the institution is unresponsive to
agency request to correct non-compliance.
For cases of alleged fraud or abuse by an institution, a special committee is implored to investigate the
allegations by the agency, which results in the agency notifying the Department of its findings in reference
to those allegations; however, the agency attests no examples of verified fraud and abuse have occurred
during the recognition cycle. The agency also attests that the information collected on institutional
compliance through agency reporting are posted to the agency's website for those institutions failing to
meet its title IV, HEA program responsibilities; however, evidence has not been provided demonstrating
this attestation, nor has exhibit 152 referenced in the narrative, along with the page numbers, been included
as evidence in this section of the criteria.
In addition, the agency attests that the policy on Disclosure of Accrediting Documents and Actions states
the Commission will inform the institution when it submits the institution's name to the Secretary for any of
the reasons cited for non-compliance with the agency policy unless confidentiality issues have been
identified by the agency or the Department with the institutional documentation, in which two emails are
referenced as evidence demonstrate this assertion. However, two polices have been cited in the agency
response so clarification is needed to understand what 'cited above' refers to in the narrative. Lastly, the
agency has included exhibit 163 as evidence; however, this exhibit has not been referenced or explained in
the narrative for appropriate analysis.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
In the Principles of Accreditation, Standard 13.6 (Federal and state responsibilities) states:
The institution (a) is in compliance with its program responsibilities under Title IV of the most recent
Higher Education Act as amended and (b) audits financial aid programs as required by federal and state
regulations. In reviewing the institution's compliance with these program responsibilities under Title IV,
SACSCOC relies on documentation forwarded to it by the U.S. Department of Education. (Exhibit A,
Principles, p. 30)
NOTE: Supplemental interpretation is noted in the Resource Manual (Exhibit Al, pp. 134-36).
This standard is reviewed during an institution's reaffirmation and as part of its Fifth-Year Interim Report.
If institutions are noncompliant with Standard 13.6, that information is noted in the Board actions that are
posted after each meeting. See Exhibit UU: Dec 2020, p.5; Sept. 2020, pp. 11-13; Dec 2019, pp. 21-24,28;
June 2019, p. 39; Dec 2018, p. 46; and June 2018, p. 54.
SACSCOC provided the "Disclosure of Accrediting Documents and Actions of SACSCOC" policy
(Exhibit FF10). Specifically, on p. 4, in Section VII, the policy notes:
In accordance with 34 CFR 602.27, SACSCOC notifies the U.S. Secretary of Education of any changes to
policies, procedures, and standards that affect SACSCOC's scope of recognition with the U.S. Department
of Education or its compliance with the criteria for recognition. In addition, SACSCOC submits the

following documents to the U.S. Department of Education: a copy of its Annual Report; a copy of its
directory of accredited and candidate institutions, as updated annually; and, upon request by the Secretary,
a summary of SACSCOC's major accrediting activities during the previous year.
Instances when USDE has requested SACSCOC to submit information regarding an institution, the agency
has notified the institution that such information was being provided and when confidentiality was not
required. (Exhibits FF30 and FF31). When SACSCOC has been requested to provide information and keep
this confidential, the information has been provided to the Department, and confidentiality has been
maintained. See Exhibit AA9, Correspondence to USDE without copying the institution.
The recognition petition included hyperlinks as evidence that these URLs exist for the distinct types of
information provided on the website. Since the Department cannot access hyperlinks, a screenshot of the
various policies available on the SACSCOC website as it relates to the several types of information was
provided in this criterion.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency does not meet the requirements of this section of the criteria. The agency must provide exhibits
A, Al, UU, FF10 and AA9 referenced in the narrative, along with the screenshots cited in the narrative. In
addition, the agency needs to still provide the relevance of exhibit 163 in the original narrative. Lastly, the
agency still needs to provide examples of the review required in 602.27(b) to conclude the file review.
Analyst Remarks to Response:
The staff determination within the draft staff analysis requested the agency to provide additional
clarification regarding the criteria and missing documentation cited in the original narrative. In response to
the draft staff analysis, the agency reiterates the standard which requires institutional compliance with Title
IV responsibilities found in the Principles of Accreditation and Resource Manual, along with Board actions
reflected on the agency website; however, the three referenced documents have not been included in this
section of the criteria for the record. Additionally, the agency references the Policy on Disclosure of
Accrediting Documents and Actions, which is also not included in this section of the criteria, to illustrate
the requirements for notifying the Department of agency changes impacting their scope of recognition;
annual reporting; and accrediting activities upon Department requests.
Further, the agency has provided the omitted evidence demonstrating instances of agency communication
with an institution pursuant to a request from the Department (exhibits FF30-FF31). However, the agency
has not provided the cited evidence in the narrative that exhibits the agency's adherence to confidentiality
when handling such requests from the Department requiring confidentiality of contact. Also, the agency
again references a screenshot of the various available policies on the agency website; however, the
referenced screenshot has not been provided as evidence for the record; nor has the agency addressed the
inclusion of exhibit 163 within the original narrative. Lastly, the agency still needs to provide examples of
the review required in 602.27(b) to conclude the file review, since it is unclear if these instances occurred
during the recognition period.

List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.28 (a) Regard for the Legal Authorization of an Institution

Narrative:
SACSCOC's Principles of Accreditation, Section 3: Basic Eligibility Standards, in its preamble notes:
To gain or maintain accreditation with SACSCOC, an institution is a continuously functioning organization
legally authorized to grant degrees and other academic credentials, and able to demonstrate compliance
with SACSCOC standards and policies.
In the Principles, Core Requirement 3.1.a ( (Degree-granting authority) states, "An institution seeking to
gain or maintain accredited status (a) has degree-granting authority from the appropriate government
agency or agencies." (Exhibit 1, Principles, p. 12)
Supplemental interpretation of CR 3.1.a
To gain or maintain accreditation with SACSCOC, an institution must be legally authorized to grant
degrees and other academic credentials. The authorization must be appropriate for the degree levels offered
(associate, baccalaureate, master's, education specialist, or doctoral) and for the geographic locations where
the degrees are offered. Because education in the United States largely operates under the jurisdiction of
states, typically such authorization is granted through state legislation, sometimes by language contained in
state constitutions, or sometimes by issuance of a charter. More often, authority appears in other
supplemental laws, and—more recently—through actions of state education coordinating boards or other
state offices. (Resource Manual, pp.15-16)
Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

File Name

Analyst
Comments

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

Exhibit A Principles of
Accreditation 2018

A Principles of Accreditation 2018.pdf

None

None

Exhibit Al Resource Manual

Al Resource Manual for the Principles of
Accr editation.pdf

None

None

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency must provide exhibit 1 and the Resource Manual referenced in the narrative as evidence for this
section of the criteria.

Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that verification of legal authorization by the State for postsecondary education is
required to receive an accreditation status from the agency. Specifically, the agency attests that to gain or
maintain accreditation with the agency, the Basic Eligibility Standards within the Principles of
Accreditation, requires an institution to be a continuously functioning organization legally authorized to
grant degrees and other academic credentials; and able to demonstrate compliance with agency standards
and policies. However, the Principles have not been provided as evidence for review with this criterion.
Similarly, the agency further attests that the Core Requirement 3.1. within the Principles and the
Supplemental interpretation of CR 3.1.a within the Resource Manual of the agency further states an
institution seeking to gain or maintain accredited status must have degree-granting authority from the
appropriate government agency or agencies; authorization appropriate for the degree levels and geographic
locations where the degrees are offered; and granted through state legislation. However, the Resource
Manual has also not been included as evidence for review with this criterion. Department staff will be
conducting a file review of additional agency documents related to the criteria during a file review
scheduled for early next year.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
The agency submitted the Principles of Accreditation (Exhibit A) which provides notes on page 12.
Specifically, Core Requirement 3.1(a) (Degree-granting authority) states "that an institution seeking to gain
or maintain accredited status must have degree-granting authority from the appropriate government agency
or agencies." The supplemental interpretation of CR 3.1(a) is provided in the Resource Manual (Exhibit
Al, p. 15-16).
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional explanation and documentation in
relation to the criterion. Specifically, the agency provided the requested evidence within the staff
determination, including the Principles of Accreditation and the Resource Manual, which provides the core
requirements for degree granting authority consistent with the attestations of the original agency narrative
and the criterion (exhibits A and Al). The agency also noted that no institutions lacking the agency
requirements for this criterion obtained an accreditation status during the recognition period.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.28 (b) Regard for Negative Actions by Other Accreditors

Narrative:
The SACSCOC policy, "Accrediting Decisions of Other Agencies," addresses the requirement outlined
above.
In accord with Federal code §602.28, the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on
Colleges (SACSCOC) observes the following policy concerning the accrediting decisions of other
agencies:
SACSCOC does not grant candidacy, initial accreditation, or reaffirmation to an institution if the
Commission knows, or has reason to know, that the institution is the subject of the following:
1.A pending or final action brought by a State agency to suspend, revoke, withdraw, or terminate the
institution's legal authority to provide postsecondary education in the State;
2. A decision by another United States Department of Education (USDOE) recognized agency to deny
accreditation or candidacy;
3. A pending or final action brought by another USDOE recognized accrediting agency to suspend, revoke,
withdraw, or terminate the institution's accreditation or candidacy; or
4. Probation or an equivalent status imposed by a USDOE recognized accrediting agency. (See Exhibit 48,
Decisions of Other agencies, p. 1)
Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

File Name

Analyst
Comments

Exhibit 2 Resource Manual 2 Resource Manual for the Principles of Accre ditation
None
of the Principles
Foundations for Quality Enhancement. pdf
Exhibit FF33 Accrediting
None
FF33 AccredDecisionsOthers.pdf
Decisions of Other Agencies

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

None
None

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency must provide exhibit 48 referenced in the narrative as evidence for this section of the criteria.
The agency needs to also provide an explanation and/or a narrative for the inclusion of exhibit 2 in relation
to the criteria.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that an accreditation status will not be granted to an institution subject to pending or
final adverse action, or on probation or equivalent status by a recognized accrediting or State authorizing

agency. Specifically, the agency attests that the policy Accrediting Decisions of Other Agencies states an
accreditation status is not granted to an institution if the agency knows, or has reason to know the
institution is subject to a pending or final action brought by a State agency to suspend, revoke, withdraw, or
terminate the institution's legal authority to provide postsecondary education in the State; decision by
another United States Department of Education (USDOE) recognized agency to deny accreditation or
candidacy; pending or final action brought by another USDOE recognized accrediting agency to suspend,
revoke, withdraw, or terminate the institution's accreditation or candidacy; or probation or an equivalent
status has been imposed on the institution by a USDOE recognized accrediting agency, until an agency
review. However, the agency has not provided the policy referenced in the narrative for analysis. The
agency has also included the Resource Manual of the Principles as evidence for this criterion; however, no
explanation for the inclusion of the manual has been provided by the agency (exhibit 2).
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
The SACSCOC policy, "Accrediting Decisions of Other Agencies" is provided as Exhibit FF33.
The Resource Manual (Exhibit 2) was inadvertently attached to this criterion in the petition.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Substantially Compliant
Staff Determination:
The agency has been found Substantially Compliant with this section of the criteria. The agency must
provide a monitoring report with examples of agency action taken in the event an institution was not in
compliance with State requirements; clarification on the inclusion of the Federal Student Aid (FSA)
correspondence submitted within this section of the file review; and examples of a review conducted by the
agency in the event that another recognized accrediting agency took adverse action or placed an institution
or program on show cause or probation, or of instances in which, on request, the agency shared information
with other agencies about an institution or program it has taken action against, related to section (d) of
§602.28.
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional explanation and documentation to
demonstrate adherence to the criteria. Specifically, the agency provided the Policy on Accrediting
Decisions of Other Agencies, which outlines the requirements for agency decisions to not grant an
accreditation status, consistent with the attestations of the original narrative and the criteria requirements
(exhibit FF33). In addition, the agency clarified the inclusion of the Resource Manual for this section of the
criteria in the original submission as an error.
Lastly, the agency has not provided the file review documents for this section of the criteria. Therefore,
Department Staff has found the agency to be substantially compliant with this section of the Criteria.
Department Staff recommends the Senior Department official (SDO) require a monitoring report within 12

months of an SDO decision to be reviewed by Department Staff demonstrating examples of agency actions
taken in the event an institution was not in compliance with State requirements; clarification on the
inclusion of the Federal Student Aid correspondence submitted within this section of the file review; and
examples of a review conducted by the agency in the event that another recognized accrediting agency took
adverse action or placed an institution or program on show cause or probation, or of instances in which, on
request, the agency shared information with other agencies about an institution or program it has taken
action against, related to section (d) of §602.28.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.28 (c) Explanation of Over-riding Decision

Narrative:
SACSCOC policy, "Accrediting Decisions of Other Agencies," addresses the requirement outlined above.
(See Exhibit 47) During the review period, SACSCOC has not had an occasion to apply this policy to an
institution seeking initial accreditation or candidacy.
Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

Exhibit 47 Summary of Nominating
Guidelines
Exhibit FF33 Accrediting Decisions of
Other Agencies

File Name

Analyst
Comments

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

47 Summary of Nominating
Guidelines.pdf

None

None

FF33 AccredDecisionsOthers.pdf

None

None

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency must demonstrate with explanation/narrative and documentation evidence of the attestation
provided in the response to the criteria. The agency needs to also provide an explanation and/or a narrative
for the inclusion of exhibit 47 in relation to the criteria.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that circumstances in which the agency grants an accreditation status to an institution
with pending or final action from a State or recognized accrediting agency to suspend, revoke, withdraw, or
terminate the institution's legal authority and accreditation status; or is on probation or an equivalent status
by another agency, is addressed in the policy Accrediting Decisions of Other Agencies; however, the

agency has not provided a narrative explaining the policy in relation to the criteria; nor provided the policy
within this section of the criteria for analysis. The agency has provided the Summary of Nominating
Guidelines as evidence; however, a rationale for the inclusion of these guidelines in relation to the criteria
has also not been explained in the narrative by the agency.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
SACSCOC policy, "Accrediting Decisions of Other Agencies," addresses this criterion. In the petition, it
was Exhibit 48, but was noted as Exhibit 47 in the narrative. The correct policy is noted in Exhibit FF33, p.
1, Procedures #2,and notes:
2. If, after reviewing the materials, the Commission acts to grant candidacy or initial accreditation to the
institution, the President of SACSCOC will provide to the U.S. Secretary of Education, within 30 days of
the SACSCOC Board of Trustees action, a thorough and reasonable explanation why the action of the other
agency did not preclude SACSCOC from awarding candidacy or initial accreditation. If, after reviewing the
materials, the Commission finds that the deficiencies cited by the other agency calls into question the
institution's compliance with standards applicable to its status with the Commission, the President of
SACSCOC may refer the case to C & R or authorize a Special Committee to review the institution. Action
regarding the institution's continuing candidacy or any future recognition will be made by SACSCOC
Board of Trustees.
During the review period, SACSCOC has not had an occasion to apply this section of the policy to an
institution seeking initial accreditation or candidacy.
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional clarification and the correct policy
regarding this criterion. Specifically, the agency explained that the exhibits reflecting the Policy on
Accrediting Decisions of Other Agencies (Policy), which has now been provided as evidence (exhibit
FF33). In addition, the agency cited the Policy requirements, which states the agency will provide to the
U.S. Secretary of Education, within 30 days of the SACSCOC Board of Trustees action, a thorough and
reasonable explanation why the action of the other agency did not preclude SACSCOC from awarding
candidacy or initial accreditation, upon review of institutional documents, to demonstrate adherence to the
criteria (exhibit FF33). The agency further attests that the aforementioned section of the Policy has not been
applied during the recognition period.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.28 (d) Requirement to Initiate Review

Narrative:
SACSCOC policy, "Accrediting Decisions of Other Agencies," addresses the requirement outlined above.
In the "Procedures" section, the policy provides:
Procedures
1.If the Commission is notified that an institution is a subject of any of the provisions outlined above,
Commission staff will request that the institution provide all reports from the agency referred to in any of
the points 1-4 above, and will consider whether the other agency's action resulted from a deficiency which
calls into question the institution's compliance with the Principles of Accreditation.
2. If, after reviewing the materials, the Commission acts to grant candidacy or initial accreditation to the
institution, the President of SACSCOC will provide to the U.S. Secretary of Education, within 30 days of
the SACSCOC Board of Trustees action, a thorough and reasonable explanation why the action of the other
agency did not preclude SACSCOC from awarding candidacy or initial accreditation. If, after reviewing the
materials, the Commission finds that the deficiencies cited by the other agency calls into question the
institution's compliance with standards applicable to its status with the Commission, the President of
SACSCOC may refer the case to C & R or authorize a Special Committee to review the institution. Action
regarding the institution's continuing candidacy or any future recognition will be made by SACSCOC
Board of Trustees.
3. If the Commission learns that a candidate or member institution is the subject of adverse action by
another USDOE recognized accrediting agency or has been placed on Probation, or an equivalent status, by
another USDE recognized accrediting agency, Commission staff will request that the institution provide all
related reports from the agency. Following review of the reports, the Commission will determine one of the
following:
(1) that the reasons for adverse action or Probation or equivalent status do not support a recommendation of
adverse action or the imposition of Probation or Warning, or
(2) that the reasons for adverse action or Probation or equivalent status warrant the authorization of a
Special Committee or referral to the SACSCOC Board of Trustees for consideration of adverse action or
the imposition of Probation or Warning.
(Exhibit 48, Decisions of Other Agency, pp. 1-2)
During the review period, SACSCOC has not had an occasion to apply this policy to an institution seeking
initial accreditation or candidacy.
Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

File Name

Analyst
Comments

Exhibit 48 Accrediting Decisions of 48. Accrediting Decisions of Other Agencies
None
Other Agencies
P olicy Statement.pdf
Exhibit A Principles of
A Principles of Accreditation 2018.pdf
None
Accreditation 2018
Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

None
None

Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that any review of an institution resulting in a negative action by another recognized
accrediting agency, requires the agency to initiate a review of the institution. Specifically, the agency
policy Accrediting Decisions of Other Agencies insists an accreditation status is not granted to an
institution if the agency knows, or has reason to know the institution is subject to a pending or final action
brought by a State agency to suspend, revoke, withdraw, or terminate the institution's legal authority to
provide postsecondary education in the State; decision by another United States Department of Education
(USDOE) recognized agency to deny accreditation or candidacy; pending or final action brought by
another USDOE recognized accrediting agency to suspend, revoke, withdraw, or terminate the institution's
accreditation or candidacy; or probation or an equivalent status has been imposed on the institution by a
USDOE recognized accrediting agency, until an agency review (exhibit 48).
In addition, the agency attests that the review of an institution's accreditation status with the agency after
notification of the aforementioned circumstances includes the review of reports from the agency taking the
action to consider whether said action resulted from a deficiency that question's the institution's
compliance with the agency's standards. Once a review has concluded, the agency grants candidacy or
initial accreditation to the institution, with an explanation of the Board of Trustees' (Board) action provided
to the Secretary within 30 days; or finds the deficiencies cited by the other agency question's the
institution's compliance with agency standards, which may call for additional review of the institution by
the agency, resulting in a Board action on its accreditation status based on those findings (exhibit 48). The
agency further attests that such an occurrence has not occurred during the recognition cycle.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Meets the requirements of this section
Analyst Remarks to Response:
The agency met the requirements of this criterion with its original narrative and documentation.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

Criteria: 602.28 (e) Information-Sharing with Other Accrediting/Approval Bodies

Narrative:

The SACSCOC policy, "Disclosure of Accrediting Documents and Actions of SACSCOC," addresses the
requirement outlined above. (See Exhibit 152, p3, VII.) The total list of SACSCOC actions is posted on
the SACSCOC website at www.sacscoc.org, under the "Institutions" tab, in the "Accreditation Actions and
Disclosure Statements" section. Within 5 days of Board of Trustee action, this information is available to
the public (see Exhibit 152, pp. 5-6). This procedure of notification is used following the June and
December meetings of the Board of Trustees. In a timely manner, following each meeting of its Board of
Trustees, SACSCOC initiates and shares with other accrediting agencies via an email, informing them of
these actions. (Exhibit 225, email sent to accrediting agencies). If other appropriately recognized
accrediting agencies and recognized State approval agencies request such information, then it is provided.
and their email address is added the list of agencies receiving such notice.
Document(s) for this Section
Exhibit Title

Exhibit 187 225 Email notification to
other agencies
Exhibit A Principles of Accreditation
2018
Exhibit GO Reaffirmation Subsequent
Reports policy
Exhibit AAll Accreditation Procedures
for Applicant Institutions policy
Exhibit BB8 Substantive Change Policy
and Procedures
Exhibit FF10 Disclosure of
Accreditation Documents and Actions
policy

File Name

Analyst
Comments

Agency's Exhibit
Comments

225 Email notification to other
agencies.pdf

None

None

A Principles of Accreditation 2018.pdf

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

FF10 Disclosure Accreditation Document
None
and Ac tions policy.pdf

None

GO Reaffirmation and Subsequent
Reports Polic y.pdf
AA 11 Accreditation Procedures for
Applicant I nstitutions Policy.pdf
BB8 SubstantiveChange Policy and
Procedures.p df

Analyst Worksheet- Narrative
Analyst Review Status:
Does not meet the requirements of this section
Staff Determination:
The agency must provide exhibit 152 referenced in the narrative as evidence for this section of the criteria
for analysis.
Analyst Remarks to Narrative:
The agency attests that information about the accreditation and preaccreditation statuses of their member
institutions are shared with other accrediting/approval bodies. Specifically, the agency narrative states that
the policy on Disclosure of Accrediting Documents and Actions of SACSCOC requires the agency to make
information regarding Board of Trustee (Board) action available to the public within 5 days through the
agency website after the June and December Board meetings; however, exhibit 152 referenced in the
narrative has not been included as evidence in this section for analysis of the agency's response.
The agency further attests that the abovementioned information is also disclosed by email to other

accrediting agencies, which is evidenced by the inclusion of an email sent to accreditors; and provided to
recognized State approval agencies upon request (exhibit 187). Department staff will review additional
documentation related to the criteria during a file review scheduled for early next year.
Li st of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Narrative
No files uploaded
Response:
The SACSCOC policy, "Disclosure of Accrediting Documents and Actions of SACSCOC," (Exhibit FF10)
notes on p. 4, Section VII, this criterion's requirements. Namely, it notes:
VII. Information Released to the Public
SACSCOC provides to the public written notice of the following decisions and actions:
a. decisions on initial or renewed candidacy and accreditation (notification within 30 days of the Board of
Trustees decision)
b. final decisions on probation or warning (public sanctions), or final decisions to deny, withdraw, suspend,
revoke, or terminate accreditation or candidacy (notification within 24 hours of informing the institution)
c. a brief statement summarizing reasons for denial, withdrawal, suspension, or termination and the official
comments, if any, that the affected institution makes regarding the action (notification upon request)
d. decisions of an institution's voluntary withdrawal from accreditation or candidacy or an accreditation
suspension (notification upon request).
SACSCOC maintains and makes available to the public the following documents at www.sacscoc.org:
Principles of Accreditation: Foundations for Quality Enhancement (Exhibit A); Accreditation Procedures
for Applicant Institutions (Exhibit AA11); Reaffirmation of Accreditation and Subsequent Reports (Exhibit
GG); and Substantive Change Policy and Procedures (Exhibit BB8).
Analyst Worksheet - Response
Analyst Review Status for Response:
Substantially Compliant
Staff Determination:
The agency has been found Substantially Compliant with this section of the criteria. The agency must
provide a monitoring report with additional explanation for the inclusion of the CAPTE email in relation to
the requirement of agency inquiries during the accreditation or preaccreditation process as to actions taken
with respect to the institution or program by States and other recognized accrediting agencies.
Analyst Remarks to Response:
In response to the draft staff analysis, the agency provided additional documentation and explanation to
demonstrate adherence to the criteria. Specifically, the agency has provided the Disclosure of Accrediting
Documents and Actions of SACSCOC omitted from the original submission to evidence attestations of the
previous narrative (exhibit FF10). The agency also provided additional documentation of publicly
accessible information regarding the Principles of Accreditation, Accreditation Procedures, Substantive
Change, and Reaffirmations and Reports (exhibits A, AA1, BB8 and GG).

Lastly, the agency must provide clarification on the inclusion of some file review documents for this
section of the criteria. Therefore, Department Staff has found the agency to be substantially compliant with
this section of the Criteria. Department Staff recommends the Senior Department official (SDO) require a
monitoring report within 12 months of an SDO decision to be reviewed by Department Staff regarding
additional explanation for the inclusion of the CAPTE email in relation to the requirement of agency
inquiries during the accreditation or preaccreditation process as to actions taken with respect to the
institution or program by States and other recognized accrediting agencies.
List of Document(s) Uploaded by Analyst - Response
No files uploaded

3rd Party Written Comments
Document Title

File Name

Pro/Con

(b)(6)
(b)(6)

Comments

Public Comment S22
Written Commerts Regarding SACSCOC Veterans Education Success
DMM Letter to Cardona

comments - ED - SACS 08-0921.docx
Public Comment 522_ SACSCOC.docx
Written Comments regarding SACSCOC -Veterans Education Success.docx
dmm let to cardova 81521 Lpdf

CON
CON
CON
CON

Staff Analysis of 3rd Party Written Comments
The Department received Four third-party comments pertaining to the renewal of recognition for the
agency. One commenter raised concerns about the President of ( 3)(4)
serving on
the Executive Council of the agency. Department staff has reviewed the agency Bylaws and polices which
state the Executive Council of the Board of Trustees is to be comprised of thirteen members from each state
within the region of their membership institutions and all are subject to the conflict of interest and recusal
policies of the agency. However, Department staff has requested additional information from the agency
relating to §602.15(a)(2) Competency of representatives and §602.15(a)(6) Conflict of Interest for further
compliance review.
Three of the commenters raise collective concerns with the Secretary's criteria regarding agency
requirements for the consistent enforcement of standards; faculty qualifications; conflict of interest; student
complaints; monitoring; enforcement of timelines; and substantive changes for b)(4)
(b)(4)
. One of the abovementioned
commenters has also raised similar concerns with b)(4)
pertaining to the agency requirements
for the consistent application of standards and student complaints. However, Department staff has
requested additional evidence from the agency concerning adherence to the Secretary's criteria, the third
party comments, and agency's policies, procedures, and standard requirements for further compliance
review in the following sections of the petition §602.16(a)(1)(iii), Faculty; §602.16(a)(1)(v), Fiscal and
administrative capacity; §602.16(a)(1)(vii), Recruiting & Other Practices; §602.16(a)(1)(ix), Student
Complaints; §602.18(b)(2); Consistent Application of Standards; §602.19(b), Monitoring; §602.20(a-d);
Enforcement Timelines and Actions; and §602.22(a-h), substantive changes, procedures, approvals, and
reviews.

The fourth commenter, as well as the other three commenters, raise concerns about the Department's thirdparty comment procedures, stating that the Department should have publicly released the accrediting
agencies' petitions, compliance report, and related materials. However, the Department's solicitation of
written third-party comments sought comment on the agencies' compliance with the criteria in question
pursuant to 34 C.F.R. §§ 602.32(c) and (1), not on the agencies' petitions, compliance report, or related
materials. These regulatory provisions do not require public dissemination of agency petitions, compliance
reports, or related materials.
It should be noted that one of the commenters has submitted a formal complaint to the Secretary
referencing these concerns, which is being investigated outside of the renewal petition. Through the
Department's complaint process, which is subject to §602.33 of the criteria.
Response to 3rd Party Comments
SACSCOC addressed the respective third-party comments in the pertinent criteria responses as directed by
the Department staff.
In sum, most of the third-party comments submitted by (b)(6)
lare based on allegations
regarding events that occurred prior to the current review cycle at (b)(4)
(b)(4)
The allegations that SACSCOC has not followed its policies or procedures in the
past were reviewed by the Department and SACSCOC was found compliant on the respective criterion.
The agency submits its responses to each allegation in the attached document, Exhibit GG13.
A comprehensive report was prepared related to a complaint based on many of the same allegations leveled
by (b)(6)
third-party comments. The report, provided in Exhibit GG8, details the events
related to the specific allegations in the third party comments. The report provides context and background
for the allegations germane to the current review cycle. Selected criterion responses are noted below. While
the agency's Response to the Complaint contained documentation, evidencing the actions taken as well as
the policies referenced, the attached document does not contain documents for events that occurred outside
of the current review cycle.

Staff Analysis of Agency Response to #rd Party Comments
The agency has provided additional documentation and responses to the third-party comments, which are
addressed within the third-party comments section of the petition and the specific criteria, pursuant to the
draft staff analysis staff determinations. Department Staff comments are also found within the specific
criteria, pursuant to the staff determinations. It should again be noted that one of the commenters has
submitted a formal complaint to the Secretary referencing these concerns, which is being investigated
outside of the renewal petition along with the additional document and the agency response submitted
within the petition; through the Department's complaint process and subject to §602.33 of the criteria.
Document(s) Uploaded in response to 3rd Party Comments
Exhibit Title

GG12 SACSCOC Response to Third Party
Comments
GG8 Comprehensive Report re Complaint
A Principles of Accreditation
BB2 Sanctions Policy

File Name

GG12 Response to Third Party Comments April
2022.pdf
GG8 Comprehensive Report re Complaint.pdf
A Principles of Accreditation 2018.pdf
BB2 Sanction Policy.pdf

Exhibit Title
BB8 Substantive Change Policy and Procedures
GO Reaffirmation of Accreditation and Subsequent
Reports policy
GG2 b)(4)
edacted
ltdacted
GG3 (b)(4)
GG4 (b)(4)
redacted
edacted
GG6 (b)(4)
(b)(4)
redacted
GG5
GG1 Fifth Year Interim Overview
GG9 (b)(4)
GG10 (b)(4)
GG11 (b)(4)

AA8 Complaint Policy

File Name
BB8 SubstantiveChange Policy and Procedures.pdf
GG Reaffirmation and Subsequent Reports
Policy.pdf
GG2 (b)(4)
2016_Redacted.pdf
2016_Redacted21.pdf
GG3 (b)(4)
GG4 (b)(4)
_2017_Redacted.pdf
_2016_Redacted.pdf
GG60)(4)
b)(4)
I_2018_Redacted.pdf
GG5
GG1 Fifth-Year-Interim-Report Overview.pdf
pdf
GG9 (b)(4)
0010 (b)(4)
pdf
(b)(4)
GG11
pdf
AA8 Complaints Against SACSCOC or Its
Accredited Institutions Policy Statement.pdf

3rd Party Request for Oral Presentation

There are no oral comments uploaded for this Agency.

